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Climate change is currently threatening the livelihoods of millions of people by altering the natural and physical 
assets they rely on. In order to adapt to climate change, they will need access to new and improved technologies, 

skills and knowledge. 

Mitigation and adaptation are two main strategies that are used to address climate change. Mitigation involves 
finding ways to slow the emissions of GHGs or to store them, or to absorb them in forests or other carbon sinks. 
Adaptation, on the other hand, involves coping with climatic change – taking measures to reduce the negative 
effects, or exploit the positive ones, by making appropriate adjustments. Both are not alternatives, but rather need 
to be pursued actively and in parallel. Mitigation is essential and adaptation is inevitable.

The challenge for adaptation technologies is to deal with the potential for future 
changes whilst being resilient to climate variability. Uncertainty about how climate 
change will manifest in a precise location requires cautions when selecting a 
technological solution to avoid locking a community to an unsuitable technology.  
Working with this uncertainty, technologies for adaptation need to boost resilience 
and increase capacity to adapt to the future. 
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There are a number of different sectors in which technologies for adaptation are relevant: 

Coastal zones  A substantial proportion of the world’s population lives at the interface of land, sea and air in 
the world’s coastal zones. Here people can exploit many opportunities for investment and production but also find 
themselves exposed to a range of natural hazards, from storms and cyclones to widespread flooding and coastal 
erosion. 

Water resources  All life – human, animal and plant – relies on sufficient and dependable supplies of water. But 
this vital resource is under pressure. Large urban populations, extensive irrigated agriculture and rapid industrial 
development are in many places using water faster than it can be replaced.

Climate change adds extra dimensions to this picture on both the supply and the demand side. On the supply side 
there are likely to be changes in precipitation patterns, with major implications for issues such as flood protection, 
food production, water-based transportation and many other forms of water-based livelihoods. On the demand side 
global warming will increase people’s need for water and speed up evaporation from the surface of plants and from 
water sources such as ponds and lakes.

Agriculture  Minor climatic variations can have a major impact on agricultural output even in a single growing 
season, so long-term agricultural productivity and food security will certainly be affected by ongoing climate change 
– a matter of increasing concern since over the next 30 years global food production will need to double to feed the 
planet’s growing population.
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To some extent, plants can cope with climatic extremes on their own. Some have a natural adaptive capacity, such 
as certain rice cultivars that flower early in the morning, enabling them to avoid the damaging effects of higher tem-
peratures later in the day. However, relatively little is known about the general potential for plant resistance to high 
temperature stress and studies have been few and inconclusive.

Public health  Many aspects of human health are affected directly or indirectly by weather and climate. The im-
pact may be direct – high temperatures causing heatstroke, say, or floods or landslides leading to death and injury. 
Or it can be more indirect – as environmental changes accelerate the transmission of infectious diseases, or water 
shortages undermine systems of hygiene or reduce crop yields, leading to malnutrition.

Infrastructure  All human settlements are critically dependent on many types of infrastructure, from power and 
water supplies to transportation to systems of waste disposal. In many parts of the world, particularly in developing 
countries, this infrastructure is already under severe strain, as a result of population growth, rural–urban migration, 
high levels of poverty and the demand for more roads and vehicles. All these strains are likely to interact with, and 
be exacerbated by, different aspects of climate change.

Some of these effects will be direct. Changes in temperature or rainfall along with sea level rise or extreme weather 
events will have an immediate impact, as storms or hurricanes bring down power lines, wash away roads or bridges 
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or overwhelm systems of drainage. There can also be less obvious, longer-term changes; if higher temperatures lead 
to drier soils, for example, this could lead to subsidence.

Climate change is causing the earth’s surface temperature to rise and increasing the prospect of extreme weather 
events that will be more frequent and intense. To some degree this will affect everyone, though for a specific loca-
tion it is difficult to predict how and when such changes will take place. 

A special report by the IPCC (Intergovernmental panel for climate change) on 
managing the risks of extreme events and disasters to advance climate change 
adaptation reviewed the how exposure and vulnerability to weather and climate 
events determine impacts and the likelihood of disasters. The report presented the 
different climate extremes, such as: Increase In mean sea level; Observed changes 
in magnitude and frequency of floods; Increase in heavy precipitation; Increase in 
the length, intensity or frequency of heat waves; Increase in average tropical cyclone 
maximum wind speed; More intense and longer droughts. 

The quadrennial report, Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds by the National Intelligence Council, which reports 
to the U.S. director of national intelligence clearly states that “The world of 2030 will be one in which the greatest 
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strain within and between countries could be the struggle for resources — food, water and energy — and climate 
change could severely affect the ability to produce sufficient quantities of each. Demand for food, water and energy 
will grow by approximately 35, 40 and 50 percent respectively owing to an increase in the global population and 
the consumption patterns of an expanding middle class.” For these levels of growth to be sustainable, new technolo-
gies will have to be married to the careful shepherding of resources. “Water management will become critical 
to long-term food security,” the report concluded. Food security has already been affected by climate change, 
particularly in poorer regions of the world, because droughts and other severe weather events have degraded agri-
cultural productivity. Accelerating global warming could deepen shortages.

What is certain from this long list of extreme events and disasters is that people will become more vulnerable, with 
risks to their health, their well-being and their livelihoods. Therefore, we comprised in the following booklet a va-
riety of solutions offered by Israel›s finest high-tech innovative industry, to adjust to most of these changes and to 
protect those most at risk.  Where adaptation requires the application of technology, some of the methods can be 
fairly basic. Others, however, can employ much higher levels of technology, while some prospective technologies 
appear to come from the fringes of science fiction. Whatever the envisaged levels of technology, it is clear that all 
countries now need to devise national strategies for adaptation, assessing the communities and the locations at 
greatest risk and planning appropriately. 
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Israel is recognized as being at the forefront of high-tech innovation, backed by a highly educated and creative 
workforce and a sound infrastructure. The Israeli industry is always breaching for newer and innovative technolo-

gies. Today Israel has about 350 cleantech companies and they are developing and growing constantly.  

Blessed with ample sun light but challenged by water shortages, Israel is continuously developing alternative tech-
nologies that generate significant energy from the sun as well as from a host of other renewable energy sources 
such as wind, biomass etc. Israel is the world leader in the use of solar energy per capita with 85% of households 
using solar thermal systems, the highest per capita use of solar energy in the world, and 4% of Israel’s energy 
capacity. This encouraged the development of many adaptive technologies such as PV boosting systems which en-
able cost efficient production of up to 25% more energy from any PV installations.

Israeli companies have many innovations in many other fields of energy: Geothermal breakthroughs in turbine de-
sign converting geothermal and solar-heated steam into electricity; Energy from waste technologies eliminating the 
need for prior separation with high recovery rates, and low coast electricity and ethanol; Fossil fuel replacement 
technologies that offer increase in the profitability of biodiesel production from recycled materials; and numerous 
energy efficiency adaptive technological solutions.

Israel’s holistic approach to water management that combines proven technologies with new and efficient water 
conservation techniques, make it the world’s #1 water recycler. Israel initiated seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) 
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desalination and is home to the world’s largest SWRO desalination plant, annually producing 130 million cubic me-
ters, the most cost- efficient operation of its kind in the world. Many IT solutions are available to create smart water 
grids allowing the water utility to improve its ability to plan and forecast, saving money and resources in the process.

Israeli scientists have expanded the world’s food supply through innovative irrigation, growing and harvesting tech-
niques as well as bio-engineered crops and livestock. This transformation has placed Israeli agro-technology at 
the forefront of the world food revolution. Leading in irrigation innovations such as: drip irrigation that helped 
achieve 70%-80% of water efficiency in agriculture - the highest rate in the world; Saline water irrigation which 
is recycled from fishponds to irrigate a variety of crops. Israel excelles in many other fields as well in Greenhouse 
technologies (quadruple the yields of open fields), Seeds (long shelf-life hybrid seeds), Bio/Organic agriculture (In-
tegrated Pest Management), Aquaculture (led to a 40-fold production increase compared with open-pond systems) 
and Desert Agriculture (recovery of geothermal water captured underground is used to heat greenhouses and in 
fish farming).

In the following section a review of the different adaptation technologies offered by Israeli industry will be outlined 
by six main sectors (and numerous subsectors):

   Climate  Air Quality and Meteorological Control Systems | Battery Technology Solutions | Biomass, Bio Fuels 
and Fossil Fuel Replacements | Energy Efficiency Solutions | Hydroelectric, Tides and Waves Energy Technologies | 
Management and Monitoring Solutions (Hydrological, Waste and Energy) | Natural Gas Infrastructures | Renewable 
Energy Technologies | Solar Energy Solutions | Wind Energy Solutions.
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   Solid Waste Management  General | Recycling and Sludge Treatment.

   Water Resources  Data Gathering Technologies | Adaptation Technologies: Desalination Technologies |  Dual 
Water Systems | Drinking water Treatment Technologies | Industrial Cooling and Heating | Leak Detection and Water 
Loss Prevention | Municipal and Industrial Wastewater Treatment | Use Non-Water-Based Sanitation | Water Efficiency.

   Building and Construction  Domestic and Industrial Water Heating Solutions | Energy Efficient Buildings | 
Environmental Indoor Climate Control | Protective Solid Structures and Coastal Defenses.

   Agriculture  Fertilizers | Aquaculture | Fog/Dew Harvesting | Greenhouse Technologies | Irrigation | Seeds and 
Nurseries and Agro-Technology | Valves.

   Extreme Events and Disasters
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Climate

This section incorporates energy alternatives and 
monitoring framework solutions for adapting to cli-

mate change. There are many means of harnessing en-
ergy which have less damaging impacts on our environ-
ment from the burning of fossil fuels. Each country or 
geographical region has its own natural advantages that 
make a specific energy technology most suitable for it. 

Air Quality 
and Meteorological Control Systems
Technological solutions for reducing different air pol-
lutants and greenhouse gases and a preliminary assess-
ment of air quality based on scientific criteria. These 
can enable air pollution mapping and assessing climatic 
changes and variability through meteorological moni-
toring.

Abiotix Specializes in various air pollution models and a 
unique WRF meteorological model with the highest level of 
accuracy and resolution.

Beth-El Zikhron Yaaqov industries Ltd. Gas 
and Particle Filtration System for filtration of air from Toxic 
Gases and Particles as well as Biological and Radiological 
agents.  

E.S.T. Utilizes high temperature Plasma stream to treat 
chemical organic compounds, whether in the form of gases, 
liquids or suspension. 

GVS A patented and field-proven hyperspectral imaging 
(HIS) technology for real-time tracking and mapping of man-
made and natural sources of air pollution. 

Meteo Logic Revolutionary algorithm-based software 
service provides real-time Power & Weather predictions 
improving overall planning, performance and profitability.
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Seambiotic Technology for growing marine microalgae 
in open ponds using flue gas (from CO2 releasing installa-
tion) and recycled seawater from power plant. 

Vortex Patented technology cleans industrial emission 
from both fine particles and gas pollutants in a single sys-
tem and with excellent efficiency.  

Battery Technology Solutions
Technologies for longer lasting, higher efficiency batter-
ies are extremely important and necessary for the next 
generation renewable energy solutions.

BSI Refurbishes batteries and extends batteries life using a 
green eco friendly approach.

EnStorage Developing large scale energy storage de-
vices based on proprietary flow battery technology to be 
coupled with renewable energy sources for grid stabiliza-
tion and capacity firming.

Biomass, Bio Fuels 
and Fossil Fuel Replacements
As an energy source, biomass can either be used di-
rectly, or converted into other energy products such as 
biofuel. Other fuel replacements solutions such as fuel 
cells are a clean, safe, and reliable, offering considerable 
benefits across a wide range of stationary and motive 
applications. 

ArrowEcology Municipal Solid Waste treatment 
through a unique hydro-mechanical process which recovers 
75-80% of the recyclable materials and by wet biological 
techniques it produces biogas and soil improver.

Arrow operation Eliminates hazardous industrial 
sludge, transforming it into energy and raw materials by har-
nessing thermal solar energy. 
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Applied CleanTech Sewage Recycling System (SRS) 
produces a cellulose based substance used for production 
of high quality renewable energy sources.

CTG  Energy-generating treatment of wastewater.

EER Environmental Energy Resources Ltd. 
Eliminates most types of solid waste while generating re-
newable energy via Plasma Gasification Melting (PGM) pro-
cess.

Elkayam Technologies include water clarification and 
sludge densifying, treatment and poly-electrolyte systems 
for the production of “ecosoils” and biofuels. 

Emefcy An Electrogenic Bioreactor for treating WW whilst 
converting the organic contamination in the wastewater to 
green electricity or Hydrogen.

Green City Utilizes sludge, BOD and paticles and turns 
them into valuable biodiesel via a unique patent protected 
enzyme.

Kaiima Develop new NON-GMO crops with dramatically 
improved productivity and improved land and water-use ef-
ficiencies. High yielding castor for the bio-diesel and bio-
polymers industries.

Madei Taas Ltd. Executing Waste-to-Energy Projects 
by utilizing Landfill gas and Biogas for electricity production.

UniVerve A complete Algae to Biofuel process, waste-to-
energy technologies, for production of oil for Biofuel and 
other biomass fractions for highvalue products.

NCF NewCO2Fuels Ltd. Producing LNG or electricity 
via solar energy

Rotem T.G.E. Tech Transforms the municipal waste it 
receives into a combustible synthesis gas and sterile ashes
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Seambiotic Technology for production of high quality 
algae, at a very low cost with high percentage of oil and car-
bohydrates that is efficient for the production of bioenergy. 

TransBioDiesel Enzymatic process increasing the prof-
itability of biodiesel production from recycled materials by 
15%-25%, producing clean byproducts.

Energy Efficiency Solutions 
Aiming to reduce the amount of energy required pro-
viding products and services, the following solutions 
decrease energy costs and also provide a solution emis-
sion reduction.

Control Applications a manufacturer in the field of 
Electrical Power and Energy metering, billing systems, and 
in the field of Building Management Systems (BMS) and au-
tomation.

DuCool Ltd DuCool presents a solution for significantly 
decreasing energy costs for HVAC application. Combining 
the ability to use Solar thermal heat with additional energy 
sources to power dehumidification and air condition

Elspec Electrical power quality analyzers, real time power 
factor correction systems, and energy saving solutions.

Eltam Ein Hashofet Offering end-to-end CleanTech 
solutions for intelligent and efficient street lighting systems.

Enverid Systems Dramatically reduce the energy con-
sumption of central HVAC systems, while also improving 
indoor air quality.

G-Patrol A power management suite that helps save 
wasted energy created by idle PCs, allowing to save energy 
or redirecting that energy to other components, to their 
cloud or smart grid infrastructure.
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Global light & water systems Manufactures LED 
and solar street lighting systems.

GPM GreenOS follows and studies the thermal behavior 
of the customer’s sites and automatically builds optimized 
operating profiles for efficient operation.

Greenlet Technologies Enhanced software, algo-
rithms, hardware and communication technologies for truly 
scalable energy control solutions for electricity utilities, en-
ergy service companies and end users.

ISO Terma TERMA Q, a wireless smart control system for 
hot water boilers in domestic use including many features. 

Larotec An array of devices communicating through flex-
ible low-cost local networks, cellular infrastructure and In-
ternet mainly in the wide area ranges, all managed by an 
internet server gateway (ISG) system. 

MetroLight LED and eHID based solutions for lights 
which preserve up to 70% of the energy consumption and 
carbon emissions.

PES - Power Electronics Systems Deals with 
lighting Energy Controller (LEC), Sinusoidal Motor Efficiency 
Controller, Home Efficiency Controller and Intelligent Volt-
age Efficiency Controller for small business.

Powersines Lighting Energy Controllers enables 
dynamic voltage regulation and power consumption optimi-
zation for commercial facilities, lighting and electric motors.

PowerCom Measuring and control solutions in the 
smart grids and energy efficiency.

Satec Research, development and manufacturing of en-
ergy management, billing and Power Quality systems for 
utilities, industrial and commercial users.
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Solarian Ltd Solar lighting solutions for parks and 
streetlights. 

Sol-R-Led Manufactures intelligent LED illuminated 
and solar powered systems for professional and domestic 
products.

TriDiNetworks Advanced tools for building manage-
ments systems (BMS) for management and monitoring of 
heating and cooling systems and energy efficient lighting.

VINTEC Knowledge Ltd Specializes in saving energy 
in the area of industrial and commercial lighting, particularly 

high usage facilities. 

Hydroelectric, Tides 
and Waves Energy Technologies

A low coast energy production method through the use 
of the gravitational force of falling, flowing, water tides 
or waves.

EVR Motors Novel direct drive generators; An innova-
tive technology that greatly improves the performance of 
wind, tides, hydro and other types of turbines.

Leviathan Energy Innovations in large, intermediate 
and small wind turbines, hydroelectric, waves, and under-
water turbines.

S.D.E Sea wave power plants technology generating elec-
tricity from unending energy without pollution, using and 
protecting the environment resources simultaneously.

Management and Monitoring Solutions 
(Hydrological, Waste and Energy) 

A network that collects real time data to develop an ef-
fective flood warning system, better use of potential 
solar energy, ext... These may include: Quantitative pre-
cipitation forecasting; Probabilistic forecasting; Radar 
developments; Flood and flash flood forecasting; Fore-
cast runoff models; and GIS applications in forecasting.
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Abiotix Specializes in various air pollution models and a 
unique WRF meteorological model with the highest level of 
accuracy and resolution.

AGM Communication & control solutions for SCADA/DCS 
systems. The company offers solutions in the areas of:  Pow-
er substations SCADA system, water usage billing applica-
tion, power monitoring in distributed water & WW stations, 
and Oil spill detecting systems.

Alvarion Wireless communications with expertise in 
building end-to-end 4G networks that enable high-speed 
broadband applications, mainly smart grids for water and 
power utilities. 

Compax Integrated Control and SCADA/DCS systems 
specializing in Water & Waste Water, Oil & Gas. 

Lead Control Specializing in the fields of Oil, Gas, Water, 
Lighting and utilities. Lead Control is a leader in M2M web 
technologies enabling users to remotely connect to their 
devices.

Meteo Logic Provides custom-made power and weather 
forecasting to the energy sector that require the highest 
level of accuracy in order to substantially enhance overall 
planning performance.

MTR Smart protocol two-way Wireless technology & sys-
tems for command, control & management of large distribu-
tion grids including AMR/AMI/ Smart Grid and Control ap-
plications in water, electric and gas industries.

Ommyx Ltd. Provides a flexible, real time water man-
agement system for remote monitoring and analysis of data.
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Palgey Maim Consulting in Reclaiming effluents for ir-
rigation, supplying freshwater, removal and treatment of 
wastewater, urban and agricultural drainage, storing runoff 
water and waste water in reservoirs, using GIS and advanced 
Hydraulic software.

RealiteQ A Virtual ICT Network that opens a Reliable, Re-
dundant, Safe and Secure Event Channel for better Manage-
ment of possible Crisis. Deal with  Water, Waste Water and 
Energy Control, Monitoring and Remote Management.

Remmon Remote terminal units, remote data loggers, 
Web server and mail pulling solutions using GPRS com com-
bined with SMS alerts for crucial information. 

SolidAT Manufacturer of advanced level sensors and 
wireless level measurement solutions for continuous mea-
surement in process tanks, storage vessels, rivers (flood 
alerts) and outdoor water pools in factory plants and unat-
tended sites. 

TaKaDu Uses sparse data from existing sensors and folds 
that in with weather data, acoustic data, and GIS data to cre-
ate a smart water grid, allowing the water utility to improve 
its ability to plan and forecast, saving money and resources 
in the process.

WhiteWater company that combines cutting edge Is-
raeli technologies with established companies in the fields 
of water control, water security and water treatment.

Natural Gas Infrastructures

Aora Advanced solar-hybrid gas-turbine engine capable 
of producing power and heat energy around the clock, on 
demand 24/7.

Elco Specializes in PRMS and natural gas infrastructure.
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Renewable Energy Technologies
Solutions for harvesting resources which are continually 
replenished. 

EnStorage Developing large scale energy storage de-
vices based on proprietary flow battery technology to be 
coupled with renewable energy sources for grid stabiliza-
tion and capacity firming.

Rotem Specializes in evaluating seed technologies, bring-
ing them to market readiness and commercializing the re-
sulting products in the fields of renewable energies.

Solar Energy Solutions
Solar energy is lauded as an inexhaustible fuel source 
that is pollution and often noise free. The technology is 
also versatile. Solar energy technologies include solar 
heating, solar photovoltaic’s (PV), solar thermal electric-
ity (or indirectly using concentrated solar power (CSP)) 
and solar architecture. 

 3GSolar An alternative to the standard PV tech, using a 
highly-efficient, low-cost DSC modules.

AGM A provider of communication & control solutions for 
SCADA/DCS systems. The company offers solutions in the 
areas of:  Power substations SCADA system and PV farm con-
trol design.

Alvarion Wireless communications with expertise in 
building end-to-end 4G networks that enable high-speed 
broadband applications, mainly smart grids for water and 
power utilities. 

Al Hadeshe Off grid innovative stand-alone solar power 
systems.

Amcor Photo Voltaic panels, inverters, monitoring sys-
tems, mounting systems and trackers for solar and electrical 
heating systems for water heating. 
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Aora Advanced solar-hybrid gas-turbine engine capable 
of producing power and heat energy around the clock, on 
demand 24/7.

Arava power provides turn-key solar field solutions, 
that includes 100% of the finance, technology and know-
how to provide green energy to national grids, often replac-
ing diesel power stations.

bSolar Differentiated and disruptive bifacial silicon cell 
technology which collect solar energy from both front and 
back sides of the panel.

Eternegy Ltd. Most effective solar tracking technology

EVR Motors Novel direct drive generators; An innova-
tive technology that greatly improves the performance of 
wind, tides, hydro and other types of turbines. 

Gadot A PV turnkey solutions provider and a global PV 
components distributor.

Helio Focus New solar technologies such as HelioBoost-
er, which enables power plants to increase their production 
using clean and green electricity.

Interdan Ltd. A distributor and integrator of Photovol-
taic independent, hybrid (solar/wind/fuel generator) and 
grid-connected electric power systems.

Millennium Electric T.O.U. Ltd Manufactures in the 
field of PV/PVT solar technologies with higher efficiency and 
mass cogeneration. 

MST Develops concentrated photo-voltaic technology 
(CPV) employing high efficiency triple junction solar cells 
designed and used in the space industry and adapted for 
terrestrial use.

NCF NewCO2Fuels Ltd- Producing LNG or electricity via 
solar energy.
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Pythagoras Solar Advanced BIPV products improve 
building energy efficiency, generate solar power, and offer 
architectural design benefits.

SBY Provides integrated solutions across a wide variety of 
roof applications, using leading solar modules.

Solaris Synergy Floating solar electricity field syn-
chronized with the daytime sun motion in order to achieve 
the maximum solar energy intake.

SolarOr Proprietary curtain wall panels offer solutions to 
the BIPV (Building integrated PV) and optimized for vertical 
installation.

SP Systems M.B Consulting, planning, design, and dis-
tribution of solar photovoltaic and solar thermal equipment.

Wattsandmore Provides virtually lossless and ultra-
compact SmartDiodes energy harvesting and system bal-
ancing devices optimized for commercial and industrial 
scale photovoltaic (PV) systems.

ZenithSolar Concentrating PV (CPV) systems for Com-
bined Heat and Power (CHP) applications.

Wind Energy Solutions 
Wind power, as an energy alternative to fossil fuels, is 
plentiful, renewable, widely distributed and clean dur-
ing operation with minimum land use.

EVR Motors Novel direct drive generators; An innova-
tive technology that greatly improves the performance of 
wind, tides, hydro and other types of turbines.

Interdan Ltd. A distributor and integrator of Photovol-
taic independent, hybrid (solar/wind/fuel generator) and 
grid-connected electric power systems.
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IsraWind A stand-alone wind power source as well as a 
hybrid solution combined with additional power sources, 
such as diesel generators or photovoltaic cells.

Leviathan Energy Innovations in large, intermediate 
and small wind turbines, hydroelectric, waves, and under-
water turbines.

Meteo Logic Provides custom-made power and weather 
forecasting to the energy sector that require the highest 
level of accuracy in order to substantially enhance overall 
planning performance.

OBS An excellent offshore support structure for wind tur-
bines, in deeper water than any other known technology. 
The turbine is fully installed on-shore, and towed floating to 
its allocated site, saving on costly marine works.

Pentalum An innovative, cost effective, and patent pend-
ing pulse wind LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) system, 
for remote sensing of wind.

Smart Wind New state of the art technology for wind 
turbines

TechnoSpin Provide renewable energy via small wind 
turbines solution for various grid and off-grid applications.

Windwells Offers wind farm optimization solutions. De-
veloped novel methods to define local wind energy disper-
sal, in space and time.

Winflex A new technology of turbine rotor, made out of 
light flexible and inexpensive composite material fabric. 
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Solid Waste Management

Technologies that allow the utilization of waste as 
a resource! – producing both energy and materials 

from it.

Admir Techologies A range of geosynthetic products 
for geotechnical solutions in a broad variety of civil engi-
neering applications such as: Landfills, protecting river-
banks/shorelines, cleaning streams and reservoirs.

E.S.T. Utilizes high temperature Plasma stream to treat 
chemical organic compounds. The technology mentioned 
above treats organic compounds whether in the form of 
gases, liquids or suspension.

Kroosh Specializes in separation processes, based on our 
novel and unique multi-frequency vibration technology to 
increase productivity, efficiency, energy saving and environ-
ment.

 

Recycling and Sludge Treatment
Materials from which the items are made can be repro-
cessed into new products. Waste to energy incinerations 
and/or biological treatment, pyrolysis, plasma, gasifica-
tion etc

Admir Techologies A range of geosynthetic products 
for geotechnical solutions in a broad variety of civil engi-
neering applications such as: Landfills, protecting river-
banks/shorelines, cleaning streams and reservoirs.

Applied CleanTech A Sewage Recycling System (SRS) 
traps and recycles - biosolids, thus reducing sludge forma-
tion and treatment costs and production of high quality 
renewable energy sources such as heat or electricity, feed-
stock for diesel or cellulosic ethanol production, and pulp 
for the paper industry.

Solid waste management
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Solid Waste Management

ArrowEcology Municipal Solid Waste treatment 
through a unique hydro-mechanical process which recovers 
75-80% of the recyclable materials and by wet biological 
techniques it produces biogas and soil improver.

Arrow operation A System which completely elimi-
nates hazardous industrial sludge, transforming it into ener-
gy and raw materials by harnessing thermal solar energy. 
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Water Resources

The increase in ambient temperature and the subse-
quent sea level rise will result in a decrease in the 

natural water resources that will result in:

• An accentuated soil water deficit;

• A more conspicuous irrigation demand which 
would put further pressure on the potable 
groundwater supplies, and thus forcing a shift to-
wards a higher dependence on water production 
by desalination; 

• A reduction in the groundwater production poten-
tial by around 40%.

Technologies related to water resources are divided into 
two categories: Data gathering technologies for monitoring 
water resources more accurately and efficiently, and adapta-
tion tech/measures which are necessary to reduce the stress 
on natural water resources. 

Improving the quality of the treated effluent could be 
achieved at source, that is, by producing water that has low 
salinity levels, as well as at the treatment stage. Treatment 
of effluent can be augmented by newer technology that tar-
gets the sludge fraction as seen in the previous recycling 
section. Desalination techniques using mass diffusion, UV 
treatment of effluent, and ultrasonic technologies are dis-
cussed below. 

Data Gathering Technologies 

AA Consulting and Engineering Wastewater treat-
ment, solids waste system, agricultural and environmental 
consulting. 

AGM A provider of communication & control solutions for 
SCADA/DCS systems. The company offers solutions in the 
areas of:  Power substations SCADA system and PV farm con-
trol design.

Water Resources
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Alvarion Wireless communications with expertise in 
building end-to-end 4G networks that enable high-speed 
broadband applications, mainly smart grids for water and 
power utilities. 

Arad Automatic Meter Management (AMM) with products 
like the transmitting water and electricity meters Dialog 3G 
and the RBC Internet software Atus2000.com.

Blue I Designs and manufactures water quality analyzers 
and controllers. Blue I’s pioneering and patented analyz-
ers and controllers enable reliable and cost-effective water 
quality solutions.

Checklight Develops, manufactures and delivers innova-
tive early warning solutions for rapid detection of chemical 
contamination in drinking water, through the use of sensi-
tized luminescent bacteria.

Flow Industries An innovative, non-destructive and 
environmental-friendly technology  for well rehabilitation, 
development and stimulation as well as for gravel pack sta-
bilization.

IOSight A state of the art software for collecting, storing, 
analyzing and reporting data - mainly from the control sys-
tems, but also from lab report, manual feeding and more. 

IPNP A state of Smart Grid Water Management solution 
that automatically generates graphical human interface and 
decision support system for water and energy optimization.

Mekorot Israel’s National Water Company implements 
state-of the – art technological solutions and cutting-edge 
processes that succeeded in maximizing the utilization of 
Israel’s water resources. 

Miya Comprehensive water efficiency solutions of munici-
pal and distribution systems with emphasis on Non Revenue 
Water (NRW) management. 
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R.T.S Water Ways Ltd. Services in the water man-
agement field include consulting to international bodies on 
Water & Agriculture

SAS Manufactures and installs computers, its infrastruc-
tures and interface accessories focusing on water supply 
systems.

Adaptation Technologies

Desalination Technologies 
In Israel desalination plants operate by the Reverse Os-
mosis technology, at the lowest price ever achieved for 
a desalination process. 

Amiad Filtration solutions with applications such as pre-
filtration to protect costly media and reverse-osmosis sys-
tems. 

BEL Manufacturer and vendor of membranes composite 
made PRESSURE VESSELS and other equipments for reverse 
osmosis systems.

CTG Solutions for water, wastewater and solid waste man-
agement. Small to big size desalination systems (salt and 
brackish water).

Desalitech RO desalination and water purification at any 
scale.

GES Desalination, Industrial water and waste water treat-
ment, drinking and irrigation water treatment

IDE Offers thermal and membrane technological break-
throughs for seawater desalination. It provides innovative, 
green solutions to the water and effluent purification, large-
scale space heating/cooling, thermal energy storage and 
snow making industries.
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Lesico Sustainable technologies such as WAIV - Wind 
Aided Intensified eVaporation: which recycle or minimize 
the volume of liquid waste, primarily desalination rejected 
brine.

Nirosoft Specializes in high-tech water and wastewater 
solutions such as desalination, effluent reclamation for re-
use, mobile water purification units and containerized water 
and wastewater systems.

Odis Most advanced technologies to provide the best so-
lutions tailored to the customer’s needs in water and WW 
treatment technologies.

RWM Patented system produces a wide range of desali-
nated water chemical specifications to suit different con-
sumer requirements.

Tahal Technologies for using seawater and brackish water, 
following desalination, in urban supply and irrigation.

WaterMatic Plug and play RO systems for brackish and 
sea water. 

Dual Water Systems
A dual water reticulation network (also known as “Gray” 
water) is a system that provides a secondary supply of 
water to a property. Recycled water can be used for toi-
let flushing, garden irrigation, filling ornamental ponds, 
car washing, and construction purposes. 

Cequesta Innovative, low cost, automatic dewatering 
press for many types of sludge and water recycling, in par-
ticular grey water for apartment blocks, hotels, ext.

Water Arc Specializes in consulting and engineering 
services, in urban water saving and recycling through gray 
water recycling.   
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Atlantium Innovative advanced water disinfection solu-
tions using combined UV technology with advanced optic 
principles called Hydro-Optic Disinfection (HOD).

Binot Topaz Specializes in providing tailor made water 
treatment systems for industrial and municipal applications.

En Gibton Ltd. ClayMix tech. is a patented water filtra-
tion technology in which anionic, neutral and same cationic 
dissolved contaminant molecules are adsorbed into com-
plexes.

Meisol Developing a new composite material for remedia-
tion of contaminated groundwater. Environmental Applica-
tions: Groundwater Remediation, Wastewater Treatment and 
Soil Purification.

Nirosoft Specializes in high-tech water and wastewater 
solutions such as desalination, effluent reclamation for re-
use, mobile water purification units and containerized water 
and wastewater systems.

Drinking Water Treatment Technologies
Processes used to make water more acceptable for a 
desired end-use, which include, drinking water, industry 
and many other uses. 

Amiad Has a full line of filtration solutions with appli-
cations to municipal water treatment (drinking and waste 
treatment).

Aquapure Technologies Ltd. An innovative tech-
nology to remove micro pollutants from contaminated 
groundwater,  Non Thermal Plasma – NTP.

AquaTal New solutions and products for water treatment 
and filtration.

Arkal Unique patented filtration technology. Disc, screen 
and media filter systems for integrated water-treatment so-
lutions. AST - provides advanced water treatment technolo-
gies such as Integrated UF/RO water treatment systems.
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PEP Filters Develops, water filtration systems and filters 
for industrial, municipal, and commercial, applications. 

Puritec Ges Specializes in water treatment and WW 
treatment design, build and operate company including 
FMM, CFM, MFS, SCM and SCC units.

Rimon ltd. Initiating, designing, financing and manufac-
turing of water treatment and WW reuse systems.

S&B Environment A Selective Electro Dialysis – SED 
technology which removes nitrates and deliver quality 
drinking water for well owners and water companies.

Tahal Technologies for using seawater and brackish water, 
following desalination, in urban supply and irrigation.

Treatec21 Specializing in advanced water and waste 
water integrated technological solutions (MSBS, HEBS, Ad-
vance UV Technologies & AOP and Physical and Membrane 
Separation Technologies).

Triple-T Specializes in the design of intensified wetland 
systems for the treatment of domestic, industrial and agri-
cultural wastewater.

U.E.T. Recycling Of Industrial Water Ltd. Spe-
cializes in Industrial water treatment, Drinking water and 
Water resources management

Water Gen Water independence for defense, industrial 
and humanitarian needs. Includes atmospheric water gener-
ation, treatment of air conditioning run-off water and water 
purification units for highly contaminated freshwater

Water Sheer Water purification and distribution sys-
tems and solutions, mainly for water challenged regions and 
emergency/crisis situations.

WateRevive Focuses on drinking water treatment, en-
hancement and polishing by Phytoremediation through dif-
ferent designs of constructed wetlands for different imple-
mentations. 
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Industrial Cooling and Heating
Increase efficiency in industrial processes, and recycling 
(lower grade water)

CQM  Innovative anti-fouling and energy efficiency solu-
tions that keep industrial systems clean and continuously 
efficient. 

DuCool Ltd. A solution for significantly decreasing ener-
gy costs for HVAC application. Combining the ability to use 
Solar thermal heat with additional energy sources to power 
dehumidification and air condition

Elgressy The Electrochemical Scale Treatment System 
(E.S.T) prevents scaling and bio fouling, microorganism 
growth, inhibits corrosion, produces oxidants in the water 
and prevents the spread of airborne bacteria. Deals with the 
problems associated with cooling water systems without us-
ing harmful chemicals.

Fluid Ice Systems Rapid heat and mass transfer pro-
cesses for commercial application in different fields by ma-
nipulating the solid/liquid phase mixtures.

H.O.H Allows treating recalculating cooling water without 
the use of conventional scale and corrosion inhibitors.

Phoebus  A revolutionary Hybrid Water Heating System 
uniquely designed based on the heat pumping principle.

Uheat An electromagnetic inductive heater that heats wa-
ter and other liquids suitable for domestic, industrial and 
large infrastructures. 

Leak Detection 
and Water Loss Prevention 

Aquarius Spectrum Ultra low cost vibration sensors 
that can be integrated within water meters, and advanced 
software for leakage detection.
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Curapipe Trenchless Automated Leakage Repair (TALR) 
intervention with minimal social and environmental disrup-
tion levels aimed at surgical leakage repair of water mains 
at low cost levels.

Stream Control Ltd Developed Aqua-Guard, a prod-
uct designated to reduce water loss in municipal water sys-
tems, by pressure management.

TaKaDu Uses sparse data from existing sensors and folds 
that in with weather data, acoustic data, and GIS data to cre-
ate a smart water grid, allowing the water utility to improve 
its ability to plan and forecast, saving money and resources 
in the process.

Municipal and Industrial 
Wastewater Treatment
Technologies of wastewater treatment are diverse and 
can be either physical, chemical, or biological processes 
to remove physical, chemical and biological contami-
nants. 

Amiad Filtration solutions with applications to agricultur-
al irrigation, Industrial water processing and treatment and  
Municipal water treatment.

Applied CleanTech Sewage Recycling System (SRS) 
produces a cellulose based substance used for production 
of high quality renewable energy sources.

Atlantium Innovative advanced water disinfection solu-
tions using combined UV technology with advanced optic 
principles called Hydro-Optic Disinfection solutions.
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Aquapure Technologies Ltd. An innovative tech-
nology to remove micro pollutants from contaminated 
groundwater,  Non Thermal Plasma – NTP.

Aquaspark System based on the Boiling Layer Treat-
ment Technology, for treating effectively highly contami-
nated organic industrial wastewater.

Aqwise Biofilm-based biological processes designed to 
increase the capacity and efficiency of BOD and nutrient re-
moval in water and wastewater treatment plants

Arkal Unique patented filtration technology. Disc, screen 
and media filter systems for integrated water-treatment so-
lutions.

ArrowEcology Municipal Solid Waste treatment 
through a unique hydro-mechanical process which recovers 
75- 80% of the recyclable materials and by wet biological 
techniques it produces biogas and soil improver.

Arrow operation Complex solutions for industrial 
wastewater, sludge and chemical-ecological processes to 
produce energy. 

Ast Clean Water Technologies Advanced water 
treatment and WW treatment technologies such as Inte-
grated AOP (Advance Oxidation Process), Integrated MF/NF 
waste water treatment and Integrated UF/RO water treat-
ment systems.

Ayala Water & Ecology Ltd. NBS - Natural biologi-
cal system for sewage treatment, based on phytoremedia-
tion methodology. Makes use of large variety of biotic and a-
biotic parameters and can be modified to any environment 
and any type of sewage and solution needed.

Binot Topaz Specializes in providing tailor made water 
and waste water treatment systems for industrial and mu-
nicipal applications.
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BPC BioPetroClean Offers water purification market 
solutions that combine a full engineering process.

Cequesta Innovative, low cost, automatic dewatering 
press for many types of sludge and water recycling, in par-
ticular grey water for apartment blocks, hotels.

CTG Sludge-free wastewater treatment system, Energy-
generating treatment of wastewater, Arsenic and Nitrates 
removal system for well water.

EcoVida Technology is based on patented, disinfectant-
related technology that leads to a significant reduction in 
the amount of chlorine consumed during the disinfecting of 
water.

Elco Operation and management of wastewater treatments 
plants.

Elcon Cost effective ambient pressure thermal oxidation 
of the waste streams that allows total destruction of organic 
matter and re-use of the treated water.

Elkayam Technologies include water clarification and 
sludge densifying, treatment and poly-electrolyte systems 
for the production of “ecosoils”. Also storing conveying and 
treating of particle type materials.

Emefcy Electrogenic Bioreactor (EBR) for treating waste-
water whilst converting the organic contamination in the 
wastewater to green electricity or Hydrogen.

En Gibton Ltd. ClayMix tech. is a patented water filtra-
tion technology in which anionic, neutral and same cationic 
dissolved contaminant molecules are adsorbed into com-
plexes.

EPC Ltd. Innovative, patented onsite wastewater treat-
ment plants (OWWTP).
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Mapal Developed the CNM, a unique, patented and cost-
effective floating fine bubble diffuser system. It has been 
designed for efficient aeration in WW treatment lagoons 
and in biological reactors.

Nanospun Smart double layered hollow fibers produc-
tion technology enables an effective encapsulation of active 
biological elements with its porous purification fabrics.

Nirosoft Specializes in high-tech water and wastewater 
solutions such as desalination, effluent reclamation for re-
use, mobile water purification units and containerized water 
and wastewater systems.

Ofra Aqua Plants Ltd.  Specializes in different im-
plementations of Phytoremediation (Constructed wetlands) 
for WW, river and lake management, public ponds, polluted 
wells, industry and agriculture, ext.

E.S.T Ecological Systems Ltd. High temperature 
Plasma stream to treat chemical organic compounds in the 
form of gases, liquids or suspension.

G.E.S Global Environmental Solutions Ltd. 
Desalination, Industrial water  and WW treatment, drinking 
and irrigation water treatment.

Hop PTH Manufactures the PTH - Water Improver to con-
trol scale and rust in hot and cold water systems by prevent-
ing the adhesion and cohesion of the waterborne mineral 
particles.

Kroosh Specializes in separation processes, unsing a 
unique multi-frequency vibration technology. 

Lesico Sustainable technologies such as WAIV- Wind 
Aided Intensified eVaporation: which recycle or minimize 
the volume of liquid waste, primarily desalination rejected 
brine.
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Rimon Ltd. Initiating, designing, financing, manufactur-
ing and the implementation of water treatment and waste-
water reuse systems.

Treatec21 Specializing in advanced water and waste 
water integrated technological solutions (MSBS, HEBS, Ad-
vance UV & AOP and Physical and Membrane Separation 
Technologies).

U.E.T. Recycling Of Industrial Water Ltd.  Spe-
cializes in Industrial water treatment, Drinking water and 
Water resources management.

Wave Provides a cost effective and environmental friend-
ly solution for purification and recycling of WW.

Yamit Eli Provides water and WW treatment and filtration 
systems.

Odis Most advanced technologies to provide the best so-
lutions tailored to the customers needs in water and WW 
treatment technologies.

P2W (Pollution-to-Water) Patented technology 
for the removal of toxic cyanide from WW without the need 
for the addition of chemicals while producing no secondary 
sludge. Heavy metal removal is achieved in a similar manner 
through inducing sedimentation.

PH2O Incorporates ectrochemically based technology 
without the need to add chemicals for any of the process 
while achieving total control and maintenance of water pH.

Puretec Specializes in water treatment systems, com-
bining advanced filtration, membrane technology, Ion-ex-
change and chemical treatment.

Rain-Tal Rotary Water Filters that are based on Regenera-
tive Back-Flush cleaning, thus no replacement of disposable 
filter element is ever required.
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EWA Tech Various apparatuses and water production 
plants up to hundreds of cubic meter of water per day. Tech-
nology combined adsorption with solid desiccants and con-
densation with capability to recover and return more than 
85% percents of the energy invested for the water produc-
tion.

Magic Tech  Manufactures variety of high quality saving 
water regulators for faucet and for showers. 

SmarTap A new technology for the next generation of 
thermostatic electronic faucets. This technology enables to 
monitor and control the water consumption in real time. 

Use Non-Water-Based Sanitation

Paulee Clean Tec Developed the first device in the 
world which removes and does away with dog waste in real 
time at the location where it occurred; all this without hu-
man contact or environmental pollution.

Water Efficiency
Technologies focusing on reducing water wastage.

Aqua Solutions Eco-friendly laundry solution for in-
dustrial laundries, that integrates with existing washing ma-
chines using electro-activated water instead of chemicals 
used today.
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GreenTech energy Produces solar systems with high 
efficiencies and lower coasts.

ISO Terma TERMA Q, a wireless smart control system for 
hot water boilers in domestic use including many features. 

Magen ALL PLASTIC solar collector. Collectors are pro-
duced by its unique, patented Over-Molding Injection Tech-
nology resulting in seamless, leak-proof, integrally molded 
thermoplastic units.

Nimrod Manufacturer and distributor of all the products 
needed for the implementation of a Domestic Solar Water 
Heating System.

Tigi Unique collectors which have the ability to minimize 
energy losses to the environment, resulting in very high effi-
ciency even in freezing conditions and in applications such 
as process heat where high temperature is required.

Domestic and Industrial 
water Heating Solutions

There are a number of pioneering solar water heat-
ing companies in Israel which lead the international 

market. Other water heating solutions which complete 
or offer alternatives are merging and aiming to reduce 
energy costs and conserve resources.

Amcor Offering variety of Solar Water Heating Solu-
tions such as the Thermo siphon open and closed loop 
systems.

Chromagen Solar thermal solutions for water heating. 
Provides solutions for domestic as well as more complex 
large central systems including hotels, hospitals, apartment 
buildings and industry.

Elsol Develops unique solar hot water heaters and solar 
flat plate collectors.

Building & Construction
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Control Applications A manufacturer in the field of 
Electrical Power and Energy metering, billing systems, and 
in the field of Building Management Systems (BMS) and au-
tomation.

Eltam Ein Hashofet Optimizing lighting systems.

GPM GreenOS follows and studies the thermal behavior 
of the customer’s sites and automatically builds optimized 
operating profiles for efficient operation.

Pythagoras Solar BIPV (Building integrated PV) prod-
ucts improve building energy efficiency, generate solar pow-
er, and offer architectural design benefits to increase return 
on investment and real estate value.

SolarOr Proprietary Curtain Wall panels offer solutions 
to the BIPV and optimized for vertical installation where ef-
ficiency and architectural appearance are first priority. 

Uheat Developed an electromagnetic inductive heater 
that heats water and other liquids suitable for domestic, in-
dustrial and large infrastructures. 

ZenithSolar Concentrating PV (CPV) systems for Com-
bined Heat and Power (CHP) applications.

Energy Efficient Buildings 
To reduce operating energy use, insulated materials 
or other alternatives such as sun shading can lower 
the temperature and reduce the air conditioning load, 
thereby saving electricity. There I also a wide variety of 
software solutions in the energy efficiency filed in which 
Israeli companies flourish with a wide variety of ideas.

Al Sorag Offers a wide variety of solar films that protect 
against the sun’s intense rays by providing shade and heat 
reduction within the building.
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local air pollution and the severe consequences of cli-
mate change. 

DuCool Ltd A solution for significantly decreasing ener-
gy costs for HVAC application. Combining the ability to use 
Solar thermal heat with additional energy sources to power 
dehumidification and AC.

Enverid Systems Products that dramatically reduce 
the energy consumption of central HVAC systems, while also 
improving indoor air quality.

EWA Tech Solar air-conditioner (SAC) is based on basic 
physical processes, making use of solar heat as driving force, 
while electric power is not required.

GPM GreenOS follows and studies the thermal behavior 
of the customer’s sites and automatically builds optimized 
operating profiles for efficient operation.

Sol-R-Led Develops unique solar and LED products for 
energy efficient buildings.

SP Systems M.B Consulting, planning, design, and dis-
tribution of solar photovoltaic and solar thermal equipment.

SunShield Ltd. Sunshield window film reflects signifi-
cant solar energy, while absorbing another portion of the 
energy.

TriDiNetworks - Advanced tools for building manage-
ments systems (BMS) for management and monitoring of 
heating and cooling systems and energy efficient lighting.

Environmental Indoor Climate Control
Climate change impacts local and regional atmospheric 
conditions including air quality and thermal conditions. 
Climate control systems need to have functional uses in 
buildings. Good indoor climate protects humans against 
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Admir Techologies Admir Technologies offers a range 
of geosynthetic products for geotechnical solutions in a 
broad variety of civil engineering applications in the field of 
protecting riverbanks/shorelines with gabions, mattresses 
and Geotube containers.

Anyway Solutions using a series of cementitious prod-
ucts designed to ensure minimal impact on the environ-
ment. 

Palram An Innovative product to the DIY and Building 
markets supplies fresh, warm and dry air into the house us-
ing solar power only. Solar pool heating.

Protective Solid Structures
and Coastal Defenses  
Effective infrastructural adaptations for sea level rise 
are protective solid structures, such as sea walls. These 
can be built of various materials, including steel sheet 
piles, concrete (pre-cast) blocks or caissons, or cast in-
situ concrete. In addition, stabilization of soils for con-
struction is extremely important for soil erosion and 
upgrading sub standard soils. 
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Smart Fertilizer Software for fertilization manage-
ment. Integrates crop data, fertilizers stock, lab test results, 
water and soil analysis, nutrients, pH and other elements. 
Recommends cost-effective fertilizer mix for crop. Fertiga-
tion calibration.

VGI Provides high yields for a wide range of crops in 
healthy environment using a fully tested natural fertilizer.

Aquaculture
Closed water systems developed in Israel have led to a 
40-fold production increase compared with open pond 
systems from 0.5kg to over 20 kg per cubic meter.

Amiad Has a full line of filtration solutions with appli-
cations such as: Agricultural and landscape irrigation and 
aquaculture.

Zo-Opt Develops innovative live fish food products such 
as dry powder which contains live food for fish larvae. Na-
ture-based technology utilizing the Mezocosm approach.

The agriculture sector faces the daunting challenge 
of providing adequate food and other necessities 

to a growing world population, which is projected to 
increase to nine billion by 2050. This section will show-
case the adaptation technologies offered by Israel’s 
leading pioneers from the all agricultural fields.

Fertilizers

Deshen Gat Low Chlorine - Liquid fertilizers for fertiga-
tion of intensive crops and orchards. Shafir - Liquid fertil-
izers for fertigation of greenhouses, soilless culture and 
intensive vegetable crops. 

Shacham Givat Ada Producing pellets for fertilizer, 
Organic fertilizer and organo-mineral   fertilizer all in pellet 
form and Bio Compost.

Agriculture
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Dagan Greenhouse equipment such as cooling pad, ther-
mal screen, fans, LHC dehumidifier, Trellising, Foggers, heat-
ing, irrigation system, humidity sensor.

Meteor High quality woven nets suitable for vegetables 
and flowers in greenhouses and nethouses, and fruit trees 
and open field crops. 

P. Marom Greenhouse structures, Walkin tunnels, net 
covered structures.

Irrigation 
Systems of pressurized irrigation can improve water ef-
ficiency and contribute substantially to improved food 
production. A major Israeli technology is an effective ir-
rigation system in terms of water conservation is drip ir-
rigation. This system ensures that water is not wasted by 
irrigating areas between plants or from run-off, exces-
sive evaporation, wind-effects, overspray, and the like. It 

Fog/Dew Harvesting
Fogs and dew harvesting have the potential to provide 
an alternative source of fresh water in dry regions and 
can be harvested through the use of simple and low-
cost collection systems. 

Tal-Ya The technology allows collecting dew during the 
night and prevents evaporation during the day, directing all 
water to one single point- the root system. 

Greenhouse Technologies 
Spectrum-optimized plastic films and heating, ventila-
tion and structural systems enable the Israeli agricul-
tural sector to grow more than 3 million roses, and 300 
tons of tomatoes per hectare per season, quadruple the 
yields of open fields.
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Mottech The IRRInet system creates an end-to-end 
control solution, providing easy-to-use and best value for 
money remote control and monitoring tool for water and ir-
rigation.

NaanDan Jain Irrigation Ltd. Comprehensive ir-
rigation and climate-control technologies for various solu-
tions such as greenhouses, nurseries, open fields and indus-
try.

Netafim Helped achieve 70%-80% of water efficiency 
via Drip & Micro Irrigation in agriculture -the highest rate in 
the world- versus 40% with open irrigation.

Odis Various filters, fertilizers, and irrigation solutions.

Rain-Tal vast range of novel irrigation methods that fits 
the growing needs of water savings and modern products 
for agriculture and gardening.

is more efficient than overhead spray systems in terms 
of water conservation and installation costs. The greater 
the plant spacing, the more cost-effective drip irrigation 
becomes, when compared with overhead spray systems.

Arad Automatic Meter Management (AMM) with products 
like the transmitting water and electricity meters Dialog 3G 
and the RBC Internet software Atus2000.com.

AutoAgronom General Integrated, stat of the art, 
system for irrigation and fertilization ( Fertigation) with out 
human intervention. Saves up to 50% water and up to 70% 
fertilizers and increase crop yields. 

Dagan Wide variety of Hi-Tech products such as comput-
erized climate control systems, Electrical & Power Supply 
consoles and Water treatment & irrigation systems.

Galcon Manufacturers computerized irrigation systems 
from a single station controller up to central control systems, 
climate control systems and precise fertigation machines.
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Genesis Seeds Specializes in vegetable, herb and flow-
er seed and offer F-1 hybrid, open pollinated and heirloom 
varieties.

Hishtil Seedlings, young plants (vegetatively propagated) 
and unrooted cuttings - vegetables, herbs, cut flowers, bed-
ding plants (flowering annuals), flowering pot plants, straw-
berry plugs, herbaceous perennials.

Kaiima Develop new NON-GMO crops with dramatically 
improved productivity and improved land and water-use 
efficiencies. high-ploidy high-yield rapeseed including 
Canola varieties.

Nir Nursery Breeding, development and propagation 
of plants from the southern hemisphere (Australia in par-
ticular) with a view to obtaining new varieties of cut flowers, 
foliage, flowering pot plants and garden plants

Talgil Computing & Control Ltd. Fully controlling 
operation of small to large irrigation systems from water 
sources, reservoirs to distribution lines.

Tahal Design of irrigation systems and Design of agroin-
dustrial enterprises.

Seeds and Nurseries 
and Agro-Technology
Some 40% of European tomato greenhouses use long 
shelf-life hybrid seeds created in Israel. The world’s 
most popular varieties of long-shelf-life cherry toma-
toes were developed in the Hebrew University.

AutoAgronom General Integrated, stat of the art, 
system for irrigation and fertilization ( Fertigation) with out 
human intervention. Saves up to 50% water and up to 70% 
fertilizers and increase crop yields. 
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Hakohav Hakohav valves is using modern and unique 
production technologies like Vulcanization and various 
types of Coatings & linings including: Glass, Halar (ECTFE) 
and more.

Raphael valves Industries Ltd. Manual and hy-
draulic valves and other accessories for liquid conduction in 
Waterworks, HVAC, Irrigation and Fire Protection. 

Valves 
High quality valves are an essential component in irriga-
tion and agriculture technologies, connecting tubing to 
waters source for control of the system. 

C-valves Produces Pressure reducing, pressure sustain-
ing, surge anticipating, On/Off, Quick relief, flow Control, 
and electric & hydraulic float valves, and other control valve 
solutions.

Dorot Hydraulic Control Valves (PRVs, PSVs, FCVs etc) for 
automatic control and regulation of water and waste-water 
systems. Electric control for water system.
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Arrow operation A unique mobile treatment unit for 
the purification of water polluted with oil or fuel and for the 
removal of water from oil and fuel sludge.

Checklight Develops, manufactures and delivers innova-
tive early warning solutions for rapid detection of chemical 
contamination in drinking water, through the use of sensi-
tized luminescent bacteria

EZPack Water Ltd. A line of pillow (“bladder”) water 
tanks form 10 liters up to 20,000 liters. The EZPack water 
tank is built from 2 layers: the outside layer – very rigid PVC 
that can endure harsh terrains; the inside layer - an inner 
insert made of food-graded material approved for storing 
drinking water. 

Kalcad Manufacturer of foldable water containers. FLEX-
UP™ is a collapsible, 4.0 or 5.0 Liters container having near-
zero volume when empty. This allows efficient storing and 
forwarding in massive quantities.

Adaptation technologies to reduce and manage the 
risks of extreme events and disasters in today’s 

changing climate are relevant more than ever. The SREX 
report by the IPCC (on managing the risks of extreme 
events and disasters to advance climate change adap-
tation) clearly states the direct implications of climate 
change on extreme events. Israeli technologies offer a 
variety of adaptation technologies to a wide range of 
extreme events. Some are stated in this chapter but 
other technologies from the previous chapters are rel-
evant as well. 

Admir Techologies Offers a range of geosynthetic 
products for geotechnical solutions against floods and sea 
level rise. 

Al Hadeshe Off grid innovative stand-alone solar power 
systems. 

Extreme Events & Disasters
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OBS A revolutionary Land-Elevation for low-lands vulner-
able to flooding, the 92% hollowness of the structure can 
serve as enormous pot water reservoirs. Also offers stabiliz-
ing of soft soils and sinkhole lands turning them into valu-
able real estate. 

RealiteQ A Virtual ICT Network that opens a Reliable, Re-
dundant, Safe and Secure Event Channel for better Manage-
ment of possible Crisis. Deal with  Water, Waste Water and 
Energy Control, Monitoring and Remote Management

Remmon Remote terminal units, remote data loggers, 
Web server and mail pulling solutions using GPRS com com-
bined with SMS alerts for crucial information. 

SolidAT Manufacturer of advanced level sensors and 
wireless level measurement solutions for continuous mea-
surement in process tanks, storage vessels, rivers (flood 
alerts) and outdoor water pools in factory plants and unat-
tended sites.

Interdan Ltd. A distributor and integrator of Photovol-
taic independent, hybrid (solar/wind/fuel generator) and 
grid-connected electric power systems.

IsraWind A stand-alone off grid wind power source as 
well as a hybrid solution combined with additional power 
sources, such as diesel generators or photovoltaic cells.

Meisol Developing a new composite material for remedia-
tion of contaminated groundwater. Environmental Applica-
tions: Groundwater Remediation, Wastewater Treatment and 
Soil Purification.

Nirosoft Specializes in the design, manufacture, instal-
lation, operation and maintenance of high-tech water and 
wastewater solutions such as desalination, effluent recla-
mation for reuse, mobile water purification units and con-
tainerized water and wastewater systems.
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Water Sheer An innovative and leading provider of 
water purification and distribution systems and solutions, 
mainly for water challenged regions and emergency / crisis 
situations.

WhiteWater Company that combines cutting edge Is-
raeli technologies with established companies in the fields 
of water control, water security and water treatment. 

SunShield Ltd. Sunshield window film reflects signifi-
cant solar energy, while absorbing another portion of the 
energy.

TechnoSpin Provide renewable energy via small wind 
turbines solution for various grid and off-grid applications.

Water Gen Water independence for defense, industrial 
and humanitarian needs. Includes atmospheric water gener-
ation, treatment of air conditioning run-off water and water 
purification units for highly contaminated freshwater. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
On the Marketing/Distribution Side: 3GSolar is interested in identifying strategic partners involved in the sales/distribution 
of PV systems or parts of them in developing countries with focus on off-grid Solar Home Systems. 
On the Financial Side: In November 2008, 3GSolar was offered the opportunity to access public markets through 
acquisition by Vesta Capital Corp (a capital pool company on the Toronto stock exchange- see http: 
//www.marketwire.com/press-release/Vesta- Capital-Corp-TSX-VENTURE-VES.P-918712.html). 3GSolar has seized this 
opportunity and, lead by underwriter Canaccord, is in mid-process of completing the acquisition towards raising funds on the 
Toronto Exchange. Private placement by VC funds and investors is still of interest to 3GSolar, whether before, as part of or 
after its acquisition by Vesta Capital Corp. 

 

 

 

Category: Renewable Energy 
Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Solar Energy Solutions, Third 
Generation Dye Solar Cell (DSC) PV 
Technology  

  

www.3gsolar.com 

Company profile 
Pioneering technology, experience and expertise have led 3GSolar Photovoltaics Ltd. to a key position in providing next-
generation solar technology derived from nature itself. Based on highly-efficient, low-cost DSC modules, with emphasis 
on the global PV market, 3GSolar offers a superior alternative to traditional PV modules. With a keen focus on next-
generation technology, 3GSolar’s combination of low-cost raw materials, simple manufacturing process and increasingly 
higher cell efficiency, results in a revolutionary solar energy solution. 
 
Year of establishment: 2003 
No. of employees: 19 

Background of the company 
3GSolar is developing third generation Dye Solar Cell (DSC) photovoltaic technology. The company is an acknowledged 
leader in the field making rapid progress towards commercialization. Our disruptive technology addresses an unlimited 
market with an innovative business model with no need of the large project finance requirements of current reigning 
technologies. 

Technologies & products 
General description: 
DSC technology can best be described as ‘artificial photosynthesis’, using an electrolyte, a layer of titania (a pigment 
used in white paints) and ruthenium dye sandwiched between two substrates, at least one of which is transparent. Light 
striking the dye excites electrons which are absorbed by the titania to become electric current. 
Function of the products: 
With its first generation of DSC modules, 3GSolar will be focusing its marketing efforts on rural off-grid markets, mainly 
in developing countries where close to 2 billion people live without electricity. The 3GSolar 55W modules will be sold and 
distributed to provide basic electricity in rural areas. Off-grid electrification will remain a market necessity and opportunity 
for decades to come. $2 billion of off-grid systems are installed annually, growing by 15% a year. 
. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
We are looking for companies interested to cooperate and construct wastewater systems based on Constructed Wetlands. 
This can be in the planning and design as well as the construction phase. 
In the Solid waste area we can supply planning and design services as well as other services and activities as defined by the 
client. 

 

 

 

Category: Consulting and Engineering 
Services 
Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Water Resources 

Sub Category: Data Gathering Technologies, 
Industrial waste treatment, Solid 
waste treatment and Recycling, 
Waste, Water Treatment  

  

www.wetlands.co.il 

Company profile 
AA Engineers is a consulting firm dealing with wastewater treatment, solids waste system, agricultural and 
environmental consulting.  
In the wastewater subject we specialize on environmentally friendly treatment system called Constructed Wetlands 
based on wastewater flow through granulated media on which macrophyte plants grow and contribute to the treatment. 
We are involved in local as well as in international projects. 
Constructed Wetlands do not involve any electro mechanical energy nor chemicals and/or mechanical maintenance 
and are applied as ecological solutions for sanitary wastewater, industrial and agricultural wastewaters 
 
Year of establishment: 1982 
No. of employees: 5  

Background of the company 
A.A. Engineers is located in Nofit near Kiryat Tivon. The company id directed by Engineer Amitay Avnon.  

Example of past projects 
● Constructed Wetlands as green wastewater treatment for community and agricultural villages in different sizes. 
● Reclamation of old dump landfills. 
● Recycling of solid waste projects. 
● Transfer Stations for solid wastes. 

Technologies & products 
● In the wastewater subject we specialize on environmentally friendly treatment system called Constructed Wetlands 

being very popular in these days when green solutions are favorable. 
● Constructed Wetlands do not involve any electro mechanical energy nor chemicals and/or mechanical maintenance 

and are applied as ecological solutions for sanitary wastewater, industrial and agricultural wastewaters. 
● In the Solid Wastes we design the reclamation of old dump landfill to coincide with the updated regulations by the 

authorities, design transfer stations, Landfill gas pumping and using as energy source. 
● Composting of agricultural waste mainly manure and other biomasses. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Weather forecasting providers, Wind energy developers and operators, wind turbine manufactures. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Air Quality and Meteorological Control 
Systems,  Wind Energy 

  

www.AbiotiX.com 

Company profile 
AbiotiX provides air quality modelling services and specializes in providing consulting services which are founded on 
State-Of-The-Art EPA air quality models and meteorological data, utilizing the Weather Research and Forecasting 
(WRF) model. 
AbiotiX offers a number of additional advantages for promotion of environmental projects: 
● Practical experience in preparing reports for the Israeli Ministry of Environmental Protection. 
● Use of State-Of-The-Art EPA approved models and their adaption to the specific needs of clients. 
● Providing of emissions inventory estimates in accordance with the guidelines of the EPA/EEA. 
● Application of cutting-edge methods to assess meteorological parameters. 
AbiotiX can model a variety of sources for toxic chemical endpoints (including industrial plant sources, traffic sources, 
agricultural sources and odour sources) and other facilities that release airborne pollutants. 
Year of establishment: 2010 

Background of the company 
AbiotiX establish by Mr Gilad Kozokaro (M.Sc), on 2010. In a few years, AbiotiX became one of the leading companies 
in the field of air quality models, in Israel. 

Examples of past projects 
● Forecasts of evaporation for the Israel Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development with the WRF model.   
● Programs to reduce air pollution in Haifa and Jerusalem metropolitan area. 
● Reduce air pollution for a consortium of plants in Israel, working with the leading engineering companies in Israel 

(LUDAN Engineering, AVIV AMCG and "PAZ" Engineering). 

Technologies & products 
● Precise treatments in complex topographical areas with the use of high-resolution GIS data. 
● Treatment of the influence of buildings on the dispersion. 
● Treatment of a wide range of pollutants such as gases, particles and odor units expelled during a manufacturing 

process. 
● Consideration of potential photochemical processes over time and space 
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Objectives / Target companies 
We are looking for professional interested in local and foreign projects. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Building and Construction, Solid 
Waste Management, Extreme Events and 
Disasters 

Sub Category: Geotube Dewatering Technology,  
Protective Solid Structures & Coastal 
Defenses, Recycling and Sludge 
Treatment  

  

www.admir-geo.com 

Company profile 
Admir Technologies offers a range of geosynthetic products for geotechnical solutions in a broad variety of civil 
engineering applications. Admir Technologies has 20 years experience in successfully adapting geosynthetic products to 
engineering projects such as constructing roads, embankments and retaining walls, lining reservoirs and waste landfills, 
stabilizing slopes and designing drainage solutions. 
Admir Technologies, with considerable engineering know-how, a broad variety of products and proven experience 
gained in hundreds of projects, is able to provide geotechnical solutions for a broad spectrum of applications, always 
striving to attain maximum cost/benefit advantages.  
Year of establishment: Over 20 years of experience 

Example of past projects 
Lining reservoirs and landfills; reinforcing and draining roads, railbeds and runways; reinforcing embankments and 
retaining walls; protecting slopes and banks against erosion; accelerating soil consolidation; reinforcing and improving 
soft soils.  
Technologies & products 
General description: 
● Roads: Separation & reinforcement of subbase layers with membranes & geogrids; lining claysubsoil with HDPE 

membranes; Reinforcing asphalt structures with geogrids. 
● Retaining walls: Reinforcing walls and embankments with geogrids and geotextiles.  
● Stabilizing embankments on soft soils. Bridging sinkholes. 
● Accelerating consolidation: Inserting vertical drains in soft soils. 
● Lining reservoirs: Lining water reservoirs, wastewater reservoirs, runoff reservoirs, liningsecondary fuel containment 

areas and floating covers. 
● Landfills: Lining, drainage, top cover capping and biogas treatment for different types of landfills and waste disposal 

sites. 
● Tunnels: Lining and drainage of tunnels; Steel fibers/polypropylene fibers for reinforcing concrete. 
● Draining underground structures: Employing multi-layer Drainage mats and protective membranes. 
● Protecting slopes from rock falls: Spreading steel rock fall, Netting, anchors and various attachments. 
● Slope and channel protection system: Employing earth/concrete Filled cells of the Neoweb Cellular Confinement 

System. 
● Protecting riverbanks/shorelines: With gabions, mattresses and Geotube containers. 
● Cleaning streams and reservoirs: Dewatering sludge by means of Geotube geotextile container 
● Offers a range of geosynthetic products for geotechnical solutions against floods and sea level rise during natural 

disasters 
. 
. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Projects, Companies, Distributors, Integrators. 

 

 

 

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Water resources management,  
Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Management and Monitoring 
Solutions (Hydrological, Waste and 
Energy), Solar Energy Solutions, 
Water security, Data Gathering 

  

www.agm.co.il 

Company profile 
A.G.M. Communication & Control Ltd. expertise focuses on Distributed Control Networking for DCS & SCADA 
applications in environmental telemonitoring, water, irrigation, sewage, industry, infrastructure, energy, and more. 
A.G.M.’s product - line is based on an open software platform for improved management of data communications in 
distributed areas, and in complex and heterogeneous hardware/software/protocol/communications media environments. 
A.G.M.’s software elements are incorporated into off - the - shelf or proprietary hardware products to improve data 
transfer between sensors and PLCs to communications components, i.e., modems and transmitters/receivers, between 
remote end -stations and between the control center and remote sites. 
A.G.M.’s software platform is an excellent cost - effective means of improving reliability of data - comm and of upgrading 
total performance of DCS, SCADA systems. 
Year of establishment: 1996 
No. of employees: 4 

Background of the company 
A.G.M. is a young company established in 1996 by experienced people, 22 years in the fields of communication for 
distributed control applications design and implementation, from concept to service. 

Example of past projects 
● Environment Monitoring And Control systems: Haifa Chemicals. 
● Water and Sewage control systems: Jordan Valley, Mekorot, Mey Gat, Dead Sea. 
● Oil refinery: Ashdod Oil Refinery. 
● Oil leak detection: Ashkelon Desalination, Total France, Paraguay.  

Technologies & products 
General description: 
DCN - Distributed Control Networking - Product Line A.G.M.’s family of Distributed Control Networking (DCN) products 
provides advanced data communications solutions for acquisition and control applications. Specially designed by users -
developers DCN fits full range of systems scale, new and existing installations, integrated SCADA and telemetry 
networks in heterogeneous point - to - multipoint and point - to - point systems in competitive price. 
. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Defence forces, telecommunications companies, homeland security companies, isolated farms. 

 

 
 

 

Category: Renewable energy, Analyzers and 
control systems, R&D  
Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Extreme Events and 
Disasters 

Sub Category: Solar solutions, off-grid solar systems 
mobile and stationary 

  

www.alhadeshe-bps.com/green_energy.php 

Company profile 
We design and develop innovative stand-alone solar power systems. Our products line name “SABRA” offer wide range 
of solutions to empower remote applications using solar power. We have solutions from small scale projects (light, 
domestic use, charging station) to medium and large scale (centralized systems for village electrification, military bases, 
and telecom towers). 
We have a unique compact design, high power solar generator, with all necessary equipment on one self-contained 
platform, transportable using hook-lift truck. 
Year of establishment: 2008 
No. of employees: 8 

Background of the company 
Al Hadeshe Green Energy Ltd. designs and develops innovative stand-alone solar power systems. Our engineers are 
experienced with the complex task of integration solar power with energy storage means. Al Hadeshe Green Energy Ltd. 
has developed the „Sabra 24/7‟ - the first Israeli mobile solar generator. Al Hadeshe Green Energy Ltd. is a sister 
company of „AL Hadeshe - construction and development‟, a company for industrial construction with extensive 
experience with design and construct large scale project such as industrial plants and logistics centers. 

Example of past projects 
The company was partnered to the planning and production of the first large scale solar CPV cogeneration site. 
The research and development team of „Al Hadeshe - Green Energy‟ was involved in academics researches dealing with 
analysis and optimization of solar hybrid power system, dynamic behavior of state of the art storage energy devices and 
solar photovoltaic technologies. The R&D team continues to develop technology that provides each project the 
optimization for the right solution that will achieve high performance in energy efficiency and reliability.  

Technologies & products 
General description: 
Solar Powered Generator for supply constant and reliable energy for rural areas as an alternative to the diesel 
generator. 
Function of the product(s): Sabra 24/7 - a Mobile Solar Powered off-grid system offer the highest solar power for 
transportable solar system. Design to deliver power continuously 24/7 uninterrupted to various customers, such as: 
telecommunication facilities, military surveillance stations, water pumping, homeland security systems, isolated farms. 
The system has high mobility in off-road conditions, fast deployment at field, free of maintenance. Offer a green, reliable 
and cost-effective solution. 
Sabra2.0 - designed as a complete system solution for remote area power applications. The stationary stand-alone 
hybrid power system can provide full automatic uninterrupted power output, with advance control and monitoring system. 
The Sabra2.0 aim to the telecom industry and to the homeland security sector. It based on optimal managing of 
renewable energy sources along with storage system. This is a modular and integrated system which tailored to the 
customer demands. 
. 
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www.alvarion.com

Company profile
Alvarion® (NASDAQ: ALVR) Alvarion is a global leader in wireless communications with expertise in 
building end-to-end 4G networks that enable high-speed broadband applications for our customers 
including telecom operators, Internet service providers, smart grids, municipalities and a variety of 
markets that utilize private broadband networks. Alvarion’s state-of-the-art wireless technologies are 
designed with innovation that bring the best coverage and performance based on all-IP, open architecture 
to the marketplace. Alvarion has customers in over 100 countries around the world.
Date of establishment: 1992
No. of employees: 900

Background on the company
Alvarion, the world’s leading provider of WiMAX and broadband wireless solutions, provides 
comprehensive and optimized broadband wireless connectivity solutions for smart power grids. These 
solutions are designed to integrate seamlessly with the various communication technologies deployed in 
the SPG access network- PLC, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, or any combination thereof- enabling advanced 
hybrid deployments designed for specific utility requirements. Alvarion offers a range of broadband 
wireless base station and Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) solutions that address a variety of 
spectrums (licensed and license-exempt) and customer-specific deployment scenarios (e.g. coverage, 
modulation, challenging weather conditions). Alvarion’s carrier-class management platform indicates and 
anticipates congestion-related trends, allowing a proactive response before reaching critical proportions. 
With 15 years of radio planning and over 3, 000, 000 units deployed worldwide, Alvarion leverages its 
accumulated RF expertise for the benefit of its utility customers.
Based on a long track record developing dedicated solutions for specific industry requirements, the 
Alvarion Professional Services organization can tailor SPG solutions that meet the needs of each utility 
customer. With its wide product portfolio, RF expertise, strategic partnerships with complementary 
solution vendors, and proven broadband wireless market leadership, Alvarion is a one-stop shop for SPG 
network infrastructure solutions.

Examples of projects:
Owensboro Municipal Utilities Electrical Utility, Kentucky, USA. Application:  Largest municipally-
owned water and power utility in the state of Kentucky  Extensive fiber optic deployments  Leveraging 
regional utility relationships to expand beyond their service area  Competes locally with xDSL, cable, and 
other wireless offerings. Network size:  Largest wireless broadband deployment by a municipal utility in 
the USA  Over 1, 900 wireless broadband subscribers  Deploying BreezeACCESS Complete Spectrum™ 
Wheatland Electric- Utility, Kansas, USA. Application:  Membership cooperative in western Kansas  
Largest wireless broadband deployment by a cooperative utility in the USA  Competes locally with xDSL 
and cable
Network size:  Serves 16, 000 customers with electric power  Almost 2, 000 wireless broadband 
subscribers in first 30 months  Covers entire 11 county footprint  Deploying BreezeACCESS Complete 
Spectrum™
Gotlands Energi AB- Utility, Sweden. Application:  Joint venture of Vattenfall, Sweden’s largest utility 
co. and municipality of Gotland  Supplies energy and broadband telephony services  In 2001 created 2.4 
GHz Network- BreezeACCESS  In 2003 3.5 GHz license issued  First community in Sweden to deploy 
wireless DSL  Products: BMAX, BreezeAccess, BreezeNet B. Network size:  Gotland Island- sparsely 
populated and rural with sophisticated communications consumers

Technology & product(s)
General description: Provide broadband wireless solutions allowing optimized Smart Power Grid 
connectivity in licensed and licensed exempt frequencies.
Function of the product(s): Wireless Connectivity.

Objectives / Target companies
Alvarion is interested in meeting with key Smart Grid vendors (Siemens, GE, ABB, L+G, Itron/Actaris), 
Smart Grid system integrators (Logica, ATOS Origin…), Tier-1 utilities and government officials driving 
Smart Grid projects.
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Company profile
Amcor solar energies ltd is the leading company in the field of producing solar and electrical.
Heating systems for the Israeli and international markets.
With over 45 years experience in designing, developing and manufacturing the company has 
put together a line of high quality solar collectors, solar and Electrical tanks all approved by the 
Israeli Institute of Standards (I.I.S).
The focus of the company is mainly on heating solutions for domestic and industrial usage.
Date of establishment: 1964
No. of employees: 80

Background on the company
The company has put together a line of high quality Solar collectors, Solar Electrical tank all 
approved by the Israeli Institute of Standards (I.I.S)
The collectors size range between 1.4 and 3.5 sq.m., the Solar tanks volume range between 120 
and 300 liters and the Electrical tanks volume range between 15 and 200 liters.

Examples of past projects 
Using Solar energy for water heating with collectors and tanks with or without heat Exchangers. 
Using the best raw materials in our products such as tempered glass in the collectors and 
copper pipes and chrome. Observant spaces with high productions.

Technology & product(s)
General description: Photo Voltaic Panles, Inverters, Monitoring Systems, Mounting Systems, 
Trackers.
Function of the product(s): Water heating by using solar and electrical energy.

Objectives / Target companies
Distributes for AMCOR SOLAR ENERGIES LTD products all over the world. In addition to 
finding large companies as our costumers.

Category: Manufacturing solar systems, 
solar and electric tanks and collectors
www.amcor-solar.co.il
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Category: Drinking water, Waste water 
treatment, Desalination
Sub Category: Renewable energy

www.amiad.com

Company profile
Amiad is one of the world’s leading water filtration companies. The company provides a range of 
comprehensive filtration solutions to customers in more than 70 countries, while emphasizing the quality 
and reliability of its products, overall customer service, and environmental protection. The company 
was founded at Kibbutz Amiad in 1962, is traded on London’s AIM and has 690 employees in Israel and 
worldwide. The company recently merged with Arkal to form one of the largest global players in the field 
of water filtration.

Background on the company
Amiad’s strategy is based on technological leadership, through supplying green, quality, small footprint 
solutions that save energy, and require minimum maintenance. The merger with Arkal allows the newly 
integrated company to offer additional technological solutions, and develop products based on plastic to 
resist seawater, fertilizers and corrosion. The newly merged entity has transformed the company into a 
central player in global water filtration, which enjoys financial strength, a worldwide distribution network 
spanning the world, and significant technological synergies. 
The company is currently implementing substantial capital investment to expand its global 
production capacity.

Examples of projects
 Pre-filtration for Desalination Projects in Cyprus and India
 Pre-filtration for Membranes in NEWater projects in Singapore and China
 Iron Removal from potable water in Russia and Israel
 Brine filtration for the Oil & Gas industry in USA and France
 Protection from Zebra Mussels in Turkey and USA
 Ballast Water projects 
 Filtration of irrigation water supplies in various projects around the world
 Various Cooling Water projects around the world in steel Mills, Power Plants, Automotive , 
Petrochemical & Food and Beverage Industries, etc.

Technology & product(s)
The company has the widest filtration product line that includes a range of technologies and products 
from home filters through huge industrial filters for heavy industry (suitable for the supply of more than 
6,000 cubic meters per hour per unit). The company specializes in automatic filters with self-cleaning 
capabilities, while focusing on the three main filtration techniques. 
1. Automatic self cleaning suction scanning screens - a unique technology enabling cost saving and 

highly refined automatic cleaning (down to 5 microns) for high flow and low pressure, while meeting all 
international and local standards. 

2. Disc Filtration - Arkal’s global expertise in the complex materials sector allows it to provide unique 
filtration solutions for irrigation, industrial, municipal and seawater filtration. These filters provide 
savings, efficiency and resist corrosion. Disc filters can achieve very fine levels of filtration, particularly 
in pre-filtration to membranes in the desalination market. 

3. AMF Technology (Micro-Fiber) - enables Amiad to broaden its finest filtration solutions (down to 2 
microns) and meet drinking water standards such as the UK’s DWI, and standards for treating tertiary 
sewage (Polish) such as California’s Title 22.

Objectives / Target companies
Water Authorities, Municipalities, Engineering Companies, Potential Distributors, Integrators for 
desalination projects.
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Objectives / Target companies 
We are looking for professional local partners or agents that are active in the fields of infrastructure and building that could 
develop the local market in their countries and provide the technical support required. Also we are looking for contacts with 
international firms active in the fields of natural resources exploration and mining that are in need for solutions for hauling 
roads as well as CSR commitments. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Building and Construction 

Sub Category: Protective Solid Structures & Coastal 
Defenses   

  

www.anywaysolutions.com 

Company profile 
AnyWay Solid Environmental Solutions Ltd. is a global leader in providing soil stabilization products to the infrastructure 
and development sectors. Our products are based on a unique technology patented worldwide. The company’s vision is 
to provide environmentally conscious infrastructure solutions using a series of cementitious products designed to ensure 
minimal impact on the environment. We have always recognized the importance of environmental responsibility and 
have thus created products that are not only extremely effective, but also unthreatening to the environment in which they 
are applied. 
Year of establishment: 1999 
No. of employees: 30 Worldwide 

Background of the company 
The company has been providing solutions to road and infrastructure projects since 2000 in almost every continent in 
the world. In recent years it has focused its activities in Africa but has continued to provide solutions also to projects in 
Latin America, North America Middle East and Australia. AnyWay has at the moment two production centers, one in 
Israel and the other in South Africa. It has permanent offices in Israel, South Africa, Canada, Ethiopia and representation 
in Kenya. 

Example of past projects 
The solutions of AnyWay are widely used in many road projects in South Africa (haulage roads in mines, developments 
of new cities and upgrading of urban roads), it is also been implemented in many projects in Israel, from North to South, 
in projects in Ethiopia, Kenya, Angola, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Eritrea, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria and in Europe 
in Italy, Spain and Portugal. It has also been implemented in projects in Latin America, in Brazil, Ecuador and Peru.  
Technologies & products 
General description: 
The use of AnyWay Natural Soil Stabilizer (ANSS) in road projects is recognized as an extremely cost effective method 
of converting poor quality soil into a strong impermeable layer. It permits the construction of pavement layers, 
embankments and reinforced earth structures in areas where they were not previously economically viable, while saving 
significant sums of money. 
ANSS is a calcium driven, inorganic soil stabilizer patented worldwide. Its specific formulation allows for stabilization of a 
broad range of materials without compromising the quality of the result. 
. 
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Company profile
AORA (formerly EDIG Solar) has developed an advanced solar-hybrid gas-turbine engine (IP 
protected). Our system is the world’s first commercial application of such technology, capable of 
producing power and heat energy around the clock, on demand 24/7.
Date of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 12

Background on the company
Following a successful pilot installation in 2006 in Nanjing, China proving the technological 
concept of being able to solarize a gas-turbine engine, the company is set to erect its first 
commercial unit, near Eilat by March 2009.
Based on currently available data, the AORA system will use less land to generate considerably 
more usable power and energy, and significantly more revenue at lower installed cost than any 
near-term solution to solar energy generation available in the world.

Technology & product(s)
The system offers a unique modular solution to solar power generation, comprising very 
small base units (100kWe / 170kW heat) which are linked together like Lego-like pieces into 
a centrally controlled power plant, tailored to the customers’ needs. When the available 
sunlight is not sufficient (during cloud cover or at night), the system operates on any 
alternative fuel sources, thereby guaranteeing an uninterrupted power supply, 24hr/day.

Objectives / Target companies
Seeking strategic partners for Joint Ventures in Israel and around the world.

Category: Renewable Energy
Sub Category: Solar Thermal
www.aora-solar.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
ACT seeks business partners who share our vision of leading the revolution in transforming wastewater from a burden to a 
profit-making commodity. Ideally, a suitable business partner would be an independent distributor with an entrepreneurial 
mindset and with the ability to build a new business in the growing field of sustainability. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Solid Waste 
Management,  Water Resources 

Sub Category: Bio Fuels and Fossil Fuel 
Replacements,  Recycling , Sludge 
treatment, Municipal and industrial 
Wastewater Treatment 

  

www.appliedcleantech.com 

Company profile 
Applied CleanTech (ACT) is a ground-breaking sewage-mining technology provider of recycling systems for wastewater 
treatment plants. 
The company provides a revolutionary approach: recycling bio-solids before they become useless sludge. This is 
achieved by ACT’s Sewage Recycling System (SRS™), 'which extracts and recycles wastewater bio-solids on-site. 
Integrated into municipal wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), the SRS™ reduces the amount of sewage sludge 
formation, an ongoing costly nuisance. The extracted bio-solids are automatically packed into an odorless, reusable and 
resalable commodity product - Recyllose™. 
Year of establishment: 2007 

Background of the company 
ACT is led by a team of dedicated entrepreneurs, scientists and engineers with extensive knowledge in wastewater 
management, biomass recycling and start-up management. 
Following years of scientific research, ACT successfully decoded the wastewater characteristics in the sewage stream. 
Thereafter, numerous tests and pilots led to the design of the necessary processes for the construction of the SRS™. 
The unique, revolutionary dual function of the SRS™ has positioned ACT as a leading global innovator in the field of 
sewage-mining. 

Examples of past projects 
● Safed Waste water treatment plant –reduction of sludge formation  and in polymers usage and electricity consumption 

and  Green house gas emissions 
● Omer wastewater  treatment plant  - Elimination of occasional overflows of sewage into the effluent, reduction of 

sludge formation  and in polymers usage and electricity consumption and  Green house gas emissions 

Technologies & products 
ACT’s innovative SRS™ is a compact recycling processor with a small footprint which extracts the solids from 
wastewater, transforming them automatically into a valuable commodity: Recyllose™. 
Benefits of implementing ACT's technology in a WWTP: Reduces sludge formation by up to 50%; Reduces electricity 
and chemical consumption; Reduces total operational expenses by approximately 30%; Reduces maintenance and 
improves efficiency of the other WWTP components further downstream ; Increases plant solids treatment capacity by 
up to 30%; Qualify to receive ‘carbon credits’, known as CERs (Certified Emission Reduction) credits 
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resources management.
www.aquasolutions.co.il

Company profile
Aqua Solutions has brought to market a patented, first of its kind eco-friendly laundry solution 
for industrial laundries, that integrates with existing wasing machines. Aqua Solutions AS-
System performs the standard laundry cleaning process using electro-activated water instead of 
chemicals used today. Aqua solutions saves laundries money by decreasing water and electricity 
consumption and dramatically reducing the amount of chemicals used. The environmentally 
friendly solution achieved drastically reduces the amount of phosphates and non-biodegradable 
materials in the laundry wastewater. Aqua Solutions’ customers include Industrial Laundries, 
hotels and hospitals. To date, Aqua Solutions has over a dozen installations worldwide.
Date of establishment: 2004
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
Founded 6 years ago, Aqua Solutions has developed a patented electrochemically based system 
generating environmentally friendly cleaning solutions. Aqua Solutions’ founders and staff 
include professionals from the domains of Electrochemistry, Laundry solutions & Environmental 
services. Aqua Solutions’ cleaning ability, has been tested by WFK research facilities in 
Germany, where results showed cleaning abilities as effective as detergent laundering.
Main advantages: 

 Economic - Quick ROI, saves money on utilities and laundry materials (benefits include: water 
consumption decreased by 50%, energy consumption by up to 80%, amount of chemicals in 
the laundry process reduced by 80%-90% and fabric life Increased by 20%).
 Green - Ecologic, environmentally friendly solution - highly biodegradable wastewater is 
achieved.
 Laundry experts - Partnering with laundry experts at Aqua Solutions for long term 
sustainable success.

Examples of past projects
 Sofitel luxury hotels  Sol Melia  GMP textile care services  Strauss (food industry)
 Various laundries worldwide 

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Aqua Solutions AS-system generates environmentally friendly cleaning and disinfecting liquid 
solutions needed in the laundry process.
Function of the product(s): 

 AS-system uses an electrochemical reaction to create 2 solutions that replace the detergent’s 
dirt removal action and the disinfecting process.
 Aqua Solutions AS 200 cleaning technologies have been laboratory tested and proved to be as 
effective as standard detergent-based methods but much more environmental friendly.

Objectives / Target companies
Industrial laundries, laundry equipment/services providers, Hotel chains, Hospitals.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Improving the process and consequently reduce the energy consumption - developing a full scale/ commercial system 
(between 50-200 m3/hr) for ground or surface water remediation 

 

 

 
 
Aquapure Technologies 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Water Resources 

Sub Category: Municipal and industrial Wastewater 
Treatment,  Drinking water treatment 
technologies 

  

www.aquapure.co.il 

Company profile 
Purifying water by means of Advance Oxidation Technology (AOT), based on a Hydro Non- Thermal Plasma (HNTP) 
treatment concept. The technology is aiming to treat water polluted with micro-organic pollution caused by Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs), aromatic compounds, etc. 
 
Year of establishment: 2002 

Background of the company 
Aquapure Technologies Ltd. is a private Israeli based company under the auspices of the Israeli Ministry of Industry and 
trade as an R&D activity. 
Aquapure technology is based on over ten years of research in the area of water and wastewater treatment and it does 
not require many resources, just electricity and reasonable footprint. It is a cutting edge technology based on introducing 
energy to the water through plasma stream that produce Ozone, OH radicals and UV. It eliminates the need for pure O2, 
dried air, UV lamps and cooling systems. The technology also reduces the risk associated with hazardous by- products 
of current treatments such as Bromate, TBA and others. 

Examples of past projects 
● Municipal WW treatment in Las Vegas (SNWA - Southern Nevada Water Authority); 
● WW Treatment at an Oil Terminal Ashdod, Israel (polluted wastewater by Petrochemicals VOC); 

Technologies & products 
Aquapure technology is an AOT system based on the HNTP treatment concept. It is built of three major components: 
reactor, generator and electrodes.  
The polluted water flows inside the reactor in a thin film between two electrodes. The plasma is formed in the space 
between the electrodes and the running water by a high voltage discharge of short electric pulse. The discharge 
produces strong oxidants agents and high energy electron which generate an "electron wind" towards the water surface.  
In Aquapure technology, the hydroxyl radical is the most active radical, it oxidize the organic molecules to simpler, 
harmless molecules, theoretical all the way down to carbon dioxide and water. 
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Category: water pipe monitoring.
Leak detection

Company profile
Aquarius Spectrum is a Startup Company developing advanced solutions for water on-line 
leakage detection in pipes.  Aquarius Spectrum takes the acoustic leakage detection methods 
to the next level of performance and integration with AMR/AMI.  Aquarius Spectrum has 
developed novel technology that includes ultra low cost vibration sensors that can be integrated 
within water meters, and advanced software for leakage detection. The system analyses the 
signals from the acoustic sensors and provides alerts for developing leaks in real time. The 
system has undergone extensive testing in metal and plastic pipes, as well as pilot installation 
in Israel. The calculated ROI for Aquarius leak detection system is less than 2 years, providing 
great opportunity to reduce NRW and improve pipeline maintenance.

Background on the company
Aquarius Spectrum is a private VC backed company, incorporated in Israel in 2009. The 
company has a very strong engineering team including 2 PhD researchers and experienced 
business people from water industry. The company addresses the unmet need for reliable, 
automatic and cost-effective leak monitoring system.

Technology & product(s)
Aquarius has made a significant advancement in the field of acoustic sensing by development 
novel sensors and detection algorithms. The novel sensors are based on piezo thin films 
enabling to produce very low cost, highly sensitive and compact vibration sensors. The sensors 
can be used in a stand alone devices or integrated within water meter that transmit the data via 
AMR or AMI infrastructure. 
Additional innovation is in the field of leak detection and location algorithms. Aquarius 
spectrum has gone beyond the traditional noise logging or correlation methods, increasing the 
range and reliability by using innovative algorithms and distributed processing. 
The company products include: 

Integrated sensors that can be installed near water meters and interface AMR/AMI  •
transducers. The integrated sensors are very low cost and energy efficient. 
Long range sensors that contain RF transmitter and provide leakage detection coverage for  •
over 500 meter range with one meter location accuracy. This high end system can monitor the 
complex pipes network with less than 20 sensors per square km of the city, providing very cost 
effective solution for leak monitoring.

Objectives / Target companies
Aquarius Spectrum is interested in strategic partners in water metering or communication 
vendors for marketing, distribution, OEM agreements.
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Company profile
Is the developer of an innovative System based on The Boiling Layer Treatment Technology, 
(BLTT) for treating effectively highly contaminated organic industrial wastewater.
Year of establishment: July 2008
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
Aquaspark is considered as an advanced treatment method, and is able to treat wastewater 
with extremely high levels of contamination (high COD levels).

Technology & product(s)
General description: A development of an innovative new System & Technology based on 
Boiling Layer Treatment (BLTT) for treating organic industrial wastewater.
Advanced treatment processes may be used in combination and/or in conjunction with 
mechanical and biological unit operations. This activity is aimed at eliminating oxidizable non-
biodegradable matter at a higher level, as well as metals, nitrate, phosphorous, etc. by using 
powerful biological or physical and chemical action. Special equipment is required for each de-
pollution.
AquaSpark is taking care for Organic industrial contaminated wastewater with high and very 
high contents of organic contaminants (up to 100, 000 and higher), and waste water with 
organic contaminants which are not bio degradable, and does not enabling disposal of treated 
wastewater to communal systems.

 A metal vessel  A central rod  AC or DC voltage  Micro-arcs  Disintegration of organic 
compounds  Disintegration of organic compounds

 Resulting Output: Treated water with ash, Gases 
Function of the product(s): Treating industrial contaminated wastewater

Objectives / Target companies
 Customers- The following target markets have been identified as attractive to Aquaspark due 
to their wastewater and wastewater treatment characteristics: 
 The Chemical industry (including the bromide industry, oil refineries, petrochemical industries, 
pharmaceuticals, detergents)
 The Food and Beverage Industry
 Agriculture, Dairy farming (cowsheds), Slaughtering, Piggery, 
 Textile and Fur Industry
 Wood, Pulp and Paper, and Recycling
 Hospitals
 Contact: Pesah Maor CEO +972-50-5520469 | @mail: pmaor@aquaspark.co.il

Category: Industrial waste
treatment- Cleantech.
Sub Category: Waste water treatment
www.aquaspark.co.il
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Category: Water, POU dispensers, DIY, 
Filtration systems, OEM, retailing.
Sub category: Renewable energy

www.aquatal.com

Company profile
Aquatal is expanding both commercially and technologically and developing new solutions and 
products for water treatment.
Year of establishment: 1980
No. of employees: 40

Background on the company
For over than 30 years AQUATAL has been providing the world with optimal water purification 
and filtration systems that produce healthier, cleaner and tastier water at a fraction of the cost 
of mineral water.
The group has been active in the development, production, marketing and exporting of water 
treatment technologies in a number of areas: 

 Water dispensers 
 Water purification systems 
 Anti scale (calcium build-up) 
 Water from the air 
 Retail products 

AQUATAL’S vision is to continue providing original, efficient and effective products as well as 
consistently excel in pre and post sale services.
In order to realize their vision AQUATAL invests many efforts in locating international partners 
as well as extensive development investment.
In this way AQUATAL continues to expand its operations both commercially and technologically 
with product upgrades and new models are released regularly, reflecting the company’s 
intention to innovate and grow.

Technology & product(s)
General description Producing: POU Digital water dispensers, deluxe water pitchers, water 
from the air systems, Purification systems, DIY products, anti scale products.
Function of the product(s): Purification systems and water dispensers.

Objectives / Target companies
Retail chain stores (food and non food) , professional DIY chain stores. Service and installation 
companies with nationwide facilities, direct marketing companies, Retail catalogues, 
companies with orientation to water products.
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Company profile
Aqwise is a leading provider of biofilm-based biological processes designed to increase the 
capacity and efficiency of BOD and nutrient removal in water and wastewater treatment plants. 
Aqwise’s innovative AGAR® technology is used worldwide for rapid, scalable and economical 
upgrade of existing plants as well as for new plants which require a limited footprint and 
process stability.
Aqwise’s diverse portfolio of integrated solutions features a complementing set of technologies 
for effective, robust, cost efficient and small footprint end-to-end solutions. These range from 
solids separation and sludge dewatering systems to fully comprehensive water and wastewater 
treatment units and package plants.
Year of establishment: 2000
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
Aqwise’s technology is the successful result of more than a decade of intensive research and 
development. The technology is implemented in WWTPs worldwide.

Examples of past projects
 Municipal WWTP for Altos Hornos in Monclova, Mexico
 Municipal WWTP in Marines, Valencia, Spain
 Industrial WWTP in Europaper Tissue Mill, Italy
 Industrial WWTP in Campina Dairy, The Netherlands
 Industrial WWTP in Teva Pharmaceuticals, Italy

Technology & product(s)
Biomass plastic carriers which suspend in the water and have a high protected surface area for 
growth of biomass, and so provide an advanced process for biological wastewater treatment.

Objectives / Target companies
Municipalities; Distributors; Contractors; Various Industries such as Pulp & Paper, Food & 
Beverage, Oil & Energy.

Category: Water and Waste Water Treatment.
Sub Category: Municipal Water and Waste 
Water, Industrial Water and Waste Water.

www.aqwise.com
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energy meters
Sub category: Wireless meters measured 
andcontrolled over the internet

www.aradtec.com
www.atus2000.com

Company profile
Established in the beginning of the new millennium, Arad Technologies goal was to lead the 
market of Automatic Meter Management (AMM) and move into the business of Reading Billing 
& Collecting (RBC).
Today Arad Technologies is one of the world leading companies in AMM with products like the 
transmitting water and electricity meters Dialog 3G and the RBC Internet software Atus2000.com.
Arad Technologies has the advantage of being a daughter company of the international company 
Arad LTD that has more then 60 years of experience in developing and producing water meters 
and measuring units and the experience of more then 25 years in the AMR market.

Background on the company
Arad LTD has 4 companies: 

 Arad Dalia- a water meter manufacturing company with representatives in 50 countries 
worldwide.

 Master Meter Inc.- Based in Texas USA

 Arad Huan- Chinese water meter manufacturer

 Arad Technologies LTD
Total sales of the group for 2008: 110 Million USD
Total employees for Arad Technologies: 56

Technology & product(s)
The outcome of all this experience is Arad Technology’s Dialog 3G that is a worldwide patent. 
The Dialog 3G is the world first transmitting meter, a combination of mechanical accuracy with 
micro electronics all inside the meter, not visible to the naked eye making it almost impossible 
to tamper.
Till today, over 2, 500, 000 of Arad Technologies Dialog 3G meters were installed in the USA, Israel, 
Russia, Georgia, India, Brazil and China with many other thousands in the rest of the world.
The Dialog 3G line of products includes special equipment for collecting and reading by Walk 
By, Drive By, and Fix System.
Arad Technologies Internet software Atus2000.com gives the user full control of the system 
usage and a perfect but simple world accessibly solution for data collecting, analyzing and billing, 
including alert sent by fax or e-mail, automatic updates and many more innovative features.
For more information regarding Arad Technologies and the company line of products, please 
visit our Websites.

Objectives / Target companies
water utilities, e consulting companies and e municipality representative of water treatment 
departments.
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Category: Renewable Energy Developer
Sub Category: Photovoltaic fields

www.aravapower.com 

Company profile
Arava Power Company, a Siemens strategic partner, is Israel’s leading solar developer.  Arava 
Power brings together the know-how, technology, regulatory expertise and 100% financing for 
large (up to 50 MW), medium sized (up to 10 MW) solar fields and on industrial and agricultural 
rooftops (1-5 MW).
The company currently has 350 MW of photovoltaic (PV) projects under development.
Date of establishment: 2006
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
Arava Power Company is Israel’s leading solar company and a pioneer in solar fields. The 
company was founded on 2006. In September 2009 the company joined Siemens as a partner 
company. 

Examples of past projects 
Arava Power is currently constructing a 5 MW PV field at Kibbutz Ketura. It is scheduled to be 
complete in mid-2011.

Technology & product(s)
Arava Power Company provides turn-key solar field solutions, that includes 100% of the finance, 
technology and know-how to provide green energy to national grids, often replacing diesel 
power stations.

Objectives / Target companies
Seeking local management teams or partners throughout Africa; can provide to governments 
the expertise, funds and first large solar field projects.
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 1976
No. of employees: 190

Background on the company
Arkal Filtration Systems implements clean-water technologies. Provides cost-effective filtration 
solutions for agricultural, industrial, municipal and commercial applications.
Main product lines: unique patented automatic Spin Klin filtration systems, manual disc 
filters, automatic and semi-automatic screen filters, media filters and integrated water 
treatment solutions.

Examples of past projects
 RAFAEL- tertiary treatment plant
 Yerocham- sewage treatment institute
 Lakhish- research and development
 Bon Appetit, Guatemala- water treatment project

Technology & product(s)
Our main product lines include unique patented automatic Spin Klin filtration technology, 
manual disc filters and systems, automatic and semi-automatic screen filters, media filters and 
integrated water-treatment solutions.
Leading product applications include filtration and water treatment, micro-irrigation and 
membrane protection, wastewater and potable water treatment, cooling systems for industrial 
manufacturing process water and seawater filtration.
Arkal’s filtration and integrated water treatment systems provide worldwide solutions in 
agricultural/landscape, industrial, municipal and commercial markets.

Category: Drinking water, Industrial 
agricultural, Waste water treatment
www.arkal-filters.com

Objectives / Target companies
Distributor
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Objectives / Target companies 
Regions, Municipalities and waste companies that handle Municipal Solid Waste. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Solid waste management, 
Water resources, Renewable Energy 

Sub Category: Recycling and Sludge treatment, 
Municipal and Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment, Biogas 

  

www.arrowbio.com 

Company profile 
The ArrowBio treats Municipal Solid Waste. Through a unique hydro-mechanical process it recovers 75-80% of the 
recyclable materials and by wet biological techniques it produces biogas and soil improver. ArrowBio is fully industrial 
since 2003, and is ranked worldwide as the most cost-effective system for treating MSW ecologically. 
Year of establishment: 1999 
No. of employees: 32 

Background of the company 
Arrow was created in 1999 as a spin-off that focuses on solutions for green treatment of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW), 
which is one of the biggest ecological problems of the planet. ArrowBio® is a unique technology (registered patents) that 
successfully treats MSW, to recover recyclables and produce renewable energy. Arrow’s unique technology greatly 
differs from traditional Mechanical Biological Treatments (MBT), Anaerobic Digestions and other Methanization systems, 
by offering a unique Hydraulic Separation & Preparation with a Liquid Anaerobic Treatment. Arrow customers benefit 
from: sending merely 20% residues to landfills, substantially increasing recycling percentages, minimizing pollution, 
reducing waste treatment costs, producing renewable electricity, fast deployment and simple permitting process, 
becoming environmental leaders, creating new green jobs etc. Numerous technology reviews performed by consulting 
companies and authorities on ArrowBio technology have Praised ArrowBio, including: New York City, Los Angeles 
County, Juniper consulting, Douglas Partners consulting etc. 
Major clients: Regions, Municipalities and waste companies that handle Municipal Solid Waste, including: Tel Aviv, 
Sydney, California etc. 

Examples of past projects 
● Tel Aviv plant- operational since December 2003 
● Sydney, Australia- with local partner “WSN Environmental Solutions”-operative by June 2008 
● Scotland- Stage of final planning 
● Pachuca, Mexico- Stage of pre-planning 
● Short-listed in the tenders of New York, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara and others 

Technologies & products 
The ArrowBio plant receives Municipal Solid Waste input (both pre-sorted and unsorted), separates it to its basic 
elements (recyclable materials, biodegradable organics and residues) using a combination of dry and wet, automatic and 
manual processes, and then prepares and treats the biodegradable portion, to produce renewable energy and clean 
digestate. The separation part includes various elements that sort by: size, weight, conductivity, water floating, water 
sinking, air blowing, shredding and other means. The biodegradable organics are separated and prepared for the 
biological process, by means of water-dissolving, hydro-crushing, in-line shredding, filtering, screening, and other 
means. Arrow’s patented process combines Hydro Mechanical Separation with Liquid Anaerobic Treatment. This unique 
combination provides: very high recyclables recovery rate (>75%), clean organic stream, no odor or pollution, high 
amount of and high quality biogas used to create renewable energy, clean digestate used as fertilizer, self produced 
electricity and water, and more. 
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Category: Waste water treatment, Industrial 
waste treatment, Analyzers and control 
systems

www.ast-water.com

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2003
No. of employees: 34

Background on the company
AST Clean Water Technologies was established as an engineering projects company for 
advanced application of water treatment and waste water treatment and recycling.
Its mother company A. Shitzer chemicals has more than 60 years activity and expertise in water 
and industrial application of water and waste water.
AST Clean Water Technologies is representing in Israel and enjoy the worldwide support of 
some of the leading companies in the water industry such as: TRISEP, New Logic, DuPont, 
PMC and others.

Examples of projects:
 Nigeria- small town potable drinking water treatment plants- 3 systems based on UF 
membrane technology.
 Greece- heavy metal recovery- advanced chemical treatment integrated with Micro filtration 
and RO membrane.
 Israel: Several water treatment plants based on UF/RO membrane technology.

 Several project for recovery of well water from nitrates AOP treatment- removal of high load 
COD waste water High load acid process water treatment

Technology & product(s)
General description: AST provides the most advanced water treatment and waste-water 
treatment technologies.
Function of the product(s)

 Integrated AOP (Advance Oxidation Process) systems
 Integrated MF/NF waste water treatment systems
 Integrated UF/RO water treatment systems.
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Company profile
Atlantium develops and provides innovative advanced water disinfection solutions that help businesses and 
municipalities build, expand and operate water-intensive processes. Our field-proven technologies have 
combined UV technology with advanced optic principles to take water disinfection to levels never before 
attained. Atlantium’s Hydro-Optic Disinfection (HOD) solutions are cost effective, environmentally friendly 
processes that deliver unprecedented microbe inactivation, at industrial and municipal water flow rates.
Date of establishment: 2003
No. of employees: 50

Background on the company
The trend of decreasing reliance on chemicals and energy-intensive technologies is seen among water-
dependent industries and municipalities worldwide and is complemented by an increasing interest in 
implementing environmentally-safe water disinfection methods.
Atlantium is part of this change. its field-proven technologies combine advanced hydraulic and optic 
principles, delivering environmentally-friendly and cost effective disinfection solutions. This is particularly 
important in treatment for water-borne pathogens, such as Cryptosporidium and Giardia, where chemical 
water treatment methods simply do not work.

Reference Clients
Coca Cola  •
PBG •
Nestle •
Danone •
AquaChile •
Marine Harvest •
Pfizer •
Teva •

Technology & product(s)
Atlantium’s Hydro-Optic Disinfection [HOD] Technology: 
Hydro-Optic Disinfection (HOD) technology. HOD systems are designed as primary disinfection systems 
for a variety of industrial and municipal applications. Several unique features position the Atlantium 
system as one of the most effective water disinfection systems today: 

 Atlantium uses its propriety High Intensity Medium Pressure UV lamp which are three time more 
powerful than conventional UV lamps. Plug and play lamp connections make lamp replacement easy 
and effortless.
 The core of the HOD system is made of a large quartz tube that acts both as a clear water channel and 
as an effective light trap using the “total internal reflection” principle. This unique configuration creates 
a homogeneous uniform distribution of the UV light throughout the reactor’s cross-section and a dosage 
that systematically achieves high micro-organism reduction.
 A dual sensor configuration provides direct reading of the water’s UVT and lamp intensity, guaranteeing 
light that accurately matches the requirements set by the user.

Objectives / Target companies
Companies that have activities in the Food and Beverages industries, Aquaculture, Pharma industry and 
Potential distributors.

Category: Drinking water, Industrial Waste 
Treatment, Waste Water Treatment, 
Desalination, Water disinfection ends De 
-Chlorination.

www.atlantium.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
We are looking for potential distributors for our methods and technology 

 

 

 
 
 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture, Water Resources 

Sub Category: Irrigation ,Seeds and nurseries and 
Agro-Technology, Water efficiency 

  

www.autoagronom.com/indexe.php 

Company profile 
AutoAgronom developed a technology that will revolutionize the agriculture as we know it today. Our patented 
technology provides an end-to-end solution to the grower’s main challenges: the big gap between the genetic potential 
and actual results of the crop, shortage of water and excessive use of fertilizer (high expenses, aquifer contamination).  
We provide the optimal ratio between the amount of water, oxygen and nutrient levels to the growth, while increasing 
water & fertilizer use efficiency (saving up to 50% of water & up to 70% fertilizer) and optimizing the yield (increasing the 
yield by a minimum of 5%).  
We currently have over 30 successful installations worldwide providing exciting results with a high ROI to the growers, 
who have become tremendous advocates to our methods, technology and protocols. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
AutoAgronom was established by 3 founders Nissim Daniely, Eitan Israeli and Shaya Redler with vast experience in 
agricultural control systems of greenhouse climate, irrigation in open field and fisheries. The system was developed in a 
course of 10 years of research done by previous company owned by the founders. AutoAgronom has local distributors in 
multiple countries that provide both online and on the field support. 

Examples of past projects 
Growers and independent professional institutes reported astounding results: 
● Al Maria, Spain (Tomatoes). Savings of Water (30%) & Fert. (60%), Yield: +81% 
● UK (strawberries). Savings of Water (40%) & Fert. (70%), Yield: +51% 
● Israel (Cucumbers). Savings of Water (47%) & Fert. (47%), Yield: +42% 
● Israel (Gerbera Breeder). Savings of Water (70%) & Fert. (80%), Yield: +500% 
● Organic Olives (Ica, Peru). Savings of Water (70%) 
● Olives (Kibbutz Shamir, Israel). Savings of Water (50%) & Fert. (50%). 

Technologies & products 
We are utilizing low volume capillary movement to automatically maintain an optimal ratio between the amount of water, 
oxygen and nutrient levels. Implemented by our proprietary hardware and off-the-shelf sensors (EC, pH, etc...), utilizing 
“fuzzy-logic” algorithms (machine learning) combined with remote monitoring and reporting - we provide a complete 
Sustainable Optimized Agriculture (SOAG) solution. 
Using a real-time “dialog” with growth roots we control and supply the optimal level of dissolved oxygen availability to the 
roots (Patent submitted), real-time decision making – system takes autonomous fertigation decisions (24x7) according to 
real growth needs using fuzzy-logic technology, maintain a repeatable worldwide crop growth protocol database to 
improve crop yield, preventing or managing crop stress and preventing salinity. 
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Company profile
phytotechnology applications.
Year of establishment: 1989
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
natural ecological self sustained purification systems for wastewater, contaminated soils and 
air treatment.

Examples of past projects
Examples of past projects: river and lake rehabilitation (yarkon river), heavy industry (refinery, 
oil and cosmetic plants, contaminated saline sewage), residential grey water treatment, gas 
stations, dairy and ducks farm), land fill leachate treatment and many more.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
NBS- natural biological system for sewage treatment, based on phytoremediation 
methodology. Makes use of large variety of biotic and a-biotic parameters and can be modified 
to any environment and any type of sewage and solution needed.
We reduce dramatically maintenance costs, create high quality water and produce a living green 
space that treats the water and can serve as a recreational site for all to enjoy.
Function of the product(s): 
very high quality treated water (all parameters), very low maintenance costs, long lasting self- 
sustain systems, new source of renewable energy as a by-product.

Objectives / Target companies
 Business cooperation with enterprisers’ and\or landscape designers on various 
environmental projects.
 Cooperation with environment planners will be much appreciated.
 Operators of sewage infrastructure in need of a superior low-maintenance solution.

Category: Waste Water Treatment, brown 
fields treatment, renewable energy.
Sub Category: AYALA ECO-1: patent pending 
system for low capacity (private houses) 
sewage treatment for water recycling.
www.ayala-nbs.com
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Sub Category: Membrane process

www.belvessels.com

Company profile
BEL is a world specialist manufacturer and vendor of membranes composite made PRESSURE 
VESSELS and other equipments for the water industry. BEL offers world wide sales and support 
services from 2 manufacturing plants in Spain and Israel and regional logistics centers in the 
US and Singapore. With more than 40 years of experience in the world of composite materials 
and winding driven products, BEL is serving the process and water industries holding unique 
wealth of expertise and skilled resources necessary for design, development and manufacturing 
of advanced composite products from cutting-edge technologies for the chemical and food 
industries, waste water treatment and water supply. To date BEL tens of thousands of pressure 
vessels to thousands of projects world wide from mega-size sea water desalination projects 
to smaller industrial solutions of different applications, providing a total solution of detailed 
design, production and installation.
Date of establishment: 1966
No of employees: 150

Examples of past projects
 Ashkelon 320,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Larnaca 54,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 YuHuan Power Plant 36,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Blue Hills 30,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Escombreras 60,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Gold Coast 125,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Via Maris 82,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 HADERA 360,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Bajo Almanzora 60,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 PERTH II 135,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 SOREQ 410,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Paphos 45,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Vasilikos 50,000 M3/day Desalination Plant
 Limassol 50,000 M3/day Desalination Plant

Technology & product(s)
PRESSURE VESSELS  for reverse osmosis systems

Objectives / Target companies
Water treatment companies dealing with reverse osmosis.
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Objectives / Target companies 
● End customers - industries that require collective protection of their personnel from toxic industrial chemicals and particles 
● Experienced representatives with comprehensive knowledge of the market in their country 
 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Air Quality and Meteorological Control 
Systems 

  

www.beind.com 

Company profile 
Beth-El Zikhron Yaaqov Industries Ltd. is a leading developer and manufacturer of innovative Air Filtration Systems 
specializing in filtration of Toxic Chemicals and Particles as well as Biological, Radiological and Nuclear agents. 
Wide range of filtration and ventilation systems for control rooms, containers, vehicles, tents, shelters, command posts, 
and other indoor applications is accompanied by a complete range of services including consultation, design and 
planning, installation, and retro installation, testing, maintenance and repairs. Beth-El Zikhron Yaaqov Industries Ltd. is 
certified for ISO 9001: 2000, AQAP-2110 and AS 9100 quality management systems and is audited regularly by external 
entities. 
Year of establishment: 1975 
No. of employees: 560 

Background of the company 
Over the years the company expanded its range of products and activities focusing on development and production of 
air filtration systems. 
In 1994 based on the accumulated knowledge of the NBC filtration technology, Beth El Zikhron Yaaqov Industries began 
the manufacture of Clean Room Filters (HEPA and ULPA grades). In 1998 the subsidiary FILT AIR Ltd. was founded as 
a new home for the rapidly expanding Clean Room filtration business. 
Through several evolutionary steps the filtration systems were perfected and upgraded to withstand and exceed the 
requirements of all current NBC filtration standards. 

Example of past projects 
The solutions of AnyWay are widely used in many road projects in South Africa (haulage roads in mines, developments 
of new cities and upgrading of urban roads), it is also been implemented in many projects in Israel, from North to South, 
in projects in Ethiopia, Kenya, Angola, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Eritrea, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria and in Europe 
in Italy, Spain and Portugal. It has also been implemented in projects in Latin America, in Brazil, Ecuador and Peru.  
Technologies & products 
General description: 
Gas and Particle Filtration System for filtration of air from Toxic Gases and Particles as well as Biological and 
Radiological agents. 
Function of the product(s): The system applies several independent filtration stages to filter the air from contaminants: 
Prefilter, Particle / Biological Filter and Chemical Filter.  
The filtered air is pushed into the protected area, creating a positive pressure inside, thus shielding the personnel and 
equipment in control rooms and laboratories from the potentially lethal impact of toxic contaminants. The system can 
operate continuously around the clock, providing full and constant protection, or triggered into action by sensors 
monitoring the presence of toxic materials in the air 
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Category: Drinking Water, Industrial Waste 
Treatment, Waste Water Treatment, 
Consulting And Engineering Services.

Company profile
Focused on clean water Bluvstein - Binot Topaz specializes in providing water and waste water 
treatment systems for industrial and municipal applications. The systems are tailor made and 
based on high technology for efficiency, effectiveness, and reliability. Our issue is to customize 
systems to meet specific needs, serving customers by providing accurate systems which are 
also easy to use and have low operation costs.
The company provides customized solutions for different industries and municipalities including 
potable water and waste treatment water.
Year of establishment: September 1972
No. of employees: 100

Background on the company
Founded in 1972, Bluvstein Binot Topaz is a private company with 100 employees, hold by the 
engineers Dorit and Yossi Bluvstein and focused on clean water in providing waste treatment 
systems for municipalities and industry applications.
In 1996 the company was mentioned in the exclusive book ”Persons and activities in the North 
of Israel”.
In 1997 the company has received the ”award of the year in Economics ” by the Public Opinion 
Poll Institute.
In 2008, in honor of 60 year of Israel Independence, the company has received the ”Israel 
Award” dedicated by the Israeli Industry Association.

Examples of past projects
 RUSSIA 2006 - Pumping Station with pressure and frequency control.

 Capacity: 200 meter cube/hr
 RUSSIA 2007 - municipality project - filtration of iron from water.

 Capacity: 250 meter cube/hr
 MOLDAVIA 2008 - Pumping Station with pressure control and frequency control and filtration 
System Capacity: 400 meter cube/hr

Technology & product(s)
General description: a factory with a high technology combinating robot welding, laser 
and water jet cutting, treatment before painting and painting permitting longivity life of the 
products. The factory also produces for the best companies in israel.
Present in Bulgaria, Moldova, Romania, Russia (Rostov)
Possible B.O.T. Projects
Function of the product(s): water treatment systems for municipalities and industry.

Objectives / Target companies
 Reaching End users - various industries such beverage, textile, power station, pharmaceutical 
and hospitals.
 Reaching Municipal headquarters and managers.
 Reaching water supply companies.
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Objectives / Target companies
Distributors and Integrators providing water quality analysis and control solutions worldwide.

Category: Water quality analyzers
and controllers.
Sub Category: Industrial, Municipal and 
private pools.
www.blueitechnologies.com

Blue I
Water Technologies

Company profile
Headquartered near Tel Aviv, Israel, Blue I Technologies is a privately-owned company, operating 
since 2003. Blue I patented technologies provide innovative water quality analyzers and controllers for 
industrial and municipal applications as well as for public and private swimming pools.
Combining in-depth technological expertise with extensive hands-on field experience, Blue I successfully 
handles challenges that others fail to solve. Our products offer complete analysis and control while 
ensuring low maintenance and costs.
Date of establishment: 2003
No. of employees: 29

Background on the company
Blue I started offering products to the public swimming pools market in 2004.
During 2005 - 2006 the company introduced a new line of patented colorimeters and multi-parameter 
amperometric analyzers for industrial applications.
In 2007, Blue I has launched the Prizma, a revolutionary elecrto-optic technology for water quality 
analysis and control, which provides chemical monitoring and balancing in private pools.
Throughout 2008, Blue I has developed a unique, patent pending, water quality analyzer for distributed 
water networks, utilizing amperometric technology with a “sleep mode” function to achieve low power 
consumption and minimal maintenance periods.

Examples of past projects
Blue I’s products are successfully operating worldwide in various water analysis and control applications. 
Among Blue I’s clients are Coca Cola Israel, Total, GE Europe, Nestle South Africa, Nalco, Euro Disney, 
Israeli Refineries, Israel Electric Company, variety of municipalities including the Eastern Suburbs of 
Paris, France and thousands of public and private swimming pools, including the Olympic swimming pool 
in Beijing.
Technology & product(s)
Blue I Water Technologies designs and manufactures water quality analyzers and controllers. Blue I’s 
pioneering and patented analyzers and controllers enable reliable and cost-effective water quality solutions.
Industrial water treatment product line

 HydroGuard 702 - an online, patented, colorimeter technology providing superior performance, multi 
parameter measurements and reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
 HydroGuard 602 - an online, amperometric technology providing versatile multi parameter measurements 

Private and public pools product line
 Prizma - a reliable, patented, elecrto-optic technology for private pools providing chemical monitoring 
and balancing while ensuring environmental and personal safety 
 HydroGuard 302 - an online, patented, colorimeter technology for public pools providing a reliable and 
cost effective chemical monitoring as well as balancing while ensuring environmental and personal safety

Standalone, battery operated analyzers for Distributed Water Networks
A unique, patent pending, water quality analyzer for distributed water networks, providing continuous 
monitoring of free chlorine, pH, and ORP in distributed locations, without electrical connection.
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Objectives / Target companies
BPC is looking to meet with: Potential investors and potential clients who are related to Industrial waste 
water in the Oil & Energy site operation.

Category: Waste water treatment
Sub Category: Industrial waste treatment
www.biopetroclean.com

Company profile
BioPetroClean (BPC) treats industrial wastewater in a more efficient, economical and ecologically-
friendly manner then any currently known process. BPC’s modular and easy to integrate ACT- Automatic 
Chemostat Treatment- provides a novel solution to challenges presented by pollution, environmental 
regulations and operational cost pressures. BPC’s solution helps companies reduce overall running costs 
by replacing current expensive processes and adding capacity at a low cost of operation.
BPC business model is developing an indirect channel via business collaboration with major service 
providers and major industry players all over the world. We deliver the know-how and technological 
support, while our partners contribute their market presence, resources, and professional services to 
compliment market requirements.
BPC was established on September 2006 and currently employees 20 professional personnel.
Date of establishment: August 2008
No. of employees: 20

Background on the company
BPC was established in late 2006 and has already achieved important R&D and sales milestones. The 
company current sales pipeline exceeds $40M and contains more than 25 qualified leads.
Use of Proceeds: 
In order to facilitate continued growth of the business and take advantage of the booming demand 
for effective solutions in its target markets, BPC is currently seeking for addition investment of $10M. 
BPC will use the additional funds for working capital needed to rapidly expand its business and for 
development efforts to expand its product offering.

Examples of existing /completed projects 
 EAPC Oil terminal, Israel WWTP- 2007
 Shell-BP Oil terminal, South Africa one off service- 2008
 Shell-BP Oil terminal, South Africa WWTP- 2009 (last stage implementing)
 ONGC Drilling Site, India WWTP- 2009 (pilot trial Finished successfully, detailed design stage)
 Shell Refienry, Sweden one off service- 2009 (Pre-Planning)
 Pilot Trials, 2007-2009: Nordic storage (Sweden), Bazan refienry (Israel), Marine port (Israel), Engen 
refienry (south Africa), Bilge Water (Netherland), petrochemical (USA)

Technology & product(s)
BPC’s clean technology and expertise in microbiology simplifies and streamlines the bioremediation 
process resulting in significant cost savings making it affordable to customers of all sizes. The company 
offers water purification market solutions that combine a full engineering process with BPC’s unique 
bioremediation know-how. After-sales support ensures the maintenance of steady state performance.
BPC products: 
ACT One off on site services-Water purification system, purposed for sporadic needs.
ACT for high flow- Tailor made solution for main stream purification systems.
ACT for Low flow- Off the shelf Modular systems.
ACT for Upset Recovery Systems.
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Climate Category: Renewable energy, Industrial 
Batteries.
Sub Category: Batteries Refurbishment.
www.bsi-sa.co.za

Objectives / Target companies
Large vehicle fleets companies, communication companies, and mining companies.

Company profile
BSI - Battery Solution International is pioneering the field of battery life extension and battery 
refurbishing for various types of batteries. We have developed an end-to-end innovative and 
unique solution, utilizing state-of- the-art technology. The entire process is supported by a 
green eco friendly approach.
Date of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
We extended the life of virtually any lead acid based battery, including “dry batteries”. Industrial 
batteries (deep discharge), car batteries (starter batteries), and communication batteries. 
Extending batteries life effectively provides customers with a new battery, with full warrantee, 
at a much lower cost than purchasing a new battery. Our propriety technology applies a 
controlled and automated process.

Technology & product(s) 
General description: 
Our unique proprietary formula
Research and development have led us to find a unique formula, the most advanced of its kind 
in the world, which refurbishes batteries and extend batteries life.
Function of the Product(s)
BSI Battery Additive. Our batteries additive is comprised of organic materials, and is 
completely free of metals and other foreign components. The battery additive is very effective-
in just a few days, the additive seeps throughout the battery, and initiates an internal process 
that protects the battery and extends battery life to record lengths.
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Company profile
A producer of silicon-based unique bifacial photovoltaic (PV) solar cells.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
bSolar is a developer and producer of the first bifacial photovoltaic (PV) solar cells that 
produce up to 30% more electricity per cell at the same production cost as conventional cells, 
doubling by that the PV Project IRR and halving the payback time. Founded in Israel in 2007 
in Israel, with an office in Germany, bSolar brings together over 35 years of Experience in 
developing high-efficiency silicon-based PV cells. The company is headed by an execution-
oriented management team with a proven track record in building 500+MWp silicon-based cell 
production lines.

Examples of past projects
4 MWp of bifacial cells and modules made by bSolar’s industrial partner, are successfully 
operating in various commercial installations and sites in Europe. bSolar has signed agreements 
for the sales of over 350 MWp over 3 years with various customers in Europe and Asia. The 
company will soon launch its first large production plant with a 3-year target of reaching over 
500 MWp/year production capacity. 

Technology & product(s) 
General description: bSolar’s Bifacial Photovoltaic Cell
bSolar’s differentiated and disruptive bifacial cell technology is based on P-type, mono-
crystalline, Boron BSF, open back sided bifacial silicon cells, which collect solar energy from its 
both front and back sides. The cells have an improved front side efficiency due to an improved 
BSF, the elimination of aluminum back layer and the superior boron solubility in silicon. The cell 
has an overall improved efficiency due to its bifaciality, the IR transparency and lower working 
temperature and its thinner silicon wafer avoids cell bowing and provides very low in-process 
breakage rate. These mono-crystalline cells collect by their active backside also the substantial 
amount of light reflected from both the earth and the atmosphere and offer up to 30% additional 
energy output.
With this back collection capability, bSolar’s mono-crystalline bifacial cell provides an 
unprecedented and industry leading equivalent efficiency (front efficiency plus back collection) 
of more than 21%, with an even higher equivalent efficiency of 24% expected from the 
company’s 2nd generation cell, at a low production cost.
Function of the product(s):
bSolar’s cell is the best solution for rooftops and ground installations, as well as for trackers, 
PV sound barriers, facades and some forms of BIPV. It is proven, patent pending, successfully 
operating in European commercial sites and ready for production expansion.

Category: Renewable energy (Solar PV cell 
manufacturer)
Sub Category: R&D, Solar PV

Objectives / Target companies
bSolar seeks today for complementary funding, as well as for new customers who will join our 
list of strategic customers from Germany, China and Japan.
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Category: Wastewater recycling
Sub category: wastewater treatment

www.cequesta.com

Company profile
Cequesta has pioneered innovative low cost technologies for recycling water, and in particular 
grey water for apartment blocks, hotels, and sports centres. The mass adoption of our 
technology will lead to millions of tonnes of water being recovering at a cost of less than € 
0.5 per tonne. The technology is non-biological, reliable, easy to install and maintain.
The company is now selling a full solution for commercial applications as well as a range for 
domestic use.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 11

Background on the company
The technology is an adaptation of technology which has been tried and tested successfully on 
other wastewater effluents. The company’s engineers have more than 12 years experience in 
water treatment technologies and will incorporate the most advanced control and maintenance 
features.

Examples of projects:
Our most exciting installation will be installed soon at a hotel in Rhodes processing 240 
tonnes per day. The company is selling its residential product range in Israel and will be 
starting soon on a major European wide marketing drive.

Technology & product(s)
General description: Innovative, low cost, automatic dewatering press for many types of 
sludge.
Function of the Product: The new compact press will replace existing filter and belt presses 
which are expensive, difficult to maintain, and cannot be fully automated. Our design is the 
result of 25 years of installation experience and includes innovative features such as self-
cleaning and fast operation.

Objectives / Target companies
We are looking for investment for marketing and working capital as well as major marketing 
partners.
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Category: Analyzers & control systems
Sub Category: Drinking, Industrial &
waste water

www.checklight.biz

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2001
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
Founded in 2001 by Dr. Nirit Ulitzur, CheckLight Ltd. is a private company, based in Israel. Since 
its foundation CheckLight has engaged extensively in developing and marketing technologies 
for drinking water quality testing applications.
In early 2008 WhiteWater (www.w-water.com), a leading Israeli water technologies company, 
has become a strategic investor in CheckLight.
CheckLight’s products are being successfully used by China’s Environmental Protection 
Ministry, leading water labs in Europe and North America, the Israeli National Water company, 
and more.

Technology & product(s)
General description: CheckLight develops, manufactures and delivers innovative early warning 
solutions for rapid detection of chemical contamination in drinking water, through the use of 
sensitized luminescent bacteria.
CheckLight technology has been verified by the US Environmental protection agency (EPA), 
and its products are marketed to water utilities / environmental monitoring agencies, through a 
global distribution network in Asia, Europe and America.
Function of the product(s): AquaVerity is a revolutionary early warning biomonitoring system 
for municipalities, water utilities and related organizations that continuously detects and alerts 
events of water contamination.
Composed of numerous units- located at monitoring stations throughout the water distribution 
system, and seamlessly integrated with the SCADA system- AquaVerity performs continuous 
monitoring of water at various points in the water distribution network, sending immediate 
alerts regarding dangerous changes in drinking water quality due to contamination. Enabling 
comprehensive coverage of large areas, the system is exceptionally sensitive to very low 
concentrations of a wide range of contaminants, and provides reliable and consistent results, 
and requires minimum set up time and maintenance and on-site visits.
Deployment of AquaVerity can significantly reduce the threats associated with spills, accidents, 
equipment malfunctions and natural disasters, as well as those inflicted by security breach, 
sabotage and terror attacks.
The company also provide field & lab kits for rapid determination of toxicity, AOC (Assimilable 
Organic Carbon) & BOD(Biochemical Oxygen Demand).

Objectives / Target companies
Meet with early adopters / innovators water utilities which are interested in new water quality 
monitoring technologies to be used as part of their early warning systems. Meet potential 
strategic marketing partners including Water Technologies related system integrators and 
VAR’s (Value added resellers).
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Company profile
Chromagen is a world wide leader in solar thermal energy solutions since 1962. Chromagen manufactures 
solar collectors and tanks using state-of-the-art technology and is one of the largest manufacturers in 
the world. Chromagen provides systems and solutions for domestic use as well as more complex large 
central systems for commercial applications including hotels, hospitals, apartment buildings and industry.
Chromagen’s systems are sold in more than 35 countries worldwide. The major markets are: Spain, Italy, 
Australia, Mexico and the USA.
Chromagen’s quality management scheme meets with the ISO 9001 standards and uses the highest 
quality standards of quality according to the leading international testing institutes.
Chromagen products in Europe are also certified by solar KEYMARK - the quality label for solar
thermal products.
Chromagen is proud to provide its customers with high quality, efficient systems, and to be an active 
participant in the worldwide striving for a cleaner environment while harnessing renewable energy sources.
Core competences of the company: 

 Highest quality standards 
 Global distribution network
 Variety of solutions
 Vast Technical experience
 After sale support 
 Profound market knowledge

Date of establishment: 1962
No. of employees: 200

Technology & product(s)
General description: Solar thermal solutions for water heating.
Function of the product(s): Collectors & tanks for residential and commercial water heating.

Examples of projects
From left to right: A swimming pool in Spain, A hotel in Crete, A house in Wisconsin US, A home in 
Florida US, A sport club project, sport club project in Spain.

Objectives / Target companies
Distribution companies that are interested in becoming Chromagen’s distributors.
Examples for such companies: Installation companies (water or heat systems installation), Do It Yourself 
companies, Water tanks manufacturer, Large project contractors, Utilities (electricity providers), Domestic 
heating product or solutions providers (gas, wood, electricity, oil).

Category: Renewable energy 
Sub Category: Solar thermal
www.chromagen.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Clariter is seeking well-established local potential partners who will demonstrate synergies with Clariter’s technology and 
know-how. Partners should exhibit strengths in the relevant domestic market, such as financial viability, local familiarity and a 
solid reputation 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Solid Waste Management 

Sub Category: Recycling (Municipal plastic waste 
recycling), Greenhouse technologies 

  

www.clariter.com 

Company profile 
Clariter is a clean-technology enterprise that controls proprietary rights to patent-protected technology which uses a 
chemical process that converts plastic waste into high-grade solvents, lubricants, and waxes.  Clariter’s process can use 
nearly all types of polyolefin plastics in one mix. In most countries, the majority of the plastics that are suitable for 
Clariter’s process are currently destined for landfills. Solid Waste, and especially plastic waste, is a major global 
challenge. The natural degradation of polyolefin plastics takes hundreds of years. Along with the constant growth in 
population and the limit of land, the world is challenged in finding new means to minimize the abuse of its natural 
resources. 
 
Year of establishment: 2003 

Background of the company 
Clariter group of companies is a clean-technology enterprise who has developed a proprietary technology to convert 
plastic waste into advanced oils, solvents and waxes. Clariter practices a diversified professional management approach 
consisting of vast international experience in chemistry, chemical engineering, entrepreneurship, polymers and logistics. 

Examples of past projects 
● Clariter has been operating a pilot facility in Poland since 2006 and has successfully proven its process. This 

operational pilot facility continues operations to conduct R&D activities and produces market-ready products 
● Clariter is currently entering a new phase of its operations including the completion of its first industrial scale facility 

and the construction and operation of a first commercial plant in Israel 

Technologies & products 
Clariter’s Technology enables the processing of mixed plastic waste into valuable chemical products. Clariter uses a 
chemical process to convert plastic waste feedstock into pure chemical fluids.  
Clariter’s produces a wide range of high purity and quality hydrocarbon products. The product offering is divided into 
families of Aliphatic solvents, Process oils (White Oils) and Paraffin waxes and are in-line with industry standards.  
All of Clariter’s products are characterized by low aromatic content, low level of heteroatom impurities (such as Sulphur, 
Nitrogen, Chloride, Oxygen) and low odor. Currently, nearly all such products worldwide are manufactured by processing 
crude oil. 
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Company profile
Control Applications is a manufacturer in the field of Electrical Power and Energy metering, Billing 
systems, and in the field of Building Management Systems (BMS) and automation – monitoring and 
control of Heating, Ventilating & Air conditioning (HVAC) as well as electromechanical systems control.
Date of establishment: 1992
No. of employees: about 30

Background on the company
Control Applications Ltd is the leading Israeli manufacturing company in the field of Electrical metering 
& analyzing, Building management and automation systems. The company has its own development, 
production and project management departments. For years Control Applications is successfully 
implementing projects on the local and international markets. Due to perfect combination of hardware 
and software, among our clients are the world’s leading pharmaceutical companies, major banks, 
museums, factories, universities, hospitals and hotels.
On the international markets you can find Control Applications distributors on the most important world’s 
markets, and due to its technologically advanced and user friendly products and software, the distributing 
companies easily become the leading companies on their markets.

Examples of past projects
Teva factories (pharmaceutical company), Hilton hotels, Kneset (Israeli house of parliament).

Technology & product(s) 
General description:

 Elnet energy powermeters, analyzers and power factor controllers.
 DDC universal controllers.
 Monitoring and Billing, HMI software. 

Function of the product(s):
 Elnet energy powermeters and analyzers allows the clients to know the history of their consumption, 
the quality (EN50160) and the values of the power supply. Details such as Voltage, Current, Power 
Factor, Hertz, Neutral Current, Energy consumption can be displayed by the Elnet product line. All the 
data is displayed on high resolution build in LCD Multilanguage screens, and can be read online by 
open communication (Modbus, Bacnet) protocols via RS485 and TCP communication ports.

 DDC universal controllers such as Unipoint, SuperBrain, Unisense, are just part of unique and advanced 
programmable and preprogrammed controllers (OEM), with build in graphical HMI screens, web 
browsers, open communication protocols (Modbus, Bacnet), universal IO connections, very easy to 
program and operate. 

 Monitoring and Billing, HMI software – allows presenting the data online on graphical screens, 
accumulating the information from the Elnet energy powermeters and DDC controllers, creating 
reports, trends, historical and current alarm logs.

Category: Analyzers and control systems
Sub Category: Electrical metering and 
Power Quality analyzing, BMS - Building 
Management Systems
www.ddc.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
Electrical industry distributors, Building Automation companies. 
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Category: HVAC Cooling towers water 
&energy saving in industry and commercial, 
Renewable energy, Energy efficient.
www.cqm-tech.com

Company profile
CQM a Cleantech Company develops and markets innovative anti-fouling and energy efficiency 
solutions that keep industrial systems clean and continuously efficient. Its anti-fouling systems 
allow customers to achieve increased operational outputs, reduced O&M costs, maximum 
efficiency and overall performance.
Year of establishment: 1996
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
CQM, has developed a breakthrough product for the CLEANTECH sector by promoting energy 
efficiency and environmentally sound solutions to fouling, one of industry’s oldest and most 
pervasive problems. Since 1996, CQM has been selling its patented Automatic Tube Cleaning 
Systems (ATCS) for heat exchangers and condensers providing: 

 more efficient operation 
 substantial energy savings
 reduced shutdowns and maintenance costs
 minimal need for chemicals

The market for our products is vast, with our targets including: 
 Facilities: Up to 50% on water saving and 100% on chemical saving for office buildings, 
shopping malls, hospitals, hotels, etc. by increasing the efficiency of their central HVAC and 
industrial cooling systems.
 Power Plants: Up to 3% increase in annual electrical power generation of steam and 
combined-cycle power plants.
 Industry: Increased efficiency and reduced maintenance cost for petrochemical, refineries, 

pharmaceuticals, food and many others.
With ten years of consistent sales and installations in over 3, 000 facilities worldwide, we have 
a proven track record in the here and now. This is not an untested or regulatory-dependent 
product; it is already in demand, in use and effectively curbing greenhouse gas emissions by 
optimizing energy consumption.

Technology & product(s)
 ATCS- Patented Heat Exchanger Automatic Tube Cleaning System.
 SRCL- chlorination on site by electrolysis for remote drinking water site and sanitation of hot 
water systems in hospitals.
 SRS- Chemical Free Water Treatment System for industrial close and open water cycles: 
cooling towers, cooling and heating loops, etc.

Objectives / Target companies
Energy efficiency solutions, water treatment, power plant.
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Treatment, Waste-to-Energy.

www.ctgholding.com

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: +300 worldwide

Background on the company
CTG is an international cleantech System Integrator that provides high-tech environmental 
solutions to industrial and municipal clients worldwide. CTG delivers state-of-the-art solutions 
for water, wastewater and solid waste management.
CTG currently maintains subsidiaries in South Africa, Peru, Chile, Israel, Spain, Turkey, 
Australia and the USA. CTG also develops and supports additional activities in other countries 
by deploying local teams on project bases. Each subsidiary is capable of providing end-to-end 
project services including needs analysis, design, implementation and support. Leveraging 
worldclass technology and local knowledge, CTG is ideally positioned to help municipalities 
and industrial customers improve the operating efficiency and regulatory compliance of their 
environmental systems.

Examples of past projects
Wastewater treatment plants for British Petroleum - BTC, Turkey - Azerbaijan
Municipal WWTP - Callao, Peru
Cooling Tower Water Treatment - E.N.I. Italy
Waste to Energy - Alier, Spain
Municipal WWTP - Yavne, Israel
Wastewater to Energy - Sopraval, Chile
Desalination Plant - Madrid, Spain

Technology & product(s)
Our solutions for the municipal sector include: 
Sludge-free wastewater treatment system
Highly efficient, low-maintenance wastewater treatment system for small communities
Standard activated sludge municipal wastewater system
Energy-generating treatment of wastewater containing high concentrations of organic matter
Highly efficient, container-based, mobile drinking water desalination system for small 
communities
Small to big size desalination systems (salt and brackish water)
Arsenic and Nitrates removal system for well water
Our solutions for the industrial sector include: 
Detergent-free laundry solutions
Chemical-free treatment system for cooling towers
Highly efficient, container-based desalination system for process water
Chemical-free system for scale prevention in a variety of applications
Advanced filtration systems for various applications

Objectives / Target companies
Municipal and industrial clients with needs within the water and wastewater treatment sectors. 
Civil engineering companies.
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Company profile
Curapipe is a pioneering developer of a breakthrough leak curing solution for buried pipelines. 
Focused primarily on urban water distribution networks that constantly leak, Curapipe is 
positioning its solution as a low cost alternative to water mains renewal. 
Uniquely repairing leaks and cracks that normally go undetected by existing detection 
technologies, bulk reduction of leakage is now made possible with minimal disruption and rapid 
deployment. Curapipe’s technology platform is also suitable for future rollout in the oil and 
gas industries.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 8

Background on the company
An early-stage company led by experienced management, Curapipe is poised to make a large 
and lasting impact on the pipeline repair industries.
As a veteran of the ATI Cleantech incubator the company’s unique human resources (mostly 
PhDs) span multi-disciplines including hydrodynamics, materials, chemical & mechanical 
engineering and pipeline maintenance with proven track records of practical and applicable 
IP. With this talent Curapipe has now created an innovative and affordable trenchless repair 
category of undetected leakage in pipelines that has not been attempted to date.

Examples of past projects
Prototype testing at the Eilat-Ashkelon Pipeline Company.

Technology & product(s)
General description:
Trenchless Automated Leakage Repair (TALR) which seeks to fill a requirement gap in the 
market for a trenchless intervention with minimal social and environmental disruption levels 
aimed at surgical leakage repair of water mains at low cost levels. 
Function of the product(s):
TALR is an automated all-in-one system comprised of three distinct functions (a) leak detection 
within a pipeline section (b) instantaneous leak sealing and (c) long term leak curing.

Objectives / Target companies
Pilot tests with water utilities seeking a widespread solution for bulk leakage reduction in 
urban distribution networks. JV partnerships with strong local/regional maintenance companies 
providing services to water utilities.

Category: Drinking water, Water resources 
management
Sub Category: Curing urban water pipeline 
leaks, Leakage repair, Non Revenue Water 
(NRW), Trenchless technology, Leak 
detection and repair

www.curapipe.com
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Category: Pressure management, Drinking 
water, Waste water, Industrial water, Water 
security, Water resources management, 
Desalination plants
Sub category: Control Valves, Control 
Systems, Control Solutions

www.cvalves.com

Company profile
C-Valves was established in 1995 with the mission to develop a valve technology that will 
eliminate the problems inherent in conventional control valve systems.
C-Valves’ products are based on proprietary and innovative valve technology.
With some of the best minds in hydraulic engineering, C-Valves continues to invest to bring to 
market innovative valve solutions for bringing measurable benefits to our customers: Pressure 
management solutions, water supply stability, reduced fluctuation, reduced water loss (NRW), 
pipe brake minimization and reduced maintenance costs.
Year of establishment: 1995

Examples of projects:
Continuously supplying customers worldwide with control valves solutions. For example: 
 Mekorot, Israel  Scottish Water, UK  Sutton & East Surrey, UK  Sydney Water, Australia
 Brisbane Water, Australia  ENIA, Italy  ISU, Turkey and many others.

Technology & product(s)
Pressure Reducing Valves, Pressure Sustaining Valves, Surge Anticipating Valves, On/Off 
Valves, Quick Relief Valves, Flow Control Valves, Pump Valves, Electric & Hydraulic Float 
Valves, Altitude Valves, Security valves and other control valve solutions.
General description of C-valves Technology: 
Fusing unique piston actuated, Linear Flow, Linear Control (LFLC) valve technology, with field 
expertise in the most demanding environments, C-Valves provides unparalleled water supply 
solutions.
Linear flow control enables:  Accurate and stable control from zero to very high flow rates  
Very low pressure drop  Low noise  Negligible cavitation  “Soft closure” built into the valves 
eliminates water hammer.
The valves are manufactured from light-weight, durable, precision-molded Nylon12 GR (50% 
glass fiber). Specialty materials (stainless steels, polypropylene, polyethylene) available to meet 
special fluid and environmental requirements.

Objectives / Target companies
 Distributors and alliance partners
 Waterworks and Water Treatment Plants 
 Desalination Plants 
 Water-intensive Industrial/Manufacturing Plants
 Irrigation Systems Operators
 Mining Plants
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Objectives / Target companies 
International aid organizations, governmental entities, research institutes, investors, growers, private sector. 

 

 

 

Category: Building and Construction,  Agriculture 
Sub Category: Aquaculture, , Greenhouse technologies , 

Projects and Know how 
  

www.dagan.co.il 

Company profile 
Provides Integrated agricultural projects, as we are experts in the entire range of professional activities starting with the 
design, manufacturing, integration and support of technical\technological systems and products to assure effective & 
profitable results. 
Our agricultural automation solutions cover greenhouses, nurseries, net houses and open field systems, fish farms & 
aquaculture, dairy & poultry farms. 
We successfully provide and integrate Turn Key solutions by wide variety of Hi-Tech products such as computerized 
climate control systems, Electrical & Power Supply consoles, Water treatment & irrigation systems and Feeding\Compost 
processing systems.  
Year of establishment: 1983 

Background on the company 
Dagan is a family orientated company from the private sector. Established by Mr. Ran Dagan, owner and C.E.O. over the 
last 30 years, Dagan emerged itself into an international leading company in its field of expertise and gained a worldwide 
reputation  
Examples of projects 
We established in the following countries a full variety of agricultural projects using the local recourses combined with 
Dagan's know-how and technologies in the fields of: Greenhouses, Net houses, Nurseries, Poultry, Livestock, Dairy 
Farms, Fish Farms, etc.  
● Asia: China, Japan, India, the Gulf Emirates, Kuwait, Nepal, Malaysia, Kazakhstan, Russia, Uzbekistan, Turkey…  
● Africa: South Africa, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Angola, Senegal, Tunisia, Egypt, Kenya. 
● South America: Ecuador, Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Argentina 
● Middle East: Israel. 
● Europe: Cyprus, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Macedonia, 
● United States and Australia. 

Technologies & products 
General description: 
One-stop shop for all your agricultural needs, providing customized, cost-effective systems that conserve water and 
energy. We manage the entire process from inception through maturation, including: 
● Analysis, design and engineering 
● Manufacturing, installation and integration of all machinery and equipment 
● Technical and logistical support 
● On-site guidance for one year or more. 
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Desalination, Water treatment, Drinking 
water, Industrial water treatment.
www.desalitech.com

Objectives / Target companies
RO projects (municipal and industrial water treatment, treated effluents upgrade, brackish and 
sea water desalination).
Collaborations with RO integration, operation and engineering companies.
Distribution partners that are water related equipment and service providers.

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 10

Examples of past projects
Desalitech is leading the next generation of Reverse Osmosis desalination and water 
purification. 
By replacing the existing RO scheme with the patented hydrostatic Closed Circuit Desalination 
(CCD) technology, Desalitech dramatically reduces RO water treatment costs for 
desalination and industrial water upgrade by more than 25%, and greatly increase 
operational flexibility.
The outstanding advantages of Desalitech systems over the most advanced existing RO 
solutions: 

 Dramatic reduction in energy consumption of 30% - 40% compared to most advanced RO 
plants. Reducing SWRO energy consumption down to 1.5 kWh/m3. 
 Reduction of Operation and Maintenance expenses - Eliminating the major membranes’ 
fouling and scaling factors, thereby decreasing maintenance procedures and membranes 
replacements and enhancing systems’ reliability.
 Reduction in equipment costs - fewer standard membrane elements for the same production 
capacity, smaller pumps, no energy recovery devices.
 Unmatched operational flexibility - Each unit can desalinate a wide variety of sources, and 
for each source ultimate recovery and peak performance are attained. This is achieved thanks 
to the decoupling of the recovery, cross flow and driving pressure (and thus, the flux and the 
energy consumptions).
 Modular and scalable design - facilitates highly cost-effective solution for any production 
capacity. The very same simple and uniform system design applies to any salinity level / 
recovery / application. 

Desalitech has commissioned several containerized Sea Water, Brackish Water and water 
upgrade systems of 250 - 1500 cubic meter per day, and it is currently promoting and finalizing 
projects of up to 15,000 m3/day.
Desalitech has a joint R&D project with GE, sponsored by the BIRD Foundation, and it is 
affiliated to one of the largest holding companies in the Israeli water sector which have long 
years of experience in desalination and in the manufacturing of water related equipment.

Technology & product(s)
Desalitech systems and solutions cover any RO application at any scale, ranging from the 
upgrade of wells and municipal water to ultrapure water, through the upgrade of treated 
effluents and brackish water, and up to seawater desalination. 
Desalitech is proposing a line of fully automated containerized desalination systems of up to 
3000 m3/day (500 gallons/min) intended for 24/7/365 operation in various operation conditions, 
as well as larger plants.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Production and prompt delivery of our products according to the requirements of our clients 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category:  Agro-Chemicals; Fertilizers; Plant 
Nutrients 

  

deshengat.com/main.asp 

Company profile 
Deshen-Gat fertilizers is renowned for its advanced and unique fertilizer production technology, highly trained production 
and logistics team, professional sales and agronomical support team.  
Established in 1985, the company holds two manufacturing sites which fulfill Israel's agricultural needs.  Since 1993, Gat 
Fertilizers operates three subsidiaries in Spain. 
Gat fertilizers' R&D department has developed technology for the production of fertilizer suspensions available in Israel 
and Spain. 
Since 2003 Gat Fertilizers has expanded it exports to more than 15 different countries in the Mediterranean, Europe, 
Africa Latin America and the Far East. 
Since its establishment, Gat fertilizers’ strategy has been to offer tailor made solutions to its clients. 
 
Year of establishment: 1985 

Background of the company 
From its inception, Gat Fertilizers has dedicated its team of agronomists to teach and train farmers on the most efficient 
application of fertilizers not only in order to reduce costs and maximize yield and quality, but to reduce contamination of 
the environment by avoiding spills, leaching, volatilization and surface-run-off - by timing the application of plant nutrients 
to the crop's consumption and placing the fertilizer in the rooting systems of the plants by fertigation. 

Examples of past projects 
● Research and innovation in the preparation of fertilizer solutions and suspensions 
● Use of soil solution extractors to measure and control the availability and concentration of plant nutrients in real time 
● Use of tensiometers to manage irrigation to both save water and fertilizer as well as reduce losses through leaching 
● Elaboration of fertilization schedules, based on field trials, continuously updating our information resources, and follow 

up in the field in collaboration with the farmers we supply 
● Introduction of modern fertilizer injection equipment to the farm 

Technologies & products 
Application of innovative technology to the preparation of compound solid fertilizers, ready-to-use compound fertilizer 
solutions and suspensions, their transport to the field, in-field storage, and application. 
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Company profile
Founded in 1946, Dorot is a leading developer, manufacturer and marketer of a wide range of 
superior quality automatic control valves, air valves and mechanical valves. Solutions for the 
application of water control systems including waterworks distribution networks, fire protection. 
Dorot is a leader in fluid control technology.
Year of establishment: 1946
No. of employees: 225

Examples of past projects
 Leakage Reduction Thames Water, London Installed a Dorot 6“ PRVs with hydraulic modulation

 - Old system daily consumption: 1570 m3/hr
 - New daily consumption: 1340 m3/hr 
 - Total Daily Saving: 230 m3/day

 Bangkok, Thailand about 200 units 12” PRVs installed in first phase
 Bogota, Colombia about 50 units 3” to 12” PRVs installed in first phase
 Sofia, Bulgaria about 100 units 2” to 10” PRVs installed in first phase
 Pumping system Control Monterrey, Mexico10 units 24” Booster Pump control valves
 Pumping system Control San Antonio res., Brazil 2 units 24” Booster Pump control valves
 Water Hammer protection Spain 4 units 12” Surge Anticipating valves
 Water Hammer protection Larnaka, Cyprus 4 units 10” Surge Anticipating valves

Technology & product(s)
General description: Hydraulic Control Valves (PRVs, PSVs, FCVs etc) for automatic control 
and regulation of water and waste-water systems. Electric control for water system. Air release 
and anti-vacuum valves, Water meters. Consulting, engineering and supply of systems for 
leakage reduction and pressure management in municipal networks.
Function of the product(s): Regulating pressures flow-rate in water systems. Controlling air flow 
into and out off water filled systems. Attenuation and prevention of water-hammer\surge risks.

Objectives / Target companies
 Municipal water supply companies
 trading company
 Construction companies
 Fire fighting contractors
 Irrigation systems design companies
 Civil engineering contractors
 Water-systems engineering & consultation firms

Category: Hydraulic control valves and control 
systems, Drinking water, Water security, Water 
resources management.
Sub Category: Industrial water & waste-water 
control valves, Waterworks, Civil Engineering 
& construction- water systems control & 
management, Firefighting, Ag. & Turf Irrigation.
www.dorot.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
DST long term objective is to become a top sludge drying company, and a key partner in the global sludge (bio-solids) to 
energy market 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Water Resources,  Solid Waste 
Management 

Sub Category:  Sludge Treatment, Municipal and 
Industrial Wastewater Treatment 

  

www.dryingsludge.com/ 

Company profile 
An innovative approach to fully utilize the energy potential of sludge (bio-solids) leading to a better capitalization of this 
renewable energy resource opportunity. DST a revolutionary “game changer” sludge treatment technology, setting the 
foundation for future zero sludge discharge.  DST patented technology offers the most energy-efficient solution 
developed to date to resolve the economical and environmental challenges in sludge drying (over 50% energy 
efficiency in comparison to present commercial technologies). DST is challenging future use of sludge disposal 
alternatives, especially in consideration of growing needs to improve profitability and compliance with environmental 
regulations. 
 
Year of establishment: 2009 

Background of the company 
DST is an Israeli start-up company established in 2009. 

Technologies & products 
 
Technology & product(s): 

● Treating Industrial Hazardous Sludge 
● Treating Municipal Sludge 
● Generating Class “A” sludge (suitable as fertilizer for agriculture crops) 

 
Function of the product(s): 

DST ability to treat industrial hazardous sludge (initially pharmaceutical and agro-chemical hazardous sludge) starting 
from 0.1% DS, will position the company, as the most economical viable and innovative technology, to sustainably 
reduce industrial hazardous sludge volume 
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Company profile
DuCool Ltd, with its world-recognized team of 20 years experience in the air treatment, cooling, heating 
and dehumidification fields, has developed a unique liquid desiccant dehumidification and cooling 
technology in a single package. DuCool presents a solution for significantly decreasing energy costs for 
HVAC application. Hundreds of units installed in Pharmaceutical Plants, Food Processing Plants, Clean 
Rooms, Hospitals, Store, Restaurants, Ice Rinks, Plastic Injection Molding, office Buildings, and more.
Date of establishment: January 2006
No. of employees: 100

Background on the company
HVAC systems, Energy efficiency projects, increasing production efficiency in industry.

Examples of past projects 
USA- •  Ice rink arenas- full energy efficiency project. Energy savings of 60%
Singapore-  • Plastic industry- Energy saving project and increase of production efficiency.
Germany-  • Meat processing factories. Energy savings of 45%
India • - Pharmaceuticals plants. Energy savings of 25%- 50%

Technology & product(s)
The new DuHybrid System combining the ability to use Solar thermal heat with additional energy sources 
to power dehumidification and air condition: 

 Peak shaving- Reduced Operating Costs and Energy Savings- DuCool’s operates in the field of 
HVAC which is one of the significant factor for peak loads. Ducool’s applications as standalone air 
treatment units or added to an existing HVAC systems installations have achieved energy savings 
of over 50% (relative to the situation before DuCool was installed). When humidity load is high 
the system will prevent over sizing of HVAC systems and will significantly decrease the energy 
consumption.
 “Green”- Environmental Friendly- DuCool’s DuHandling series is a Refrigerant-free (no compressor) 
HVAC system. The DuHybrid / DuHandling can use relatively low temperature waste heat from: 
Solar thermal, cogeneration systems, micro turbines or Solar thermal heat as its main source of 
energy. Also can be use relatively high cold water temperature (15-25°C) from Ground source Water or 
cooling towers to generate efficient cooling.
 Air Quality- Disinfect Air, The DuCool process eliminates up to 90% bacteria and air borne 
microorganisms in a single pass. Filter Air Process removes 77% of particle larger than 5 microns, 
removing allergens such as pollen and dust from the air. Improve Human Comfort achieves optimal 
temperature and humidity zone. Indoor Air Quality Standards DuCool products successfully address 
IAQ by helping meet fresh air requirements.

Objectives / Target companies
DuCool offer Air treatment solutions Dehumidification, Air condition, Ventilation and heating.
Energy reduction and air quality improvements in Industry, Plastic molding, Pharmaceutical plants, Food 
processing, Clean rooms, Hospitals, Retail stores, Restaurants, Ice Rinks, office buildings and more.

Category: Solar Cooling, Energy Efficiency & 
Renewable Energy
Sub Category: HVAC systems

www.ducool.com
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Climate Category: Engineering services, Industrial 
waste treatment, Renewable energy, Solid 
waste treatment and Recycling.
Sub Category: specializing in the planning 
supplying & erecting systems to treat 
hazardous organic materials.
www.est-systems.com

Company profile
Year of establishment: 2004
Number of employees: 12

Background on the company
EST SYSTEMS LTd is an engineering company in the space of Chemical waste destruction, 
treating gases and liquids in Real Time, with plasma torch technology.

Examples of projects:
Treatment of chemical gaseous, liquids and slurry waste as a residue of the manufacturing 
process of various chemical plants. Treatment of chemical waste in pharmaceutical factory.

Technology & product(s)
General description: E.S.T Ltd. Is a privately owned company, founded in 2004 by engineer 
Yehuda Simon.
E.S.T developed and proved a waste treatment solution that breaks new grounds, 
technologically as well as environmentally. The development of the technology is entirely due 
to the founder, Eng. Yehuda Simon.
E.S.T’s technology utilizes high temperature Plasma stream to treat chemical organic 
compounds, which if not treated properly will turn to be hazardous waste. The technology 
mentioned above treats organic compounds whether in the form of gases, liquids or 
suspension.
E.S.T’s treatment devices are installed on site, as an integral part of the plant or process, thus 
eliminating the need to transport or store waste products, which is expensive, complicated and 
above all dangerous and damaging to the environment.
E.S.T’s technology for organic waste treatment can be applied to several of hazardous waste like: 
Hazardous organic waste; Toxic waste; Medical biochemical waste; Halogenated waste; 
Gaseous waste;
Liquid & suspension waste; Industrial & laboratory waste, etc.;
E.S.T to date employs highly skilled chemical engineers and electrical engineers as well as 
highly skilled professional staff.

Objectives / Target companies: 
Looking for strategic partnerships and raising funds from VC’s and Private Equity firms.
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Objectives / Target companies 
 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Solid Waste 
Managment 

Sub Category: Biomass, Bio Fuels and Fossil Fuel 
Replacements, Recycling and Sludge 
Treatment   

  

www.eer-pgm.com 

Company profile 
Incorporated in the year 2000, and to date fully owned by R.V.B. Holdings Ltd., a publically traded company (NASDAQ: 
RVBHF), Environmental Energy Resources Ltd. (EER) develops and markets the Plasma, Gasification and Melting 
(PGM) technology. The PGM is a novel non-incineration, solid waste treatment solution that also generates renewable 
energy. 
Year of establishment: 2000 

Background of the company 
The PGM technology was developed by leading scientists at the Kurchatov Institute, a world-renowned scientific 
institution, for treatment of low-level radioactive waste. Since the incorporation of EER, scientists and engineers have 
enhanced the technology to provide a single-step plasma gasification process with a revolutionary advancement over 
other existing processes and methods. 

Example of past projects 
EER has been working on numerous of projects around the world to provide a solution to dispose of waste while 
harnessing energy. For example, EER will provide the PGM technology to a Waste to Energy (WtE) project in the US for 
the removal of municipal waste. In the UK and Eastern Europe, EER is working with local developers to establish a PGM 
Waste to Energy processing plant. 

Technologies & products 
EER’s major breakthrough process offers a cost effective and environmental friendly, true "Zero Waste" solution for the 
exponentially growing volume of: 
● Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) 
● Medical Waste (Infectious/Hazardous)  
● Low and Intermediate Level Radioactive Waste (LILRW)  
● Other industrial and commercial waste streams  
By developing a solution that is economically viable, the PGM technology is the first Plasma Gasification process 
capable of complying with the most stringent environmental regulations at considerably lower costs, compared to 
alternative technologies.  
The EER Plasma Gasification Melting solution holds to be the best alternative to landfill, incineration and other waste to 
energy solutions. 
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Company Profile
The Elco Energy & Infrastructure group provids comprehensive solutions in the fields of 
Electricity, Water, Natural Gas and Medical Technologies.
Date of establishment: 1973
No. of employees: 500

Background on the company
A part of Electra and Elco Holdings family, Elco Energy & Infrastructure group is:
Elco Contracting & Services - The largest contractor in Israel for electrical works and other 
energy sources Pumped Storage, Solar-PV, ESCO, as well as electromechanical systems and 
instrumentation. Construction of Wastewater Treatment Plants.
Katzenstein Adler - Design, production, integration, installation and maintenance of high, 
medium and low-voltage switchboards and outdoor switch disconnectors. Trade of electrical 
equipment.
Girit Control & Communications - Telecommunications, security, control systems, multimedia 
and lightning & over voltage protection
A.L.D. Environmental Protection - Operation and management of wastewater treatments plants.

Examples of past projects
 161 Kv Substations for Intel, Ben Gurion International Airport, Thailand, Africa. 
 Water Filtration Facility for Mekorot. Also: construction, operation and management of 
many Wastewater treatment plants throughout Israel.
 PRMS and natural gas infrastructure for Israel’s Natural Gas Line. Also: distribution.
 Construction of many operating rooms and Medical Facilities in Israel and in Africa.
 2 Pumped Storage power stations (500 MW).

Category: Energy. Wastewater Treatment.
Sub Category: Rentable Energy, Control 
Systems, Water Security. 
www.elcoeig.com

Objectives/target companies
Cooperation and know-how exchange on international projects in the fields of Energy and 
Infrastructure: Electrical, Water, Natural Gas, Medical Technologies.
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Company profile
Industrial wastewater treatment services.
Year of establishment: 2003
No. of employees: 41

Examples of past projects
Three owned and operated plants for industrial wastewater treatment

 Plant dedicated to the treatment of highly polluted wastewater from the pharmaceutical 
industry. Plant capacity is 200 tons per day.
 Plant dedicated to treatment of highly polluted wastewater from the metals, electronics and 
surface finishing industry. Plant capacity is 130 tons per day.
 Plant dedicated to treatment of wastewater from fine chemicals industry. Plant capacity is 150 
tons per day.

All plants are owned and operated by the company, the service is a long term contract with the 
provider of the wastewater and the company.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Industrial wastewater containing high concentration of organic materials are very difficult and 
expensive to treat, especially if the wastewater contains salts as well.
Elcon developed a very efficient and cost effective ambient pressure thermal oxidation of the 
waste streams that allows total destruction of organic matter and re-use of the treated water.
All that is achieved at lower costs than biological or incineration alternatives.
Function of the product(s): 
sell the services for the treatment of highly polluted industrial wastewater.

Objectives / Target companies
Looking for partners for the erection of plants and selling services for treatment of
industrial wastewater.

Category: Industrial waste treatment, 
wastewater treatment.
www.elconrecycling.com
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Category: Water Treatment.
Sub Category: Non-chemical Cooling Tower 
water treatment

www.elgressy.com
Company profile
Date of establishment: 1978
No. of employees: 50

Background on the company
Elgressy Engineering Services Ltd. has been active in the field of water treatment for over 30 
years and has thousands systems installed worldwide.
Elgressy develops and markets comprehensive solutions and systems for the treatment and 
prevention of common water related problems including: scale, bacteria and corrosion.
Elgressy also provides solutions for the reclamation of water with high concentrations of organic 
matter, waste water and effluent reuse.

Examples of past projects
EST - Cooling Tower water treatment: Sheraton, Hilton, Toyota, Honda, Club Med, Intel, E.N.I, 
Posco, Kordsa
LPB - Legionella prevention systems: Holmes Place, Radisson, Hilton
SCP - Scale crystallization prevention systems: Hilton, Assuta, Sheraton 

Technology & product(s)
EST - The Electrochemical Scale Treatment System (E.S.T) is a state of the art, patented 
system which prevents scaling, prevents bio fouling, microorganism growth, inhibits corrosion, 
produces oxidants in the water and prevents the spread of airborne bacteria.
Using a unique electrochemical process, the E.S.T system actively, efficiently and cost 
effectively deals with the problems associated with cooling water systems without using 
harmful chemicals.
LPB - Elgressy’s LPB system facilitates the automatic control and eradication of 
microorganisms, including Legionella Pneumophila bacteria, in hot water systems.
The system is based on an electrochemical process, which reduces significantly the buildup of 
sediment and scale within hot water systems.
SCP - (Scale Crystallization Prevention) is an electrolytic system that prevents scale 
deposition, reduces and removes chlorine and bacteria from the water, and substantially 
reduces corrosion rates.
The SCP is connected externally to the heat exchange unit and needs no complicated 
installation procedures or changes to your existing system. This, in itself, represents a 
significant saving in installation and maintenance costs.

Objectives / Target companies
Elgressy seeks to expand its international distributor channels. Relevant distributor profiles are: 
HVAC consultants, construction companies, cooling system integrators, engineering firms, real-
estate maintenance companies.
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consulting and engineering services, Solid 
waste treatment and recycling, waste
water treatment.
Sub Category: Sludge treatment and 
municipal sludge treatment.
www.elkayam-metal.co.il

Company profile
A privately owned design and engineering company specializing in eco friendly industrial plant and 
systems for municipal recycling and regeneration and processing and handling companies, where 
materials processing, aggregates and water are involved.
Date of establishment: 1974
No. of employees: 300

Background on the company
Development design and engineering specializing in this field, with a dedicated R and D development 
and engineering department.

Examples of past projects
 M SW 400 tons / day - PT Municipality
 MSW 600 tons /day - Acco Municiality
 MSW 1200ton/day - Afula
 MSW 600ton/day - Rishon LeTzion
 MSW 300 tons/day - Lod
 MSW 300 tons/day - TA
 MSW 300 tons /day - Sidney Au
 MSW 200 tons/day - Maliba
 MSW 200 tons/ day - GE
 Sludge treatment 300 tons/ day- Antwerp
 Sludge treatment -250 tons per day - Bet Shemesh
 Sludge treatment - 500 tons per day- NJ
 Water treatment - many many installations both in Israel and abroad
 Oil filter recycling and toxic waste stabilization RH Israel
 Fresh concrete recycling- many installations in Israel and abroad
 RDF system - Afula 

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Ground up design of industrial plant from the smallest to the largest size of water treatment systems, 
solid waste systems, and all the related equipment for them, designed, developed, manufactured, 
tested and installed. Technologies include water clarification and sludge densifying, sludge treatment, 
poly-electrolyte systems, and municipal sludge treatment for the production of “ecosoils”. Also storing 
conveying and treating of particle type materials.
Function of the product(s): 
The treatment of waste material alows the removal and recycling of the valuable elements and the 
sorting of the other elements into grades for further treatment or disposal.
Water treatment systems remove clays and silts and return the water for re-use on site thereby 
preserving resources.
Concrete recycling allows unused fresh concrete to be separated into basic constituent groups and 
returned to the production cycle in metered quantities according to International regulations. This system 
is also a water conservation system, and can allow effective collection of all site water.

Objectives / Target companies
Co-operation with engineering companies in order to build turnkey projects all over the world.
Form mutual strategic partnerships to expand our international client base.

EELLKKAAYYAAMM  
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Company profile
Elsol is a solar company specializing in designing and marketing solar thermal systems, cogenaration and 
energy saving products.
The company was founded by Eli Shilton former Managing Director of Rand Energy Systems and former 
Chairman of the Israel Solar Thermal Manufacturers Association (ISOL).
We at Elsol are committed to the following values: 

 Innovation, creativity and originality in our products
 Protecting the environment for us and our children 
 Excellence in quality and service

Year of establishment: production company: 1948, export company: 2007
No. of employees: 45 in production, 3 in export

Background on the company
Elsol’s expert team share many years of experience in designing, producing, installing and servicing solar 
hot water systems from simple mono block thermosyphon systems through multi family solar systems 
and large solar collector fields supplying hot water to swimming pools, hotels, industrial plants and 
hospitals.
Elsol is proud to export Rand Solar Energy products. Founded in 1947, Rand is world renowned in the solar 
industry for its technological innovations outstanding quality and competitive prices which places her in the 
forefront of the industry. Rand solar systems are used in thousands of facilities from individual apartments 
to large central heating systems.
The skill and expertise of the Elsol team backed by the experience and high production capabilities of 
Rand is proven daily by the changing requirements in the global solar field.

Examples of past projects 
 Hospital del Henares (Madrid)
 Hotel El Douque (Tenerife)
 Hotels Cimbel (Alicante)
 Drying garlic process (Thailand)
 Hilton Hotel-Tel Aviv
 Da Vinci Hotel – Johannesburg  South Africa

Technology & product(s)
General description: solar hot water heaters, solar flat plate collectors.

Objectives / Target companies
Dealers of solar hot water systems, installation companies of solar thermal products, large customers of 
solar thermal systems like construction companies. Construction companies who are looking to integrate 
solar systems in their buildings.

Category: Renewable energy
Sub Category: Hot water products manufacturer 
www.elsol.co.il
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Company profile
Elspec is a leading global technology provider of electrical power quality analyzers, real time power 
factor correction systems, and energy saving solutions. The company’s ongoing efforts include successful 
implementation of innovative and comprehensive power quality analyis and power quality factor 
correction technologies as well as Power Quality Solutions that span the industrial, commercial, and 
utility sectors worldwide.
Date of establishment: 1988 (public IPO in 2004)
No. of employees: 114

Background on the company
In 1988, Elspec Engineering Ltd. was founded as a private venture. Commercial sales and manufacturing 
activities were launched in 1993. Within 10 years, ELSPEC had developed and established sales networks 
in nearly 50 countries throughout the world. In May 2004, the company had its IPO and became a 
publicly traded company on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE: Elspec). The company has established 
two foreign subsidiaries, one in Europe (Portugal) and one in the United States. Currently, the company 
markets its Power Quality Solutions and Power Quality Analysis products worldwide through a network of 
Authorized Agents and Representatives.

Examples of past projects
Utility: DFR & PQ for Distribution & Transmission, Water Management, Power Generation (Traditional 
& Renewable)
Industrial: Automotive, Metals, Timber, Plastics, Mining, Material Handling, Chemical Processing.
Commercial: Hospitals, Data Centers, Educational Institutions, Recreational Facilities, High-Rise 
Office Buildings.
Technology & product(s)
Power Quality & Fault Monitoring Systems: 

 The 4400 Series BLACKBOX: The revolutionary ELSPEC G4000 Series BLACKBOX is the next 
generation in power quality analyzers. The G4K provides accurate detection and isolation of power quality 
monitoring. In addition to real-time monitoring with PQZIP, a patented data compression algorithm, the 
BLACKBOX stores all waveforms of every network cycle for up to a year at up to 1, 024 samples per cycle 
resolution, eliminating the need for thresholds, triggers, or parameter setting for logging.
 The Portable 4500 BLACKBOX: Built on the same innovative technology as the BLACKBOX 4400 
Series, the Elspec G4500 Portable Digital Power Meter is the most advanced recorder on the market. 
The G4500 BLACKBOX has the power to determine the root cause of all Power Quality issues, so plug 
it in and never miss another event.

Power Quality Enhancement Systems: 
 The EQUALIZER & ACTIVAR: The Equalizer is the world’s fastest real-time power quality enhancement 
system optimizes power factor correction, energy savings, voltage support, harmonic filtration, and 
more, for a variety of dynamic loads. The ACTIVAR is a cost-effective alternative to electro-mechanical 
power factor correction banks, offering fast compensation, an unlimited number of transient free 
operations and unique self-testing and comprehensive reporting features.
 The EQUALIZER-RT: The -RT is designed to deliver substantial reactive power for voltage drop 
situations even during very deep voltage sags, delivering an economical ride-through solution for energy 
production facilities and utilities.
 The EQUALIZER-ST: The -ST compensates medium and low voltage motor startups by utilizing a 
proven industrial technology to provide the ultimate motor protection control solution for the challenges 
related to large motor startups.

Category: Analyzers & Control Systems, 
Renewable Energy
www.elspec-ltd.com

Objectives / Target companies
1) Discover new selling partners (agents) 
2) Introduce our metering and measurement technologies to electrical utilities 
3) Establish relationships with new customers that have a need for power quality solutions and
 monitoring systems.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Eltam Ein-Hashofet offers solutions to municipalities, constructors, ESCO companies, Luminaire manufactures 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Building and 
Construction 

Sub Category:  Energy Efficiency Solutions,  Energy 
Efficiency Building 

  

www.eltam-eh.com 

Company profile 
ELTAM Ein-Hashofet is a pioneering company that illuminates the future of lighting technology with energy efficient, 
durable and high quality products and solutions for lighting applications. 
For more than a decade, Eltam have been a trend setter in finding advanced solutions for the lighting industry. They 
have focused on the reduction in the use of raw materials, energy and maintenance. Their expertise in integrating light 
sources and advanced electronic engineering has put them at the forefront in the lighting field. With over 45 years of 
experience, in-house R&D and manufacturing, they are able to offer clients a flexible range of solutions for intelligent and 
efficient lighting systems, at maximum performance per cost and with a fast return on investment.  
Eltam Ein-Hashofet complies with the International Standards including ISO 9001/2008, ISO-TS (automobile 
manufacturers), ISO 140001:2004 Environmental standard and OSHAS 18001 Health and Safety standard. 
 
Year of establishment: 1967 

Background of the company 
The plant is located on Kibbutz Ein-Hashofet, a kibbutz settlement in the Megiddo Regional Council, Israel.  This region 
was recently recognized by UNESCO as a Biosphere Reserve formalizing our longstanding policy of "green" 
manufacturing and social enhancement of the population. 

Examples of past projects 
Eltam's projects are focused on saving energy in street lighting and in Industrial Lighting. The EHID and the advanced 
LED drivers system can drastically reduce the city's lighting expenditures in both energy savings (up to 50% savings) 
and maintenance (up to 30% savings). The system offers control of each and every light point, intelligent reports and 
alerts. 

Technologies & products 
● Web based Management System for controlling and monitoring lighting applications 
● Lighting controllers 
● Controllable electronic ballasts with various digital communication protocols 
● Ballasts for Fluorescent lamps 
● Ballasts for HID lamps 
● Igniters 
● Control-gears 
● Controllable LED drivers 
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Municipal Wastewater Treatment 
Sub Category: Renewable Energy, Water, 
Wastewater, Cleantech

www.emefcy.com

Objectives / Target companies
1. Industries with high concentration of organic matter in their wastewater (food & beverage, pharma, 

chemicals, textile and pulp & paper industries). The offering will turn a wastewater plant to a profit 
center using renewable energy.

2. An aerobic wastewater treatment plant for low organic contamination of wastewater (targeting municipal 
wastewater treatment plants) and with an energy reduction of over 90% of typical aerobic processes.

Company profile
Technology revolutionizes the economics of wastewater treatment by generating instead of consuming 
energy, utilizing electrogenic bacteria to produce electricity from wastewater while cleaning the water. 
Conventional wastewater treatment uses 2% of the global power (80,000 MW and 57,000,000 tons per 
year of CO2), amounting to $40B/year. Rather than using energy to treat wastewater, Emefcy harvests 
renewable energy directly from the wastewater and feeds it to the grid. The total potential carbon 
footprint reduction of Emefcy’s EBR’s technology is 76 million tons per year of CO2. 
Emefcy’s solutions address industrial and manciple wastewater containing organic substance:
(1) Electricity solution (EBR) - Treating wastewater and producing green electricity as a byproduct. Ideal 

for treating wastewater with a high concentration of organic substance
(2) Zero-Energy solution (DFX) - Treating wastewater with virtually zero energy required for aeration. 

Ideal for treating wastewater with a low concentration of organic substance.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 16

Background on the company
Emefcy founded by Eytan Levy and Ronen Shechter who also founded AqWise, an innovative wastewater 
treatment solutions company, in 2000 a successful company active worldwide.
Awards:

Artemis Project Top 50 2011’s Most Innovative Water Technologies (5/11) •
Pollution Engineering Magazine: 10 Top Technologies for 2011 (1/11) •
The Guardian and the Cleantech Group: 2010 Global Cleantech 100 Company (10/10) •
BlueTech Summit:  A top 50 water technology company (6/10) •
Sustainable World Capital :  “A Cleantech Startup to Keep an Eye on” (4/10) •
Global Water Intelligence: “one of 10 technologies that will  save the world” (7/09) •
CNET: “one of the 5 companies that will contribute to the reduction of the world dependence on fossil  •
fuel” (4/09)
Artemis Project:  4th in top 50 water technology companies (4/09) •

Technology & product(s) 
General description:
Emefcy developed an Electrogenic Bioreactor (EBR) for treating wastewater whilst converting the organic 
contamination in the wastewater to green electricity or Hydrogen. 
The system is based on Microbial Fuel Cell technology that enhances the bacteria’s ability to produce 
electric current as part of their metabolic activity. A layer of electro-active bacteria develops naturally 
on the electrode surface area. While degrading the organic compounds of the wastewater, a bio-electro-
chemical reaction occurs, generating electricity in the process.
Function of the product(s):
Treating industrial wastewater while utilizing the energy in the wastewater to produce green electricity 
or hydrogen.
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Company profile
En Gibton Ltd. Is a water treatment company that developed the ClayMix, its novel filtration-adsorption 
system for the removal of dissolved anionic and neutral contaminants from contaminated ground 
water, surface water and wastewater sources. ClayMix removes contaminants from water in a low-
cost effective, and completely environment friendly manner than standard technologies. En Gibton’s 
development, ClayMix production and filtration system testing are being supported Israel by Mekorot- the 
national water company, the Water Authority and the Israel Standards Institute.
Year of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 6

Background on the company
EN GIBTON Ltd is a privately owned company, incorporated on December 5, 2005, based on Founders 
Agreement signed on November 22, 2005 between the entrepreneurs, led by Prof. Shlomo Nir, ATI 
Cleantech group company and Yissum- the Hebrew university research development company.
The company is focusing on developing lab and field ClayMix prototypes, and will follow by developing 
commercial versions of the product. In parallel, EN GIBTON is developing its business activity as an 
advanced water technology company. 

Examples of past projects
1. Pilot test in Yashresh well (beta site)- successful low cost removal of Perchlorate at beta site (Yashresh 

well) pilot test using filter prototype of small commercial scale. Organic contaminants- successful low 
cost removal of pesticides, solvents, hormones, and various substances, especially anionic and non-
ionics, in acidic and neutral conditions, using lab filtration bench scale system; Micro-organisms: initial 
removal of cryptosporidium from surface water, using lab filtration bench scale.

2. Wastewater treatment: successful low cost removal of TOC (total organic carbons) from chemical, 
agrochemical, detergents and other industrial organic wastes (environmental services company RH), 
using lab filtration and suspension systems. 

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
EN GIBTON’S ClayMix is based on proprietary patented technology of Micelle-Clay and Organo- Clay 
complexes mixed with Sand- Clay creating multi-layer granular media mixtures. Anionic, neutral and 
same cationic dissolved contaminant molecules are adsorbed into the complexes and removed from 
water during filtration or settling processes.
Function of the product(s): 
ClayMix treatment systems appear as two market products: adsorption-filtration system and adsorption-
settling system. ClayMix systems are designed for installation at: Contaminated groundwater wells. 
Contaminated surface water bodies (streams, rivers, lakes, reservoirs). Wastewater processing facilities 
(industrial plants).

Objectives / Target companies
1. Well water project companies in drinking water treatment and supply.
2. Water utilities
3. Filtration companies
4. Municipalities end users for drinking water
5. Industrial waste water projects (TOC removal, Per chlorate removal) 

Category: Drinking Water, Industrial 
waste treatment, waste water treatment, 
water treatment.
Sub Category: Industrial Waste 
Treatment, Waste Water Treatment.
www.engibton.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
EnStorage objectives and target companies: 

1. Partner with an industrial, energy or engineering firm to further commercialize and market the system 
2. Partner with either a utility, IPP or wind developer to test the system 
3. Identify channel partners that service organizations needing storage either behind or before the meter 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate and Renewable Energy 

Sub Category: Battery Technology Solutions,  
Renewable Energy Technologies  

  

www.enstorageinc.com 

Company profile 
EnStorage develops large scale energy storage solutions based on our reliable and cost effective flow battery 
technology. Our energy storage solutions will provide: 
● Long duration discharge at high power levels 
● Low capital and operating costs 
● Easy integration with a modular, scalable architecture 
Our energy storage solutions are specifically designed to meet the energy storage needs of utilities, independent power 
providers and large industrial energy users. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
EnStorage was founded to commercialize low cost flow batteries based on Hydrogen Bromine technology refined by 
researchers at Tel-Aviv University. Backed by leading private equity and venture capital investors, the Enstorage team 
has advanced the technology into fully functioning, demonstration stage of energy storage systems. 
Moving forward, EnStorage is developing modular grid scale energy storage systems to meet the needs of utilities, 
independent power providers, operators and distribution companies as well as large industrial energy users. 

Examples of past projects 
EnStorage has produced the first ever grid connected Hydrogen-Bromine 
(HBr) flow battery. The 50 KW battery was connected on October 2012 at 
the company’s test site in southern Israel and provides up to 100 KWh of 
energy 
 

 
 
Technologies & products 
EnStorage's energy storage solution is based on a proprietary flow battery technology, which consists of an 
electrochemical energy conversion device and two storage tanks. The power rating (kW) of the system is based on the 
energy conversion device size and the energy rating (kWh) is based on the storage tank size. This design enables 
energy storage solutions with very attractive costs for applications that require large amounts of stored energy. 
EnStorage energy storage solutions are covered by nine patents and patents pending. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Electric Utilities 
Commercial Real Estate Owners / Management Companies 
HVAC integrators / designers / contractors. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Building and 
Construction 

Sub Category: Energy Efficiency, Environmental 
indoor Climate control   

  

www.enverid.com 

Company profile 
Enverid Systems provides a family of products that dramatically reduce the energy consumption of central HVAC 
systems, while also improving indoor air quality. It offers its end customers – owners and managers of commercial 
buildings – a 12 month ROI and substantial energy savings from day one. Notably, the savings are steeply dependent on 
climate and therefore represent a significant reduction in mid-day peak demand, thus helping reduce pressure on power 
generation and distribution infrastructure. 
Year of establishment: 2010 
No. of employees: 4 

Background of the company 
Enverid has its business headquarters in Boston, while its development and production center is in Israel. It works in 
close collaboration with the US-DOE and with the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center. 

Technologies & products 
General description: 
The starting point for Enverid’s technology is the realization that a significant part of the cooling load in air-conditioned 
buildings is due to the constant supply of outside air to replace in indoor air, which is done to maintain air quality. The 
essence of Enverid’s proposition is a very efficient, proprietary process to remove carbon dioxide and organic vapors 
from the circulating indoor air. In doing so it greatly diminishes the need to replace indoor air, saving 25% or more of the 
energy consumption in warm and humid climates. Enverid has solved the challenge of clearing indoor air from the 
unwanted contaminants generated by a building’s occupants and fixtures, and doing so without expending large 
amounts of energy. Furthermore, the technology actually results in improved indoor air quality, especially in polluted 
urban settings. 
Our flagship product family, the EnClaire™ system, is a retrofit compatible with most central air handling systems. It can 
be installed with a modest footprint without having to replace the existing HVAC system, and returns its investment in 
energy savings in one year. 
. 
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Sub Category: Residential/Commercial
Wastewater solutions & recycling.

www.epc-tec.com
Onsite Wastewater 
Treatment Solutions

Company profile
EPC Ltd. has been a leading provider of innovative, patented onsite wastewater treatment 
plants (OWWTP).
EPC is active in the clean-tech market for over 20 years, serving commercial, public, and
residential wastewater treatment needs.
EPC complies with ISO 9001, UN & government authorized vendor and own several patents.
Active since: 1988

Background on the company
EPC has been conducting research and development since 1988 with the primary goal of 
providing efficient technologies and friendly solutions for the wastewater marketplace.

Recent projects
Municipal WWTP for Beit-Arye, Israel: 200, 000 GPD
Municipal & Cow Manure WWTP for Nir-Yizhak, Israel: 90, 000 GPD
Residential WWTP Cyprus: 500 GPD

Technology & product(s)
EPC’s approach has raised the bar in the wastewater treatment industry by providing the 
following benefits over most traditional solutions: 
1. Lower energy consumption based on a biological approach
2. Better residential compatibility based on an odor-free process
3. Better “green” approach returning Effluent for reuse
4. Design allows for better space utilization & expansion over time
5. Maintenance costs are much lower and sludge removal is far less then other technologies
6. Maximum comply with LEED standards 
Bio Robi®- Small Waste Water system Plant (250- 3000 GPD)
Bio Disk®- Compact Sewage Treatment Plant (3, 000- 550, 000 GPD)
These products are successfully implemented across the Middle East and Europe.

Objectives / Target companies
EPC is looking at initially expanding sales into the U.S, Mediterranean market & Mexico.
Target companies
Potential distributors for onsite WWTP, Developers, Contractors, Investment Capital and 
Strategic Alliances.
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Company Profile
Eternegy Ltd. has developed a unique, green and cost-effective way to improve Photovoltaic 
(PV) electricity generation. Our state of the art solar-tracking technology improves reliability 
and dramatically reduces costs. Our goal is to help bring utility-scale solar power generation 
to 'grid parity' rates (electricity cost at regular grid rates) by reducing capital and operational 
expenditures. We call it ‘surfing the sun’.
Date of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 4

Background on the company
Our product is a state-of-the-art large (100m2) Tracker for Photovoltaic (PV) panels suited 
to making the most of any solar power plant. While solar panel technologies are constantly 
evolving solar tracking systems have stood still. Current solar tracking technologies are at best 
evolutions of ideas that are decades old. Our innovative approach changes the basic design of 
solar trackers and reduces a solar plant’s environmental footprint whilst increasing its efficiency. 
The Solar energy market, and the PV segment in particular, has become a multi-billion dollar 
market in the past few years ($80Bn in 2010) and future annual growth rates well above 25% 
are expected. 
The Eternegy Tracker is designed to meet the needs of all utility scale PV solar projects 
currently seen in the USA, Germany, Spain, China and India. It is also designed to meet the 
needs of PV solar projects planned or expected in all other relevant countries such as Morocco, 
Australia, and many more. 
The Tracker market is a subset of the PV utility-scale market. Currently a $2bn market it is 
expanding rapidly.

Technology & Product(s) 
Our unique solar tracking technology promises to be the most effective and efficient approach 
to following the sun. It is designed to be greener and more cost-effective than any other 
system available:
1. Greener: Fewer materials, Less shipping, Easier installation
2. Cost-effective:
 a. 50% less steel and concrete than other trackers
 b. Improved wind resistance (less down time)
 c. Reduced maintenance costs
 d. 40% more electricity than fixed panels

To find out how we are achieving this please contact us at info@eternegy.com

Category: Renewable energy, Photovoltaic, 
Solar Tracker, Utility Solar plants, EPC, PV, 
Tracking system
www.eternegy.com

Objectives/target companies
Our target market is utility scale Photovoltaic installations. We envision a future where we work 
with EPC companies to improve returns across the full range of utility scale solar plants.
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Objectives / Target companies 
The next stages are:  
1.Production of small scale generators up to 20 kW. 
2. R&D for scaling up the generators up to 8MW. 
The target companies are manufacturers of Wind and Tidal turbines (currently up to 20kW). 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Tides and Waves Energy 
Technologies, Renewable Energy 
Technologies, Solar Energy 
Solutions, Wind Energy 

  

www.evr-motors.com 

Company profile 
EVR Motors, a start-up company incubated at Horizon GreenTech Ventures, is developing a novel generator for wind, 
tidal and micro hydro turbines with an expected efficiency improvement of up to 30%, while reducing the overall CAPEX 
& OPEX expenditure. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
Victor Kislev, an experienced developer of electric mini-motors for the soviet missiles industry, came up with an idea to 
improve acceleration & constant speed modes efficiency for electric motors by a novel magnetic system. Together with 
Ruslan Shabinski and Eli Rozinsky, EVR Motors was launched.  
During its first year, EVR Motors developed and demonstrated backyard proof of a concept model of a 1 KW generator, 
with superior performance over state of the art technologies currently available in the wind turbine market. 
Presently, following 3 years of intense R&D, the company has successfully developed a novel, light weight direct drive 
generator. This unique generator enables continuous generation of electricity at high efficiency (95% and above) from 
variable speed inputs. Additionally, by achieving minimum power losses due to its unique design, the generator makes 
expensive gearboxes and cooling solutions unnecessary. 

Technologies & products 
The EVRG by EVR Motors is a "direct drive" permanent magnet, multi-pole, light weight generator, based on a novel 
modular magnetic system developed by the EVR Motors team. The generator can produce electricity directly from 
variable RPM inputs (starting from almost zero RPM) without any expensive gearboxes or energy-losing cooling 
requirements. The installation of the EVRG will significantly increase the turbine kWh production, while reducing its cost. 
Efficiently generating electricity from wind, tidal and micro hydro turbines 
. 
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Category: Drinking water, Renewable energyt
Sub category: Air condition, biofuel

www.at-ewa.com

Company profile
EWA Tech. Ltd., a private Israeli company, founded by Bar Project management Ltd. (www.
bar-pm.com). The company was established in order to execute the business potential of 
the innovative concepts and technologies for plants, devices, systems and large-scale water 
production apparatuses to supply high quality water from air humidity. EWA Tech is the sole 
owner of all intellectual properties. Besides water technologies, EWA Tech deals with additional 
environmental related technologies, mainly in the field of renewable energy.
Date of establishment: July 2006

Background on the company
Bar project Management is the founder major shareholder of EWA Tech. The remaining shares 
are being held by Stratum Wealth Management LLC, Florida, USA and its clients. The inventor 
and CEO of the company is Dr. Etan Bar. The company own 2 R&D sites, one in Israel and one 
in Cyprus, and interest offices in Ivory Coast and Jordan. The company also established strategic 
J&V with Proplan Ltd. (Cyprus), Aly Tech (Australia) and Energreen Power Limited (india)

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Extraction of water from air- EWA (Extraction of Water from Air) is unique patented technology 
(patent application PCT/IL2008/000397) developed by EWA Tech Ltd. Based on the EWA 
technology, the Company developed and produces various apparatuses and water production 
plants in various capacities, from few liters and up to hundreds of cubic meter of water per 
day. The EWA technology combined adsorption with solid desiccants and condensation with 
capability to recover and return more than 85% percents of the energy invested for the water 
production. The EWA technology was developed to be effective almost at any RH, by using all 
kind of energy sources, including renewable energy sources.
Solar Power A/C- EWA Tech’s solar air-conditioner (SAC) is based on basic physical processes, 
making use of solar heat as driving force, while electric power is not required. The key for the 
EWA Tech’s patented SAC (patent application WO/2008/114266) is in its sophisticated sun-
collector capable to collect and accumulate solar energy and transform the heat energy to 
effective and efficient cooling. A granular solid material, located in the solar heat collector, 
interact with a water solution, that being forced to evaporated, and thereby cool the liquid 
phase located in a radiator that acts as heat exchanger. The solar collector can accumulate 
solar heat and utilize it for cooling, even after 8 dark hours. A solar adsorber of 1 square meter is 
capable to collect sufficient solar energy to maintain temperature of 22-240C in space of about 
40-20m2 (equivalent to about 10, 000BTU). EWA Tech developed two optional SAC systems; 
passive and dynamic, the first for solar cooling and the second for domestic A/C. EWA Tech 
is developing a new model of SAC in which that water solution is being replaced with organic 
solvent.
Function of the product(s):  Water supply independent on infrastructure

 Solar power cooling and air condition No. of employees: 12

Objectives / Target companies
Production R&D Distribution.
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Company Profile
Date of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 3

Background on the company
EZPack Water Ltd. is an Israeli private company, which develops, manufactures and markets 
unique proprietary solutions for water storage, preservation and mobility. The company products 
are aimed to the emergency, disaster relief, military and outdoor markets. For emergency 
and disaster relief, the company has developed the Emergency Water Storage & Distribution 
System (EWSDS) - the most advanced system for emergency water supply. The EWSDS is the 
ultimate solution for local, state and federal authorities and organizations, for supplying the 
population with water in emergency and disaster situations.

Examples of past projects
 EWSDS to the municipality of Tiberius
 EWSDS to Hatanor water authority
 EWSDS to the municipality of Holon
 EWSDS to the municipality of Eilat
 EWSDS to Nirosoft

Technology & product(s)
EZPack has a full line of pillow (“bladder”) water tanks form 10 liters (2.5 gallons) up to 20,000 
liters (5,000 gallons). The EZPack water tank is built from 2 layers: the outside layer - very 
rigid PVC that can endure harsh terrains; the inside layer - an inner insert made of food-graded 
material approved for storing drinking water. The inner-insert is the most advanced water 
product for emergency use, and it is based on EZPack proprietary design and concept.

Objectives/target companies
 Emergency and Disaster support organizations and companies
 Manufacturers of purification and desalination system
 Federal, state and municipality authorities
 Water authorities
 Military logistics

Category: Water
Sub Category: Drinking water, Desalination, 
Water security, Water resources management
www.ezpackwater.com
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Objectives / Target companies
The company now is seeking for strategic partner/investor in support of its efforts to introduce 
Fluid Ice technologies to the worldwide marketplace.

Company profile
FIS was established with the goal of investigations of rapid heat and mass transfer processes 
for commercial application in different fields.
Date of establishment: 2000
No. of employees: 4

Background on the company
FIS aims to be the major provider of unique cooling, freezing and processing solutions and 
proposes a new, patented FLUID ICE™ technology.

Examples of past projects
Technologies in purification and concentration of different chemical solutions and waste 
products and sewage in chemical industry.

Technology & product(s)
General description:
The Fluid Ice™ process of ice production is based on a major re-orientation and modification 
of the whole ice making process. The technology manipulates the solid/liquid phase mixtures 
using the principles of chemical physics to modify surface tension. The unique process is 
carried out using a novel automatic continuous mode, eliminating ice build up on the walls 
and ice plugging of the apparatus. In this process, the ice is generated in the entire volume 
of the solution inside the generator (a volumetric 3D effect), enabling operation at higher 
evaporation temperatures and higher ice production rates per given surface. The mechanism of 
ice generation results in increased heat transfer coefficients (exceeding 3,000 W/m² •°K) which 
reduce energy consumption by 30% to 60%.
Our technology contains several unique and proprietary components. The specially designed 
Fluid Ice Generator acts on any solution or beverage at below-zero cryoscopic temperatures 
(32°F) utilizing the turbulent and centrifugal forces in order to promote the formation of a fluid 
suspension of microscopic crystals of ice (Fluid Ice™).
Function of the Product(s):
FIS is a cooling source which can replace standard ice making equipment in numerous markets. 
We have verified and made certain that ice crystals obtained from seawater by transforming it 
into Fluid Ice™ are almost chemical free. The crystal-clear process combined with centrifugal 
forces in the ice generator separates the pure ice crystals from chemicals and contaminations. 
The further separation of ice and its melting with recuperation of the melting heat allow 
obtaining fresh water.

Category: Desalination, Waste water 
treatment, Industrial waste treatment, 
R&D, Renewable energy

www.fluid-ice.com 
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Company profile
The developer of the AirShock, which is an environmentally safe method that is fast, cost 
effective, and non- destructive for water well rehabilitation and development. AirShock is based 
on the creation of compressed gas pressure pulses delivered by AirShock Generators (AG) which 
are released at regular 3 to 5 second intervals to provide the necessary energy for water well 
treatment.
Other applications of AirShock: oil & gas well stimulation, bulk solids flow stimulation and 
stabilization.
Date of establishment: 1997
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
R&D in high-pressure pulse technologies, development of AirShock generators, worldwide 
marketing of its proprietary technologies and products.

Examples of projects:
Rehabilitation of water wells from 2” to 30” without depth limitation.

Technology & product(s)
General description: An innovative, non-destructive and environmental- friendly technology 
for well rehabilitation, development and stimulation as well as for gravel pack stabilization.
Function of the product(s): ll’s technology is based on the creation of high- pressure gas pulses 
by means of the pulse generators. These pulses release the compressed gas at regular intervals 
of seconds, thereby providing the energy for the well rehabilitation process.

Objectives / Target companies
 Ground water supply companies  Water well drilling contractors  Water well service 

companies and contractors  Decision making people responsible for urban and rural water 
supply

Category: Consulting and Engineering 
Services, Drinking water, Other
Sub category: Water well rehabilitation & 
development

www.prowell-tech.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
GreenOS™ is targeted to energy system integrators. ESCO companies. HVAC and Electricity integrators. 
The Receive-and-Play™ technology is targeted to utilities, as a tool for simple and low cost Demand Side Management 
systems 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate , Building and 
Construction,  Extreme Events and 
Disasters 

Sub Category:  Energy Efficiency Solutions, Energy 
Efficient Buildings, Environmental 
Indoor Climate Control 

  

www.gpmworld.com 

Company profile 
The mission of Green Power Management (GPM) is to be a key solution provider in the energy efficiency market, to 
manage energy consumption and reduce electricity peak demand. Energy efficiency technologies decrease the need to 
invest in new power plants and infrastructure and reduce the greenhouse effect. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
The company was founded with an investment and knowledge from Loginet systems LTD and is located in Hevel Modiin 
industrial park, Israel.  The management team brings to the company decades of valuable experience in technological 
startups in energy efficiency related fields, electrical engineering, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 
systems, heat, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) systems, hardware and software engineering. 

Examples of past projects 
An energy efficiency system installed in a warehouse lead to a 30% reduction in the electricity demand, shifting the 
demand from peak to off-peak hours.   

Technologies & products 
Green Power Management has developed two energy efficiency technologies and product lines. 
● GreenOS™ - An HVAC energy efficiency control system which and studies the thermal behavior of customer’s sites 

and automatically builds optimized operating profiles for efficient operation. 
● Receive & Play™ - Demand Side Management units for the residential market that require no installation. This patent 

pending technology enables utilities to reduce the peak demand only when required – at peak hours, by sending 
Demand Side Management commands directly to consumer loads. 

● The Receive-and-Play™ technology provides a simple control tool in case of Extreme Events and Disasters. It’s 
unique communications do not rely on the internet, that my fail in case of disasters 
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Company profile
Gadot Solar Solutions is a PV turnkey solutions provider, a global PV components distributor 
and owner of PV parks in Europe.
Gadot Solar Solutions has vast experience in distribution of PV panels and inverters, in the 
management of large scale development projects and in tailoring unique financing solutions to 
such projects. We offer tailored solutions for each project and treat each customer as a long-
term partner.
Our pipeline of PV projects in Israel and Europe is in excess of 100MW.
Gadot Solar Solutions has local offices in Greece, Bulgaria and Italy and logistics centers in 
Germany and Holland. Our headquarters are in Herzlia, Israel.
Date of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
Gadot Solar Solutions is the Solar operating division of Gadot Group (www.gadot.com), Israel’s 
largest chemical value chain company with over $650M annual turnover and 700 employees.
Gadot is a part of the Merhav Group of Companies (www.merhav.com) one of the leading and 
largest Israeli holding companies with diverse activities including: Energy and Natural Gas, 
Renewed Energy, Chemicals, Logistics, Telecom and Broadcasting.
The Merhav Group of Companies has completed projects with an aggregate value in excess of 
$7B, mostly in Energy related projects as well as other sectors as mentioned above. In recent 
years the Group has developed its activity in the Renewable Energy sector with various projects in 
excess of $750M and hundreds of megawatts in capacity.

Examples of past projects
Distribution of solar panels and inverters, Turnkey solutions in Israel, Italy and Greece.

Category: Renewable Energy.
Sub Category: Photovoltaic modules, 
Photovoltaic inverters, turnkey projects
www.gadotsolar.com

Objectives / Target companies
Installers, Integrators, Investors.
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Company profile
About GALCON: One of the world’s leading manufacturers of computerized irrigation systems, Galcon 
has turned the development of controllers into a science. We conduct research in the field and the lab, 
intensively investigating technical capabilities. We abide by the philosophy of”no field is too large, garden 
too small or crop too demanding”. Regardless of the challenge, we have a solution. We carefully study the 
market and are trained to foresee future trends, in order to be prepared with solutions even before you 
request them.
Professional Gardening: We offer an extensive array of specialized AC, battery operated and wireless 
controllers designed for professionals tending private and public gardens.
Municipal central irrigation control: CityGal state of the art central control system allows central 
management of the irrigation all over the city. The system allows automatic changes in irrigation 
quantities according to ET and brings to significant water saving.
Agriculture: Our new, state-of-the-art series is designed for agricultural use: open fields, greenhouses 
and climate control.
Date of establishment: 1983
No. of employees: 60

Background on the company
Galcon irrigation control systems are being sold worldwide in more than 60 countries.
Recently Galcon released the CityGal a simple central control solution that allows municipalities to 
manage centrally their gardening water resources and to save water.
The system adjusts the water quantities using ET based irrigation and send alerts to the system 
operators via Email or SMS.

Examples of past projects
Gardening: 

 Tel aviv municipality Israel  Milano Italy  Jerusalem municipality Israel  Kfar Saba Municipality Israel
 Galcon controllers are installed in municipalities, institutes and private homes in more than 60 

countries around the world.
Agriculture: 

 Preesman greenhouses Kenya  Hishtil nurseries (Israel, Turkey, Italy)  Joytec PLC greenhouses Ethyopia
 Galcon agriculture control systems are installed in more than 40 countries around the globe 

managing the irrigation fertilizing and climate control in green houses and open fields

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Gardening line: Irrigation controllers from single station controller up to central control systems with 
unlimited stations.
Agriculture line: Irrigation controllers, climate control systems and precise fertigation machines.
Function of the product(s): 
Gardening line: Irrigation control and water saving.
Agriculture line: Irrigation and climate control that allows modern agriculture.

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Water resources management
www.galcon.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
 Municipalities  Irrigation distributors for gardening and agriculture  Water saving initiatives
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Objectives / Target companies 
In seeking the best quality, we focus on Organic production under strict agro–technical methods while always looking for the 
best Genetics. Innovating, Breeding and Keeping a full assortment of Flowers, Herbs and Vegetables in order to fulfill and 
serve the Organic and Conventional markets 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category:  Seeds and Nurseries, Agro-
Technology 

  

www.genesisseeds.com/ 

Company profile 
Our company produces and breeds organic vegetables, herbs and flower seeds for both organic and conventional 
markets. All the production is made in Israel using Organic production methods in different micro-climates, foundation 
seeds production and quality and true-to-type control. Adaptation of the drip irrigation systems and liquid nutritional 
programs for the production of certified organic crops. 
 
Year of establishment: 1993 

Background of the company 
Genesis Seeds Ltd, privately owned, is one of the world’s largest producers of certified organic vegetable, herb and 
flower seed since 1994. The company is based in Israel (Ashalim, High Negev, South of Be’er Sheva), where all 
research, and production takes place. All Genesis Seed products are grown only in Israel and the company operates 
according to ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001 endorsement of the Israeli Standards Institute. Genesis Seeds Sells its own 
production only to seed companies, wholesalers and distributors in North America, West Europe, Israel and other 
countries worldwide. 

Examples of past projects 
● Basil - Research emphasizes improvements for chilling effects and Fusarium and Botrytis tolerance. Improvements of 

growing habit, late bolting, uniformity, leaf size, color and shape, shelf life and aromatic compounds. Already 
commercialized F-1 hybrids with high Fusarium tolerance like Nufar and Aroma 2. Currently launching a new potted 
variety Adi, with high Fusarium tolerance as well. 

● Melon and Watermelon - Organic Breeding in our Melons program concentrates mainly in Galia and Cantaloupe types. 
The breeding target in Galia is to develop varieties that suit different seasons in open field and greenhouse with 
resistances to PM, Fusarium (0, 1, and 2) & MNSV. Rona & Dona are our first commercial varieties. Organic Breeding 
in watermelons consists mainly on mini (2-4 kg.) & midi (4-6kg.) sizes with red flesh and green rind with dark green 
strips.  

● Cucumber - Organic breeding program in Cucumbers focuses on Beit Alfa and American Slicers. Beit Alfa: the 
breeding is targeted towards developing indoor varieties to suit different growing seasons with plant and fruit quality, 
resistances to PM, DM, and CVYV. Adam, Eve and Manny are our first commercial varieties. American Slicers: 
breeding is targeted towards developing open field varieties with resistances to PM, DM and CVYV. Green 18 is our 
first commercial variety.  

● And many more. 

Technologies & products 
Soil Bio Fumigation – among other soil cultivation methods like solar and fungside treatment, bio fumigation  can be an 
additional harmless tool to growers (organic and conventional) to reduce some of the major soil pathogens. Genesis 
continuously investigates this field in order to develop an assortment of active green manures from soil cultivation 
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Objectives / Target companies
Mining groups, municipalities, water engineering and consulting firms, civil work groups.

Category: Desalination, Industrial water 
and waste water treatment, drinking and 
irrigation water treatment.

www.ges.co.il

Company profile
GES Global Environmental Solutions is a recognized leader in the development and 
implementation of cutting-edge water treatment. The Company has exclusive experience, 
expertise, and human capital; GES has proved itself in dozens of projects both in Israel and 
worldwide in recent decades. In addition, the GES chemicals division offers a wide basket of 
off-the-shelf products based on the ingenuity of international companies.
GES has provided clean water to thousands of satisfied customers in Israel and abroad for many 
years. GES provides solutions that are economically viable and meet all standards, on any 
scale and of any kind, according to the customer’s requirements. It offers maximum availability, 
cutting-edge technology, and incomparable quality.
Date of establishment: 1998
No. of employees: 250

Background on the company
GES enjoys the unique combination of considerable professional knowledge, the cumulative 
experience of thousands of projects, and sound financial backing. The Company employs 
skilled personnel, including some of the most experienced professionals in the field, working 
alongside a younger generation being nurtured for the future. GES also represents many 
leading international companies, and its work is based on the best quality, state-of-the-art 
products, equipment, and technologies.
GES has customers in many different sectors: chemical, petrochemical, electronic, and metal 
industries; food and beverage industries; cosmetics and drugs; institutions; governmental 
authorities and municipalities; industrial plants; military entities; and others.

Examples of past projects
Palmachim Desalination Plant (45 MCM per year), Unilever MBR, Teva MBR, Xilinhot water 
and waste water treatment plants, Dan- Viro.

Technology & product(s)
GES is able to customize clients’ solution that take into account both technology and 
environment, as well as regulatory and financial constraints. GES allows you to choose the 
place, the time, and the scale, as well as the cost and manner, of financing. You can choose 
either an overall solution or specific services to suit your needs, including: 

 Detailed process planning
 In-house planning and production of the facility
 Skilled start-up teams
 Experienced operating and maintenance teams
 Advanced laboratory services
 Financial solutions using Turn-Key/BOT/Water Outsourcing methods
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Objectives / Target companies
The natural market for the ORION Solar + LED lamp is all those countries with lack or non existing 
electrical infrastructure. For rural areas, open air events, parks, bike and walk path and new housing 
developments.
The JUPITER bulb for replacement of existing HPS to be placed everywhere, especially in developed 
countries that need to reduce the energy bill.
The target clients are all the official statements, Municipalities, Ministries, commercial centres and 
Logistics Companies with big parking places etc.

Company profile
Globe Light & Water System Inc. has developed a unique street lighting fixture operated by solar energy. 
The founders, Zeev Jakoby and Rosana Smerling, offer integral solutions, design, development and 
manufacture of LED + Solar street lighting systems.
Year of establishment: 2011
No. of employees: 2 employees + 3 to 8 subcontracted

Background on the company
From February 2011, Globe Light & Water System Inc. is owned by Globe International Holding, which 
is engaged in a wide range of business activities throughout the world including oil and gas exploration, 
mining, industrial activities, high-tech, media, construction and trading.
Globe IH has business interests spanning across Africa (Nigeria & Sierra Leone), Eastern Europe (Bulgaria 
and Albania), the Former Soviet Union (Ukraine), Western Europe (Germany), Middle East (Turkey, Israel, 
and Cyprus) and America (USA & Mexico). 

Examples of past projects
Katsina State and Kogi State (Nigeria) street lighting projects. 2011 on course.

Technology & product(s)
General description:
Globe L&W’s street lighting fixture ORION was developed in base on minimum operating and 
maintenance costs and very low periodic maintenance requirements. The fixture requires a replacement 
of the battery about every 5 years and lamp every 15 or more years. The fixtures operate on PV panel, no 
electricity or costly electrical infrastructure is required. We work on the research and development of the 
latest innovations in the field of illumination, LED technology, and luminary new components as the LED 
bulb JUPITER for replacement of the HPS existing on the grid.

Function of the product(s):
Our products are the solution for the save energy needs of street lighting installations. In those with 
electrical infrastructure the LED bulb JUPITER helps to reduce 2/3 of the electrical bill. In rural areas or 
in those place with lack of electricity, the ORION device provides a very good quality of light, with an 
efficient and sustainable system.

Category: New Technologies
Sub category: Solar + LED Technology For 
Street Lighting

www.globelws.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Cooperation with Energy Solutions Companies, Customers that would like to implement the best efficient energy saving 
computer management solution. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Energy Efficiency Solutions, 
Management and Monitoring 
Solutions (Hydrological, Waste and 
Energy), Energy Efficient Buildings 

  

www.G-Patrol.com 

Company profile 
G-Patrol is a company dedicated to conserving electricity and reducing your company’s carbon footprint by centrally 
managing your power consumption based on your corporate usage profile and policies. 
 
Year of establishment: 2009 
No. of employees: 10 

Background of the company 
Based in Tel-Aviv City, Israel, G-Patrol was founded an energy efficiency software company by Carmi Sternberg and 
Offer Baruch. As a software company we started to develop product-based business to reduce electricity usage. G-
Patrol Enterprise, G-Patrol Home Edition, G-Patrol Cellular support and more products have been released over the 
years. 

Example of past projects 
● Initial commercial product has been lunched and deployed in Israel's biggest cellular company in the beginning of 

2010 
● Governmental departments have started to implement the solution in 2011 
● Financial organization with thousands of computers in pilot phases in Europe 
● Cooperation with Energy Saving companies all over Europe.  

Technologies & products 
General description: 
G-Patrol suite is software dedicated to conserving electricity efficiently and reducing your company’s carbon footprint by 
centrally managing your PC's power consumption based on your corporate usage profile and policies. 
Function of the product(s): 
G-Patrol is a Suite of products that: 
● Quantifies PC energy consumption and savings 
● Provides network-level control over PC power settings 
● Safely puts PCs in non-power states when not in use 
● Reduces company operating costs up to $60 per PC annually 
● Reduces greenhouse gas emission by eliminating PC energy waste 
● Provides verifiable ROI through integrated measurement and reporting. 
. 
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Category: waste recycling into biofuel and 
water treatment
Sub Category: industrial waste treatment, 
renewable energy 
www.gcity.biz

Objectives / Target companies
CPU 500 and the patented technology will suit and is design for:
1. Waste water treating facilities- reduction of organic sludge sent for landfill, and converting 

waste stream into valuable Biofuels.
2. Industrial food processing -CPU500 can be used on-line with existing factories that deals with 

fatty swage problems.

Company profile 
Intelligent FOG Remediation to Advanced Biofuels.
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
Green City Urban Recycling LTD (former Z.P.H Biofuels Israel LTD )is a leading Israeli company 
in the field of waste to energy, specialized in water treatment - reducing FOG damages and 
BOD in waste water. 

Reducing urban waste weight (Organic Sludge). •
Using waste as an energy source. •
Developing new light waste to energy converters. •
Reducing BOD treatment cost in waste facilities.  •

Examples of past projects
CPU500 processor, FOG & low grade feedstock to advanced Biofuels.

CPU500 is a portable unit built into two 20’ standard containers and effectively deals with  •
FOG (Fats Oils & Grease) from waste traps, industrial food processing and organic sludge -up 
to 100% FFA (Free fatty acid) thus turn problem waste into valuable biodiesel.
CPU500 can be “tailor made” to the costumer needs, reducing organic sludge waste by up to  •
40%, and BOD values by the average of 30%.

Technology & product(s)
1. CPU500 process reduces sludge sent to landfill, BOD and particles in the sewer stream- it 

utilized those and turns them into valuable biodiesel. 
2. Continuous flow process - smaller and with elevated pressure and temperature that makes it 

one of the safest unit in the world.
3. Provides the lowest cost of production - CPU500 has one of the lowest capital costs and 

processing costs of any renewable fuel. 
4. Process uses unique patent protected enzyme.
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Company profile
Greenlet is a Smart Grid startup, focused on energy management and ‘Peak Shaving’ (power reduction 
during Peak Hours). Our system serves as a “Virtual Plant”- it reduces MegaWatts and substitutes power 
plants. Our unique deployment model (Send => Connect => Control) and technology allow building 
“Virtual Plants” without any professional installation (no need for smart meter or controllers).
Greenlet offers electric utilities and Energy Service companies with a unique B2B solution for power 
reduction. Using the integrated solution (management system, end-point units and customer portal)- 
utilities reduce a lot of power during peak hours, avoid power outages, avoid extremely high generation 
costs and reduce pollution and global warming. 
Greenlet’s business model allows for sending greenletTM pluggable units to any customer (institutional, 
industrial, and residential) by mail, for self-deployment. Peak shaving is achieved without installation.
Year of establishment: 2008
No. of employees: 8

Background on the company
Greenlet Technologies Ltd. Is an Israeli startup focused on Scalable 
Energy Control. As a Smart Grid startup it combines Hi-tech, Clean 
Energy and business disciplines. Greenlet’s founders bring a lot of 
experience in high-tech and business and its employees have served in 
many successful startups. Greenlet has offices in Tel-Aviv (headquarters 
and R&D) and in NY (focused on marketing). 

Examples of past projects
Power reduction at institutional (municipalities, government) buildings.
A residential project for power control and monitoring during peak hours.

Technology & product(s)
1. A centralized management application (GEMS) through which Utilities 

& service companies control & monitor power, deploy ‘peak shaving’ 
programs, validate true power reduction and calculate reward for 
customers.

2. Pluggable GREENLETs (=Green Outlets) which are sent to customers 
by mail for self-deployment, controlling and monitoring loads.

3. Web Portal for customers, for power monitoring and control.

Objectives / Target companies
Electric companies (utilities) and Energy Service Companies (ESCOs), smart grid vendors.

Category: Smart Grid, Energy Management, 
Energy Efficiency, power monitoring & control.
Sub Category: Demand Response, 
Demand Side Management.

www.greenlet.net
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Objectives / Target companies 
The company aims to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions and to cut the energy costs for its customers. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Building and 
Construction 

Sub Category: Renewable Energy Technologies, 
Solar Energy Solutions, Domestic and 
industrial water heating solutions 

  

www.gte-systems.com 

Company profile 
The company is a market leader in the vacuum tubes systems installations. The company's systems combine's solar 
systems, heat pumps and most advanced control systems in order to achieve the most effective solution for the 
customer. The company's systems achieve more than 70% savings of the fossil fuel cost as well as reduction in emitting 
greenhouse gases. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
The company has the largest variety of product in order to cut costs of water heating. 

Example of past projects 
● The company established the largest vacuum tube field in the Middle East, it has cost saving projects in hotels, 

dormitories, protected accommodations, industry, dairy barns, pools, etc.  

Technologies & products 
 
Vacuum tubes systems combined with advanced control system and heat pumps are the most effective way to cut 
expanses on water heating reporting. 
. 
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Objectives / Target companies
GVS seeks to form strategic partnerships with corporations and governments and jointly deliver 
a service that can identify, map and reduce urban air-pollution. 
GVS has undertaken projects with several local municipalities throughout Europe and Southeast 
Asia. It intends to continue expanding its urban air-quality monitoring program to additional cities.

Company profile
GVS offers the next level in environmental-protection services-providing real-time tracking and 
mapping of man-made and natural sources of air pollution. We provide clients with our patented 
and field-proven hyperspectral imaging (HSI) technology. We also offer a comprehensive 
and modular air-pollution product suite, which can easily be installed and integrated into the 
infrastructure of wireless base stations.
Date of establishment: 1996
No. of employees: more than 50 employees

Background on the company
Our 14-year history is marked by the development of comprehensive inspection and monitoring 
solutions, growth in Fortune 500 clients, and specialization in HSI technology. Operating as 
an ISO-9001 approved company, our products also have the CE mark and meet Underwriters 
Laboratories’ Inc. standards. 
The company has also established two fully owned subsidiaries: GVSE in Luxemburg (founded 
in 2008) and GVS Inc. in Northern Virginia, USA (founded in 2009). In addition, GVS is in the 
process of establishing a third subsidiary in Japan and strengthening its strategic partnerships 
in Singapore.

Examples of past projects
Collaboration between GVS (Israel) and SECOM (Singapore)
The HyperEye-ID/AP system gathered and analyzed particular-matter (PM) sampling using GVS’ 
receptor technology (FIPA-20/40).  Air samples from specific locations in Singapore were combined 
to create a global database of air-pollution sources, thus enabling users with tracking capabilities. 
Collaboration between GVS (Israel), the Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board (India), 
and The Desert Research Institute (USA)
The GVS HyperEye system used a Federal Reference Model (FRM) PM2.5 air collector (tunable 
speed of air 5-20 litter per min) to validate the mission inventory; contribute a profile of real-
time sources; provide high-spectral and temporal resolution, i.e., “hot-spot” measurements; 
and enhance the existing emission inventory model.

Technology & product(s)
General description:
HyperEye™

Function of the Product(s):
An online station which allows clients to monitor and track urban air pollution on a 24/7 basis. 
This entails working with sources of particulate matter that are either man-made or natural.

Category: Analyzers and control systems
Sub Category: Industrial waste treatment

www.greenvs.com 
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Category: Drinking water, Waste water 
treatment, Desalination, Chemical and 
pharmaceutical industry and more.

www.hakohav.com

Company profile
Hakohav Valves is a valves specialist manufacturing Company (since 1963) with unique and high 
quality products.
Hakohav Valves are worldwide known for their reliability and durability even in tough working 
conditions.
Hakohav Valves are ISO 9001-2008 & CE approved.
Hakohav Valves successfully marketed and operated in national and international
desalination projects.
In 2007 Hakohav valves took over 100% of a high specialized diaphragm valve manufacturing 
company “KIM”.
Kim diaphragm valves are worldwide known (since 1956) for their benefits in corrosion and 
abrasion resistance mainly in industry market.
Date of establishment: 1963
No. of employees: 60

Technology & product(s)
Hakohav valves is using modern and unique production technologies like Vulcanization and 
various types of Coatings & linings including: 
Glass, Halar (ECTFE), Rubber, Epoxy, Rilsan (nylon 11) Plascoat (polyester), Plastic (ETFE, PFA 
etc) and Enamel.
Hakohav Valves provides products for different working conditions, pressures and temperatures 
in wide range of sizes (till 72”) and types including: 
 Butterfly valves
 Gate valves
 Diaphragm Valves (KIM)
 Check valves
 strainers
 Penstocks
 Hydrants for firefighting system
 Hydraulic control valves

Objectives / Target companies
To establish contact to national, regional and local institutions and companies in charge of or 
dealing with water supply & treatment, potable water, water reservoirs, sewage water, pumping 
stations, Sea water, Desalination plants, Agriculture, Chemical & Petrochemical industries, Air 
Cooling systems, Fire fighting, Food & Beverage industries, Pulp & Paper industries and process 
industries.
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Category: Renewable energy, R&D
Sub Category: Solar thermal, Boosting

www.heliofocus.com

Company profile
HelioFocus is an emerging force in the area of high-efficiency solar thermal energy. The 
company is focused on providing solar thermal solutions that directly impact utility scale power-
generation efficiencies, improving cost-effectiveness per installed capacity.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 16

Background on the company
Investors in HelioFocus includes Israel Corporation Green Ltd. (ICG), a subsidiary of Israel 
Corporation Ltd., Israel’s largest public holding company, and Sanhua Holding group, a Chinese 
company, the largest supplier of refrigeration and air conditioning components in China.

Examples of projects
IEC - a three stages solar boosting project to boost IEC power plant with additional 10 MW
ICP - 10 MW Augmentation project
China - A Road map for joint Project application with one of china’s utility companies
Starting with a feasibility study for site and technology evaluation

Technology & product(s)
General description:
HelioFocus boosting Product - the HelioBooster™, enables power plants to increase their 
production using clean and green electricity. The product’s advanced technologies surpass 
conventional boundaries to achieve optimal efficiency and competitive costs. HelioBooster™ 
operates at high efficiency scales and runs at low operations costs. The product comprises a 
field of large parabolic dish concentrators (500 sq.m. per dish) that harness temperatures of up 
to 1000°C.

Function of the product(s):
Each dish channels sun radiation onto a proprietary volumetric receiver which generates high 
temperature air. The air is then transferred to a central heat exchanger that generates high 
temperature steam. This steam is delivered to the power plant turbine, generating clean 
electricity. The HelioBooster has the lowest footprint per kWe and low environmental impact 
due to minimum civil engineering works required per project, no usage of oil and fossil sources, 
and No need for additional grid connections, gas lines, or water systems.

Objectives / Target companies
Potential investors
EPC’S partnership
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Objectives / Target companies 
All export markets 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category: Plant Protection solutions,  Projects 
and Know how, Seeds and Nurseries 
and Agro-Technology 

  

www.hishtil.com 

Company profile 
Hishtil is a global nursery which is constantly developing unique technologies and production protocols in order to keep 
up with the ever changing market demands. In response to the growing demand for higher yields combined with the 
commitment to environment preservation, Hishtil is focusing on development and improvement of cutting edge nursery 
techniques with grafting vegetable plants on the lead. 
 
Year of establishment: 1974 

Background of the company 
Founded in 1974, Hishtil is a global nursery corporation which specializes in the production and sales of vegetables, 
herbs, seedlings and young plants for the professional and hobby markets. 

Examples of past projects 
Based on the above, Hishtil established a global nurseries network comprised of five sites in Israel and six joint venture 
nurseries in Turkey, Italy, South Africa, Bosnia and Spain.   
Another international activity which Hishtil is proud of includes the establishing and selling of know-how based project. 

Technologies & products 
Hishtil specializes in production of grafted vegetable plants under hot climate conditions. In recent years, grafted 
vegetables have become the sole solution for soil borne diseases and a most effective tool for yield increase and yield 
quality in production of fruity vegetables.  The demand for grafted vegetable continues growing since the ban on Methyl 
Bromide in agriculture 
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Category: Chemicals
Sub category: Cooling water treatment

www.hohwatertechnplogy.com

Company profile
H-O-H was started in 1968 by robert hutchison. His experience in water treatment actually 
began in world war ii, when he was responsible for boiler room operations on the ships he 
served. As national sales manager for dearborn chemical, he started the aqua-serv division and 
eventually took over the chicago franchise in 1963, evolving into H-O-H in 1968 as we began 
formulating and producing our own products. H-O-H has continued to grow, both organically 
and via acquisition. H-O-H acquired three companies during the 1990’s-erickson, mariam labs, 
and hydro technologies.
Date of establishment: march 1968
No. of employees: 72

Background on the company
H-O-H has a history of introducing innovative approaches to pressing water issues. We have 
published papers and introduced fresh treatment programs to mitigate/prevent”white rust”. 
We also are north america’s leading provider of chlorine dioxide to protect drinking water from 
waterborne pathogens. This is especially important in facilities with high risk occupants such 
as hospitals. Our technology represents a breakthrough in generating chlorine dioxide because 
it does not require chlorine, bleach, or acids which makes it significantly safer than traditional 
generation procedures. 

Examples of projects:
We are introducing an exciting new technology from uet. Marketed as the green machine, this 
device allows us to treat recirculating cooling water without the use of conventional scale and 
corrosion inhibitors. It causes scale to form in the machine at such a rapid rate that it inhibits 
the formation of scale anywhere else in the system. Concurrently, we control corrosion by 
maintaining the system’s water in a scaling state. Additionally, the green machine allows us 
to run much higher solids levels which significantly reduce the amount of water lost to bleed. 
Lastly, control of microbiological growth is often achieved without adding biocides because 
this program does not use organic additives and the green machine helps keep the system 
much cleaner than conventional approaches. It is truly the ultimate”green” approach to treating 
cooling water.

Technology & product(s)
We are introducing an exciting new technology from uet. Marketed as the green machine, this 
device allows us to treat recirculating cooling water without the use of conventional scale and 
corrosion inhibitors. It causes scale to form in the machine at such a rapid rate that it inhibits 
the formation of scale anywhere else in the system. Concurrently, we control corrosion by 
maintaining the system’s water in a scaling state. Additionally, the green machine allows us 
to run much higher solids levels which significantly reduce the amount of water lost to bleed. 
Lastly, control of microbiological growth is often achieved without adding biocides because 
this program does not use organic additives and the green machine helps keep the system 
much cleaner than conventional approaches. It is truly the ultimate”green” approach to treating 
cooling water.

Objectives / Target companies
We hope to make contact with facility managers, consulting engineers, and design engineers. 
This can be opportunity for us to introduce uet’s truly innovative technology and to offer 
assistance in developing specifications for the units.
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Sub Category: Scale and rust control 
in water systems.
www.hop-pth.co.il

Company profile
Date of establishment: 1994
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
The company manufactures the PTH - Water Improver to control scale and rust in hot and cold 
water systems, for Domestic Industrial and Agricultural uses.
The company Exports the PTH Water Improver to around 40 countries world wide, and 
participate in international exhibitions and profetional seminars in Israel and abroad.
Hop Engineering has implemented and maintains the quality management system 9002.

Examples of past projects
PTH installations in private houses and in building apartments. 
PTH installations in gas and oil companies, Coca Cola, steel manufactures companies, 
Samsung factories, Cars manufactures factories, Mining factories.
PTH installation in water irrigation systems in gardening and agriculture.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
The PTH is installed in different and varied kind of water treatment apllications to control scale 
and rust.
Part of our world wide PTH clients are from Domestic sectors, and from industrial sector like 
gas and oil companies, Coca Cola, Sumsung, mining factories, and agricultural projects.
Function of the product(s): 
The PTH technology is unique. The device is made of stainless filter and an inner core of an 
alloy made of noble and semi-noble metals.
When water flow through the PTH weak electric fields, and hydrodynamic forces are produced.
These forces prevent the adhesion and cohesion of the waterborne mineral particles( mainly 
carbonic salts, Calcium and Magnesium )
These Electro and Hydrodynamic forces separate the molecules (especially Aluminum and 
Cilice) which bind mineral particles.
Thus the mineral particles flow in the water without precipitate and with no interference.

HOP Engineering Ltd.

Objectives / Target companies
We are participating In international events and we are looking for PTH agents / PTH 
distributors.
We would like to meet with: 
Distribution companies of equipment for water treatment.
Distribution companies of filters / r.o systems, uv systems for domestic and industrial uses.
Import trade companies that are looking for unique product as PTH to control scale and rust l in 
hot and cold water systems.
Distribution companies of general equipment for industry.
Maintenance companies for industry factories.
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Company profile
Industrial Products Division of ICL Group produces about a third of the world’s elemental bromine and is 
a leading provider of downstream products such as organo-phosphorus and brominated flame retardants, 
clear brines for the oil and gas exploration industries and water treatment biocides. ICL Water India is 
part of the Industrial Products Division.
Date of establishment: 1968
No. of employees: 2500

Background on the company
ICL is one of the world’s leading fertilizer and specialty chemical companies. With exclusive concessions 
to extract high quality, low cost minerals from Israel’s Dead Sea and rights to mine the Negev Desert, ICL 
is a major producer of potash, compound potash and phosphate fertilizers, food grade phosphoric acid, 
elemental bromine, magnesium and a major player in specialty chemical high margin niche markets.

Examples of projects
Besides finding its presence in the US, Europe and Israel, ChloRun® has been used in India through 
rural water supply bodies like Maharashtra Jeevan Pradhikaran, Maharashtra Industrial Development 
Corporation and Jal Sansthan; Uttarakhand. An independent health impact study is being conducted in 
Namilogonda, Village in the State of Andhra Pradesh, to measure the benefits of ChloRun on child health 
and development.
Aquatabs™ is a world renowned brand in effervescent tablets for water disinfection, and is present over 
15 countries worldwide. Major NGOs prefer Aquatabs for Disaster Relief measures across the world, 
including India. 

Technology & product(s)
1. ChloRun® 
The ChloRun System combines a dedicated dosing System with a SOLID CHLORINE water sanitation 
agent. Together, they are scientifically proven to consistently produce safe drinking water. The ChloRun 
System is based on a worldwide known sanitation agent, approved by World Health Organization (WHO) 
and the National Science Foundation (NSF), as well as by local approving bodies.
2. Aquatabs®
Aquatabs are effervescent (self-dissolving) tablets which kill micro-organisms in water to prevent cholera, 
typhoid, dysentery and other water borne diseases. Aquatabs rapidly release a measured quantity of 
chlorine in a safe and effective manner and are available in a range of tablet sizes. Each tablet size is 
formulated to treat a specific volume of water – ranging from 10 liters to 2,500 liters. Aquatabs are used 
both in emergency situations and also for continuous use in households that do not have access to safe 
drinking water.

Objectives / Target companies
ICL seeks business partners in India to promote and develop drinking water applications. ICL Water India 
is set up to ensure seamless support to the partner(s).

Category: Drinking water and water 
disinfection solutions 
Sub Category: Point of use solutions, rural 
community solutions

www.icl-group.com
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Category: Sea & brackish water, desalination 
for the municipal & industrial fields, water 
treatment, industrial evaporators (Zero Liquid 
Discharge), drinking water

www.ide-tech.com

Company profile
IDE Technologies is a pioneer and world leader in water technologies, with particular strengths in 
desalination. The company specializes in the development, engineering, production and operation of 
advanced desalination systems and innovative industrial solutions, such as green solutions for water and 
effluent purification, large-scale space heating/cooling, thermal energy storage and snow making.
IDE operates worldwide in conjunction with subsidiaries and agents, tailoring each solution to the 
customer’s technical and commercial needs.
Date of establishment: 1965
No. of employees: 400

Background on the company
IDE was founded as an R&D focused enterprise with the aim of developing new desalination technologies 
to help reduce Israel’s acute water shortage. Since its inception, IDE has established itself as the clear 
leader of desalination technology and in cost-effectiveness for both thermal and membrane technologies 
-such that many of the largest desalination projects in the world are IDE projects. IDE stands out as one 
of the few companies with extensive expertise in both thermal and membrane technologies. To date, 
the company has delivered 400 plants of various types and sizes throughout the world - a number that is 
continually growing.

Examples of projects
IDE has installed some of the world’s largest and most advanced thermal (Multi-effect Distillation 
- MED, & Mechanical Vapor Compression - MVC) as well as membrane (Seawater Reverse Osmosis - 
SWRO) desalination facilities such as: 

 Reliance, India: the largest MED plant outside of the Persian Gulf
 Hadera & Ashkelon, Israel: the world’s largest operating state-of-the-art SWRO facilities
 Tianjin, China: the largest desalination facility in China
 Cape Preston, Australia: the largest SWRO plant for the private industrial sector
 Sarlux, Sardinia: The world’s largest MVC plant
 Minera, Michilla, Chile: MVC mining plant 
 CFE Mazatlan, Mexico: MVC Federal Electricity Company plant

Technology & product(s)
IDE has been leading technological breakthroughs in thermal and membrane technologies for seawater 
desalination. Furthermore, IDE leverages its extensive technology know-how to provide innovative, 
green solutions to the water and effluent purification, large-scale space heating/cooling, thermal energy 
storage and snow making industries.

Objectives / Target companies
Governmental Authorities, Municipalities, Private Water Companies, Process Industries, Power Utilities, 
Refineries, Mines and Petrochemical Industries, Contractors, Integrators.
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 1984
No. of employees: 15

Background on the company
Interdan, LTD, is a distributor and integrator of Photovoltaic independent, hybrid(solar/wind/fuel 
generator) and grid-connected electric power systems.
As distributor, Interdan supplies all solar and wind system components as well as kits for 
mounting by users and their contractors. 
Uses of systems include home and community electrification, power back up to poor utility 
lines, grid connection with feed-in tariffs, power for telecom, computerized irrigation control, 
electric fencing and alarm, security and traffic lighting, water flow control and pumping
Interdan also supplies project management services such as: Feasibility studies, Site Analysis 
and selection, Systems design, Installation Project management, power field monitoring, 
protection and servicing.

Examples of past projects 
 Grid-connected solar systems, uncluding tracking, starting in 1987 with the first demo system 
in the country,with a wide variety of private and commercial rooftop systems.

 Solar electric power for villages in The Galilee and The Negev, Israel.
 Security lighting through 700 Kms along borders.
 Solar and solar/generator hybrid power for telecom/radio system in the Sinai.
 Power System design for telecom installations, 2.2 megawatt grid-tie solar field.
 Surveys of solar systems performance for the Ministry of Energy.
 Water flow control systems for the Mekorot water supply Co. and floating solar system for 
water quality monitoring on the Lake of Tiberias.

 National network of public cellular phones for the Israel Bezeq Telephone Company

Technology & product(s)
Photovoltaic Panels, Controllers, Batteries, Inverters(static and grid-tie), Inverter-Chargers(back 
up continuous power), DC Converters, Wind Turbines.

Objectives / Target companies
 Importers/Installers of photovoltaic systems, 
 Institutional and Commercial companies, agrarian and construction developers, defence/
security government and private bodies needing solar power for projects.

 Electric Contractors able to sell line back up equipment and solar systems.

Category: Renewable energy 
Sub Category: Consulting and Engineering 
services; Back up Power, Mobile Power
www.interdan.comINTERDAN LTD.
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Company profile
IOSIGHT is the producer of utilities plants management systems, 
Date of establishment: 2004
No. of employees: 15

Examples of past projects
  Desalination plant - Hadera - provides analytics for energy, chemical consmption, quality 
control Etc - the largest desalination plant in the world
 Desalination plant - Palmahim - provides analytics for energy, chemical consmption, quality 
control Etc
 Shafdan sewage purification plant - provides analytics for energy, chemical consmption, 
quality control Etc
 Igudan - environment - provides management tool for lab tests and facturies wastewater control
 Water factury Kfar Saba - provides an operational - maintenance tool
 Water facilities - Trinidad
 Hagihon - management of Jerusalem’s water & wastewater systems
 Jerusalem sewage purification - envirionment reports and energy management
 Cyprus - Muni Desalination plant - provides analytics for energy, chemical consmption, quality 
control Etc.

Technology & product(s)
General description: A state of the art software for collecting, storing, analysing and reporting 
data - mainly from the control systems, but also from lab report, manual feeding and more.
The architecture includes SQL database, OO methodes and a client-server structure.
Function of the product(s): the products contains reporting tool, distribution tool (mail/SMS), 
maintenance tool, alarms and events management module, lab inspection tool and predefined 
analysis for each target vertical.
The main strength of the product is the ability to implement it fast and easy and achieve a 
powerful tool that will: 
1. reduce costs
2. improve productivity
3. create preventive maintenance standard
4. supply legislator/ regulation demands

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Water resources management,
information systems.
Sub Category: Enterprise software solutions
www.iosight.com

Objectives / Target companies
Municipalities and water authorities or firms, integrators, outsourcing plant management firms, 
initiators of utilities plants, planners, engineering firms.
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Category: Control Systems
Sub category: SCADA, Decision Support 
Systems, Web services

www.ipnp.co.il

Company profile
IPnP’s Smart Grid Water Management solution.

 Water Systems”Models” that automatically generates graphical human interface and decision 
support system for water and energy optimization.

 Communications layer brings together sensor readings from a diversity of water infrastructure 
equipment in a standardized, object-oriented format.

 A SaaS offering, there is no risk nor capital cost for a utility to try IPnP and gauge its benefits
With hundreds of installations, the system provides dramatic savings on water infrastructure, 
electricity and water
Date of establishment: 2000
No. of employees: 10

Examples of projects:
Hardware and Software as a Service (SaaS) solution that provides remote monitoring, data 
management and decision support system for water and wastewater infrastructure. In real 
time, through instant messaging, IPnP receives information from the field and builds real-time 
views of the overall water management system.

Objectives / Target companies
Water & waste water integrators, water utility.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Telecom companies, government and military users, off-shore and energy exploration companies 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Wind Energy 
  

www.israwind.co.il 

 
Company profile 
Israwind provides the most cost-efficient, reliable and easily customized wind power solutions to serve residential, 
commercial and industrial applications worldwide. 
 
Year of establishment: 2004 

Background of the company 
Israwind is a leading small wind turbines manufacturer. We design, manufacture and sell small wind turbines , provide 
comprehensive package of technical support for system integration, installation and maintenance, including integration of 
hybrid Wind-Solar - Diesel-generator power generation equipment, power storage and inverters in Israel. 

Examples of past projects 
Our ComSpin C4000 is the most popular system for telecom sites, and in addition to our existing solution of charging 
battery bank with DC power, we now have a solution for providing AC power in parallel with grid or with DG (diesel 
Generator), thus reducing the size of the required battery banks. This way the DG provides just the balance between the 
Wind-Solar power output and the user needs, and it is possible to reduce power losses which are inherent to the battery 
system (India, South Africa, Kenya, Argentina, Columbia, etc. ). 

Technologies & products 
Israwind hybrid wind -solar systems are techno-economically viable for rural electrification. Our ComSpin C wind power 
solutions are designed to power a different types of telecom sites at grid-connected and off-grid locations worldwide. 
Installed on a telecom tower or separate pole, the ComSpin C is best suited as a stand-alone power source as well as a 
hybrid solution combined with additional power sources, such photovoltaic cells. ComSpin C is an ideal powering 
solution for telecom industry 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Strategic partners for large scale Integrated Castor Projects to produce feedstock for the bio-based; Polymer and biodiesel 
industry; Strategic partners for sugarcane based bio-ethanol; Strategic partners for high-yield sweet sorghum, Rice, Wheat 
and corn 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Agriculture 

Sub Category: Biomass, Bio Fuels and Fossil Fuel 
Replacements,  Seeds and nurseries 
and Agro-Technology 

  

www.kaiima.com 

Company profile 
EP™ results in higher yield potential and improved tolerance to climate and osmotic stress. Using EP™, Kaiima has 
established an unprecedented ability for creating new crops through interspecies hybridization. We are now using this 
platform to develop perennial wheat and other crops critical for sustainable development.    
 Kaiima is currently engaged in projects to multiply wheat, rice, sorghum, castor (for biodiesel and biopolymers), 
sugarcane and more. Our high-ploidy canola has demonstrated increased yield of several tens percent in preliminary 
official trials. In a rather very short time period, we became world leaders in castor productivity. We offer our castor 
customers a complete agricultural turnkey solution, which includes our elite varieties, as well as a package of agro-
technical solutions for large-scale deployment.  
Top Seeds has quickly become the dominant Israeli leader in standard tomato and spring cucumber, and is now 
expanding its activities worldwide. 
 
Year of establishment: 2006 

Background of the company 
The Kaiima Group is an Israeli-based group of related companies comprised of Kaiima – an agro-biotech company that 
plans to dramatically enhance yields in crops through its breakthrough Enhanced Ploidy (EP™) technology, and Top 
Seeds – a leader in developing elite vegetable varieties. 

Examples of past projects 
Long distance interspecific crosses producing high value products; High yield castor hybrid seeds; High yield canola 
varieties. 

Technologies & products 
● Advanced breeding;  
● Food crops , energy crops and vegetables;  
● High yield hybrid seeds for castor oil production;  
● High yield canola seeds for vegetal oil;  
● Enhanced-ploidy method 
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Objectives / Target companies
We are seeking business relations with Relief & Health Organizations, Governments, Municipalities & 
State Water companies.

Category: Home land security 
Sub Category: Water security, water supply

www.flex-up.com

Company profile
Kalcad is an Israeli manufacturer of foldable water containers. With over 10 years experience Kalcad 
diverse a list of clients among them Municipalities, Government water authority, Homeland Security 
and Military Units. Kalcad Ltd. offers solutions in the field of water supply for inhabitants in any case of 
water crises.
Date of establishment: 2000
No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
Kalcad Ltd. offers the FLEXUP™ which developed to solve problems of water distribution during water 
crisis and emergency situations. All production processes done under one roof, start with in-house 
printing, continuous with laminate process and finish with containers production. All raw materials 
employee food grade standards.

Examples of past projects
Israeli Water Authority: FLEXUP water container is officially approved and selected by the security unit  •
of the Israeli Water Authority to be used in future water crises. IWA purchased 3.7 million FLEXUPs™, 
enough to cover over half of Israeli population.
Israeli municipalities: Independent purchasing of FLEXUP water containers by local municipalities in  •
any water crisis.
Delivery of FLEXUP water containers with the RESCUE units of the IDF to Thailand (Tsunami), Sri- •
Lanka (Earthquake), Haiti (Earthquake), 

Technology & product(s)
In many emergency situations involving water crises, water trucks are used to transport water to the 
premises, but its distribution to the public relies on usage of the public own containers. While partially 
solving the distribution problem, this approach can generate other problems such as diseases caused by 
use of contaminated or soiled containers or lead to uneven distribution. 
FLEXUP™ is a collapsible, 4.0 or 5.0 Liters container having near-zero volume when empty. This allows 
efficient storing and forwarding in massive quantities. 
FLEXUP™ is efficient and environment friendly. After use, it can be washed with mild soapy water, dried 
and be reused countless times. it is made of resilient and flexible food-grade laminates
that will not leach into the water 
FLEXUP™ can hold water up to 100°C and resists freezing (-20°c). In proper conditions, FLEXUPs™ can 
be stored up to 5 years.

KALCAD Ltd.
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Category: Consulting and engineering 
services, Industrial waste treatment, Solid 
waste treatment and Recycling, Waste water 
treatment, Desalination.
www.kroosh.com

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2000
No. of employees: 20

Background on the company
Engineering company that specializes in separation processes, based on our novel and unique 
multi-frequency vibration technology to increase productivity, efficiency, energy saving and 
environment.

Examples of past projects
Approximately 500 units of multi-frequency vibrating separators are installed worldwide mainly in 
separation of fine powders, slurries and sludge in processes that were known to be as impossible/
very difficult to separate at high rate of efficiency and throughput with relatively small amount of 
energy, in The minerals, metal ores, chemical and coal industry.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Multi-Frequency Vibrating separator for separation by size and energetic vibration treatment
At maximal feed rate and efficiency per size and energy consumption.
Function of the product(s): 
The multi-frequency vibration system enhance separation processes by reaching optimal 
stratification of the treated material reached by the multi frequency vibration that is 
implemented directly to the treated material. Blind Free process due to high impulse that 
is directly implemented on screening media. Power saving by consuming very low energy. 
Dramatic reduction in waste emission by utilizing more material in preparation plant and 
recycling of waste.

Objectives / Target companies
Kroosh Technologies is looking for strategic collaboration in implementing the multi-frequency 
vibration technologies in water treatment including desalination, waste water treatment and 
drinking water in remote sites as well as waste treatment processes. Kroosh technologies Ltd is 
looking to establish a pre-industrial/industrial pilot for the above mentioned, after completion of 
laboratory proof of concept.
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Company profile
Larotec provides advanced comprehensive solutions for the M2M market. Its Web2m Technology is an 
off the shelf ,end- to-end web based solution for management  of multiple, widely distributed devices 
through a central management system. This platform is widely acknowledged as one of the most 
advanced, flexible, scalable, robust, user-friendly, and cost effective on the market.

National wide most Advanced Smart Metering system for C&I •
Handling multiple distributed devices from a central management system •
Efficient Energy Data Management (EDM) solution  •
Unique web-based end-to-end solution with proven competitive edge •
Chosen and successfully implemented by various leading customers worldwide  •

Larotec Target segments are: 
Utilities for Automatic Meter Management (AMM) 
Multi sites Enterprises for Energy Data Management (EDM), Sub Metering, Multi device/sensor 
management at distributed sites.
Date of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 8

Examples of past projects
Israel Electric Company - “Smart metering” project- deployment of 6,000 interface and Communication  •
units of Larotec among the biggest Commercial and Industrial consumers of IEC 
CAMMESA Argentina / largest Electricity utility - Larotec has been awarded by Cammesa for the supply  •
of an Advanced Metering Management system (AMM) for 650 sites as a first stage of the project for 
4,000 C&I customers
Telefonica Peru – AMM system from Larotec as official energy monitoring solution for utilities •
ESSBIO Chile / Water utility – Larotec AMM system monitoring hundred of the biggest C&I water meter •
Israel Aircraft Industry – monitoring and managing energy consumption of more than 400 meters  •
spread in all the biggest IAI manufacturing campus for a total electricity bill of 20M$ per year

Technology & product(s) 
General description: In general, the Larotec solution is an array of devices communicating through 
flexible low-cost local networks, cellular infrastructure and Internet mainly in the wide area ranges, all 
managed by an internet server gateway (ISG) system.
Larotec clear uniqueness is - dedicated end to end, fully web based M2M system, using standard existing 
infrastructure.
Function of the product(s): The Larotec Web2M™ solution is based on two main components:
ICU (Interface and Communication Unit) - A wired/wireless data acquisition and control unit with 
integrated cellular and embedded software capabilities enabling remote devices/sensors to securely 
communicate with a central management software (ISG). 
ISG (Internet Server Gateway) - A web-based software-platform that remotely manages and monitors 
the ICUs by securely collecting, storing, analyzing and presenting data. The ISG provides real time 
notifications, updates and alarms using SMS and emails.

Category: Smart Metering, Energy Efficiency, 
Cleantech, Electricity Smart Grid
Sub Category: Automatic Meter Infrastructure 
(AMI), Energy Data management,
Energy Efficiency 

www.larotec.com

Objectives / Target companies
Cellular Operators (channel)
Electricity and water utilities (end customer)
Integrator of Energy solution and systems (channel or customer)
Large energy consumer enterprises (end customer)
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Category: Contaminated sites rehabilitation, 
Bioremediation, Environmental consulting, 
Project management, Industrial waste water 
treatment, Cutting edge technologies.
www.lddtech.com

Company profile
Year of establishment: 1998
No. of employees: 20

Background on the company
The Leading Soil and Water Remediation Company in Israel
Since inception in 1998, LDD has been focused on advanced Cleantech technologies.

 Pioneer of the field in Israel and most experienced company
 Owner of the only authorized bioremediation site in Israel
 Comprehensive solutions for soil and water issues
 The most experienced team in Israel
 Advanced business approach
 Committed for highest standards of service and professionalism

LDD was established as an environmental consultancy and execution company, and today 
is part of the Neopharm Group and the industry leader in Israel. Over the years LDD gained 
high reputation and recognition as an expert company from hundreds of local and foreign 
private companies and governmental authorities and agencies, including the Israeli Ministry 
of Environmental Protection and The Water Commission. LDD owns and operates in 
partnership with the governmental company for hazardous waste treatment a licensed site for 
contaminated soils and sludge Ex-Situ Remediation.

Examples of past projects
 Rehabilitation of contaminated sites.
 Soil, groundwater surveys.
 In-situ and ex-situ remediation.
 Environmental consulting services.
 Due diligence for real estate deals.
 Direct push drilling services.

Technology & product(s)
 Biological treatment in soil and sludge.
 Remediation of contaminated sites.

Objectives / Target companies
Identifying project opportunities in the area of treating contaminated sites. Meeting potential 
partners with advanced technologies- for joint work / for introducing new technologies to the 
Israeli market.
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Lighting management, energy management.
Sub Category: Monitor, control
and energy optimization.

www.leadcontrol.com
Company profile
Lead Control is a global provider of automation solutions and services, specializing in the fields 
of Oil, Gas, Water, Lighting and utilities.
Lead Control implements state of the art products and technologies to achieve higher 
throughput and energy optimization.
Lead Control is a leader in M2M web technologies enabling users to remotely connect to 
their devices.
Year of establishment: 1991
Number of employees: 25

Background on the company
Lead Control provides a wide range of products and services in the field of control and 
automation.
Lead Control integrates advanced new technologies to monitor, control and store the real time 
data in SQL databases. The availability of such information together with advanced tools for 
simulation, design, optimization and validation allow the users to achieve higher goals in terms 
of efficiency, standardization and recognition of their process.
Lead Control offers tools and ideas that excel with outstanding return on investment.

Examples of projects:
 SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) for water, Gas, Utilities, Sewage.
 Plant automation, lighting control and grid management (via Menolinx,

 Lead Control Subcompany).

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
LW2- A unique solution to remote monitor and control of various devices (M2M).
LampID- Lighting control systems.
LEMS- Lighting Energy Management System.
Function of the product(s): 
Products are to monitor control and optimize the usage of large scale infrastructure systems 
such as lighting, gas, water, sewage, utilities etc.

Objectives / Target companies: 
The main objective of Lead Control is to build a system that optimizes the energy usage of large 
distributed user by using its technologies and ability to control large quantities of remote units.

 LEAD CONTROL L
T
D
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Objectives / Targetw companies: 
Construction, design & engineering water companies, Governmental water companies, Municipalities, 
Contractors, Integrators.

Category: Desalination, Waste water 
treatment, Water resources management 
www.lesico-cleanTech.com

Company profile
Lesico CleanTech is a pioneer in delivering sustainable technologies which recycle or minimize the volume 
of liquid waste, primarily desalination rejected brine. The solutions not only help users comply with 
stringent regulation, but result in substantial savings in real estate, installation and operational costs.
While clean water technology development and commercialization is our main function it is also a key to 
addressing the needs of our clients who seek cost effective sustainable brine discharge solutions which 
comply with ever growing stringent regulation aimed to prevent contamination of water resources. We 
also provide our clients with specialized advisory services for implementing the value-added solutions.
Date of establishment: 2006

Background on the company
Lesico CleanTech is a subsidiary of Lesico Group (100%), one of the leading privately owned companies 
in Israel’s development and construction since 1969. Lesico’s expertise as a developer encompasses 
residential, environmental (BOT), energy and civil engineering projects.
Lesico CleanTech was founded in 2006 in Israel and over time has patented a number of platform 
treatment technologies which enable liquid waste minimization by enhanced evaporation and a cost 
effective high recovery desalination process with an innovative electro dialysis membrane stack. Our 
products and services are designed to reduce significantly the acquisition and operation costs of inland 
liquid discharge installations and optimize the use of natural resources and provide significant reduction 
in footprint.

Examples of projects
1. Enhanced evaporation of Reverse Osmosis rejected waste in a desalination plant of General Motors in 

North America
2. Enhanced evaporation of Reverse Osmosis rejected waste in a desalination plant in Victoria Australia
3. Enhanced evaporation of Reverse Osmosis rejected waste in a desalination plant in Southern Israel
4. A pilot of high efficiency electro dialysis is now undertaken in partnership with Mekorot- Israel’s 

national water company

Technology & product(s)
General description: WAIV- Wind Aided Intensified eVaporation: WAIV is a state-of-the-art enhanced 
evaporation technology operated by the wetting of evaporation surfaces, mounted on suitably 
constructed modules. The device uses the driving power of the wind, which drives away excess humidity 
from the surfaces to intensify the evaporation process by a magnitude of 15-20 times more than a 
traditional evaporation pond! 
Unique value proposition of WAIV: The WAIV serves as a cost effective alternative to brine disposal 
methods such as evaporation ponds and brine concentrators with a drastically reduced footprint (uses 
only 10% of the size of the land required for evaporation pond!) using wind instead of heat from fossil 
fuel. WAIV also saves on energy costs by using less petroleum based raw material like Liner used in 
evaporation ponds to prevent leakage. Overall, solving the brine disposal problem promotes brackish 
water over seawater desalination and saves energy because brackish water uses less energy than 
seawater and also less energy because brackish water can be desalinated where needed at inland sites 
without depending on energy consuming distribution network.
Function of the product(s): The WAIV uses only 10% of the size of the land required for evaporation 
pond!, using wind instead of heat from fossil fuel and also saves on energy costs by using less petroleum 
based raw material like Liner used in evaporation ponds to prevent leakage.
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Company profile
Date of establishment: June, 2006
No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
Major innovations in energy from large wind turbines, intermediate wind turbines, small wind 
turbines, hydroelectric, waves, and underwater turbines.

Examples of past projects 
Startup, but we are in the middle of sales proposals for our product for large wind turbines to 
wind farms in India, sales of our hydroelectric turbine for municipalities in Israel and Italy, and 
are making early sales of our small wind turbine in Israel and elsewhere.

Technology & product(s)
General description: The products are major innovations in their fields and markets, whereby 
the cost-effectiveness of energy production is increased by 20 to several hundred percent. The 
common thread is a fresh look at the physics of the energy source, and structuring the flow of 
energy in order to hit the blades in the most advantageous manner, often using the discipline of 
computational fluid dynamics to design the systems. There are currently around 7 major product 
lines; we are concentrating on the three that are already in the sales process; the others require 
more research and development.
Function of the product(s): Improved turbine performance.

Objectives / Target companies
 Meeting investors, customers, and partners for all of our product lines. Partners can be 
distributors or solution providers.
 Real estate owners of any business will have a special interest in being customers for our 
small vertical axis wind turbine, which is at least 100% more cost-effective than others on 
the market and can be put on roofs.
 Municipalities and water utilities will have a special interest in our in-pipe hydroelectric 
turbine in their clean and gray water piping systems. This is especially relevant for 
California, where a lot of the water comes from canals and pipes from the mountains.
 Wind farm owners for our Wind Energizer, which improves the power output of wind farms 
by 20-40%. Electric utilities will have an interest in our variety of solutions.
 Investors in a new, more efficient intermediate size wind turbine in the size of 10 meters 
blade diameter
 Investors in a new system for ocean wave energy
 Investors in a new system for underwater ocean energy
 Investors interested in a new, cheaper design for magnetic couplings

Category: Renewable energy, 
Sub Category: Wind (several products), 
Waves, Hydro, Underwater Currents, 
Magnetic Couplings
www.leviathanenergy.com
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Category: Renewable energy- Landfill gas 
and bio gas utilization.
www.madeitaas.co.il

Company profile
Year of establishment: 1975
Number of employees: 18

Background on the company
Madei Taas Ltd. Is an Israeli base privately owned company, founded in 1975. Our main field of 
activity is executing Waste-to-Energy Projects by utilizing Landfill gas and Biogas for electricity 
production.
Our unique knowhow enable us to accurately forecast the landfill gas potential for a 20 years 
projection, and offer a turnkey project solutions combined of engineering, supply of equipments, 
installation, commissioning and after sales service.

Examples of projects:
 Dudaim Landfill Gas Project- Israel: gas extracting and flaring system, 2.2 MW 
power plant synchronizing to the national grid
 Talia Landfill Gas Project- Israel: gas extracting and flaring system, 1.2 MW power 
plant synchronizing to the national grid
 Jerusalem WWTP Project- Israel: bio gas utilization for 1.8MW cogeneration system
 Emek Hefer- cow manure project- Israel: bio gas utilization for 2.2MW 
cogeneration system

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Landfill-gas and bio-gas utilization for electricity production and cogeneration.
Function of the product(s): 
Main contractor (EPC): unique consulting, engineering. Turn key projects services.

Objectives / Target companies: 
 Municipalities  Engineering companies  Owners and operators of landfill sites
 Distributors
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Company profile
Magen Eco Energy is totally committed to meeting the highest international standards, to 
develop, produce and market clean, economical, alternative eco-energy TOTAL SOLUTIONS to 
very high volume user industries, that will dramatically minimize the exploitation of polluting 
and prohibitively expensive fossil fuels.
No. of employees: 150

Background on the company
Founded in 1973 as “Plastic Magen”, a world leader specializing in the R&D, production and 
marketing of ecological, economical solutions in each of its major lines: Solar Heating for 
swimming pools, Water Quality Control, Industrial & Agricultural Heat Exchangers and Pre-
Heating solutions.
The group comprises 9 wholly or majority owned subsidiaries in the USA, Germany and 
Israel.

Examples of past projects 
Solar heating for the Olympic swimming pool in Atlanta 1996, thousands of private and public 
swimming pools, all over the world, heated with our “Heliocol” or “Sunstar” plastic solar 
collectors.
Installations of primary stage heating of sanitary water for mega resorts, hotels, hospitals, 
sport clubs, commercial swimming pool complexes and for many industrial and aquaculture 
processes (including fish farms).

Technology & product(s)
We manufacture an ALL PLASTIC solar collector. Collectors are produced by its unique, 
patented Over-Molding Injection Technology resulting in seamless, leak-proof, integrally 
molded thermoplastic units that heat large bodies of water by sun radiation at low and medium 
temperatures.
Solar Thermal Energy applications for massive industrial installations and sanitary hot water 
supply.

Objectives / Target companies
Companies involved in alternative (solar) solutions for water heating, interested in high standard 
plastic collectors for pool water heating.

Category: Renewable energy, 
Water treatment
Sub Category: Solar water heating systems
www.magen-ecoenergy.com
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Company profile
Manufacture variety of high quality saving water regulators for faucet and for showers.
Date of establishment: march 17, 1997
No. of employees: 50

Background on the company
Founded in 1997 Magic Ceramics focuses on innovative solutions for mass implementation of 
water saving device, having become the Israeli leader for our range of products.

Examples of past projects
 During 2002-2003 we sold and install in all Israel defense army bases around Israel over 45, 
000 products. Model: Y6L A.V.
 During 2006-2008 we sold and install over 140, 000 products in 50, 000 curiae, in Israeli 
government saving water project. Model Yarkon 5.5 and Yarkon 9.5.
 During 2005-2006 Israeli government grant as a gift to all public employees over 80, 
000 saving water home kit, include 2 faucet regulator model Yarkon 5.5 and one shower 
regulator model Yarkon 9.5.
 During 2008-2009 Israeli biggest communication and insurance companies grant as a gift 
to all the employees over 5, 000 saving water home kit include 2 faucet regulator model 
Yarkon 5.5 and one shower regulator model Yarkon 9.5.
 During 2009 we sold to the USA embassy in Israel over 1, 000 products.
 Our products desperate to few countries such as Holland, Belgium. Latvia, lita, Estonia, 
Poland, England, Spain.
 Through 2007-2008 we sold over 200, 000 itemes to D.I.Y stores.
 In 2009 MAGIC TEC had won “The Green Globes” award by the Israeli government for 
selling more than half a million water saving products for shower and faucets in Israel only.
 In 2010 MAGIC TEC had won a tender that was advertised by “The National Infrastructure 
Of The Israeli Government” for supply and installation of one million water saving products 
for shower and faucets to the civilians of Israel in a “Door To Door” method. The water 
saving products for shower and faucets of MAGIC TEC were chosen after an examination 
that was conducted by “The Standards Institution Of Israel” which included technical exams, 
quality exams, the level of saving, the flow quality et cetera. The product of MAGIC TEC 
was selected out of 15 other products that were participating in the tender.

Technology & product(s)
General description: The flow regulator provides a constant water flow regulator. Entrance 
pressure may very between 1-10 bars. Magic- tec. Flow regulators are built from high precision 
o-ring and a very accurate housing. When pressure increase, the o-ring is compressed and 
reduces the water passage area. When the pressure decreases, the o-ring returns to its normal 
size and enlarges the water passage.
This mechanism keeps a constant flow rate regardless of pressure variation.
Function of the product(s): save up to 30% of the water, reduce energy coast by heat water, 
distributes flow evenly in a multi users situation, provide a nice and even flow.

Category: Drinking water, 
Waste water treatment

www.magic-tec.com

Objectives / Target companies
Governments, City council, Municipalties, D.I.Y stores, Hospitals &Hotel distributor, Water 
companies, products.
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Company profile
Mapal Green Energy Ltd has developed an innovative, proven technology for waste water treatment 
plants. Mapal has developed the CNM, a unique, patented and cost-effective floating fine bubble diffuser 
system. It has been designed for efficient aeration in wastewater treatment lagoons and in biological 
reactors at every scale of operation. The CNM can be implemented during design and construction 
at smaller low budget wastewater treatment plants or to upgrade existing works by replacing the 
mechanical surface aerators (fixed or floating). A direct reduction in operational and maintenance cost 
(O&M) of up to 70% can be realised. There is no down time required during installation and no process 
interruption. This advantage prevents the flow of untreated wastewater from reaching and contaminating 
nearby water bodies, thus causing an environmental pollution.
Date of establishment: 2008
No. of employees: 9

Background on the company
Mapal, as a know-how company, is a technology provider with process engineering design capabilities. 
Mapal provides a complete process design and technical support services, including: 

 Feasibility studies  Design, Supply, Construction  Commissioning and Start up  O&M contracts.

Examples of past projects
Mapal’s technology has been proven in more than 20 WWTP in Israel and handling domestic, industrial 
and livestock wastewater. Mapal has recently developed an innovative financing system, enabling the 
waste water plant (the client) to use the technology with no investment on his behalf.
The client is only responsible for sharing profits from electricity-bill savings with the company (Mapal). 
This new model is implemented in the Ramat Hasharon intensive waste activated sludge WWTP.

Technology & product(s)
General description: Mapal’s aeration system can be easily installed in any biological reactor and it 
is an ideal, cost effective solution for municipal wastewater treatment plants thanks to its excellent 
ROI. The technology eliminates the need to deliver electrical power to the floating unit, and enables to 
easily adjust the power according to conditions. The units automatically adjust themselves to the water 
depth resolving the leveling problem. Custom manufactured tubular membrane diffusers are installed 
in each unit and are designed to generate air bubbles that reach the bottom of the lagoon for optimal 
oxygen transfer.

Significant energy savings. •
Simple & Safe. Low O&M costs. •
No electrical / moving mechanical parts in the water. •
Safe for HDPE lining. •
Tailor made solutions in order to meet the customer’s requirements. •
Easy and simple installation (No need to stop the process or to drain the biological reactors). •
Suitable for hazardous and aggressive waste water. •
Suitable for excavated or concrete lagoons. •

Implementation: Mapal’s CNM system can be implemented in two main applications: 
1. For upgrading existing medium and large municipal wastewater treatment plants with fixed surface 

aerators in concrete basin biological reactors.
2. For excavated biological reactor ponds and lagoons at small and medium size municipal and 

industrial wastewater treatment facilities where aeration is otherwise impossible (when it is not 
practical to empty the reactor or remove the diffusers).

Category: Municipal and Industrial wastewater 
treatment plants.
Sub Category: Consulting and engineering 
services, Waste water treatment
www.mapal-ge.com

Objectives / Target companies
Water utilities & Operators, Municipalities, Distributors, Contractors, Consulting Engineers, Various 
industries such as Pulp & Paper, Food & Beverage, Oil & Energy.
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Desalination, Waste Water Treatment and effluent 
reuse, hydrology and models, Rainenhancement, 
Water quality, Water security, R&D.
www.mekorot.co.il

Company profile
Mekorot - Israel’s National Water Company - provides regularly and reliably water of high quality 
throughout the country, as well as advanced solutions to Israel’s water industry. The company supplies 80% 
of Israel’s drinking water and 70% of the country’s consumption.
Mekorot is a unique company, whose wide variety of operations is based on 75 years of experience and 
accumulated know-how in the following areas: water supply from multiple sources, seawater and brackish 
water desalination, wastewater treatment and effluent reuse, flood catchment and rain enhancement.
Mekorot is currently building what will be Israel’s largest water system since the establishment of the 
National Water Carrier. The new system, that enables flexible operation in real-time control, will have 
the water - mainly desalinated seawater from the Mediterranean Sea – flow in all directions: eastward, 
southward and to the north of the country.
As water quality is of utmost importance to the company, the company constantly improves the water it 
supplies through the implementation of advanced water treatment technologies. The Central Filtration 
Plant in Eshkol Site, which is the fourth largest in the world, positions Israel at the forefront of water 
treatment in the western world.
Mekorot invests a lot of efforts and resources in sustainable development and in protecting the 
environment. This goal is achieved through a series of activities: constant research and implementation of 
friendly technologies, materials and alternative energy from natural sources, treatment of wastewater and 
effluent reuse, rehabilitation of water sources, etc’.
In order to develop new technologies and answer future challenges, Mekorot established WaTech™ - a 
center for entrepreneurship and partnerships. WaTech provides solutions, innovative technologies and a 
platform for collaborations with start-ups, entrepreneurs, academicians and established companies.
Recently Mekorot became a group of companies: Mekorot Water Company and two subsidiaries: EMS 
Mekorot Projects, whose expertise covers every aspect of water works, such as planning, designing, 
manufacturing, installation, testing, boreholes drilling and pumping equipment supply, water and sewage 
treatment and desalination and rain enhancement; Mekorot Development and Enterprise, which offers 
solutions for water related projects, consulting services, design, feasibility studies, project management, 
construction, operation and maintenance of treatment facilities in Israel and abroad. 
Mekorot is the only company in Israel to be credited with the AAA rating by Ma’alot Standard and Poor’s for 
over eight years in a row. 
Date of establishment: 1937
No. of employees: 2200

Examples of past projects
Mekorot implements state-of the –art technological solutions and cutting-edge processes that succeeded 
in maximizing the utilization of Israel’s water resources.
The systems include:
A national network of fully-automated control centers. These centers ensure the continuous functioning of 
Mekorot’s 3.000 water installations, including wells, pumping stations, treatment facilities, reservoirs and 
pipelines. Advanced communications devices provide online, real-time information about water quality 
and water supply, while allowing remote control of vital systems. Among Mekorot’s flagship facilities 
is The Dan Region Wastewater Treatment Plant (Shafdan), owned by the Dan Region Association of 
Towns, serves a population of two million people, and is responsible for one-thirds of the total wastewater 
treatment in Israel. The plant is considered to be the largest and most advanced of its type in the Middle 
East. The Shafdan treats about 130 million cubic meters of wastewater annually. Mekorot is responsible 
for the operation of the facility, guarantees the desired quality level of the effluent, recharges them to 
confined aquifer through infiltration fields in order to improve their quality, pumps the reclaimed water 
through recovery wells and supply them for irrigation of all crops without restriction.

Objectives / Target companies
Governmental water companies, Municipalities, Private water companies, Contractors, Integrators.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Meteo-Logic's target companies are businesses in the renewable energy market, the Power and Weather forecast market 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: Management and Monitoring 
Solutions, Air Quality and 
Meteorological Control Systems, 
Wind Energy 

  

www.meteo-logic.com 

Company profile 
Predicting the weather can be a challenging endeavor. This is especially true if you are trying to predict the weather for a 
specific time and place. 
Meteo-Logic has developed a solution that provides accurate and automatic Power and Weather forecasting for the 
energy sector. The solution is particularly tailored to the needs of businesses in the renewable energy market, which 
require the highest level of accuracy in order to substantially enhance overall planning performance and profitability. 
 
Year of establishment: 2011 

Examples of past projects 
A variety of projects with emphasis on it as an adaptation technology to climate change in its own sector of expertise.  As 
of now, Meteo-Logic supplies forecasting in the following parameters: Rain, Temperature, Humidity, Wind speed, Wind 
direction. 

Technologies & products 
● Meteo-Logic’s technology uses a unique approach, assuming that making the correlation between the synoptic 

situation and measured values on the ground requires a special, complex model for every forecasting point  
● Meteo-Logic’s outstanding prediction algorithm is based on Bayesian statistics that enable constantly updated 

accurate power and weather forecasts for a specific location.  
● Meteo-Logic’s technology allows prediction in variable resolution, starting from daily overview to high resolution as 

hourly forecast. 
● By incorporating all the historical weather information from a specific location, the system is able to generate accurate 

prediction of Power, Temperature, Humidity, Wind speed and direction, and precipitation on the ground for the specific 
location. 

● Meteo-Logic’s technology can turn any weather station around the globe into a weather Forecasting Point supplying 5 
days hourly weather prediction accurate for the specific location of the weather station 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Our objective is to be innovative and to develop new products for agriculture 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category:  Plant Protection Solutions, 
Greenhouse Technologies 

  

http://www.meteor.co.il/ 

Company profile 
Meteor is a global leader in developing and manufacturing agricultural technology solutions. With over 70 years of 
proven experience and worldwide leadership, the company specializes in crop protection and crop enhancement. 
Our protective netting for agriculture provides a unique, cutting-edge solution that ensures insect prevention and growth 
control, and withstands harsh weather conditions. By cooperating with the most renowned research institution and agro-
tech companies in Israel, Meteor is constantly developing state-of-the-art crop protection solutions that meet the 
costumers' requirements. All products are tested and proven to suit a large variety of climates and environments – and 
comply with the strictest internationals standards. 
 
Year of establishment: 1938 

Background of the company 
Established in 1938 by Mr. David Klayman. Meteor manufacturing more than 70 years woven nets to different purposes, 
in the last 20 years Meteor focus in woven nets for agriculture in manufacturing and in developing new products. Meteor 
is a leadership worldwide in woven nets in agriculture. 

Examples of past projects 
The Meteor solutions and products serve a wide range of vegetable, fruit and herb growers, and our satisfied customers 
span the globe from Europe through the United States and South America to Africa and the Far East. 
After years of experiments with our Anti hail net 10%, our technology showed a reduction of consumption of water of 
30% and more by using our Anti hail net 10% in compare to fields without any nets in Israeli Banana fields 

Technologies & products 
● Insect prevention for vegetable and herb growers, through high density monofilament netting with UV protection; Photo 

Selective netting for enhanced insect protection, through bio-technical disorientation; High tensile strength netting for 
protecting fruit plantations against hail and large aviary pests and birds; Colored shade nets for growth control and 
sunburns protection. 

● Woven nets from high density monofilaments yarns for agriculture. 
● Insect prevention for vegetable and herb growers, through high density monofilament woven netting with UV 

protection. Products like Bionet, Anti-Virus 50 mesh, 40 mesh, 25 mesh 
● Anti hail nets that protect the crops from hail damage and wind damages. 
● Shade nets that protect the crop from sunburns damages. 
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Objectives / Target companies
1. Potential distributors in CE: 
  Project Companies which are involved in infrastructure projects  Electricity contactors involved in 

projects in target segments  ESCOs/Energy Management Companies, which deal with energy saving 
in the lighting sector or other sectors (air condition, chillers, alternative energy sources)

2. Large end users which will meet the following criteria’s: 
  Energy saving and reducing carbon foot print is on their agenda  Light has importance and visibility

Category: Energy efficiency 
Sub category: Energy saving for HID Lighting

www.metrolight.com

Company profile
The continued rising cost of electricity, the focus on carbon emissions as well as the fact that 5-6% of 
the total electricity produced world-wide is used on inefficient HID lighting creates a unique opportunity 
for the company to leverage its advanced technologies and deliver a sustainable, rapid payback solution 
to potentially eliminate 2-3% of the world’s electricity demand. Metrolight and its worldwide network of 
partners, provide its customers with a review of their current lighting energy scenario, devises a retrofit 
plan and delivers 30% to 65% of energy saving.
Metrolight goes to market on two continents, USA and Europe, in multiple countries and a variety of channels.
In September 2008, the London based”Guardian, one of the leading and important business newspapers 
in the world, has positioned Metrolight on his exclusive list, ”2008 Cleantech100”. In November 2008, 
the USA Department of Energy (DOE) acknowledges Metrolight achievements in the field of clean 
energy and contribution to Energy economy and environment. In January 2009- Metrolight elevates its’ 
commitment to protect the environment by becoming an ENERGY STAR partner. Through its partnership 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR Program, Metrolight works to improve 
energy efficiency and fight global warming.
Date of establishment: 1995
No. of employees: 50

Background on the company
Established more than 10 years ago in Israel, as R&D center of competency, Metrolight business model 
operates today in more than 15 countries across the globe, and have six patents in 25 countries.
Metrolight and its partners hold vast experience in Energy saving projects for different business segments 
and for both Retrofit and new projects. 

Examples of projects:
For some of our successful projects, please see our case studies section on our website at: http: //www.
metrolight.com/Templates/case.asp

Technology & product(s)
General description: In essence, when compared to the legacy magnetic ballasts used in most of today’s HID 
systems, the Metrolight product is a computer controlled power supply. Among the key features are the high 
energy efficiency, longer lamp life, better lumen retention over time, quality of light, the continuous analog 
and/or digital control of the lamps and light levels as well as a multitude of diagnostic features. Metrolight 
offers the most advanced high wattage (20-1, 000W) electronic HID products in the world.
Function of the product(s): (1) Sophisticated Ignition Process- Ignites lamp almost immediately (2) High 
Frequency Operation (3) Does not require high repetition rate of pulses (4) Very little energy discharged 
(5) Immediately stops energy flow when ignition is detected by microprocessor (6) Reverts to current-
mode control ensuring lamp power-handling capability not exceeded (7) Dimming- Analog, Digital, Pre 
set (8) Control
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Climate Category: Renewable Energy
Sub Category: PV and PVT solar panels 
Manufacturer and EPC

www.millenniumsolar.com

Objectives / Target companies
Strategic partners in the field of:

PV/PVT installation/EPC to install millennium’s modules in Germany & worldwide. •
Solar thermal manufacturing to sign a joint venture licensing technology transfer agreement. •
investments in project development. •

Company profile
Millennium Electric T.O.U. Ltd. is a manufacturer and world leader in the field of PV/PVT solar 
technologies. The company provides EPC service - Building operation & maintenance of Solar PV\
PVT Power Stations and has installed 28MW worldwide. Millennium has a capacity of 300MW for 
manufacturing PV panels of high efficiency per year.
Date of establishment: 1999
No. of employees: 11

Background on the company
Millennium Electric was established in 1999 by Mr Ami Elazari, an Israeli entrepreneur who had been in 
the solar industry since 1992. Initially the company called SOLOR and was concentrated on solar panels 
manufacturing for residential use. In 2003 the company merged to NASDAQ shell and in 2007 the owner 
did a buy back of the company share. In 2004 the company began Manufacturing PV panels and installing 
systems for 600 homes grid connected in Germany based on its own well-established solar panel designs. 
The first pilot station was opened at Motefalcone in Italy in 2006. As a result of this change in business 
focus, the company revenues are in a process of rising dramatically.

Examples of past projects
Installation of 31 PVT systems in Mitzpe Klil, Israel - 1992. •
Supply of 1.2MW solar panels for 600 homes in Germany - 2005. •
Installation of 30KW PVT systems in Stuttgart, Germany - 2005. •
Installation of 50KW in Benevento (Motefalcone), Italy - 2007. The power station was built for E.S.  •
Energy, which also operates wind turbines at the same location.
Supply of 1.5MW to D. Engineering station in Pusan, Korea. •
Installation of 50KW PVT Grid-Connected station for Kibbutz Yakum, Israel in 2010. •
Installation of 30KW PVT Grid-Connected station for Kibbutz Maggan Michael, Israel 2010. •
Supply of 12MW to Italy - Last quarter of 2010: Rome 705KW, Sardinia - 2500KW, Livorno - 900KW,  •
Piacenza - 1000KW, Verona - 1000KW, Milanese - 1170KW, Caserta - 1000KW, San Marino - 1000KW, 
Cascina - 994KW, Genoa - 1102KW, Syracuse - 1356KW. 
EPC for 1MW station together with Schneider Electric in Italy. •

Technology & product(s)
Millennium has developed three unique PV technologies:

PVT collector, which enables up to 30% more PV electrical production than usual PV system. •
MSS Co-Generation station - combines solar PVT with steam electricity coming from the PVT collectors. •
Black on Black PV panels with 19% efficiency using graphite bus bars.  •
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Objectives / Target companies 
Miya’s objective is to partner with municipalities and water utilities as a service provider to improve the efficiency of 
water distribution networks and reduce water losses, thus preserving the existing supply of this precious resource 

 

 

 

Category: Water Resources 
Sub Category: Leak detection and water loss Water 

efficiency 
  
www.miya-water.com 

Company profile 
More than a third of the world’s drinking water is lost from municipal supply systems, mainly due to undetected leaks 
underground. The most sustainable and cost-effective way to prevent such losses is to improve the efficiency of the 
existing urban water distribution systems by effective water loss management.  
Miya optimizes water supply in urban water distribution systems worldwide. It partners with utilities to design and 
implement comprehensive technology-based solutions that significantly improve the client's financial and operational 
efficiency, while also benefiting people, the community and the environment.  
Miya's solutions include an audit of the city’s water system, full project planning, on-site execution, maintenance and 
training of local utility personnel. With vast experience in implementing water efficiency projects around the globe, these 
projects have proven to not only improve the financial situation of the water utility, but also improve customer service 
levels, reduce energy consumption and lower contamination and health risks.  
Year of establishment: 2007 

Background on the company 
Miya, an Arison Group company, was established by and operates as part of Arison Investments, the group's business 
arm. Miya represents the Arison Group's commitment to sustainability and to preparing our planet to meet the needs of 
future generations. Miya’s vision is to ensure an abundance of fresh water 
Examples of projects 
Sebekong, South Africa  
 Water savings: 50 million cubic meters over 5 years 
 Energy savings equivalent to 12,000 tons of CO2 emissions per year (14,000 MWh of energy were saved annually)  
 Savings of more than US$ 20 million  
Manila, Philippines  
 Water savings: 600 million liters per day 
 Additional 2 million people supplied with potable water 
 Trained 420 local engineers in efficient, sustainable water management  
York Region, Canada  
 Water savings: Over 9 million liters per day, equivalent to 156% reduction  
 Largest contracted leak reduction program in Canada 

Technologies & products 
General description: 
Miya holds exclusive rights to distribute, market and license Netbase (excluding the UK, Ireland, Scandinavia, Malaysia 
and Australia), the world’s leading water network management system, with vast capabilities in water loss reduction 
management 
Function of the product(s): 
The Netbase system provides a single entry point for all data gathered by corporate systems including SCADA, 
Telemetry & logged data, GIS, Customer Billing software, Job Management software, Customer databases and Water 
quality information. Netbase stores all the network information in a single database for dynamic network monitoring, 
NRW/leakage and pressure management, operational activities’ monitory and capital planning 
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Company profile
Mottech Water Control Solutions Ltd. is the Master Global Distributor of Motorola for the IRRInet remote 
control and management solutions. 
Motorola is a world leading designer, manufacturer and supplier of computerized irrigation and water 
distribution control systems. Since 1968 Motorola offers a dedicated water and irrigation control 
system for landscape irrigation, indoor and outdoor green spaces, greenwalls, highway medians, water 
distribution applications, storm water and agricultural schemes.
Computerizing a water and irrigation system may save valuable resources, including water, energy and 
labor. The ability of centrally manage multiple sites and make on-line modifications to the process helps 
in managing one of the most valuable resources: Time. 
All products are designed for simple installation and remote service. Mottech ensures long term and 
dependable operation while meeting Motorola’s exacting standards.
Mottech and Motorola constantly develop new products and integrated solutions based on a forward-
looking strategy coupled with backward compatibility with legacy products.
Date of establishment: 1988
No. of employees: 90

Examples of past projects 
Calgary, Canada - Landscape application •
Melbourne, Australia - Landscape application •
Bradano Valley, Italy - Water distribution and agricultural application •
Athens Olympic Stadium Complex, Greece - Landscape application •
Lake Hills Golf Country Club, Korea - Water distribution application •
Drocasa, Peru - Agricultural application •
Lyon, France - Landscape application •

Technology & product(s)
The IRRInet system is comprised of two main components:

IRRInet family of products  •
ICC and IMS management software tools •

In-field wireless and wireline control units communicate with the central PC/Server and workstations.
The IRRInet offers significant advantages by providing features that demanding customers are looking for:

Cost effectiveness and value-for-money •
Fast Return on Investment •
Reliable wireless and wire-line communication •
Modular and flexible system  •
Simplicity in installation, operation and maintenance •
Top-notch performance •

The IRRInet system creates an end-to-end control solution, providing easy-to-use and best value for 
money remote control and monitoring tool.

Objectives / Target companies
Water/irrigation design & engineering companies •
System integrators and contractors for water applications •
Decision makers in municipalities, water companies, irrigation service companies, agricultural firms •
Water-related organizations seeking long-lasting, reliable and cost effective centralized water  •
control solutions 

Category: Water and Irrigation Remote 
Control and Monitoring, Water Resources 
Management, Telemetry

www.mottech.com
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Company profile
MST is a leading Solar Energy Company that develops highly efficient Solar Energy Systems to generate 
electricity. The Company addresses the needs of the Global Clean Energy Market by introducing 
advanced technology with competitive price
per KW installed.
In August 2009, the company has unveiled its first commercial 50 KWp Concentrated Photovoltaic system 
in the City of Arad, South of Israel. The system tracks the sun accurately in two axes from sunrise to 
sunset using advanced tracker developed by MST. The system transforms the total solar energy potential 
into 100, 000 KWh per year (in Israel). In practical terms, this is sufficient to supply the energy needs of 
about 18 households.
The system is based on concentrated photo-voltaic technology (CPV) employing high efficiency triple-
junction solar cells designed and used in the space industry and adapted for terrestrial use. Present CPV 
cells efficiency is extremely high
measuring 38.5%, thus significantly outperforming the 16% efficiency of standard silicon cells. CPV cell 
efficiency will reach industrially 41% in 12 month and 45% within 3 years. The sunlight is concentrated 500 
times by Fresnel lenses and projected on the cell through an optical medium.
The MST system is composed of 3240 solar cells. The electricity produced is collected by a specially 
designed efficient system and injected into the national grid. The overall MST Power Plant efficiency is 
25% which makes it amongst the most efficient in the world for solar systems.
The MST Solar System has significant Advantages over other existing solar power systems: 

 low price
 Twice the energy producing output compared to standard photo-voltaic panels.
 High efficiency - 25% overall power plant efficiency as compared to 10%-12% of other systems based on 
silicon cells or thermo solar systems.
 Better performance in hot climates compared to silicon based systems.
 Ability to install Solar Plants on unleveled and rocky terrain.
 Maximum power per land area- 5MWp per 50 dunam (50, 000sqm) 
 Enables dual use of the land for solar energy and agriculture.

MST plans to complete a 75 Megawatt production line within 12 months.
The company’s offices and laboratories are located in the Science Park of Rehovot, Israel.
Date of establishment: 2002
No. of employees: 15

Background on the company
MST is a leading Solar Energy Company that develops highly efficient Solar Energy Systems to generate 
electricity. The Company addresses the needs of the Global Clean Energy Market by introducing advanced 
technology with competitive price per KW installed.
In August 2009, the company has unveiled its first commercial 50 KWp Concentrated Photovoltaic system 
in the City of Arad, South of Israel. The system tracks the sun accurately in two axes from sunrise to 
sunset using advanced tracker developed by MST. The system transforms the total solar energy potential 
into 100, 000 KWh per year (in Israel). In practical terms, this is sufficient to supply the energy needs of 
about 18 households

Category: Renewable energy.
Sub Category: Solar energy.
www.mst-ren.com
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Objectives / Target companies
1. Original Design Manufacture [ODM] - Targeted at Electric, Water and Gas meter 

manufacturers. e.g. Badger meter, Sensus, PRI Echelon
2. Original Equipment Manufacture Targeted at industry leaders serving the Water, Electric and 

Gas utility needs. e.g. Siemens, ABB, GE, Gasprom, Itron, Landis & Gyre etc.
3. Tier 1 Integrators – Targeted at Value Added Resellers to Water, Electric and Gas utilities. e.g. 

Regional & Local Dealers and distributors in national markets, Australasia, Central & South 
America, EU

4. Meter data Management [MDM] – Targeted at alliances with Smart grid Software solution 
developers wishing to license API access to our core software and Database application.

Company profile
MTR Wireless Communications Ltd.
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 6

Background on the company
MTR is the developer of smart; digital reckoning, communication protocols, two-way wireless 
based technology, and software solutions for the emerging global AMI/Smart Meter/Grid market.

Examples of past projects
We are currently undertaking pilot programs in targeted markets:

 Israel, - Integrated meter products
 Mexico, - 100 unit meter/valve/RTU system
 USA, - 200 unit meter/valve/RTU system
 India -TBA

Technology & product(s)
General description:
MTR Wireless Communications LTD develops smart protocol two-way Wireless technology & 
systems for command, control & management of large distribution grids including AMR/AMI/
Smart Grid and Control applications in water, electric and gas industries.
Function Of The Product(S): 
MTR Remote Terminal Unit [RTU] -Connected to each Client End Point [CEP] [meter/multi-sensor], 
in a distribution grid, either as a stand alone unit or integrated within the meter/multi-sensor.
The stand alone unit provides a two-way communications interface with up to 4 CEP/ meter/
multi-sensor units with the additional ability to control any solenoid operated switch or valve. 
MTR Base Station Unit [BSU] - The BSU is both a transceiver managing a Local Area Network 
[LAN] of an almost unlimited number of RTUs and an access point gateway to a Utilities Wide 
Area Network.
MTR SmartNet & SmartFan Software applications, delivering Smart Grid control & meter 
data management.

Category: Water security, Water resources 
management, Renewable energy
Sub Category: Analyzers and control systems

www.mtrcom.com 
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Category: Irrigation & Water Supply Systems.
Sub Category: Consulting Agro & Water 
TurnKey Projects.
www.naandanjain.com

Company profile
NaanDan Jain Irrigation Ltd., a global irrigation company, provides technological leadership 
with the widest range of cost-effective and customized solutions. With over 70 years of 
experience in more than 100 countries, NaanDan Jain offers top quality products that deliver 
higher productivity per unit of resources. Our expertise contributes to higher crop yields, lower 
risks, and savings of precious resources. The 2007 merger of NaanDan and Jain has created 
an enriching multi-cultural synergy with significant expansion of the product portfolio, R&D 
activities, and worldwide sales and marketing network.
NaanDan Jain is involved in major international agro-projects. Our engineers, agronomists 
and economists will work closely with you from planning through to project establishment and 
support, to help you optimize production and adapt to dynamic market demands.
Date of establishment: 1937
No. of employees: 700

Technology & product(s)
NaanDan Jain’s extensive product range includes comprehensive irrigation and climate-control 
technologies for greenhouses and nurseries, open fields, orchards and plantations, residential 
and landscape areas, and industry. These technologies include a wide range of integrated 
round regular and pressure-compensated dripline systems, thin wall dripline and tapes micro- 
and mini-sprinklers for climate control and irrigation, diverse metal and plastic agricultural 
sprinklers, as well as landscape applications incorporating gear and impact pop-up sprinklers.
NaanDan Jain’s advanced systems are a result of intensive R&D. Five percent of the company’s 
turnover is invested in the R&D department, which includes a number of well-equipped flow 
analysis and material development laboratories. The 2007 merger intensifies the group’s R&D 
efforts for the full product palette.

Objectives / Target companies
NaanDanjain Is looking for: 
Partners/representatives to distribute out product in the Chinese market.
Cooporation with public and privte organizations in agro and water projects, including turn 
key projects.
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Objectives / Target companies 
NanoSpun technology demonstrates an impressive control over features such as fibres diameter and scale, permeability, 
porosity, viscosity, surface characteristics, elasticity, durability and geometrical arrangement 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Water and Wastewater 
Treatment 

Sub Category:  Municipal and Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment 

  

www.nanospuntech.com 

Company profile 
Based on its innovative, cutting-edge and proprietary electrospinning technology, NanoSpun is developing the key 
building block of next-generation filtration, adsorption, separation and slow-release products. The company’s long-term 
goal is to become a world-leading provider of Nano-structured active materials fibers and products for variety of 
industries and applications, including water treatment, packaging, textile, medical and bio products. 
 
Year of establishment: 2011 

Background of the company 
Nanospun is an emerging-growth privately-held technology company. NanoSpun initial technology was conceived at the 
Technion – Israel Institute of Technology, and continues to be further developed by the company. The company`s team 
consists of prominent scientist, R&D experts and experienced high-tech industry entrepreneur and supported by leading 
Israeli seed investors. 

Technologies & products 
NanoSpun focuses on the development of smart fibres platform, fabricated by the electrospinning process. NanoSpun 
platform is based on the company’s proprietary and distinctive ability to control the fibres’ structure and morphology as 
well as, when required, to encapsulate active elements within these fibres.  
The Company introduces one-step fabrication processes at the micro-nano scales, producing clever fibres, mats and 
covers for variety of industries and versatile applications. 
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Category: Drip and micro irrigation, Agri-business 
solutions and irrigation technology, greenhouse 
technologies, crop management technologies and 
bio energy solutions.

www.netafim.com

Company profile
Netafim™ is the world’s largest and leading company in the field of Smart Water solutions for 
Agricultural and Landscape. Netafim’s Drip Irrigation solutions enable farmers throughout the world to 
increase yield and quality while using less water, fertilizers, land, and energy.
Most of Netafim’s activity focuses on open-area irrigation projects of various sizes and turnkey projects in 
the field of greenhouses and bio-energy cultivation.
Netafim works to advance the concept of knowledge-based solutions according to specific crops. The 
purpose of which is to fit the right solution to the needs of the grower in a specific crop.
Netafim has business operations in more than 120 countries, with 35 subsidiaries and 14 
manufacturing plants.
Year of establishment: 1965
No. of employees: 2400

Line of Business
Drip & Micro Irrigation Technologies, Agri-Business Solutions, Landscape Solutions, Greenhouses and 
Computerized Crop Management Technologies.

Examples of past projects
Thousands of projects in 120 countries in all type of crops.

Technology & product(s)
Drip & Micro Irrigation.

Objectives / Target companies
Netafim is the global leader in smart drip and micro irrigation solutions for agriculture and landscape. We 
help the world grow more with less.
It is our purpose to leverage Netafim’s knowledge and position as global leader through Efficient, 
Innovative and Sustainable irrigation solutions, enhancing performance and reducing erosion of the 
world’s vulnerable natural resources.
We enable our costumers to grow more and better crops with les resources by offering:

State-of-the-art technology •
Global agronomic expertise •
Customized support •
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Objectives / Target companies 
NCF is currently searching for strategic partners that emits large amount of CO2 into the atmosphere and are seeking for 
solutions to recycle their CO2 into useful liquid fuels. These can be, amongst others, Power plants, companies in the Oil and 
Gas sector, aluminium and steel sector, and the cement sector 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category:  Bio Fuels and Fossil Fuel 
Replacements, Renewable Energy 
Technologies,  Solar Energy 
Solutions 

  

www.newco2fuels.co.il 

Company profile 
NewCO2Fuels (NCF) system produces liquid fuels, primarily methanol, out of CO2 and H2O using solar energy. The 
uniqueness of the system lies in its innovative and breakthrough technology allowing extremely high conversion 
efficiency and a revolutionary, cost effective solution to two global concerns; CO2 emissions and diminishing liquid fuel 
reserves. 
 
Year of establishment: 2011 

Background of the company 
The technology has been developed and proven by Prof. Karni in laboratory trials at the Weizmann Institute of Science. 
NewCO2Fuels licensed the technology license from Yeda (the economic arm of the Weizmann institute) on a worldwide 
exclusive basis and currently develops and builds a viable CO2-to-fuel small scale prototype to demonstrate the 
operation of the technology under concentrated solar energy conditions. 

Technologies & products 
General description:  

NCF develops a system that dissociates CO2 and H2O into Syngas and Oxygen using concentrated solar energy.  The 
obtained syngas is then converted into liquid fuels or methanol, an excellent alternative fuel and the one of the building 
block in many chemical processes. The oxygen can be used for clean fuel combustion. The system is self-contained, 
extracting all necessary energy for the process from the solar energy. Eventually the product will be in the form of large 
plants, installed in high solar radiation areas producing hundreds of thousands of tons of fuel per year. 

Function of the products: 
Create alternative fuels or methanol out of CO2 and H2O in order to reduce global CO2 emissions while simultaneously 
provide an alternative source to oil based fuels 
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Category: Solar Water Heating
Sub category: Manufacturer and distributor 
of Solar Water heating systems

www.nimrod-solar.com

Company profile
NIMROD was founded on 1967 by Mr. Abraham Trabulsky- an experienced manufacturer for 
SDHW Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems (Flat Collectors and Storage Tanks- Solar and 
Electrical heating) acting now as the Chairman of Board and the present Managing Director is 
already held by the youngest son Mr. Rami Trabulsky.
Date of establishment: 1967
Number of employees: 70

Background on the company
NIMROD is at present the Israeli leading manufacturer for advanced SDHW systems.
All the products, production procedures and production flow are currently supervised, tested and 
certified by IIS, the Israeli Institute of Standards, QAS the Australian quality Assurance Institute, 
the Australian Standards Institute, the Spanish INTA institute and more already under certification.

Technology & product(s)
NIMROD completely designs and manufactures its products. The R&D dept. is currently 
busy with the developing of the products, which are always far ahead from the existing in the 
worldwide Solar Thermal industry.
NIMROD made significant investments for the improving of the production procedures and 
technologies of manufacturing of its products. The new and advanced process of cleaning and 
internal Enamel coating of the Storage Accumulator Tanks is one of a few made during the last 
years.The process assures the excellent results of homogeneous Enamel coating to secure a 
long warranty period.The Collectors are design and produced with Copper tubes at a Drinkable 
standard. The production assures full heat transfer from the combustion chamber Copper Fins 
to the Copper grill tubing by updated Ultrasonic welding.
NIMROD exports at the present very successfully to Europe, Australia, Central America, Africa 
and South Africa, has intentions to penetrate also the North and South American Market.

 More then 50 years of commercial activities and experience, of intensive research
 and development.

 An impressive presence at the SDWH private market in Israel, which is the largest user of this 
technology in the world (about 90%)
 Manufacturer and distributor of all the products needed for the implementation of a Domestic 
Solar Water Heating System: Storage Tanks from 30 to 300 liters of volume, Solar thermal Flat 
Collectors on various dimensions and finishes, components and accessories for the assembling 
and install of the systems (Connecting Kits) and metal frames (Hangs and Stands).

Objectives / Target companies
Expansion of the Export and distribution of our products to new markets in the world.
NIMROD set South Africa and the African Continent as a strategic target for the expansion of 
its commercial export activities.
NIMROD is now on its last steps to get an SABS Certification for its Geysers and Solar 
Thermal Collectors.
NIMROD will start to distribute its Solar Water Heating Systems in South Africa during 2010 
through a commercial cooperation established with ELLIES.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Cut flower and Pot plants growers 
 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category:  Projects and Know How, Seeds and 
Nurseries, Agro-Technology 

  

www.nir.co.il 

Company profile 
Nir Nursery deals with the introduction, breeding, acclimatization, development and cultivation of plants from the 
southern hemisphere (Australia in particular) with a view to obtaining new varieties of cut flowers, foliage, flowering pot 
plants and garden plants.  
Working together with the nursery staff, we are investing large efforts in the selection of new varieties, their cultivation 
and the development of suitable growth techniques. 
The nursery possesses a combined quarantine system, tissue culture laboratory, advanced propagation methods, trial 
fields for new varieties as well as greenhouses for plants and flowering pot plants. 
The plants we supply are of a high quality, free of diseases and pests.  Furthermore, we provide the corresponding 
instructions for each variety as well as further counseling, if required. 
 
Year of establishment: 1983 

Background of the company 
Nir Nursery was established in 1983 by Gideon and Nitzan Nir. The nursery is situated in Kfar Hess approximately 30 
kilometres north east of Tel Aviv. 

Examples of past projects 
● Cut flower projects in Peru, Mexico, USA, South Africa and more 
● Pot plants projects in Spain, Portugal,  USA and more 

Technologies & products 
● Rooted cuttings and in vitro plants of our unique varieties 
● Agro technology and growing methods 
. 
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Company profile
Established in 1990, Nirosoft is a member of the RWL Water Group, controlled by Ronald S. Lauder. 
Nirosoft specializes in the design, manufacture, installation, operation and maintenance of high-tech 
water and wastewater solutions.
Date of establishment: 1990
No. of employees: 75

Background on the company
Nirosoft develops tailormade systems which reliably deliver high quality water to densely populated areas, 
remote communities, and complex industrial sites. Nirosoft supplies water wherever it is needed -- such as 
deploying emergency mobile water treatment units in disaster areas, treating and reusing wastewater, using 
desalination to reliably supply potable water, and producing demineralized water for industry. The company 
offers a complete turnkey solution -- from design and manufacture to commissioning and aftersales service. 
Every system is customized to unique requirements, site-specific conditions, and required standards. 
Nirosoft’s multidisciplinary team works closely with clients at every stage, providing consultation during 
the project and support services after commissioning.

Examples of past projects 
Italy 2010 -- Treatment of wastewater from alcohol factory for effluent reuse •
Australia 2010 -- Treatment of brackish water utilizing reverse osmosis system •
Australia 2010 -- Industrial wastewater treatment plant for beverage factory •
Azerbaijan -- Mobile water purification units •
Israel 2010 -- Treatment of wastewater treatment and effluent reuse for chemical factory •
Israel 2010 -- Demineralized water production for power plant (containerized systems) •
Mexico 2010 -- Domestic wastewater treatment plant and effluent reuse for hotel •
Colombia 2010 -- Demineralized water production for power plant •
Cyprus 2008 -- Sea water desalination plant for supply of drinking water to the city of Limassol (BOT project) •
Cyprus 2008 -- Brackish water desalination for supply of drinking water (BOT project) •

Technologies & product(s)
Desalination systems •
Demineralized water production •
Drinking water production •
Process water production •
Effluent reclamation for reuse •
Mobile water purification units •
Containerized water and wastewater systems •

Objectives / Target companies
Mining, oil & gas, power, electronic, and chemical industries; EPC contractors and engineering 
companies; municipal and public water utilities.

Category: Water and Wastewater Treatment
Sub Category: Desalination, 
Demineralization, Drinking Water, Effluent 
Reclamation
www.nirosoft.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Our goal is to find local and international collaborations. 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate, Extreme Events and 
Disasters 

Sub Category:  Wind Energy and Construction 
  

http://oceanbricks.com/index.htm 

Company profile 
The OceanBrick Group presents the Ocean Brick System - a cost effective solution for jetties, platforms, breakwaters, 
wind turbine foundations, inland reclamation and more. OBS is a modular, flexible and fast system. It is environmentally 
friendly and is employed for the erection and construction of artificial islands and large marine and inland infrastructure 
projects.  
The Ocean Bricks System is based on advanced technology. It consists of sophisticated pre-cast concrete modules that 
are composed into superstructures.  
OBS's unique design offers extraordinary strength and efficiency, resulting in amazing cost savings for marine 
construction applications.  The outstanding technical advantages of OBS are based on a pure axial 
pressure system created from its unique flexible modular system. This axial design confers the system with formidable 
efficiency, the result of unique design through precise computations of spread and material strength. 
  

Background of the company 
OBS was invented by Dr. Eli Kent and Mr. Yoram Alkon.  
 
Dr. Kent is a senior lecturer in structural morphology with over 20 years experience and has developed several building 
systems and elements. OBS technology is protected by worldwide patent. 

Technologies & products 
● The OceanBrick Systems Ltd. presents the Ocean Brick System (OBS) - a modular, flexible, fast and cost effective 

system for the erection and founding of artificial islands, large marine and inland infrastructure projects. 
OBS is based on advanced studies in Structural Morphology and consists of sophisticated hollow concrete precast 
modules, with built-in solid section of a tetra-hadron truss.  
The modules are piled up like cubes, and are interconnected to create a buoyant, stiff, light and strong superstructure. 
OBS is an environment friendly technology that cuts some 92% of filling material needed, and can serve the sea fauna 
as habitat/sanctuary, manmade reef and fish enhancer. 

● Renewable Energy: OBS can serve as an excellent offshore support structure for wind turbines, in deeper water than 
any other known technology.  
The OBS offshore turbine is fully installed on-shore, and towed floating to its allocated site, saving on costly marine 
works.  
These exclusive features and its competitive price, guarantees OBS a large share in this multi-billion burgeoning 
market. OBS enables embedding of tidal generators in it's many 6m. round holes 

● Marine Applications: The system is design for efficient mass-production, and industrial erection of versatile mega-
structures that can serve as artificial islands, oil platforms, extremely large aquaculture wave protected sea-ponds, 
quay walls, breakwaters, sea walls, deep water ports that utilize the built-in breakwater of the OBS structure together 
with its top surface for pier installations as well as for mega-ships deep mooring 

● Inland Applications: OBS offers revolutionary Land-Elevation for low-lands vulnerable to flooding (Holland and New-
Orleans), the 92% hollowness of the structure can serve as enormous pot water reservoirs.  
OBS also offers stabilizing of soft soils (like reclaimed lands in the Netherlands, Alaska etc.) and sinkhole lands (Dead-
Sea) turning them into valuable real estate.  
The system enables ecological rehabilitation of open mines and quarries 
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Company profile
Odis is a world wide provider of state-
of-the-art Water Treatment plants 
and solutions. It has over 27 years of 
experience in the design, manufacturing, installation and commissioning of water treatment 
plants which enable turning sea water, ground water, surface water or wastewater into 
quality water.
Among our worldwide customers you can find reputable multinational corporations, national 
water supply companies, municipalities and government agencies.
ODIS has used its many years of experience in the industry to develop complete treatment 
systems. Odis’ modular approach provides our customers with easy to operate and cost-
effective plants. The units are trouble-free systems capable of enduring in any operating 
environment with minimal maintenance efforts.
Year of establishment: 1978
Number of Employees: over 230
Representative in Mexico: Odis Asversa Ltd.

Technologies used 
Odis uses the most advanced technologies to provide the best solutions tailored to the 
customers needs. Water and Waste Water Treatment technologies: 

 Membrane technologies for water desalination, demineralisation and purification. This 
includes Reverse Osmosis (RO), Micro Filtration, Ultra Filtration and Nano Filtration 
technologies.  Deep bed multi-media filtration & Activated Carbon absorption.  
Sedimentation and Settling & MBR Biological Reactors  Oxidation  Separation  Disinfection 

 Ion Exchange.

Projects and past experience 
ODIS offers a variety of contract forms such as BOO(T), and turnkey projects. ODIS has a worldwide 
presence, with projects in Europe, Asia, USA, South America, Australia and Africa. Many of our 
clients are government customers and State water companies such as Columbia Metropolitan 
Airport USA, Hydroven- Venezuela, DSI-Turkey, Mekorot- Israel, United Nations Peace Keeping 
Missions and the Israeli Air Force. Among our Business customers, one can find Heinz, Ford, 
Schering Plough, food industry, oil refineries and many others known companies worldwide.
Some of our recent projects are: 

 A turn-key project for the supply of an industrial water treatment plant for Chile food industry 
with the capacity of 2, 400 M3/day
 A turn-key project that provided a Brackish Water Desalination Sulphite removal Plant for a 
government water supplier- Mexico with the capacity of 20, 000 M3/day.
 The supply of more than 50 (fifty) compact and mobile water desalination plants to the UN 
Peace Keeping missions.
 The construction of water treatment plants in Romania as part of a World Bank’s project. The 
project provides purified water to over 600 villages in rural areas of that country.
 A project with the World Bank for the supply of mobile compact desalination plants for remote 
villages in Uzbekistan.
 The supply of multiple Drinking Water plants in Azerbaijan.

Objectives / Target companies
Local authorities such as local municipalities, water supply companies. Industrial end customers 
such as: Power Stations, Hotels and hospitals, Chemical and Pulp & Paper companies.
Potential partners such as: Engineering Companies, Integrators Large Civil contractors that 
work in the water industry.

Category: Drinking water and waste water 
treatment systems for the Municipal and 
Industrial areas.
Sub category: Water Filtration, Sea Water 
Desalination, Waste Water Treatment
and Recycling.
www.odisfiltering.com
www.odis.com.mx
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Objectives / Target companies
Ofra is interested in cooperation with local construction and design companies.

Category: Consulting and engineering 
services, Industrial waste treatment, 
waste water treatment, Water resources 
management
www.ofra-aqua.co.il

Company profile
Ofra Aqua Plants Ltd specializes in different implementations of Phytoremediation (Constructed 
wetlands) for wastewater, river and lake management, public ponds, polluted wells, industry 
and agriculture, and for the purification of water for swimming pools.
Date of establishment: 1991
No. of employees: 15

Background on the company
Began as a farm for growing aquatic plants. The development of methods to improve water 
quality was a prerequisite in the success in growing these plants. Today the agricultural 
section is a small part of the company’s activity which is mainly research’ design and 
construction of projects.

Examples of past projects
Wastewater: Gas stations, Hiria landfill leachate, Ahava cosmetic factory, dairy farms, 
communities of 500 persons (Lotan, Neot smadar), grey water projects of 30-100 m3/day.
River management: Yarkon, Shchem, Naaman (under design)
Public lakes and ponds: Neot smadar (27,000 m3), Azerbaijan 10,000 m3)
Municipal ponds like Rabin, Tel Aviv, Volfson, Tel Aviv, Gan Meir, Tel Aviv, municipal park Kfar 
Saba, Ben Shefer, Herzelia and many more.
Over 30 swimminig ponds including hydrotherapy pools. 

Technology & product(s) 
General description:
Different hybrid systems of constructed wetlands.
Function of the product(s):
Removal of pollutant from water for reuse.
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Objectives / Target companies
Our customers are municipal and governmental entities. We would like to meet with integrators to help 
up distribute the products and solutions.

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
R&D, Water resources management,
Water security
www.ommyx.com

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2007

No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
ommyx Ltd. aims to be a world leader of flexible end-to-end supervisory control and data acquisition 
systems for the management of water and effluent systems. 
ommyx offers the Software as a Service (SaaS) business model for the ommyx management system, along 
a multi-protocol remote unit, capable of connecting any telemetry and sensing equipment to the system. 
ommyx offers advanced real-time data analysis and decision support systems that will assist the decision 
makers within the municipal environment and result in more informed decisions.
ommyx’s initial target is the small and medium-size utility and municipality markets.

Examples of past projects
 Early flood monitoring system in the Chicago area
 Cathodic protection monitoring for PEI in Israel
 Fuel tank monitoring in Afghanistan

Technology & product(s) 
ommyx provides a flexible, real time water management system for remote monitoring and analysis of 
data. The ommyx platform consists of a remote unit that interfaces with any sensor, a communication 
device that sends that data registered by the sensor via wireless network and a management SaaS 
application that collects the data, analyzes it and presents it in an easy to understand, friendly way. The 
system is also capable of sending processed information via the web in the form of online, e-mail and 
SMS alerts. 
The ommyx management system (OMS) is a comprehensive SaaS package. It is a powerful web-based 
application that efficiently processes and analyzes data. The application consists of the main program 
and measuring instrument modules, as well as  a built-in database and a flexible and user-friendly report 
generator. The OMS gathers information received from multiple sensors and devices, analyzes the data, 
and delivers the information to decision makers and on-site staff members via cell phones, PDAs, hand-
held devices, SMS and e-mail, as well as by direct web-access from any device.
At the other end of the system is the omni 247 remote unit an embedded hardware assembly with 
multiple and flexible communication capabilities, that comes as a stand-alone unit that connects to any 
sensor already on site, or with a sensor integrated into the unit, depending on the customers’ needs.
Put together, the OMS and omni 247 provide a highly flexible, extremely cost effective end-to-end 
solution for organizations looking to instate or upgrade a supervisory control and data acquisition system 
with decision support system components. SCADA and DSS systems are generally considered high-end 
expensive solutions, and are therefore not widely prevalent among the large market segment of small 
size water utilities, municipalities and water and wastewater service providers. ommyx is turning these 
critical systems into an affordable option for these segments.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Our goals are to enter new markets mainly China, South America & Europe and to expand our sales in our previous markets 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture, Building and 
Construction 

Sub Category:  Plant Protection Solutions, 
Greenhouse Technologies , Projects 
and Know How 

  

www.pmarom.com 

Company profile 
P. Marom is a world-wide leader in the design, engineering and manufacturing of Crop protection structures, including 
Net-covered structures, walk-in tunnels and greenhouses. Our structures offer crops protection from strong winds, 
insects, hail, over-radiation and offer better light control, adapt the best growing environment toward a better yield 
production due to climate change both – in market and in productivity aspects.      
P. Marom offers comprehensive project solutions, accompanying the project throughout its entire lifecycle. We offer a 
wide variety of services provided by professionally certified agronomists, engineers and drafters, irrigation system 
technicians and more. This unique combination of advanced agronomics and superb engineering is essential to the 
success of the project. It allows us ensure the project’s success from both its engineering and agronomic perspectives. 
Our tailor made structures are meeting the highest worldwide standards and meet the end-user demands. 
 
Year of establishment: 2004 

Background of the company 
P. Marom was established by 2 partners from nearby settlements in order to give wind protection solutions to Israeli 
bananas growers. The solution was than adapt by the Israeli authorities, finding other benefits for it, mainly in water 
saving capability. 

Examples of past projects 
● Africa – small farmers net-covered & tunnel structures KIT – allow modern growing method for low budget environment 
● India –  small to mid-range farmers net-covered structures with special motorized shading system which allow farmers 

to deal with heavy  radiation and change in the market climate 
● Worldwide – innovation  top fixed vent high tunnel– which reduce heavy humidity influence on wide range of crops 
● Russia – totally new innovated greenhouse structure - using Teflon sheet as primary cover, improving yield by 20% 
● Worldwide – inventing, design & manufacturing of high load crop K™ trellising system for our structures allowing 

farmers to reduce input costs 

Technologies & products 
As said above, our main product are Crop protection structures, including Net-covered structures, walk-in tunnels and 
greenhouses. 
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Climate Category: Waste water treatment
Sub category: Industrial plants and metals 
mines waste water treatment (heavy metal 
removal), Gold and silver mines (cyanide 
contamination destruction)

www.p2w.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
We view the mining and related industrial market in South Africa as a key growth point as it 
has several mining related operations that are currently in operation, planning to be closed 
or are under feasibility studies as a new mining venture not only in South Africa but across 
Africa. South Africa is also host to some of the largest mining companies in the world.Target 
mining companies include: AngloCoal, Anglogold Ashanti, Anglo Platinum, Barrick Africa, BHP 
Billiton, Exxaro, Goldfields, Harmony, Impala Platinum, Lonmin, Sasol and Xstrata. 
Target industries for drinking water systems (including desalination) include water services 
authorities, water boards, municipalities, private estates and lodges, isolated military bases, 
prisons, etc.
We hope to not only establish opportunities to supply technologies to water users that require 
this level of support, but to identify potential local partners to address the local market in South 
Africa and in selected countries in Africa through which marketing, sales, manufacturing and 
servicing can be structured.

Company profile
P2W (Pollution-to-Water) is a private company that has developed and offers water treatment 
technologies to suit a broad range of applications across the water sector and across the globe.
We develop, market, sell and install the most efficient, cost - effective and environmental - 
friendly waste water treatment systems.
Date of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 25 + outsourced project managers and consultants/representatives worldwide.

Technology & product(s)
The patented technology provides for the removal of toxic cyanide from wastewater without 
the need for the addition of chemicals while producing no secondary sludge that would require 
further handling prior to disposal. Heavy metal removal is achieved in a similar manner through 
inducing sedimentation. Cyanide removal, particularly in gold and silver mine processing 
operations, and heavy metal removal allows for the safe discharge of surplus industrial water 
into the environment or municipal systems and can provide optimization of internal recycling 
water circuits, saving the operating company costs while reducing the demand for natural raw 
water supplies as make-up water. We have had enquiries on this technology in applications 
ranging between 2 m3/hour and 500 m3/hour.
In addition, P2W offers desalination systems and more conventional drinking water purification 
systems that are offered across a range of treatment rates starting at 5 m3/hour. These units 
can be trailer mounted or fitted to skids or into containers for ease of transportation and 
installation. Desalination units can treat sea water, salinized groundwater or contaminated 
industrial wastewater and can produce drinking water that meets internationally recognized 
standards.

Examples of past projects
We have several installed units across Israel and the rest of the world with our most recent 
success being the installation of a 450 m3/hour cyanide removal system for a gold mine in 
Ghana.
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Company profile
Palgey-maim, water and land resources development company.
Date of establishment: 1973
No. of employees: 60

Background on the company
Since foundation, the company has been involved in flowing infrastructures covering a 
wide range of their various aspects: Reclaiming effluents for irrigation, supplying fresh 
water, removal and treatment of wastewater, urban and agricultural drainage, storing 
runoff water and waste water in reservoirs.

Examples of past projects
 Operation of 200 pumping stations, 14 wastewater treatment plants using a wide 
range of different technologies.
 Jezrael Valley project: Effluents distribution system. annual capacity of 21 million m3. 
Initiating, designing, building and operation.
 Western Galilee project: Effluents supplying system design for irrigation with an 
annual capacity of 25 million m3 including reservoir with total capacity of 6 million m3 
and pump stations with total capacity of 8000 m3/hr.
 Hasolelim WWTP - MBR 3000 m3/day,
 Kini WWTP - Activated Sludge 4000 m3/day,
 Subterranean Drainage and salification prevention project in the Jesrael Vally- 5000 Ha.
 Kishon river - Reestablishment the Kishon River bed (along 13Km).
 Supply and treatment of effluents for power stations run by the Israel Electric 
Corporation - Alon Tavor and Gezer- with an inflow of 1000 m3 per hour.

Technology & product(s)
Among the different technologies employed are activated sludge, MBR, SBR, and 
extensive plants.
Using GIS and advanced Hydraulic software in the design process.

Category: Consulting and engineering 
services, Drinking water, Industrial waste 
treatment, Waste water treatment, Water 
security, Water resources management.
www.palgey-maim.co.il 

Objectives / Target companies
Water supply companies, privet and governmental corporations in the area of water 
supply and waste water treatment.
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Company profile
Palram Applications Ltd is a designing, developing, manufacturing, and marketing arm of 
Palram Industries that is focused on creating new and innovative finished products.
Date of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 130

Background on the company
Established on 2005 and based on its facilities in Misgav Industrial Park, in the Galilee Heights 
of Israel, Palram Applications intended to exploit the use of Palram’s core thermoplastic 
products, adding value to those core products in the process. 
With the support of its mother company, Palram Applications enjoys the knowledge & 
professionalism of over 45 years of experience. As well as the availability of raw materials of an 
international company. 
Palram is known for its exclusive range of “Crystal clear Polycarbonate Hobby Greenhouse” and 
Gardening products as well as innovative Canopy’s and Carport structures.
After a few years of R&D Palram Applications has entered the renewable energy field, and is 
introducing innovative solar products for private pools and domestic and uses.

Technology & product(s)
Solar Air Heater
An Innovative product to the DIY and Building markets supplies fresh, warm and dry air into the 
house using solar power only.

Room heater in a clear cold day - clean, quiet, safe and free of costs or work. •
Warming and drying highly effective for living environment. •
Ultimate solution for non grid areas. •
Safe to use even when you are away. •
Protect summer houses from humidity damages and bed odors. •

Solar AquaDome:
Pool’s water is heated by the sun’s power without any additional energy source.

Save energy, save costs, reduce carbon emission and supply cosy water even during chilly days. •
Dome shape tracks the sun all day long to improve the efficiency of low sun angle periods. •
Polycarbonate dome creates a greenhouse effect for maximal efficiency. •

Category: Solar Collectors
Sub Category: Solar Air Heating, 
Solar Pool Heating
www.Palramapplications.com

Objectives / Target companies
We are looking for local distributors and other manufacturers in the distribution of our 
innovative products.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Production and prompt delivery of our products according to the requirements of our clients 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Water Resources, Extreme 
Events and Disasters 

Sub Category:  Use Non-Water-Based Sanitation, 
Recycling, Fertilizers 

  

pauleecleantec.com 

Company profile 
There are approximately 2.5 billion people throughout the world, without access to safe and affordable sanitation. In 
order to help alleviate this problem and reduce the risk of disease and illness a sanitation system must address the 
following criteria; complete sterilization, no water usage, operating off water, sewage, and electrical ‘grid’, and extremely 
cheap. 
As Paulee CleanTec solution addresses these elements, it is suitable for placement in places following extreme events 
and disasters. 
Paulee CleanTec has been awarded a preliminary grant by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to develop prototype 
toilet targeted to poor areas deprived of sanitation, electricity and water. This prototype will be ready during the course of 
2014. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
Paulee CleanTec Ltd, a private owned company incorporated in 2008 founded by Professor Oded Shoseyov (Hebrew 
University in Jerusalem) & his associates, develops a device that turns animal feces (including humans) into harmless 
organic fertilizer, free from bad odor. The Company’s technology and products are based on strong IP and substantial 
knowhow with respect to the treatment of animal organic waste. Paulee CleanTec's sees its mission to become a world 
leader company in the treatment of animal waste. 

Examples of past projects 
The device that is simple cheap and effective. The self contained chemical toilet automatically separates solid and liquid 
waste into different compartments. Instead of flushing the toilet, a chemical process is starting which converts the solid 
waste, including toilet paper, into sterile ash in less than a minute. The liquids are being sterilized and recycled.  
The added value provided with this technology is that the sterile ash extracted from the solid waste is rich in potassium, 
nitrogen and phosphor thus can be used as fertilizer 

Technologies & products 
Paulee CleanTec aims to be a world leader in the collection and disposal of animal waste through its proprietary 
technology transforming animal faces into a harmless organic fertilizer, free from bad odor. Paulee CleanTec technology 
addresses companies and markets where its technology provides ultimate solution. Developing and third world countries, 
where accessibility to electricity and sewage system is scarce, will find this technology very appealing. 
Other addressable markets are portable toilet for construction sites, events, nature resorts and on sites of extreme 
events and disasters. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
Weather forecasting providers, Wind energy developers and operators, wind turbine manufactures 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category:  Renewable Energy Technologies, 
Wind Energy, Wind Sensing 

  

www.pentalum.com 

Company profile 
Pentalum’s SpiDAR™ is a wind LiDAR system that is revolutionizing wind measurement and significantly improving the 
profitability of wind farms across the globe. The SpiDAR™ is an innovative and cost effective pulse wind LiDAR (Light 
Detection and Ranging) system, for remote sensing of wind. Wind measurements are crucial to the establishment and 
daily operations of a wind farm.  
The uniqueness of Pentalum's technology is in its exploitation of technology and components used in unrelated fields, 
such as optics and telecom, to create innovative solutions in wind technology. By using a unique architectural structure 
and measurement methods patented by Pentalum, allows Pentalum to provide simultaneous, accurate and reliable 
measurements of wind speed at multiple sites, at a cost per site significantly lower than existing technologies. 
 
Year of establishment: 2009 

Background of the company 
Pentalum, a VC funded company, was established with the aim of developing the SpiDAR™, a revolutionary, cost 
effective, patent pending wind LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) system, for remote sensing of wind.  Pentalum team 
is based on professionals in the areas of Optics, Fluid mechanics Atmospheric remote sensing and Meteorology. 

Examples of past projects 
Pentalum SpiDAR is being used in many projects of wind resource assessment and wind forecasting   

Technologies & products 
The uniqueness of Pentalum's technology is in its exploitation of technology and components used in unrelated fields, 
such as optics and telecom, to create innovative solutions in wind technology. Using common off the shelf components, 
such as exploit lasers, detectors and optical components, together with a patented unique architectural structure and 
measurement methods, allows simultaneous, accurate and reliable measurements of wind speed at multiple sites, at a 
cost per site significantly lower than existing technologies. 
Function of products: 
Wind profile from zero to few hundred of meters above ground; Site wind prospecting; Wind Resource assessment; Wind 
forecasting. 
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Company profile
PEP Filters, an Arkal Filtration Systems company, develops, manufactures and markets water 
filtration systems and filters for industrial, municipal, and commercial, applications.
Date of establishment: 1976
No. of employees: 35

Background on the company
PEP Filters, implements clean-water technologies to provide cost-effective filtration solutions 
for industrial, municipal, and commercial applications.
Our dynamic solutions include Arkal’s patented automatic Spin Klin filtration technology 
made of sturdy and long lasting polymeric materials, offering modularity, flexibility and the 
lowest backwash volume of any filtration system available. We have the widest range of pre-
engineered, automatic backwash, self-cleaning media filters, disc filters, and screen filters, 
which no other filtration company can match.

Examples of past projects 
San Antonio, Texas- United water: Bexar metropolitan water district 
Davenport, California- Municipal water treatment plant
Swansee, Mass.- Desalination plant
Butler, Missouri- Municipal water treatment plant
Austin, Texas- Decker power plant
New York City aquarium
Charlotte, N.C.- Wachovia building
Baytown, Texas- Bayer chemical process plant

Technology & product(s)
General description: Our main product lines include patented automatic Spin Klin filtration 
technology, stainless and carbon steel media filters, and automatic and semi-automatic 
screen filters.
Function of the product(s): We specialize in cooling and process water, wastewater recycling, 
drinking water, pre-membrane applications, desalination, and cooling tower filtration.

Category: Drinking Water, Industrial Process 
and Wastewater Treatment,
Desalination, HVAC
www.pepfilters.com

Objectives / Target companies
OEM customers, Municipal Water and Power Plants, Design and Spec Engineers.
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Objectives / Target companies
 For Business Cooperation: smart grid technology companies and OEM prospects.
 For System Deployment: contractors, system integrators, municipalities, public lighting contractor and 
maintenance companies, water companies, industries

Company profile
Power Electronics Systems (PES) is 
a leading global provider of energy-
efficiency solutions. Leveraging decades 
of power electronics R&D, voltage control 
expertise and environmental concern, we 
deliver products for a range of lighting 
and electric motor applications as well 
as new products for the domestic and 
small business market, to be integrated with smart grid developments for improving grid performance, 
optimizing peak demand and increase overall network reliability and efficiency. Built around proven core 
technology, our market-leading solutions not only enable customers to improve energy efficiency and cut 
costs, but also contribute toward a greener environment.
Serving a wide range of applications in diverse verticals, PES’ solutions deliver powerful business benefits 
underscored by direct electricity savings of up to 35% and reduced total cost of ownership by up to 50%. 
At the same time, our products reduce CO2 emissions, thereby benefiting the public and conserving the 
environment.
Date of establishment: 2006 (continuing and developing globally the energy efficiency business of Power 
Electronics Ltd., a company founded in 1980).
No. of employees: 55

Background on the company
PES is a privately owned company, headquartered in Or-Yehuda (near Tel Aviv), Israel. The company has 
strong R&D and engineering department and manufacturing facilities in Israel.
PES operates worldwide through offices in North and South America and a network of professional 
partners that provide full range of services to local customers: energy auditing, design & specifications, 
installations and maintenance.

Examples of projects:
 Budapest street lighting: energy saving of 25% (and tens of other municipalities)
 Amsterdam Schiphol airport- Outdoor lighting: energy saving of 20-25% of
 Over 150 McDonald’s restaurants in Israel, Switzerland, Poland and Romania: energy saving of 20-25%
 Carrefour hypermarket- energy saving of 20-25%
 Fedex logistic centers- energy saving of 26%
 DELL HQ, Austin, TX- energy saving of 30%
 OMV Fuel Stations- Austrian oil & gas company: energy saving of 20% 

Technology & product(s)
 Lighting Energy Controller (LEC) 3x20A- 3x250A
 Sinusoidal Motor Efficiency Controller (SinuMEC) 7.5KW- 150KW
 Home Efficiency Controller (HoMEC)
 Intelligent Voltage Efficiency Controller for small business (IVEC)

Category: Energy efficiency and saving 
systems; smart grid technologies 
Sub Category:  Public, commercial and 
industrial lighting installations.  AC electric 
motors in quarry, mining, chemical, food, 
cement and other industries.  Domestic 
and small business market segments, 
with products that reduce and control peak 
demands in order to increase overall efficiency 
of all constituents: the power generator, the 
power distributor and the end user.
www.pe-sys.com
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
pH2O was established in 2007 by an experienced multi-disciplinary team introducing new 
technology of chemical free, water treatments. In house R&D and a team of consultants  
technologies enable the company to cater to our client’s specific needs. Our technology is zero-
discharge and enables the recovery of water and other valuable raw materials.

Examples of past projects 
pH2O has designed, built and operates a full scale combined unit for washing landfill disposal 
trucks after they dump the waste and before leaving the landfill which is a becoming a global 
environmental regulation. The unit purifies and recycles the washing water while eliminating 
odor with no added chemicals and with zero discharge.

Technology & product(s)
All products incorporate ectrochemically based technology without the need to add chemicals 
for any of the process while achieving total control and maintenance of water pH. pH2O 
propriety technologies maintain lower total cost of ownership (TCO) with a short ROI. pH2O 
converts hazardous wastewater streams into recyclable water or allows for discharge in line 
with the most stringent regulations.
Products:

pHAW •  (pH Activated Water): producing in 0.1 precise range from pH 2-13 with very high ORP. 
( -980 - +1150) for use in industrial process. The pHAW is used for total precipitation of heavy 
metals in wastewater. 
EC •  A new design of an Electro- Coagulator with Aluminum /Iron electrodes 
EFS  • (Electro Floto Sludge) an electroflotator, producing micro bubbles of H2, O2 and Chlorine 
(EFS) adhering to TSS while separating and removing the contaminants from wastewater. The 
reduced sludge concentrates heavy metals for reclamation

All devices are easy to install and fully automated. Remote monitoring is optional.

Category: Water and wastewater treatment, 
recycling and reclamation
Sub Category: R&D, Consulting and 
engineering services
www.ph2o.net

Objectives / Target companies
Seeking strategic partners, system integrators and customers looking for in-situ small foot print 
cost effective sustainable technologies in the following niches: PCB, Metal coating, Oils and 
fats, pharmaceutical, print, pulp & paper, high COD& BOD waste water.
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Category: Energy efficiency, Pollution 
prevention, energy source reliability and 
cost savings.
Sub Category: Analyzers and control systems

Company profile
Phoebus’ vision is to become the world leader in advanced water heating systems addressing 
the three fundamental challenges of the Energy market: cost savings, pollution prevention and 
energy source reliability.
Phoebus Energy recently developed a revolutionary Hybrid Water Heating System which 
significantly reduces fossil fuel consumption and in turn, reduces the cost of heating water by 
40-70% and CO2 pollution by 80-90%.
Phoebus’ solution is based on a scalable and intelligent optimization technology platform which 
presents strong economical results with a very short ROI of less than three years.
Due to the high savings and short ROI, the company offers a unique business model of full 
financing in turn key project on shared saving base.
Year of establishment: September 2007
Number of employees: 9

Technology & product(s)
Phoebus’ heating device is a uniquely designed system based on the heat pumping principle 
combined with Phoebus’ “on site hybrid web control system”. These two elements work in 
conjunction with the existing fossil fuel boiler to ensure hot water at the desired temperature for 
the site at the lowest cost effective price at any given time.
Phoebus’ pending IP protected software runs a dynamic optimization of the heat production on 
site and achieves tremendous savings percentages.
Furthermore, our solution provides consumers with new data and reports, offering extreme real 
time detail of all water consumption, pricing and trends on any periodic basis.

Some of Phoebus’ projects include: 
Sport Center Gilo Jerusalem- 410 KW heating capacity
Sport Center BHH Jerusalem- 330 KW heating capacity
Kibbutz Tzora (Similar to condo)- 220 KW heating capacity
Kibbutz Palmachim (Similar to condo)- 160 KW heating capacity
Hotel Park- 100 KW heating capacity

Objectives / Target companies: 
Phoebus’ potential customers are commercial institutions which use a central heating system to 
heat water such as: hotels, hospitals, sports centers, nursing homes, condominiums, etc.
Phoebus Energy is looking for partners and distributors in the water heating and/or central air 
conditioning fields.
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Company profile
PowerSines is a leading global 
provider of energy-efficiency solutions. 
Leveraging decades of power electronics 
R&D, voltage control expertise and 
environmental concern, PowerSines 
delivers products for a range of lighting 
and electric motor applications as well 
as new products for the domestic and 
small business market. These products 
are integrated with smart grid developments for improving grid performance, optimizing peak demand 
and increasing overall network reliability and efficiency. Built around proven core technology, our market-
leading solutions can be installed on existing infrastructure, thereby instantly reducing daily energy 
consumption, improving energy efficiency, cutting costs, and contributing towards a greener environment.
Serving a wide range of applications in diverse verticals, PowerSines solutions deliver powerful business 
benefits underscored by direct electricity savings of up to 35% and reduced total cost of ownership by 
up to 50%. At the same time, our products reduce CO2 emissions, thereby benefiting the public and 
conserving the environment.
Date of establishment: 2006 (continuing and developing globally the energy efficiency business of Power 
Electronics Ltd., a company founded in 1980)
No. of employees: 55

Background on the company
PowerSines is a privately owned company, headquartered in Or-Yehuda (near Tel Aviv), Israel. The 
company has a strong R&D and Engineering Department, including manufacturing facilities in Israel.
With over 20, 000 worldwide installations, PowerSines operates through offices in Europe, North and 
South America, along with a network of professional partners that provide a full range of services to local 
customers; energy auditing, design & specifications, installations and maintenance.

Examples of projects
 Street & Road Lighting: Budapest City, Amsterdam Airport, Santiago tollway, Utricht, Ausburgh.
 Petrol Stations: OMV, Statoil, PAZ, Sonol
 Industry: Coca-Cola, Uniliver, Stork, CSA, Masterfood, Opel/GM
 Logistic: FedEx, DHL, Dell Warehouses, GM Warehouses 
 Retail and Fast Food: Carrefour, Toys’R’Us, McDonald’s, Auchan 
 Cement and Quarry: Italcementi, Cemex
 Public transportation: Madrid Metro

Technology & product(s)
 Lighting Energy Controller (LEC) 3x20A- 3x250A
 Sinusoidal Motor Efficiency Controller (SinuMEC) 7.5KW- 150KW
 Smart Grid Efficiency Controllers for the Home and Small and Medium Business

Objectives / Target companies
 For Business Cooperation: smart grid technology companies and OEM prospects.
 For System Deployment: contractors, system integrators, municipalities, public lighting contractor and 
maintenance companies, water companies, industries.

Category: Energy efficiency and saving 
systems; smart grid technologies 
Sub Category:  Public, commercial and 
industrial lighting installations.  AC electric 
motors in quarry, mining, chemical, food, 
cement and other industries.  Domestic 
and small business market segments, 
with products that reduce and control peak 
demands in order to increase overall efficiency 
of all constituents: the power generator, the 
power distributor and the end user.
www.powersines.com
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Category: Energy, Cleatech, Smart Grid, 
AMR/AMI systems
Sub Category: Smart Grid, Smart Metering, 
Energy Efficancy, Load Management, EV 
Charging, Prepayment systems

www.powercom.co.il

Company profile
Smart Meter/Smart Grid Solution provider offering AMR/AMI.
Date of establishment: 2006
No. of employees: 25

Background on the company
Formally “Flextronics Design” team.

Examples of past projects 
Installations in Europe, Africa, Asia and South America.
Smart Metering installations with the IECo (Israeli Electric Company), EDP (Energie De 
Portugal), AngloGold, Scaw Metal, Municipalities, ESCo companies, Hotels, Schools, Industrial 
and Commercial customer, and Energy Distribution providers. 

Technology & product(s)
General description:
Powercom is a “Smart Metering/Smart Grid” company. The company offers (AMI) Advanced 
Meter Infrastructure for Electricity, Water, and Gas. PowerCom develops and produces “Smart 
meters”, Concentrators and powerful web server software to support its customers. The 
system’s intellectual property is based on a Dynamic PLC (Power Line Carrier) technology. 
Over the last two years, PowerCom has been successful in implementing the world’s first most 
advanced, reliable and secured PLC communication. The breakthrough is achieved by developing 
Dynamic PL communication algorithms (based on software and hardware) which allows data 
transmission at any grid line infrastructure. PowerCom solution is based on real time monitoring 
of the power line behavior and adopting its data transmission to the existing conditions.
Function of the product(s): 
Powercom technology allows real time readings from any smart meters at a distance of up 
to 2Km of electricity wires (Aluminum/Copper), at any world location in seconds. The system 
speed has been tested in different environments and Locations, and the results are excellent. The 
system is fully working and already deployed in more than 100 sites. Powercom is in final stages 
of developing the “Smart Meters” for the US market based on multiple communication platforms.

Objectives / Target companies
Utilities, Energy Distribution companies and project integrators.
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Company profile
ProteRec uses its proprietary technology to develop novel synthetic enzymes and processes. 
These enzymes have commercial applications in many industries. Following success in the 
Pharmaceutical and Fine Chemicals industries, ProteRec has developed an enzyme and process 
that enables lower cost and more environmentally friendly production of biodiesel.
Year of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 9

Background on the company
ProteRec is a Jerusalem based biotechnology company. The company’s innovations are based 
on enzyme recombination technology developed by Dr. Avraham Laban and Dr. Gil Sharon. 
ProteRec. ProteRec graduated from the Rad Biomed Incubator in 2006 and moved to its current 
Jerusalem location in 2009. Company shareholders include Yehuda Zisapel, NRVision Ventures 
and the company founders.

Examples of past projects
1. ProteRec developed an enzymatic production process for a leading multinational 

pharmaceutical company. This process reduced costs and accelerated market entry and sales 
enabling significant first mover advantage.

2. ProteRec developed a biocatalytic enzyme and process for a multinational Fine Chemicals 
company to convert tert-butanol to ester with superior conversion rates. This process is 
important to production in the pharmaceutical industry.

Technology & product(s)
General description: ProteRec has developed a platform technology for the creation of novel 
synthetic biocatalytic enzymes and processes that deliver superior performance in targeted 
applications. By combining enzymes at the protein level ProteRec is able to create enzymes in 
a single step that cannot be created with existing technologies. These enzymes and enzyme 
libraries are tailor made for specific tasks. They outperform the processes they replace and at a 
lower cost scompared to competing technologies.
Function of the product(s): ProteRec’s current product is an enzyme and process to enable 
low cost, fast, efficient and more environmentally friendly production of biodiesel. Advantages 
include: Lower cost production, easily adapted to existing biodiesel production facilities and it is 
a more environmentally process that uses less resources and energy.
ProteRec completed the construction of a biodiesel processor with.5 tons per day production 
capacity, to test the biodiesel enzyme at industrial scale quantities. Testing will continue 
through the end of Q1-10 with sales planned to begin Q4 2010.

Objectives / Target companies
ProteRec’s objectives are to meet with Renewable Energy companies, biodiesel producers, and 
enzyme companies that can produce enzymes on a mass scale as sub-contractor for ProteRec. 
Additionally ProteRec is interested in meeting with the attending US and Israeli investors.

Category: Renewable Energy.
Sub Category: Biodiesel.
www.proterec.com 
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Category: Water and Industrial
waste water Technologies
Sub Category: Water Treatment
www.puretec.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
Joint venture, International Distribution, strategic alliances.

Company profile
PURETEC specializes in tailor-made projects, manufacturer, supply, installation, commissioning, 
operation and maintenance in the whole water and Industrial waste treatment activities.
Date of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 15

Background on the company
The Company has supplied customers all over the world with tailor-made solutions for 
difficult water treatment problems. PURETEC expertise is in high purity industrial water 
for the pharmaceutical industry and medical uses, for the fine chemical, electronics and 
microelectronics as well for food and beverages.

Examples of past projects
 Drinking Water Plant for production of 6000 Cum\day
 Desalination Water Plant for production of 2000 Cum\day
 Industrial waste treatment using microfiltration 2000 Cum\day
 18+ MΩ for Ultra Pure Water Plant with CEDI
 Desalination Plant for Agriculture

Technology & product(s)
PURETEC specializes in design and manufacture of water treatment systems, combining advanced 
filtration, membrane technology, Ion-exchange and chemical treatment. PURETEC offers high 
quality water treatment for drinking water as well as for industrial and agricultural applicationsThus 
the mineral particles flow in the water without precipitate and with no interference.
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Category: Drinking Water, Industrial Waste 
Water Treatment, Waste Water Treatment, 
Water Treatment, Desalination

www.puritec-ges.com

Company profile
Water Treatmen and Waste Water treatment Design, build and operate company.
Date of establishment: Subsidiary of GES established in 2007 
No. of employees: 100

Examples of past projects
 Nestle- WWTP for coffee manufacturing
 Parmalat- WWTP for diary products manufacturing
 Panama Water Authority- Potable Water treatment
 Honduras Water Authority- Potable Water Treatment plant
 Hotel Intercontinental- WWTP for sanitary application
 Decameron Hotels- WWTP for sanitary application
 Hotel Quality Inn- WWTP for sanitary applications
 Golf Hotel and Resort- WWTP for sanitary applications with 100% reuse
 Ministry of Infrastructure of El Salvador- Desalination project for potable water
 Cone Denim Jeans- Lime Softner and WWTP for industrial application
 Hanes Brands- Softner

Technology & product(s)
Design and build of complete systems from Pre designed units including FMM, CFM, MFS, 
SCM and SCC units, to tailor made systems for bigger or more complex applications.

Objectives / Target companies
Looking for Water and Waste Water treatment reps in USA, Latin America and the Caribbean, 
as well as any specific opportunity for a desired application within the scope of the company.
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 20

Background on the company
Founded in 2007, Pythagoras Solar is uniquely positioned at the intersection of energy 
efficient building materials and photovoltaics (PV). The company provides building integrated 
photovoltaic (BIPV) products that enable the architecture, engineering and construction sectors 
to design buildings with increased energy efficiency, renewable power generation and appealing 
aesthetics, thereby increasing real estate value. Pythagoras Solar will advance distributed 
power generation, help achieve Net Zero Energy Buildings (ZEB) and have a lasting impact 
on green building and urban planning. Pythagoras Solar is a privately held company with 
operations in the United States, Israel and China. For more information on Pythagoras Solar 
and its ‘triple value’ BIPV, please visit www.pythagoras-solar.com.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Pythagoras Solar’s advanced BIPV products improve building energy efficiency, generate solar 
power, and offer architectural design benefits to increase return on investment and real estate 
value, and advance Net-Zero Energy Buildings (NZB). By leveraging patent-pending optics, 
high-efficiency crystalline silicon, advanced materials science and simulation software, the 
company delivers the industry’s first transparent, high power density PVGUs. The first products 
are designed to replace curtain wall windows and skylights. The combined energy savings and 
energy generation enables a payback term of less than five years.
Pythagoras Solar’s Photovoltaic Glass Unit (PVGU) - or more simply, solar window - uses optical 
technology, high-efficiency silicon, and advanced materials to provide the industry’s highest 
transparency and highest density PV power generation in a standard double-pane window 
form factor, known in the industry as an insulating glass unit (IGU). The PVGU leverages 
the modularity and ease of installation of the IGU; it is designed to meet advanced building 
codes and standards, can be optimized for a variety of uses and is expected to be eligible for 
incentives due to its energy and environmental benefits. The first products are designed for 
curtain wall and skylight applications and can be optimized for elevation, location, and climate 
zone. The combination of energy savings and energy generation provided by the PVGU allows 
the product to pay for itself in less than five years. Future products include colored roof tiles and 
spandrels.
Function of the product: 
Solar window (or photovoltaic-glass-unit).

Objectives / Target companies
Setting strategic relationship encompassing joint development, manufacturing and marketing 
with vertically integrated companies in the building & construction market including glass and 
window companies and large glaziers.
Collaborating with leading architectural firms, large commercial real-estate developers and 
building owners and general contractors.

Category: Green Building & Renewable 
www.pythagoras-solar.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
A continuous effort is invested in the development of new ideas, concepts and new products, seeking better solutions to 
problems identified by our customers, as well as based on our own experience.  In consideration of the world’s growing 
environmental awareness, mainly the limited water resources, Rain-Tal focused its R&D effort on low volume irrigation 
methods and related products. Our recently developed Micro-Drip laterals are designed to emit just about 0.2 L/h when used 
either in Gravity Irrigation mode or in pressurized supply lines 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture, Water Resources 

Sub Category:  Municipal and Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment, Greenhouse 
Technologies,  Irrigation 

  

www.rain-tal.com 

Company profile 
Rain-Tal specializes in unique solutions for arid and semi-arid climates, where water savings is highly important, in low 
volume irrigation for greenhouses, orchards and open field agriculture. The company also produces unique Rotary Water 
Filters that are based on Regenerative Back-Flush cleaning, thus no replacement of disposable filter element is ever 
required. 
 
Year of establishment: 2007 

Background of the company 
Rain-Tal Ltd was established in 2007 as a continuing entity of Ein-Tal Ltd that has been a producer of advanced 
irrigation devices and a leader of implementing novel watering technologies and filtration systems for over 30 years. 

Examples of past projects 
The company produced watering devices and components for numerous clients.  

Technologies & products 
Our core technology is based on plastic injection. Most of our water spreading devices are Low Volume Irrigation 
products made for both surface and overhead irrigation. Most of the devices are specifically designed with 
unique/patented features, such as cleanable nozzles, vibratory droplet generation that enables mist generation and 
prevents clogging, etc.  
Our water filters made of plastic disks of surface pattern that allows easy back wash for cleaning the filter when clogged. 
The production technology was recently upgraded to disks of mesh grade 3000 (5 microns) that are used in filters for 
urban and home applications. 
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Company profile
RAPHAEL VALVES INDUSTRIES LTD., founded in 1949 is the first Israeli manufacturer of 
quality valves. Since then RAPHAEL is leading the Israeli valve industry in its wide product 
range, and it’s innovative products. RAPHAEL is a member of Tyco International Ltd. group of 
companies, the world’s largest manufacturer, distributor and installer of flow control equipment.
All products are subject to stringent quality control procedures and pass strict pressure 
tests in the company’s testing plant during manufacture and assembly. RAPHAEL’s quality 
management system is ISO 9001 certified.
RAPHAEL’s professional work-force and technical engineering team, which are one of the 
company’s major assets, are all highly skilled, trained and experienced in their respective fields. 
RAPHAEL’s R&D Department constantly strives to introduce new and innovative products.
The winning combination of state-of-the-art technology and accumulated know-how enables 
RAPHAEL to offer its customers various solutions for different needs in a wide range of areas, 
including short run production, large diameter articles and high pressure products.
Year of establishment: 1949
No. of employees: 110

Examples of past projects
RAPHAEL’s manual and hydraulic valves and other accessories for liquid conduction in 
Waterworks, HVAC, Irrigation and Fire Protection, are extensively used in Israel as well as in 
more than 30 countries around the world.

Technology & product(s)
RAPHAEL’s produces a wide variety of products, including: 

 Butterfly valves
 Gate valves 
 Check valves 
 Hydraulic control valves 
 Fire Protection valves

Objectives / Target companies
Irrigation, Waterworks, and Industrial applications.

Category: Drinking Water, 
Waste Water Treatment.
Sub Category: Hydraulic Control Valves.
www.raphael.co.il
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Objectives / Target companies
Utilities •
Manufacturers of controllers/pumps/Analyzers etc.). •
System integrators •
Engineering firms. •
Distributors for telemetry or control (PLCs, instruments, Pump Controllers etc). •

Company profile
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 9

Background on the company
RealiteQ is a Virtual ICT Network that opens a Reliable, Redundant, Safe and Secure Event Channel for 
better Management of possible Crisis. 
RealiteQ gathers (in Real Time ) Critical Information from Remote Sensors, Analyzers and 
Controllers, takes care of Alerts and Alarms Notification, provides Historical Data and opens a 
Reliable Reaction Channel.
RealiteQ installed and running parallel to all existing SCADA Communication or as a modern substitute 
of them.

Examples of past projects
Germany: Real Time management for VPP (Virtual Power Plants) and Smart Grid •
Europe: WEB SCADA for Pumping Stations spread countrywide •
Israel: Water efficiency and leakage detection/Prevention in large systems •
Africa: Remote Monitoring of Solar and Wind Power Systems •
Worldwide: Remote optimization and Real Time Remote Control for cooling water systems •
Worldwide: Diesel Generator Load Shading management solution •
Worldwide: Water chemical dosing monitoring and control for paper factories.  •
Worldwide: Sewage and recycled water pumping stations monitoring and control.  •

Technology & product(s)
RealiteQ offers Scalable systems that are sold as a complete package solution for mid-large utilities or a 
cloud service for the smaller ones. Real Time Data, Continuous Historian, Alarm Handling, Visualization 
and Real Time Remote Operation are included in all scales.
Data Producers: Customers may purchase Producer Gateways from RealiteQ’s official distributors/
integrators or use an Embedded solution if ordered as an optional feature with selected sensors/
analyzers/controller. 
Data Consumers: Free browsing option, RealiView (our low cost web enabled SCADA/HMI) or our full 
range of interfacing scripts and other software tools (for connecting 3rd party solutions) are available.
COMP: (Central Online Management Portal) Available as a “cloud service” or as a full Service Center 
installed at the utility IT center.

Category: SCADA, Telemetry, Scenario 
and Crisis Management

Sub Category: Cleantech, Water, Waste Water 
and Energy Control, Monitoring and Remote 
Management

www.realiteq.com
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Company profile
Remmon Remote Monitoring provides professional solutions within GSM cellular networks. Using GSM/
GPRS technology Remmon Remote Terminal Units (RTU) offer the ability to control, operate, update and 
log crucial data. We offer remote data log devices and M2M solutions and specialize in remote reading 
and AMR systems. The company, established in 2001 targets the water management, irrigation control, 
agriculture, homeland security, weather and environment sectors for project implementation.
Date of establishment: 2001
No. of employees: 25

Background on the company
Remmon installation span five continents and represent the company’s proven experience in telemetry 
projects in the fields of government, municipalities, large organizations and private companies. 
Remmon’s employees include professional and experienced engineers and programmers in the field of 
cellular communications. The R&D team customizes solutions for unique customer requirements.

Examples of past projects 
 Wind turbine control and management- Spain
 Electricity quality control- Chile
 Public lighting energy save- Australia
 Solar system control and management- Israel
 Electricity quality management- Nederland
 Wind turbine research and data logging- U.S.A

Technology & product(s)
Remote terminal units, remote data loggers, Web server and mail pulling solutions.
RTU unites for remote control and remote data logging using GPRS com combined with SMS alerts 
for crucial information. All Remmon’s RTUs are combined with internal Digital/Analog I/Os and PLC 
protocols(e.g. Modbus) 

 R-lite- SMS alert unit for receiving real time information according to pre-set R-lite.
 R-log- Data mailer with gigantic data logger directly communicates with an SMTP server to send 
some or all logged data to predefined Email boxes.
 R-pipe- Serial over IP using RPIPE to create a virtual channel between your PC and your remote unit.
 Web server- Remmon internet-based SCADA system comprises Master Terminal Unit (MTU), which 
is a powerful SQL internet server, Multiple RTU devices and GPRS communication module.

Objectives / Target companies
To reach out to various construction, design and engineering companies, municipalities, agencies and 
others searching for remote monitoring and data collection.

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Drinking water, Industrial waste treatment, 
Solid waste treatment and recycling, Waste 
water treatment, Water security, Water 
resources management, Renewable energy
Sub Category: Remote data logging, GSM/
GPRS remote monitoring, Telemetry
www.remmon.com
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 1996
No. of employees: 35

Background on the company
Waste Water Treatment and Effluent Reuse Systems. Rimon expertise in: initiating, 
planning, manufacturing, implementing and financing of wastewater treatment plants and 
Effluent Reuse systems for municipal, agricultural and industrial purposes.
Water Treatment solutions. Rimon has vast water treatment solutions, using creative 
application of advanced technologies and equipment, such as MF, UF, NF, RO, MBR, EDI, ION 
EXCHANGE etc for purification, filtration and desalination systems, for municipal, agricultural 
and industrial purposes. Rimon adjust the optimal solution and technology for each project.
Rimon has performed: TK, DBOT/DBOO and PFI projects.

Examples of past projects 
 Mey Gat, agriculture cooperative water plant ltd. 4, 000, 000 Q/M a year- waste water 
reclaim system for irrigation of agricultural purposes by system of water reservoirs, filtration 
system, pumps and pipes. PFI- construction, financing the project, project management and 
implementing.
 Desalination of process water- food industry (Israel). Water desalination of process water 
for food industry using RO technology- TK.
 Bikat Hanadiv. 8, 500, 000 Q/M a year- waste water reclaim system for irrigation of 
agricultural fields and plantations by water reservoirs, fine filtration system, pumps 
and pipes. BOO, Initiating, planning, financing, implementing, operating and allocation 
management.
 Wyoming (USA). Construction of 900 GPM water treatment plant in the USA Gas industry 
using IX technology. Turn Key- full project management and construction.
 WW Tertiary treatment plant (Israel). WW Tertiary treatment plant for unlimited 
municipal irrigation purpose of 17, 500 Q/M per day municipal waste water.

Technology & product(s)
The company’s expertise is in initiating, designing, financing, manufacturing (using its affiliate 
companies) and the implementation of water treatment and wastewater reuse systems. 
Rimon has established 5 different subsidiaries dealing with water, agriculture and related 
infrastructure, making it one of the world’s foremost resources for solutions to water issues in 
the public, private and government sectors.

Objectives / Target companies
Public, private and government sectors.

Category: Waste water treatment 
and Recycling, Water treatment and 
Desalination, Drinking water, Consulting 
and engineering services, Water resources 
management
www.rimonltd.co.il
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Objectives / Target companies 
Our center is committing management focus, financial resources and advanced technological infrastructures in this evolving 
industry, and is actively seeking new ideas and initiatives in this market, establishing technological and business ties and 
collaborating with scientists, academic institutions, industrial entities and financial organizations to discover breakthrough 
business and technology concepts and commercialize renewable energy inventions and innovative technologies. 
The center is offering three principal activities: 
● Incubation hosting, supporting and technological outsourcing services to entrepreneurs and early stage technologies 
● In-house research and development of applied renewable energy technologies 
● Launching and supporting the establishment of renewable energy demonstration and testing facilities and utility-scale 

plants in the Negev region. 
We offer a multi-disciplinary center with a range of unique capabilities and expertise, in the diverse segments of the 
renewable energy industry. These centers of excellence accumulated vast experience and distinctive proficiencies, and can 
be employed to promote and assist technology sprouting and industrialization. 

 

 

 

Category: Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category: R&D & Industrial Services, 
Renewable Energy, Radiation 
Detection, Medical Imaging, 
Technological Incubator. 

  

www.rotemi.co.il 

Company profile 
Rotem Industries Ltd specializes in the commercialization of advanced technologies and science in a multi discipline 
environment. Rotem Industries Ltd is driven by an energetic and ambitious team of directors, scientists, engineers and 
employees who are committed to build an environmentally sustainable future. Our Renewable Energy Innovation Center 
is intensively engaged in technology incubation, research, development, industrialization and commercialization of 
renewable energy technologies. The Center offers a unique technological and business environment that can accelerate 
the introduction of new technologies to the renewable energy global market. 
Year of establishment: 1980 
No. of employees: 120 

Background of the company 
Founded in late 1960’s, the company has been mandated to implement and commercialize state-of-the-art marketable 
innovations, reaping the technical harvest of scientific research, for the benefit of research, industrial and commercial 
communities worldwide. Specifically, Rotem excels and is successfully engaged in: Advanced research activities, 
Applications development, Manufacturing and fine engineering, Provision of services to the industrial, defence and 
academic communities, Marketing and business activities. 

Example of past projects 
● Air Solar Receiver- A Solar Thermal Power Plant with a High Temperature central Receiver (HTR). Solar tests were 

carried out successfully in order to demonstrate the feasibility of a large-scale central solar receiver. 
● Biological Soil Crust- The development of biological soil crust, as top cap over waste disposal site of hazardous 

materials and other facilities, reducing dispersion of contaminants to the environment. 
● Thermal Storage- An in-house development of PCM (Phase Change material) based Thermal Storage System. This 

unique and innovative technology offers a low cost, high temperature storage that enables trough technology and 
other solar applications to reach their cost and efficiency goals. 

● WinDo- Heat generator based wind turbine connected to a vertical-axis-wind-turbine. 
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Company profile
Overview 
R.T.S Water Ways LTD. water experts’ team has combined practical and hands-on experience of over 50 
years in the Water & Agricultural sectors, under varied conditions with multiple socio-economical-political 
& cultural environments. 
Water Resource Management 
Our services in the water management field include consulting to international bodies on Water & 
Agriculture. These services include: 

 Integrative Water Resources Management of National, Regional & Local Scales 
 Planning & Regulation 
 Recycling of Sewage Effluents and Marginal Water Resources for Agricultural and Industrial Use 
 Development of New Water Resources, Treated sewage, Desalination 
 Water Quality Issues- Standard, Accumulation of Salts in Ground Water, Ground Water Contamination 
 Water Security 
 Efficient use of water 
 Organization Structure of Water Sector 
 Management of International Water Resources 

Shimon Tal - Mr. Shimon Tal, M.Sc. in Water & Soil Engineering, was the Water Commissioner of Israel 
between 2000 and 2006. Before he performed many activities in Mekorot, the National Water Company 
that Operate, Maintain and Develop the National Water System. He served as the Chief Engineer 
of Mekorot and a member of the Management Team of the Company. He was responsible for many 
significant and nationwide projects and led significant reforms in the water sector of Israel include a 
Master Plan for a Sustainable Water Sector and the establishment of the Water Authority. 
Tsuki Deutsch - Mr. Tzuki Deutsch was formerly the Director General of Mei Golan, the Regional 
Association of Farmers and Agricultural Communities of the Golan. Mr. Deutsch specializes in 
establishing and managing regional water sectors, including drilling and bore-hole planning and 
management for communities in inaccessible regions. 
Rani Fischer - Mr. Rani Fischer a principal overview water-design and detail design specialist, utilizes 
his skills for planning of water infrastructure, pipes, pump stations, wells, reservoirs, and has extensive 
aquaculture experience; Supervised the Bet She’an Valley & Ramat Hagolan water supply master 
plan as the Regional Water Program. Mr. Fischer acted as an Aquaculture and Water Engineer at the 
USAID/Guyana (GTIS) Project in collaboration with the National Aquaculture Association of Guyana 
(NAAG); and was an independent Consultant for the U.S. Agency for International Development in the 
South Americas.
Date of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 4

Examples of past projects
 Mutual Cooperation Projects in: The Middle-East, Europe, South America and India 
 Cooperation of Agricultural Communities in 55 Community Projects in the Upper-Galilee 
 Achieving Druze community project stability in varying cultural and environmental climates 
 Research projects to effectively compliment the perspectives of Water Planning/Aquaculture

Category: Water resources management, 
Consulting and water engineering
Sub Category: Drinking water, Waste water 
treatment, Water security

Objectives / Target companies
Partners and representatives for local projects
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Company profile
RWM helps desalination plants comply with new World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines 
for drinking water, which are usually ratified by governments around the globe. These guidelines 
prescribe adding calcium and magnesium as a supplement to desalinated water, in order to 
stabilize the water and counter the negative effects on human and plant health resulting from the 
lack of these vital nutrients in desalinated water.
Year of establishment: 2007
Number of employees: 5

Background on the company
RWM was founded by Renewable Resources Technologies (“RRT”) and the Technion. RWM 
develops and markets systems for the re-mineralization (post-treatment) of desalinated water.

Examples of projects:
During 2008 the company has implemented its first demo system at Kibbutz Maagan Michael. In 
June 2009, RWM in collaboration with the Singapore Public Utility Board (PUB) inaugurated a pilot 
re-mineralization system at the local Variable Salinity Plant.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
RWM patented system produces a wide range of desalinated water chemical specifications to 
suit different consumer requirements. RWM will install a complete post-treatment package, or 
an add-on section to already operational post-treatment systems in existing desalination plants.
Function of the product(s): 
RWM’s systems present the most cost-effective method (to date) for the re-mineralization of 
desalinated water. The systems provide chemical and biological water stability by supplying 
both calcium and magnesium ions to the desalinated water through ion exchanging technology.

Objectives / Target companies: 
 Finding local strategic partners and potential representatives.
 Meeting with investors.

Category: Desalination
www.renew-minerals.com
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Company profile
S&B Environment, Israel’s second largest water treatment company, has developed an
efficient technology to remove nitrates and deliver quality drinking water for well owners and 
water companies.
S&B Environment’s SED (Selective Electro Dialysis) has been working successfully in Israel in 15 
plants that save more than 55% on water costs for our customers. All S&B Environment plants 
produce water according to rigorous quality standards under strict government supervision.
Date of establishment: 1994
No. of employees: 60

Background on the company
S&B Environment has been treating water and waste water for 15 years in Israel- the home of 
smart water solutions. S&B Environment has implemented a variety of water projects for over 
50 clients, including Israeli municipalities, Mekorot- Israel’s national water company, Danone 
Israel, Nestle Israel, The Weizmann Institute, and more.
S&B Environment is owned by “Housing & Construction” (TASE: SKBN) Israel’s largest 
construction company, controlled by the multi-billion dollar Arison Group. S&B Environment 
is the group’s water specialist, building complex projects such as waste water treatment, 
desalination, drinking water purification and more. Thanks to its corporate affiliation, S&B 
Environment is able to provide flexible financing solutions to meet its customers’ needs.

Examples of past projects 
Purification of well water- Mekorot- the national water company, Weitzman institute, Rechovot, 
Nes ziona, Rishon Letzion, Hadera, Raanana and Tel tzur.

Technology & product(s)
S&B Environment’s SED is an EPA approved solution to remove nitrates from large-capacity 
ground and surface water sources of 100, 000, 000 gallons per year and up.
S&B Environment’s SED uses an electrical process to separate nitrates from the water and 
concentrate it in separate cells. It can replace traditional technologies such as Reverse Osmosis 
or Ion Exchange with a simple process that typically includes only pre-treatment with a 
membrane stack to produce drinking water of the highest quality.
Benefits of our technology include: protection of the environment, lower operations & 
maintenance costs, and low consumption of chemicals and energy.

Objectives / Target companies
S&B Environment’s primary objective is to provide turn key solutions to remove nitrates 
and deliver quality drinking water for well owners and water companies Potential clients: 
municipalities and well owners.
target companies for cooperation: 

 Private water treatment companies who provide water to well owners and municipalities 
 Primary construction companies 
 Consulting engineers 
 Water treatment solution providers who need a complementary solution
 Water companies

Category: Drinking Water
Sub Category: Nitrate removal
www.shikunbinui.co.il
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Objectives / Target companies 
Governments, electric companies, port authorities, factories and big electric consumers with access to sea shores 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category:  Tides and Waves Energy 
Technologies,  Renewable Energy 
Technologies,  Projects and Know 
How 

  

www.sde-energy.com 

Company profile 
The company was founded in 1996 by Mr. Shmuel Ovadia which is the inventor of the technology and the company's 
CEO. During these years the company has developed a unique technology for generating electricity from sea waves, 
without any pollution or damage to the environment. The production of electricity by this technology can lead to a drastic 
reduction in pollution and gas emissions preventing climate change. 
 
Year of establishment: 1996 

Background of the company 
SDE has built 12 models of its unique technology, and has established JV with local partners around the world like: 
Chile, Mexico, Tanzania, Kenya, China and more. 

Examples of past projects 
At the beginning of 2013 SDE has shipped to china a second power plant producing electricity from sea waves. The 
power plant will be installed in Hainan Island, which is the biggest island in China, located 30 km from Guangdong 
region. The power plant is capable of producing 150kW per hour and was developed and engineered in an 
environmentally friendly manner, beside to the fact that electricity is produced without pollution of any kind. 

Technologies & products 
General description:  

S.D.E's technology for generating electricity from sea waves was selected as No. 1 worldwide in sea wave energy field 
by PesWiki scientists (team of objective scientists specializing in green energy technologies) affiliated with Wikipedia. 

Function of the products: 
S.D.E. is manufacturing power plants with a modular design capable of installing big power plants or a lot of small ones 
along sea shores up to distance areas and islands that cannot reach the grid. This can save billions of dollars and year 
of constructions of a grip that can support a big power plant, by building a lot of small power plants along the sea shore. 
S.D.E.'s technology is using the sea wave energy to create hydraulic pressure, which produces electricity, utilizing the 
wave speed, height, depth, undertow and wave rise and decline in a total of four different directions.. 
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Objectives / Target companies
Agriculture; Municipalities; various industries such as chemical, oil and desalination; distributors.

Company profile
SAS designs, manufactures and installs computers, its infrastructures and interface accessories 
focused on water supply systems, agriculture & greenhouses environment control, fish farming 
controllers and sewage treatment plants for thousands of customers worldwide.
SAS has developed a super- absorption polymer X-Oiler utilised for soil & water 
decontamination and we proceed with developing of new environmental targeted products and 
technologies based on our polymers.
SAS has developed and produced an inovated plastic solar water heater for domestic uses.
Date of establishment: 1988
No. of employees: 16

Background on the company
SAS is a joint Israeli-French company. SAS develops an advanced technologies which are 
being successfully implemented worldwide. Production and sales are mostly executed by 
outsourcing partnerships.

Examples of past projects
 Controllers & Computers: England- water board of London, Wales water, UAE- El Eine, 
Australia, Argentina, Cyprus, Nicaragua, Brazil etc.
 Industrial Wastewater treatment- Dead Sea Works (Israel)
 Solid Waste stabilization and solidification and further implementation of the product as a 
raw material for plastics extrusion industry.
 Greenhouses farms: Israel- Negev.
 Fish Farms: Israel- Jordan Valley; India- Rajastan; Albania- Delvina.
 Sewage Treatment Plants
 Wind energy: Israel- Negev.
 Car Driving Simulator- Israel- Tel Hashomer Hospital- Rehabilitation center.
 Solar Energy the production of light weight all plastic made solar water heater with an 
electrical backup- Western Europe.

Technology & product(s)
General description: Design, produce and eract: 

 Controllers & Computers for water supply systems (both Agriculture and Municipal), for 
waste treatment plant, water and sewage treatment plants, as well as for gas and full 
supply.
 Sewage treatment plants for domestic, Industrial and Agriculture waste water.
 Stimulated Water Evaporation for wastewater treatment and desalination industry.
 XOiler- contaminated soils and wastewater treatment agent.
 Aquaculture farms for edible and ornamental fish, prawns, mussels, frogs and algae.
 Car Driving Simulators utilizing for driving skills, education, practicing, examine and research.

Function of the product(s): 
Control systems; In site rehabilitation of soil & water contaminated by oil / heavy metals/ 
pesticides; Agriculture; Water supply systems.

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Consulting and engineering services, 
Industrial waste treatment, Renewable 
energy, R&D, Solid waste treatment and 
Recycling, Waste water treatment
www.sascontrol.co.il | www.xoiler.com
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Objectives / Target companies
Looking for end users, agents and OEM partners throughout the world

Company profile
Date of establishment: 1987
No. of employees: 100 - 200

Background on the company
Solutions-oriented global leader in the research, development and manufacturing of energy 
management, billing and Power Quality systems for utilities, industrial and commercial users.

Examples of projects
Electric Utility: Public Service Electric & Gas, San Diego Gas & Electric, Power South South 
Carolina Gas & Electric, Santee Cooper, Ameren, Detroit Energy, Allegheny Power, First Energy, 
Puget Sound Energy, Baltimore Gas & Electric, City of Azusa, Con Edison NY, Israel Electric 
Corporation, Southern Company.
Industrial: Iscar, De Beers, Anglo Coal, General Electric, Adif, Areva T&D, Intel, Exxon Mobile, 
Carlsberg brewery, Plastiv, Siemens, Haifa Chemicals, Plasson, ABB, Delek group, Unitronics, 
Gaash lighting, Polysac, Tower semi-conductor, Kimberly-Clark, Woodbridge, Dead-Sea works.
Commercial: Israel airport Authority, Madison Square Garden, Empire State Building, Wal-
Mart Mexico, Supersal supermarkets, Sun-City hotels, Dan hotels, HP, Cinema City, Shopping 
Centers, Med1 Datacenter, Soroka hospital, Nokia arena, Tel-Aviv university, Monash university, 
Gold Coast university hospital.

Technology & product(s)
General description: SATEC has been a proven solutions-oriented global leader in the research, 
development and manufacturing of energy management and Power Quality systems since 1987. 
With two decades of rich experience in the energy management arena, SATEC provides optimal 
Powerful Solutions for utility, industrial and commercial applications, worldwide. Our greatest 
strength lies in our extensive field experience and our ability to be flexible in order to find the 
optimal solution to each problem.
Our products include: digital energy and power meters; power quality measurement 
instruments in compliance with international standards such as EN50160 and IEEE1159; and 
advanced energy management systems.
Function of the product(s): Utilities - empowering the smart grid from generation, substation 
automation, transmission and revenue metering, as well as demand side management.
Industrial - energy management and power quality analysis, including hardware (meters and 
analyzers) and comprehensive control software.
Commercial - energy management and billing for sub-tenants allows our customers to profit 
from effective management and markup of between medium and low voltage service.

Category: Analyzers and control systems 
Sub Category: Power meters and energy 
management solutions
www.satec-global.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Install PV plants all over Europe, Canada and the USA.  Target customer are building or large land owners 

 

 
 Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 

Change – Climate 
Sub Category:  Renewable Energy Technologies, 

Solar Energy Solutions 
  

www. sby-s.com 

Company profile 
SBY is the country's leading solar systems EPC, with more than 40 MW connected to the grid, it's also the only Israeli 
company to build a full turn-key PV plant outside the county's borders (two PV plants in Italy, 2MW and 1.34MW). 
The company has connected more than 800 systems to the grid. 
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
Established in 2008 and privately owned by Tamir Kaplinsky, CEO. Today is Israel’s leading EPC with 15-20% of all PV 
systems installations, ranging from single rooftops to small-scale PV solar farms. It has a proven record in the country-
wide planning and installation of grid-connected high-quality and reliable PV systems. A team of over 55 experienced 
engineers, designers and technicians built a base of over 84MW of existing and potential PV projects at a total value of 
$300M. 

Examples of past projects 
● Israel: Tsofar / Paran 2MW,  Kfar Vitkin 2MW, Ma'ale Gamla 1MW, Tefahot 1.5MW, Be’er Tuvia region 1.8MW, Emek 

Izrael 1.7MW, Carmiel industrial area total of 3MW, Kirion mall 770 KW, Alon Tabor industrial area, total of 3MW  
●  Italy: Bordo-Podgora 1.34 MW, Monoppello 2MW   

Technologies & products 
Solar systems that produce clean electricity to the grid 
 

.   
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Category: Renewable Energy, R&D, Engineering.
www.sde-energy.com

Company profile
S.D.E. is an Israeli-based engineering company, active in the field of renewable energy. The 
company’s objective is to build and operate sea wave power plants and sell the electricity at 
the lowest price per KW/h. Further details are available on the following video article that was 
produced by the Israeli Foreign Office: http: //ilctn.blogspot.com/2008/09/sde-cooperates-with-
chinese-government_10.html.
Date of establishment: 1996
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
The cost of building S.D.E’s sea wave power plant is very cost-efficient in comparison to other 
types of energy production systems, costing only $650, 000/MW to build as compared to $1.5 
million/MW for coal, $900, 000/MW for gas, $3 million/MW for solar energy and $1.5 million/
MW for wind power. The cost of producing the electricity using S.D.E.’s technology is much 
lower (2 cents per KW) than when using coal, gas, solar energy or wind power. The power plants 
are designed to return the initial investment in period of three (3) to 5 years.
The technology is based on using every motion of the waves to create hydraulic pressure, which 
is then converted into electricity, while exploiting the full speed, height, depth and undercurrent 
of each wave, including both the rise and the fall of each wave.
S.D.E. works in partnership with international concerns worldwide, and has orders, MOUs and 
letters of intent from Sri Lanka, Tanzania, India, Gambia and Micronesia.
Recently the company has received a 100MW Power Purchase Agreement from Government of 
Zanzibar, at a building cost of US $100 million USD.

Examples of past projects
The sea wave energy conversion method has received support from the Chief Scientist of 
Israel, Ministry of Industry and Trade, approval no. 23425. So far, S.D.E. has built eight (8) 
sea wave power plant models with the assistance of the Government of Israel. The last of 
which, has operated successfully for a period of two years and produced 40Kwh.
Technology & product(s)
The product is a unique method for the generation of electricity from sea waves.

Objectives / Target companies
Energy companies, renewable energy companies, financial companies, Engineering companies, 
ports, Governmental utilities and so on.
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Category: Renewable energy, R&D.
www.seambiotic.com

Company profile
Year of establishment: September 2003
No. of employees: 12

Background on the company
Seambiotic is the first in the world with proprietary technology for growing marine microalgae 
in open ponds using flue gas and recycled seawater from power plant. Seambiotic is also 
the first in the world to successfully connect directly to a power plant’s smokestack for direct 
consumption of CO2. The Company currently holds patent applications on the technology. For 
the last 4 years Seambiotic has been operating a large scale pilot plant at the Israel Electric 
Corporation Power Station, close to the city of Ashkelon, Israel.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Algae are a source of many benefits including, but not limited to, vitamins, protein, food, food 
additives, fine chemicals, animal feed, agricultural fertilizer, fuel and more.
Seambiotic has developed and proved revolutionary technology that can produce large 
quantities of microalgae biomass. Seambiotic provides a unique method for growing marine 
Microalgae on flue gases from a fossil-fuel electric power plant. The new technology of 
Seambiotic reduces the cost of microalgae production significantly while reducing global 
warming by capturing CO2 from the smokestacks of coal burning power plants. The technology 
can be adapted to refineries and to any other CO2 releasing installations.
Function of the product(s): 
Seambiotic was initially established to produce and sell Omega 3 fatty acid products from 
marine microalgae. Seambiotic developed its business model and now presents a very 
appealing dual purpose application of its technology: Omega 3 and bio-fuels. Seambiotic 
intends in the next few years to focus primarily on Omega 3 production and sales. Parallel to 
the above mentioned efforts, Seambiotic will continue to invest in R&D in the biofuel field both 
in Israel and overseas, aiming at achieving economic viability in this area.

Objectives / Target companies
Seambiotic believes that it can supply the global market with superior quality marine 
microalgae at lower costs than that available from alternate sources. Additionally, by virtue of 
the cultivation method, the Company can also contribute to preserving environmental quality 
and cleanliness.
Seambiotic market is global with emphasis on: Japan, China, India and other countries in the Far 
East, Australia & USA.
Seambiotic seeks to establish joint ventures with international companies, preferably from the 
food, feed and energy sectors(electricity companies, refineries, etc.) in order to build pilot plants 
and later scale up to full production facilities. Seambiotic is prepared to share its comprehensive 
know-how with its potential partners. It is expected that under the terms of these relationships 
Seambiotic will retain ownership interest in each joint venture established with the strategic 
partner and will receive payment from its know-how and future royalties.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Our goal is to recycle and to convert waste into a valuable product. 
Shacham is always looking for new collaboration domestic and abroad. 

 

 

 
Shacham Givat Ada 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture, Waste Managment 

Sub Category:  Biomass, Recycling, Sludge 
Treatment 

  

www.shacham-g-a.com/index.htm 

Company profile 
Shacham Givat Ada is a leading company in recycling organic waste in Israel. Shacham offers solutions to waste 
disposal that provide valuable commercial products while eliminating pollution. Shacham treats a wide range of organic 
waste like: Livestock manure (all types), green waste, farming waste, industrial food waste, organic waste from MSW 
and human sludge. At the same time Shacham offers a wide range of profitable products.   
By Shacham expertise, GHG emissions can be reduced dramatically through recycling and composting.  
 
Year of establishment: 1965 

Background of the company 
Shacham Givat Ada was founded by Chaim Kalai in 1965, in the hills to the south of Haifa between Kibbutz Regavim 
and Givat Ada. From 1978 till today Shacham has operated a plant that stretches over and area of 10 hectares and 
treats 150000 cubic meters of different types of matter. 
Shacham Givat Ada is the largest plant in its field in Israel, and is a world leader in the manufacture of pellets, exporting 
to many countries. An experienced marketing and services teams oversee all Shacham Givat Ada's products, tailoring 
each one to the particular requirements of each and every customer. 

Examples of past projects 
● 1991-1995 Set up and managed a plant for livestock manure treatment in California, USA.  
● 1996-2000 Established and operated a compost site in Ismaliya region of Egypt. 
● 2002 Establishment and management, by a daughter company, of a site for the production of compost from sludge 

from sewage purification centers and domestic organic waste, MSW. The area of the designated site is 15 hectares. 
Stage 1 has been completed over 10 hectares with capacity to handle 200,000 tons of waste per annum.   

● 2006-2009 Establishment and management of a compost site for cattle manure, 8.5 hectare in north part of Israel. 
Compost for sewage sludge.  

Technologies & products 
General description: 
Aerobic composting for organic waste, livestock manure and sewage sludge in windrows and vessel process can 
contribute to the reduction of GHG emission by treatment of polluting waste and making it a beneficial product to the 
agriculture. 
Function of products: 
In our production process we apply the most advanced technology in the production of a range of products:  
● Agricultural Fertilizers: Homogeneous granules with slow release action 
● Compost 
● Pre-mixed Soils: Well aerated moisture retaining growth mixtures. 
● Growth Media: Homogeneous mixtures containing balanced nutrients for intensive agricultural and optimum plant 

growth.  
● Compost for fertilizing, nourishing and ground cover for the agriculture market. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
SMART! Fertilizer strives to become the global leading fertilizer management company, owning the broadest fertilizer 
recontamination knowledge base. 
Our target market includes farmers, crop consultants, fertilizer/seed companies, laboratories, governments, universities and 
research institutions 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category:  Agrochemicals, Fertilizers 
  

www.smart-fertilizer.com 

Company profile 
SMART Fertilizer Management is a unique SaaS platform for optimizing fertilizer use for agriculture, enabling farmers to 
increase crop yields. 
The platform enables growers to manage fertilizer utilization, in any conditions and for any fertilizers, taking into account 
the multiple factors required in optimizing fertilizer use for agriculture. The changing climate and different climatic 
conditions might be a limiting factor for crop production. Fertilizers are one of the few factors that farmers can control 
Optimizing fertilizer use maximizes crop yields under different climate conditions.  
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
Currently, almost all farmers rely on trial and error, estimation and past experience, either of their own or of consultants 
in the industry. The broad misuse of fertilizers is a global phenomenon which results in decreased yields, fertilizer waste, 
and damage to soils and groundwater contamination.  
SMART is currently seeking funding to rapidly bring its solutions to the market and to create a broad knowledge base of 
fertilizer use and optimization, in light of the dire impact of fertilizer misuse. 

Examples of past projects 
SMART software is being used in 48 countries around the world, including developing countries, such as Ethiopia and 
India. Using the software, farmers obtained a yield increase of 20-70%.  

Technologies & products 
SMART Fertilizer is a software-based system that allows growers to enter basic or complete data regarding soil, water, 
and growing conditions, fertilizers available, and other information. The system processes the information with 
appropriate algorithms and provides simple and effective reports to optimize use of fertilizers. 
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Objectives / Target companies 
The company is seeking to raise 2M$ to enter the international market with the first commercial model and to expand to wind 
turbines with higher powers. Smart Wind’s strategic partner is Kanfit Ltd – a privately owned company which is a certified 
supplier of products for the international aviation market. Now the company is in the process to manufacture and test the first 
commercial model of about 1kW. 

 

 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category:  Wind Energy 
  

kotlervawt@gmail.com 

Company profile 
The company develops an efficient, cost-effective vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) with first focus on small wind 
turbines for residential settings.  
 
Year of establishment: 2008 

Background of the company 
The key differentiator of the company is a novel rotor with a specific use of Active Flow Control (AFC) aerodynamic 
technology which enhances the turbine’s efficiency, reduces noise and vibrations and enables high performance in 
unstable wind conditions and across a range of wind speeds. The first focus of the company is the wind turbine market 
for residential settings (rated capacities up to 10 kilowatts). 
Following penetration into the residential market the company will approach other sectors in the small wind turbine 
market (rated capacities up to 100 kilowatts) and explore the opportunities for applying its innovative technology to larger 
VAWT (rated capacities above 100 kilowatts). 

Examples of past projects 
● The different configurations were tested against two conventional small wind turbines; one with a horizontal axis of 

rotation (HAWT) and the other is a VAWT (Savonius type wind turbine).  
● Comparison experiments between the Company’s fifth configuration and the conventional small wind turbines 

demonstrated that the company’s test model produced more energy per rotor swept area in almost complete silence.  

Technologies & products 
The basic idea of the Company’s Active Flow Control technology, by Andrey Kotler, for vertical axis wind turbines is to 
use the centrifugal forces, due to the spin of the rotor, to inject accelerated air on the rotor blades. Injection of 
accelerated air on the rotor blades increases the air circulation around the blades. The increase in air circulation around 
the blades translates to greater power production of the wind turbine. 
Smart Wind turbine is comprised of its innovative and special rotor, generator, electrical components and tower. The 
increased efficiency of the company wind turbine – for greater electricity production - will translate into a relatively rapid 
ROI. 
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 7

Technology & product(s)
SmarTap has been developing a new technology for the next generation of thermostatic electronic 
faucets. This technology enables the user to monitor and control the water consumption in his property 
in real time. Shower systems based on this technology offer a unique shower experience combined 
with safety features, and water & energy monitoring and saving capabilities. The systems supply water 
at the desired temperature and flow without wasting it: the shower will discharge water only at the 
desired temperature & flow. Our system is equipped with anti-scalding feature in order to prevent burns 
at all time.
SmarTap solution is based on its patented electro-mechanical unit called “e-cartridge”. It’s an OEM 
unit that allows any faucets manufacturer to quickly and effortlessly add innovative electronic faucets 
products to his arsenal. e-cartridge is designed to replace the mechanical thermostatic mixing body 
and cartridge commonly sold today. Its dimensions do not exceed the traditional thermostatic mixing 
body dimensions, and therefore it is not limited in its applications. SmarTap is the only company 
worldwide succeeded to develop an e-cartridge that works on two D-type batteries for more than 1.5 
years. Therefore, the e-cartridge can be easily installed by any regular plumber in both existing and 
renovated bathrooms, and there’s no need in any in-wall wiring. SmarTap system complies with all 
international standards. 
SmartGrid capability 
Each e-cartridge is equipped with RF transceiver, enabling the e-cartridges to form a centrally controlled 
grid via a wireless network. All faucets in the network can be monitored and managed online via any PC 
connected to the internet. Predefined alerts can be sent in cases of abuse. Flow-rates can be limited 
at times of peak usage. SmartGrid allows large-scale users (like hotels, resorts & Spa) to monitor and 
control water usage in real time via any PC connected to the internet.

Objectives / Target companies
Intelligent building management: Companies involved with building management, water and energy 
Saving, and “green environment”.
Electronic faucets manufacturers/distributors: Companies supplying electronic faucets for commercial 
areas like hotels, Spa and resorts.
Major hotels: Maintenance managers interested to efficiently monitor and control water and
energy consumption.
VC’s, Angels: Investors interested in Startups developing new technologies of monitoring and controlling 
water and energy, and in new electronic faucets systems.
Government departments: Involved with domestic water and energy conservation and efficient use.

Category: Water resources management
Sub Category: Water and energy monitor and 
control, electronic faucet systems

www.smatap-tech.com
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Objectives / Target companies
Street Lighting for remote areas-Developers- dealers- Life improvement Organizations- Third 
world countries- exporters and importers.

Category: Renewable energy, R&D
www.solarian.info

Company profile
Solarian Ltd is specialize in Design, Engineering and Manufacturing of Solar Streets and Parks 
Lights thats build for different uses.
Solarian Ltd products are design and built for improving our ecological life quality combine with 
unique designs and high quality solar lighting products.
Solarian’s “All In One Box Solar Lighting System” is the perfect solution for Streets, Parks, 
Marinas and other remote areas lighting.
This exclusive product can reach 4 to 10 meter pole heights, have a long and stable working life 
time, no wiring needs, no electric bill, easy shipment and easy installment ability’s.
You are welcome to Contact Us with every solar lighting needs.
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 5-15

Examples of existing /completed projects 
 Ashdod  Mizra  Ein gedi  Or Yehuda  Africa  Vietnam

The “Polaris” is a perfect solar lighting solution for streets, parks, marinas, public areas, 
schools, walls and fences, construction sites and natural areas lanes, its a lighting solution 
without ground, plans and animal disruption. 

Technology & product(s)
The “Polaris” Solar Street Light is Solarian Ltd Exclusive Model. Its a stylish and well build 
stand alone product, easy to install with hidden top solar panel, no electric bill and no wiring 
needs. All In One Box Solar Street Light! Easy to ship- Easy to install!
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Objectives / Target companies
 Design for scalability, cost reduction and synergistic applications
 Sign a strategic partnership with Mekorot (the Israeli water company, Mekorot controls most water 
reservoirs in Israel) 
 Install a 50 kW project on one of Mekorot water reservoirs in Israel, by Q1 2010.
 Commence first project with EDF (the French Electric Company) Project to be funded by a grant from 
the “France-Israel Industrial R&D Cooperation Framework” 
 Install a 100 kW project on an EDF nuclear reactor cooling reservoir in Cadarache, France, by Q4 2010 
 Establish US operations during 2010
 Install first 1 MW commercial system by 2011

Category: Renewable energy
Sub Category: Solar electricity
www.solaris-synergy.com

Company profile
Date of establishment: August 2008
No. of employees: 8

Background on the company
Most of the Sun’s energy that reaches the Earth falls on water surfaces. Yet, until now, all 
commercialized solar power technologies have been land-based. Solaris Synergy has developed a 
concentrating photovoltaic system designed to float on water surfaces, utilizing inexpensive, easy-
to-manufacture components. Solaris Synergy’s solar power plant design concept is based on unique, 
patent pending condensation/evaporation cooling technologies that evacuate the unwanted massive 
heat. A modular design concept supports power capacities ranging from several kilowatts to dozens of 
megawatts per site. The system has low capital, installation, maintenance and operation costs. The 
company’s mission is to become a leading provider and operator of solar power stations that float on 
water reservoirs and similar facilities. The company has assembled a core multi-disciplinary team with 
expertise in semiconductors, thermodynamics, mechanics and optics. The company has built a working 
prototype that demonstrates the scientific feasibility of its proprietary technology. The company will 
install its first 50 KW pilot project by Q1 2010 and plan to install its first commercial system during 2011. 
Solaris Synergy has already raised an initial investment from a U.S. private equity fund and was awarded 
an R&D grant from the Israeli Ministry of National Infrastructures.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Floating solar electricity field built of medium-concentration elongated photovoltaic units rotating about 
a vertical axis in synchronism with the daytime sun motion in order to achieve the maximum solar energy 
intake.
Function of the product(s): 

 Proprietary evaporation cooling system that ensures the highest PV cell power generation efficiency 
 Low-cost manufacturing, built from inexpensive materials 
 Low maintenance cost due to relaxed design tolerances and a simple sun-tracking mechanism
 Near-maximum (over 90%) solar field coverage enabling the production of more electricity for a given area
 Easy scalability for medium-to-large-scale power generation
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Company profile
SolarOr is a technology leader in the development and industrialization of novel solar Curtain 
Wall panels delivering high solar conversion at lowest industry prices. Our proprietary Curtain 
Wall panels offer solutions to the BIPV (Building integrated PV) and optimized for vertical 
installation where efficiency and architectural appearance are first priority. 
SolarOr has developed the first high efficiency, transparent and improved insulation capability 
solar curtain wall.
Buildings and district offices are accounted for about 40% of total energy consumption. Meeting 
the stringent energy conservation requirements dictates a focused solution to the building 
sector as first priority. Our innovative design offers solutions for district and office buildings 
by providing an envelope of curtain walls with built in smart solar cell and double glazing 
constructions combined with improved heat and noise isolation.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
SolarOr was chosen to participate in the Israeli solar consortium as a key figure for Israeli PV 
group and its façade technology is the core of consortium capability demonstration in new 
emerging product.

Technology & product(s)
Our technology offers a low weight isolating curtain wall with the following features; 
1. Monocrystalline technology for efficient sun harvesting exceeding 150Wp per square meter. 
2. LCPV concept - Low prismatic concentration for optimal silicon cell’s area 
3. Unobstructed translucent technology 
4. Use micro inverter allow standardization of the product 
5. The best price performance in the industry

Category: Renewable energy
Sub Category: BIPV Panels
www.solaror.com

Objectives / Target companies
Market Opportunity - SolarOr is seeking for investment of up to 1.5M$ to complete the 
development of its product, complete IP registration and to locate partner as detailed below. 
Partners - SolarOr is looking for Key player in the market to cooperate with for the 
development, production and later on marketing and distributing of SolarOr’s products 
Customers / Pending Customers - BIPV Market, PV Panel Producers, Construction 
Companies, Architects.
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Company profile
SolidAT is a leading manufacturer of advanced level sensors and wireless level measurement 
solutions to major industrial customers and organizations world-wide.
SolidAT’s core competency is derived from developing, manufacturing and marketing Ultrasonic 
level transmitters based on its patented technology.
Our level sensors are employed for continuous measurement in process tanks, storage vessels, 
rivers and outdoor water pools in factory plants and unattended sites.
Some of our level meters are specially designed for open channel flow applications with a 
predefined list of flumes and totalization calculation.
SolidAT focuses on cellular based wireless level monitoring solutions (M2M) for applications 
such as River flood alert, water reservoir management, municipal sewer monitoring and flood 
control as well as remote site fuel tank management.
Year of establishment: 2000
Number of employees: 20

Background on the company
privately owned. Member of the Solidgroup.

Examples of projects:
flood alert and water reservoir management in India and north America, municipal sewer 
monitoring in Israel, water treatment plants, pumping stations, sewer facilities etc.- globally.

Technology & product(s)
General description: Ultrasonic continuous level sensors for measuring liquids, open channel 
flow, and dust free solids
Wireless remote level measurement.
Function of the product(s): SolidScan® family of Products supports a full range of process 
monitoring and storage level measurement applications. From Short range 2-wire blind 
units (up to 5 meters measuring range) to long range 4-wire 2-part systems (up to 40 meters 
measuring range) with Relays for pump operation, alarm, Flow Totalization counting and more.
GSM wireless monitoring based on SMS messaging or GPRS for monitoring and alert from remote 
locations such as water reservoirs, rivers, dams, municipal sewer pits and remote fuel tanks.

Objectives / Target companies: 
System integrators, OEM partners, Distributors, Municipalities, Manufacturing Plants.

Category: Water resources management
Sub Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Waste water treatment, Desalination
www.solidat.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Seeking to cooperate with global integrators and solution providers in the field of remote sewer, river and water reservoir 
monitoring 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Water Resources, Extreme 
Events and Disasters 

Sub Category:  Management and Monitoring 
Solutions (Hydrological, Waste and 
Energy), Data Gathering 
Technologies, Municipal and 
Industrial Wastewater Treatment 

  

www.solidat.com 

Company profile 
Solid Applied Technologies is a manufacturer and developer of advanced ultrasonic level meters and remote level 
monitoring solutions. SolidAT sensors are non-contact and measure level and flow of water and wastewater in open 
channels, reservoirs and process applications. SolidAT translates its vision of global commitment into practical, value-
driven, reliable technology with products for detecting contamination, overflow and other potential hazards while meeting 
the most stringent standards. SolidAT's solutions are critical in ensuring protection for people, property, and the 
environment. 
 
Year of establishment: 2000 

Background of the company 
SolidAT R&D embraces multi-disciplinary knowledge of analogue and digital electronic hardware, embedded firmware 
and PC software, wireless and wired communications, system architecture and algorithmic design, standards and 
certifications. SolidAT operates a 1,000 sqm manufacturing plant incorporating assembly lines, quality assurance 
facilities, warehouse and ultrasonic testing areas. The plant is ERP based and the facility is internationally approved by 
ISO 9001:2000, FM, ATEX and IECEx. 

Examples of past projects 
● A leading supplier in Israel for remote level monitoring in urban sewers. The system detects overflow conditions, aiding 

the water utilities to handle and contain hazardous events. The system also quantifies sewage flow for monitoring 
usage of the public infrastructure.  

● SolidAT provided remote level monitoring solution for the state of Maharashtra in India. The solution is installed near 
the city of Aurangabad and alerts for flood conditions during the Monsoon season. The system allows local 
government to determine when water should be released through a river dam to prevent flooding of agricultural lands.  

● Provided sensors for remote level monitoring and flood alerts for towns in the northern parts of Indiana, USA, where 
rivers overflow during rainy seasons.  

Technologies & products 
Remote level monitoring solutions are based on industrial graded sensors, event-identification firmware and 
sophisticated processing capabilities. The solution for monitoring sewers is self powered with no data cables and no road 
digging. For rivers, dams and water reservoirs SolidAT offers a stand-alone flood alert solution with early warnings 
reports for overflow and dry-out situations.  
Remote level monitoring is based on GaugerGSM and GaugerNET. GaugerGSM is an ultrasonic level sensor with 
cellular communications. The sensor also identifies alarming conditions such as high level, overflow conditions, extreme 
temperatures and transmits immediate alerts 
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Company profile
Sol-R-Led develops solar and LED products and operates in the industrial, institutional and 
consumer markets in Israel and overseas.
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
Founded in 2009, Sol-R-Led is run by its two main shareholders: Kadouri Group (www.kadouri.
com) - a major industrial signage company established 1932, and Solar-Eco - a company set up 
by a group of pioneers with many years of experience in the solar-LED fields.
With Kadouri’s market power and Solar Eco’s technology, the group develops a colorful variety 
of modern solar/LED products and signage.

Examples of past projects
Solar house numbers, solar letterboxes, solar street lamps, LED and solar direction and 
advertising signs.
Clients: We produce individual products as well as undertake entire signage projects for a wide 
range of clients.
Among our customers: Bauhaus (Germany), Israeli banks, DIY chain stores, municipalities 

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Our highly modernized and multi-optioned products and signage are powered by a unique 
“smart controller” and tailor based on energy balance formulas. The technology allows for 
a multitude of solar applications in difficult weather and in many countries as well as ultra 
performance LED lamps and signs.
Function of the product(s): 
Solar lighting. Long life LED lamps. Solar/LED signage. Adaptable build-as-you-go light boxes. 
Stainless steel solar house numbers. Solar letterboxes. Traffic signs.

Category: Solar (PV), LED, Lighting, 
Signage, Infrastructure, Control systems, 
Renewable energy.
Sub Category: Signage, home products.
www.sol-r-led.com

Objectives / Target companies
As a new company run by a team of experts in the solar/LED and smart-controller fields, backed 
up by a traditional well-established signmaker, our objectives are twofold: 
1) Market exposure and expanding our customer base. We seek joint ventures and co-operations 

with sign companies in any country. Such ventures will be based upon us providing the sign 
interior and the sign company fabricating the exterior.

2) Capital investment. We have an exiting menu of solar/LED applications and products in the 
pipeline. To develop these further, we seek entrepreneurs and investors to raise capital and 
expand our capabilities.
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Company profile
SP Systems M.B is a unique partner of HELIOS STRATEGIA, a European market leader in consulting, 
planning, design, and distribution of solar photovoltaic and solar thermal equipment.
Since 2007, we have been offering a full range of products and services to installers, farmers, 
communities, architects, investors, PV design companies, and other commercial partners.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
Originally focused at a European Level, the company stands out as a leader in France and has a growing 
presence in Italy, Germany, and the UK. HELIOS STRATEGIA is also expanding its presence in Africa, 
Israel and Eastern Europe, all growing markets in the solar PV industry.

Technology & product(s)
PROJECTS
Grid connected photovoltaic installations on Buildings using fixed structures. Installation on Roofs and 
distributed both to individual installers, and installers integrated into the network of qualified installers, 
who carry out the turnkey projects for customers with HELIOS STRATEGIA supplying the materials in 
these projects.

SMALL private facilities from 3 kWp for individual clients on their own land or rooftops, either fixed or  •
with solar tracking.
BIG private facilities for companies or individuals who wish to diversify their investments and want to  •
manage their own production facilities for renewable energy.
PV SOLAR POWER PLANTS - SOLAR FARMS - for developers and private investment groups •

SERVICES
Engineering Services 

Technical Studies and quotes •
Administrative procedures •
Planning and installation site •
Operations and maintenance •
Dismantling •

Objectives / Target companies
Joint ventures with local US companies to provide photovoltaic equipment and services to project 
developers and private residences
Target companies: PV distributors, EPCs, PV installers, manufacturers of PV equipment. 

Category: Renewable Energy
Sub Category: Photovoltaics Distribution 
and Projects 

www.heliostrategia.com
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Company profile
Stream Control Ltd. has developed Aqua-Guard, a product designated to reduce water loss in 
municipal water systems, by pressure management.
The company is consisted of a team of experts in the fields of water hydraulics, control, 
hardware and software.
The main goal of Stream Control is the development, production and marketing of systems for 
leakage reduction.
Year of establishment: 2004
Number of employees: 5

Background on the company
The company was founded in Israel in 2004 by development experts in the fields of hydraulics, 
computerization and control, and maid its first product development step at the technological 
incubator of Yozmot HaEmek Ltd., Israel.

Examples of projects:
Jerusalem city - The product was installed at the entrance of an old neighborhood, suffering 
from massive physical deterioration of the pipeline system. Aqua-Guard reduced the 
neighborhood’s water loss by 30%.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Aqua-Guard is an electronic controller that integrates elements of hardware, software and 
hydraulics, capable of decreasing water loss in municipal water supply systems by up to 50%.
The Aqua-Guard idea was generated at Stream Control Ltd. by a team of engineers with 
extensive technical experience in developing similar projects and well acquainted with the world 
market for water control products.
Function of the product: 
The Aqua-Guard controller provides a comprehensive solution for the leakage problem by 
Pressure management and actively controlling the Pressure Reducing Valves (PRV’s), found in 
all municipal water supply systems at the point where the piping network of a neighborhood is 
connected to the city’s main water system.
The Aqua-Guard controller dynamically changes the pressure applied to the network according 
to the actual demand for water, resulting in significant leakage reduction.
Throughout the daily demand cycle, the Aqua-Guard controller considerably decreases the 
leakage that tends to increase greatly especially during the night when pressure grows due to 
diminished demand.

Objectives / Target companies: 
 Local water companies or municipal water departments.
 International Hydraulic pressure valves manufacturers.
 International suppliers of eqipment for municipal water systems.

All over the world, especially in Europe, U.S and Australia.

Category: Analyzers and control systems, 
Drinking water, Water resources management.
Sub Category: Leakage Reduction Utilizing 
Real-Time Pressure Management.

www.stream-control.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Multinational companies, governmental agencies, commercial buildings, privately owned buildings, businesses and homes 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Building and Construction, 
Extreme Events and Disasters 

Sub Category:  Energy Efficiency Solutions, 
Renewable Energy Technologies, 
Solar Energy Solutions, Industrial 
Cooling and Heating, Energy Efficient 
Buildings, Environmental Indoor 
Climate Control 

  

www.israsun.com 

Company profile 
Sunshield Ltd is an international leader, providing window film solutions, for existing glazing, in new and existing 
buildings, vehicles and other applications.  
Sunshield's Solar control window films reduce the amount of heat that enters through a treated window, lowering 
electrical bills with an average ROI of 1.5-3 years. 
Many building operators experience difficulties with heating and cooling imbalances between sunny and shaded areas of 
a building.  Sunshield's Solar control window film minimizes this imbalance problem and helps improve the average 
comfort level while reducing energy use.  
 
Year of establishment: 1997 

Background of the company 
The firm is recognized around the world as one of the few companies with proven capabilities, resources and extensive 
knowhow needed in order to perform work on high profile projects around the world. 

Examples of past projects 
● UNECA , United nation economic mission to Africa, Installation of Sunshield solar control security films on 21,000 

square  meters of glazing. 
● Israel Ministry of health, installation of Sunshield Solar control films on 60,000 square meters of hospital buildings in 

Israel.  

Technologies & products 
● Sunshield Window film polyester polymeric coating – a thin multi-layer film that consists of several layers of metalized 

coatings and adhesives made to form an infra red barrier that allows light to enter, blocks UV and is transparent. 
● Sunshield Window Films offer a fast ROI with measurable tools helping any building with windows lower heating and 

cooling costs, increase occupant comfort and save energy. 
● The product is resilient against extreme weather such as hurricanes, earthquakes, high velocity winds. Our 

security films, made from strong, resilient adhesive and flexible construction enable existing glass to withstand severe 
levels of positive and negative pressure – ,retaining dangerous fragments. 

●  Our Sunshield and Security films may be combined as one product in one installation. 
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Objectives / Target companies
Governments, public organizations, private companies and individuals in both developing and 
developed countries.

Company profile
Date of establishment: 1952
No. of employees: 1500

Background on the company
TAHAL Group International BV is a multinational engineering company originally founded as an Israeli 
government agency to address Israel’s acute lack of water. Now fully owned by Kardan NV, the Group 
ranks among the top companies of its kind in the world and specializes in multidisciplinary fields such as 
water and wastewater systems, hydropower, desalination, solid waste management, and agriculture and 
irrigation development, among others.
The Group has two main operating branches, one dealing with long-term concessions and the other 
being project-oriented. The bedrock of expertise for the Group lies with TAHAL Consulting Engineers 
Ltd. and Water Planning for Israel Ltd., two veteran subsidiaries based in Israel with over 50 years of 
proven experience. TAHAL provides comprehensive solutions based on its extensive knowledge and 
its commitment to quality and excellence. It complies with ISO 9001 standards and conducts all its 
assignments in strict conformance with its principles.

Examples of past projects
 Dominican Republic: Improvement of Drinking Water Systems of Santo Domingo (turnkey project). 
Analysis and operational optimization of the existing water supply system. Services include design, 
procurement, supply and implementation of priority works.

 Venezuela: Optimization and Operational Control of the Falcon State Water Supply System, and 
Feasibility Study / Final Design of Sanitation Systems for Coro, Punto Fijo, La Vela and Cumarebo. 
Detailed diagnosis of the Falcon State water supply system, definition of solutions for system 
optimization, and implementation of an operational control system. Also preparation of a plan and final 
design for the sanitation systems in the cities of Coro, Punto Fijo, La Vela and Cumarebo.

 China: Build-Own-Operate (BOO) concession agreement for provision of water supply and treatment in 
Dazhou, Sichuan Province, with a current capacity of 100,000 m3/day. 

 Israel: Palmachim Seawater Desalination Facility (BOO project). Financing, design, construction, 
supply, installation, operation and maintenance of an RO seawater desalination plant supplying 48 
million m3/year of drinking water. 

 Romania: Water Supply Systems in Rural Areas (turnkey project). Feasibility studies, detailed design 
and construction of water supply systems in 1,000 villages, including provision of a financial package.

 Turkey: Yaylak Plain Irrigation Project (turnkey project). Design, management, construction and 
coordination services for a modern irrigation system covering more than 18,000 ha of lands in 46 
villages located near Ataturk Dam in the GAP region. 

Technology & product(s)
Master plans, feasibility studies, detailed design, financial studies, technical assistance and training, 
project and construction supervision, turnkey/BOT projects, GIS and MIS studies, environmental 
impact assessments.

Category: Engineering services, drinking 
water, water resources development, 
desalination, water security, wastewater 
treatment and recycling, agriculture and 
irrigation, solid waste treatment.

www.tahal.com
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Company profile
TaKaDu provides water utilities worldwide a Software-as-a-Service Solution for monitoring water 
distribution networks. TaKaDu’s award-winning solution gives the utility real time control over network 
events, using state-of-the-art statistical and mathematical algorithms. TaKaDu’s patent-pending 
technology guarantees easy deployment and set-up, requiring no changes to the physical network or 
additional equipment. TaKaDu’s service is available worldwide through a global partner network. 
TaKaDu is a 2011 World Economic Forum Technology Pioneer. 
TaKaDu’s service is used by some of the world’s leading water utilities, such as Thames Water in the UK, 
Hagihon in Israel, Sydney Water and Yarra Valley Water in Australia, Wiener Wasserwerke in Austria, 

Evides Waterbedrijf in the Netherlands and others.
Date of establishment: January 2009
No. of employees: 23

Background on the company
Based in Israel, TaKaDu was founded by Amir Peleg, an experienced high-tech entrepreneur and a top-
notch team of Computer Science and Math Ph.Ds, as well as software market veterans. Prior to founding 
TaKaDu, Amir’s previous company, YaData, was acquired by Microsoft in 2008.

Solution General Description
TaKaDu’s solution takes SCADA readings (flow, pressure, quality and other measurements) and GIS 
data about the water network, cleans them of “noise” and constructs a model of how the water network 
behaves, adjusting for the day of the week, hour, seasonality and operations and maintenance activity. It 
then monitors the network to detect anomalies based on the model and alerts when they happen. This 
lets water utilities “see” the network and detect leaks and other anomalies before they become much 
larger operational issues.

 The solution requires no network changes and uses existing historical and real-time online data
 Leaks are detected before they become bursts, since the solution is sensitive to relatively small changes
 Alerts are also provided when sensors, meters and operations malfunction
 The solution can monitor “blind spots” where DMA water balance methods cannot work
 The solution is provided as a Software-as-a-Service: no installation or IT support is required. After the 
data is securely passed to TaKaDu, TaKaDu presents water utility staff with web-based reports showing 
water network behaviour and alerts upon anomalies or leaks.

TaKaDu’s system is operational and has provided global utilities real alerts about leaks, bursts and other 
issues, such as faulty meters or water theft, reducing water loss. 

Solution Benefits and Value
TaKaDu’s unique approach helps monitor the network’s “blind spots” more effectively, control water loss, 
find more leak events and identify many small leaks before they become large. TaKaDu’s ability to find 
faulty meters is in and of itself a major benefit. Most importantly, TaKaDu’s system doesn’t require any 
physical network or equipment investment on the utility side. Benefits include the ability to: 

 Reduce and mitigate the need to replace network infrastructure
 Save water lost to network issues through leaks and bursts
 Save energy and other inputs wasted by producing water that is then lost to network inefficiencies
 Prevent “Network Events”, e.g. energy wasted without water loss in pressure zone boundary breaches
 Reduce dependence on new water sources, as current sources will be more effectively utilized.

Even with well-established active leakage control practices, TaKaDu is proven to detect many network 
events, water loss events and other issues, often without prior notification by existing monitoring methods.

Category: Water Infrastructure Monitoring
www.takadu.com

Objectives / Target companies
Water utilities that are interested in setting up a pilot to test TaKaDu’s solution.
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Company profile
Talgil Computing & Control LTD is active in the market of Agrotechnology for over 20 years, 
developing, producing, marketing and servicing professional computerized irrigation control 
equipment. The company offers a wide range of irrigation controllers for open field, greenhouse 
and landscape applications, as well as a wide range of automatic filters backflush controllers 
of various sizes and features. The company’s products are distributed worldwide by many well 
known irrigation equipment producers/ distributers.
Date of establishment: 1987
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
The company enjoys a well earned reputation for offering an extensive and constantly 
expanding range of high quality, reliable products, supplied with lifetime warranty, supported by 
highly efficient and professional technical service.

Examples of past projects
The equipment produced by Talgil Computing & Control LTD participates in many projects 
worldwide: In  Australia,  Peru, Mexico, Brazil, Italy, USA, China, Japan, Serbia, India, Israel 
and more.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Computerized control systems, very efficient in energy consumption, including small stand 
alone units with just a few outputs and up to large distributed network of hundreds of outputs, 
with single cable or radio linking of RTUs. Centralized control linking remote sites to the control 
center by cable, GSM, radio or internet.
Function of the product:
Fully controlling the operation of small to large irrigation systems starting with the water 
sources, the reservoirs, the distribution lines, the water and fertilizer supply and the filtering. 
Including monitoring, management, protection, data acquisition, reading various analog sensors 
and more.

Category: Analyzers and control systems,  
Water resources management
Sub Category: Professional Irrigation control, 
Automatic filters control
www.talgil.com

Objectives / Target companies
Seeking distributers worldwide with relation to the Agricultural market, with technical 
support ability.
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Category: Water resources management.

www.tal-ya.com

Company profile
Tal-Ya is a new Israeli company that develops innovative water saving solutions for row-crop 
agriculture, vineyards, forestry and the municipal gardening sectors. Collecting and using DEW, 
together with more efficient use of irrigated water, represents savings of up to 90% irrigated 
water.
For the past three years, the company has performed trials under the auspices of the Israeli 
Ministry of Agriculture and the prestigious Agricultural Institute (Volcani). Results are extremely 
favorable, showing both significant water savings, as well as reduced chemical use.
Tal-Ya’s solution can be seen on-site at MOP Lachish, as well as at the company’s offices in Gan 
Yoshiya Israel.

Technology & product(s)
General description: Square cover over a plant’s root system and the surrounding soil (replaces 
traditional plastic mulch), collects dew during the night and prevents evaporation during the day, 
directing all water to one single point- the root system. Irrigated water is directed more efficiently 
to the right spot. Cover regulates soil temperature, preventing loss due to extreme conditions.
Saves water, reduces dependence on fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides, is usable for up to 5 
years outside and is completely recyclable!

Objectives / Target companies
Looking to introduce the product to the municipal sectors for water.
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Company profile
TechnoSpin develops and manufacturers small wind turbines that generate substantial energy 
in all wind regimes. TechnoSpin’s cutting-edge technology and in-house expertise offer the 
most competitive, efficient and easily customized wind power solutions for grid and off-
grid applications worldwide. TechnoSpin provides green energy solutions for residential and 
commercial use, telecommunications, control devices, security systems, and agriculture.
Date of establishment: 2004
No. of employees: 17

Background on the company
TechnoSpin is a US corporation with a development and manufacturing facility in Israel.

Examples of projects
 Off-grid solution for powering home appliances 
 Solution for a security fence application that includes surveillance camera and fence sensors
 Rooftop installation at Engineering Faculty in South African University 
 Development of a water pumping turbine for specific needs in African country
 Solution for requirements of large satellite company for application with low power consumption
 Solution for powering control devices for water pipelines

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
TechnoSpin’s core technology is its unique blade technology. Unlike competition, which 
adapts the rotor of an aircraft wing, TechnoSpin’s patent pending rotor is a result of a 
completely new profile, modeled according to aerodynamics principles, in order to maximize 
efficiency and minimize costs. TechnoSpin produces a range of products that generate up to 
8kW (1.16-6m diameter).
Function of the product(s): 
Provide renewable energy solution for various grid and off-grid applications.

Objectives / Target companies
 Strong local marketing and operational partners
 Distributors with experience in renewable energy solutions 
 Integrators that provide products/solutions that include the energy supply (objective is to 
incorporate wind turbines in the total solution)

Category: Renewable energy
Sub Category: Small Wind Turbines
www.tswind.com
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Company profile
TIGI introduces a new breed of Solar-Thermal (water heating) Collector that turns sunlight to 
heat. What makes our collector (“panel”) unique is its ability to minimize energy losses to the 
environment, resulting in very high efficiency even in freezing conditions and in applications 
such as process heat where high temperature is required. 
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 10

Background on the company
Founded in 2007, TIGI controls IP assets that were developed by its founder over the last 
20 years. Its underlying technology has been validated in multiple sites across Europe; its 
collectors were tested successfully by the world’s leading research institutes.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Retention of heat is achieved by our proprietary transparent insulation collector technology that 
allows solar radiation to enter the collector unhindered while suppressing convection and back 
radiation. In fact, our collector outperforms the best Flat Plate and Evacuated Tube collectors in 
annual yield per gross unit area with the performance gap increasing with latitude.
Function of the product(s):
At the heart of TIGI’s breakthrough is a highly efficient, patent-protected, transparent insulation 
collector technology called the Thermal Envelope. Incorporating proprietary components and 
design, it allows sunlight to pass through while efficiently blocking most of the back radiation 
and suppressing convection/conduction heat losses. The resulting solar energy, in the form 
of heat, warms water in the collector module, which can be used for sanitary purposes or 
circulated in the local space heating system.
TIGI vs. Leading Flat Plate Collector
The chart compares the performance of TIGI’s 
collector to one of the market’s leading flat plate 
collector. The higher the figure on the horizontal 
axis, the colder and less sunny the conditions. 
It shows that during typical European winter 
conditions, while the flat plate collector stops 
producing useful energy altogether, TIGI’s collector 
still operates at 40% efficiency.

Category: Renewable energy
Sub Category: Thermal Solar system
www.tigi.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
Cooporation/partnership with large renewable energy engineering services companies, solar 
thermal system integrators. Summer access heat can be used in conjunction with solar cooling 
or low temperature electricity production.
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Company profile
Biodiesel production by new generation enzyme-based catalysts.
TransBiodiesel Ltd. has patented a new technology using unique immobilized enzymes as an 
alternative for the conventional chemical-based catalysts for the production of biodiesel from 
different oils, including plant oils, animal fats and recycled greases. The developed immobilized 
enzymes are characterized with their high resistance towards short-chain alcohols, typically 
used as substrates in the production process of biodiesel. The developed enzymatic process 
for production of biodiesel has been approved as economically feasible and also competitive 
with the costs for the currently practiced conventional production processes. Furthermore, the 
enzyme-based production process is benign for the environment and the by-product produced in 
the process, namely glycerol, can be used for food, cosmetics and pharmaceutical applications 
without excessive purification. The Company is in the process of forming strategic alliances with 
worldwide-leading biodiesel producers. The founder of the company has applied similar enzyme 
technology for the production of lipid-based nutraceuticals at industrial volumes in his former 
venture (www.enzymotec.com).
Date of establishment: May 2007
No. of employees: 7

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
The company has developed new techniques for the preparation of biocatalysts to be used for 
the production of biodiesel at industrial volumes. The new biocatalysts are capable of catalyzing 
the reaction between both edible or other inedible fatty acid sources and methanol to form 
biodiesel that meets the international specs.
Function of the product(s): 
The product will be used as an alternative for corrosive chemicals in new as well as in old 
biodiesel plants.

Objectives / Target companies
The company will design and construct the first commercial prototype by 2010 to demonstrate 
the industrial feasibility of the technology for the first time worldwide. The company needs to 
raise US$ 3 Million for business development and industrialization of the technology worldwide.

Category: Renewable energy 
Sub Category: Enzymatic production 
of biodiesel
www.transbiodiesel.com
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Company profile
Year of establishment: 2002
No. of employees: 15

Background on the company
Treatec21 industries LTD. is specializing in development, manufacturing and operating advanced water 
and waste water integrated technological solutions.
Treatec21 is a science based corporation initiated at the Water Treatment Technology Laboratory of the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The Company is a privately owned corporation, founded in 2002 and a 
subsidiary of SOLOR- HATEHOF group (www.solorgroup.com). This group is one of the leading groups 
of companies in the sectors of Energy, Water, Defense, Fire/rescue, Transportation and Petrochemical 
industries.

Examples of past projects
 Israel- Gan yavne- Municipal- quick sedimentation- Electro flocculation.
 Israel- Ran Anna- Municipal- MSBS- Multistage biological system.
 Israel- Intercosma- cosmetic- Electro flocculation.
 Italy- Metal industries- AOP- Advanced UV system.
 Romania- MSBS- Multistage biological system.
 Spain- Municipal- MSBS- Multistage biological system

Technology & product(s)
Advanced Biological Treatment
MSBS- Multi Stage Biological System.The MSBS is an advanced and highly efficient method for treating 
industrial and municipal wastewater.

 No surplus of Organic Sludge.
 Minimum Operating cost.

HEBS- hybrid electro bio system.
Electrochemical & Chemical Treatment
Treatec21 provides a range of chemical & proprietary electrochemical pre-treatments.
The Patented electrochemical EFector system enables high removal rate of impurities.
Advance UV Technologies & AOP (Advanced Oxidation Process)
Advanced UV Oxidation and Disinfection System.
The system is based on high intensity proprietary UV reactor with highly reflective structure that traps the 
light and increases process effectiveness.
Physical and Membrane Separation Technologies

 Reverse Osmosis (RO), Ultra-filtration (UF) and Nano-Filtration (NF)
 Membran Bio Reactors (MBR).
 Filtration and activated carbon filtration.

Objectives / Target companies
Potential clients and distributors.
Joint Venture, Investment Capital, Strategic Alliances, International Distribution.

Category: Waste Water Treatment, Drinking 
water, Industrial Waste Treatment.
Sub Category: UV and Advanced oxidation.
www.treatec21.com
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Company profile
TriDiNetworks provides advanced tools for Building Managements Systems (BMS)
which automates and simplifies the Design, Setup and maintenance of wired and wireless 
control networks.
The company’s focus is to provide automatic tools for the design of control systems which 
enable setup at significantly lower costs relative to current solutions and can be performed by 
regular electricians or technicians without dedicated training.
TriDiNetworks’ markets are BMS for Lighting control, Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) control, Smart Grid, Energy metering, Smart Appliances with Wi-Fi, Security and 
Access control. 
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 6

Background on the company
TriDiNetworks is managed by entrepreneurs with broad experience and expertise in the areas relevant to 
the company’s activities.

Examples of past projects
Installation of Wireless Lighting Control System – In Strauss corporation.
Provide technology and products to Global OEM companies.

Technology & product(s)
TriDiNetworks provides a technology which offers a complete solution for design, setup and 
maintenance of BMS. Including:

 “Networks Designer” software which is interfaced with the building architecture and allows a 
control system designer to place and configure the field devices on the building map.

 “Commissioning Tool” equipped with the “Point & Click” technology for smartphones and 
tablets that allows to simply and intuitively setup sophisticated wired and wireless networks.

TriDiNetworks technology is protected by a strong patent application. 
Company products portfolio include:

 TriDiLight - Wireless lighting and HVAC control system for commercial buildings. It monitors 
and controls environmental sensors. It incorporates scheduling, occupancy, daylight 
harvesting, Smart Grid demand response and “personal control” from computer desktop for 
each occupant.

 OEM products - “Networks Designer” Software for BMS, “Commissioning Tool” software for 
smartphones and tablets equipped with dedicated Hardware Adapters.

Category: Energy Efficiency
Sub Category: Management and Monitoring, 
Heating and Cooling systems, Energy 
efficient Lighting 
www.tridinetworks.com

Objectives / Target companies
TriDiNetworks looks for OEM agreements and for partners for the adaptation and distribution of 
its products in diverse markets. The company promotes licensing by global providers.
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Company profile
Wastewater design specialists, intensive wetland technology.

Date of establishment: 2005

No. of employees: 17

Background on the company
Triple-T, a subsidiary of Water Fund Investment Group Ltd. specializes in the design, construction and 
operation of intensified wetland systems for the treatment of domestic, industrial and agricultural 
wastewater. Our proprietary wetland technology, TAYA, treats heavy organic loads to the secondary or 
tertiary level (i.e. polish), at exceedingly low operational costs. 

TAYA wetlands have been successfully implemented in a number of agricultural and industrial 
wastewater systems and have proven effective in treating wastewater with high loads of organic matter 
and ammonia.

Examples of past projects
Lahav Kibbutz, Piggery Heavy Load WWTP - Full Scale (300 m • 3/d) Completed 2009

Chan Hashayarot, Domestic WWTP - Full Scale (40 m • 3/d) Completed 2009

Shomria, Domestic & Dairy WWTP - Full Scale (800 m • 3/d) Completed 2011

Ramon Air Force Base, Domestic WWTP - Full Scale (800 m • 3/d) Completed 2011

Menashe, Polish of secondary effluent - Full Scale (5,500 m • 3/d) Completion, Est. Late 2011

Technology & product(s)
General description:

TAYA is a hybrid technology, integrating aspects of process and biochemistry found in intensive 
systems, while maintaining the low maintenance and operational costs associated with wetlands. TAYA 
technology replaces heavy electro-mechanical wastewater treatment systems, by attainting the same 
effluent quality at a significantly lower cost. 

The TAYA model calculates pollutant loads, oxygen transfer quantities, retention times and sludge yield 
(just like activated sludge). The design of the wetland incorporates the filling and draining of subsurface 
flow basins. The fluids are pumped from one side to the other using a proprietary pumping arrangement, 
maintaining the lowest energy consumption possible. This unique arrangement is highly efficient to 
operate and eliminates the need for sludge handling.

Function of the product(s):
Our TAYA systems are designed to improve effluent quality to the highest standards required for irrigation 
and stream releasing.

Category: Waste Water Treatment
Sub Category: Industrial waste treatment, 
Consulting and Engineering Services, R&D

www.wfi-group.com

Objectives / Target companies
Contractors experienced in the wastewater industry, looking to collaborate on projects involving 
agricultural, industrial or domestic wastewater treatment. Animal production design companies looking 
for a partner in wastewater treatment.
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Drinking water, Water resources management
Sub category: Desalination plants

www.uet.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
We hope to make contact with companies that UET can partner with and together to expand 
both companies business.

Company profile
UET’s representative in South Africa - WESU, Water Engineering Systems Unlimited.
Date of establishment: 1992
No. of employees: 30

Background on the company
UET was started in 1992 by David Sherzer. His experience in water treatment actually began 
in Dead Sea Bromine when he was the Chief Process Engineer of the group. At this position 
he had the responsibility for: utilities water systems, process water systems and special water 
qualities demands, together with highly sophisticated chemical production. 
UET offers solutions for a wide variety of applications including in the industrial, commercial, 
civilian and agricultural sectors.

Examples of projects:
 DeBeers mines- south Africa  ASSMANG CHROMO- south Africa  TKS- Thyessen krupp 

Germany  Netafim- Israel  S&C- USA  Northern university- Illinois- USA  Constab-Germany
 Walter rau- Germany  Machteshim-Agan-Israel  IAI-Israel aircraft industry  TNUVA dairy- Israel

Technology & product(s)
General description: UET have developed, installed and implemented successfully, more than 
3,500 water treatment systems. UET products are based on a mathematical algorithm in the 
field of chemical engineering for the production of a process unit composed of a “green” reactor 
and settler (Green Machine). The calculated amount of scale, corrosion products and bio life are 
being produced in the UET’s reactor and settled in the UET’s settler. The driving force for the 
reactor is partial electrolysis of the water.
The process unit is tailored to specifications, manufactured, and delivered to the customer, 
including the highest level of engineering and technical support.
UET’s technology is a complete techno-economic substitute for existing technologies, including 
chemical additives, acids, flocculants, water improvement systems such as softeners, reverse 
osmosis (RO) systems, etc. 
Due to sustainable unique advantages, UET can provide genuine Total Water Management, 
which can allow factories to work with ”zero discharge”.
UET is providing those solutions to cooling towers, Reverse Osmosis pre-treatment, Hot water, 
Fe removal, closed cold & hot water systems and process water systems.
Function of the product(s): Special experiences in water treatment: 
 Recycling RO reject as make up to cooling towers instead of drinking water.
 Reducing the blow down from the cooling systems up to ”zero discharge”
 Pre treating RO systems without using softeners.
 Reducing the costs of RO water by 25%.
 Removing Fe and Mn without using aeration ponds.
 Improving desalination processes.
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Company profile
Uheat liquid heater Ltd (also called “Chen”) has developed an electromagnetic inductive heater 
that heats water and other liquids. Our mission is to provide a reliable supply of hot water with 
the low energy cost and zero emission.
While most other commercial size devices use open flame, Uheat patent protected technology 
employs electromagnetic induction. A comprehensive solution, based on Uheat inductive 
heater, can save up to 70% of the water heating energy costs.
The R.O.I. (return on investment) for the customer, replacing existing system with the Uheat 
system is 18-24 months.
Year of establishment: 1/6/2006
Number of employees: 10

Background on the company
privately owned. Member of the Solidgroup.

Examples of projects:
Uheat has a wide range of successful applications: 

 Retirement communities, hotels
 Domestic applications from a single private house to a whole stories building
 Swimming pools, Saunas, Gyms
 Pasteurization centers (milk, wine, juices) 
 Industrial oil heating, steam application
 Hospitals, Restaurants, Agriculture, Laboratories

Technology & product(s)
Uheat technology is simple: electromagnetic induction field heats a metal pipe. Liquid flows 
through the pipe and absorbs the heat.
Uheat has 3 main products: 15KW, 20KW and 30KW inductive heaters.

Objectives / Target companies: 
We seek to establish long term relationship with HVAC distributors and large installers which 
specialize in water heating.
We also look for manufacturers that might be looking to expend their line of products.

Category: Energy saving
Sub Category: Water heating energy saving
www.uheat.co.il
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Category: Renewable energy, R&D, 
Wastewater treatment
Sub Category: Microalgae-based Biofuel 
and N, P cleaning from Wastewater using 
microalgae
www.univerve-group.com

Company profile
UniVerve Biofuel Initiative (UVBI) was established in order to develop a complete Algae-to-
Biofuel process, which is economic (targeting $70/bbl), stable in terms of quality and quantity 
and on a commercial scale, for production of oil for Biofuel and other biomass fractions for high-
value products.
The Initiative, established in January 1st 2009 as part of UniVerve Ltd., which focuses on 
development, marketing and implementation of renewable energy solutions. UVBI has 4 
employees, three senior advisors and several partners (Academic and Industrial) for specific 
R&D projects.
UVBI established its R&D facility in Southern Israel (July 2009), which includes a lab, a culture 
room and an outdoor area for up-scaling to open ponds. Upon completion of its 1st milestone, 
UniVerve will spin-off UVBI into a company to be called UniVerve Biofuel (UVB).
Upon completion of the R&D, UVB plans to license its strains to producers of oil from 
microalgae as well as initiate and establish algal farms for oil production. UVB aims to receive 
royalties from oil sales as well as to establish its own farm for oil production.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
UVBI implements a multidisciplinary approach to combine various technologies into a scalable 
algal farm model, which will enable an economic, stable and commercial-scale production of 
oil for Biofuel. The complete model will be consisted of proprietary algal biomass i.e. high oil 
yielding microalgae strains (UVBI’s core expertise and main emphasis), cultivation & growth 
system, harvesting, dewatering and finally, oil and/or other biomass fractions extraction. While 
certain parts of the model will be generic technologies, some will be strain-specific.
Function of the product(s): 
Microalgae present the highest potential for Biofuel production (e.g. biodiesel, ethanol, 
hydrogen, JP8, Jet-fuel) due to their immense growth rate, high-oil content and the fact that 
they do not compete on land and/or sweet water use. Moreover, algae can also consume 
CO2 from industrial sources for better growth rate as well as nutrients such as N and P from 
waste-water, thus they have additional added values that can be used as part of the oil 
production process.

Objectives / Target companies
UniVerve Biofuel Initiative is looking for potential partners for collaborative R&D projects 
or consortiums, as well as investors that can financially support its R&D followed by its 
commercial activity.
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Company profile
Variable Wind Solutions Ltd. (VWS) offers variable-speed, gearless power generation 
solutions employing proven, proprietary, power conditioning electronics combined 
with low-RPM AC synchronous generators. The technology, applicable to wind and 
hydrokinetic turbines, enables less expensive, more efficient power generation in low 
and variable-speed winds.
Date of establishment: 2005
No. of employees: 4

Background on the company
Variable Wind Solutions was established to evaluate a patented rotor system for 
small wind turbines. While the rotor proved commercially unfeasible, the electronics 
developed to convert the fluctuating rotor/generator RPMs into stable voltage output 
proved both efficient and cost-effective. In late 2008 this patent-pending technology 
became the core of the company’s product line, with significant market validation 
since completed and a number of JVs and demonstration projects in various stages of 
maturity.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
VWS’ core technology is a proprietary electronic voltage regulation solution that 
delivers stable voltage output regardless of generator RPMs, turning AC synchronous 
generators into low RPM variable-speed machines. Currently, solutions are available for 
3kW, 5kW, and 10kW.
Function of the product(s): 
The company’s products convert variable-speed power inputs (wind, waves, etc.) into 
grid-quality electricity, eliminating the gearbox while enabling inverters to operate at 
peak efficiency regardless of generator RPMs. Furthermore, VRS-equipped turbines 
encounter lower start-up inertia and so enjoy lower start-up speeds and superior low-
speed performance. With this technology, small and medium size wind turbines can 
now operate more cost-effectively in the relatively low and variable-speed winds 
typically available in the locations where such turbines are installed.

Category: Renewable Energy
Sub Category: Wind; Hydrokinetic
(wave/tidal/current)
www.variable-wind.com

Objectives / Target companies
Variable Wind Solutions is looking for strategic partners to assist with technical 
development, and/or demonstration, and/or manufacturing, in the following fields: 
 Power conditioning (development & manufacturing)
 Motor, generator, and car alternator manufacturers (dev & manuf.)
 Community-scale wind farm developers (demonstration)
 Small and medium scale turbine developers
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Objectives / Target companies 
Utilize natural sequences for better plants production and higher quality of products in wide range of crops, providing for 
healthy products in healthy environment 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Agriculture 

Sub Category:  Fertilizers, Irrigation, Projects Know  
How 

  

www.vgi.co.il 

Company profile 
VGI Israel develops, produces and sells bio -active fertilizing products. All products are made from plants oils and 
extracts combined with other natural bio active components. Products are totally chemical – free and are designed to 
stimulate biological sequences in various mechanisms: 
● Through enhancement of soil biota activity, thus widening carbon and nitrogen cycles, lowering carbon losses from soil 

to atmosphere. 
●  Through enhancement of plant cell activity, strengthening photosynthetic activity and enhancing carbon intake by 

plants. 
● Through minimizing effects of harmful soil microorganisms, thus lowering the need for harmful soil fumigations.  
Through the supply of nutrients to plant cells in early stages of development – reducing reliance on artificial mineral 
fertilizers, thus reducing reliance on non renewable energy sources.  
 
Year of establishment: 1989 

Background of the company 
Company established by the late Shaul Sela – Farmer, Agronomist and researcher, after search for solutions for natural 
plant nutrition through irrigation in desert conditions. Since the late 90's products are vastly used for variety of crops in 
several countries. The company constantly continues to develop new products and applications for the benefit of 
growers around the globe. 

Examples of past projects 
● The company products are sold for Organic and non organic agriculture and horticulture in Israel since 1997.  
● Products are being vastly used for Viticulture in California since 1997, allowing outstanding improvements in product 

quality.  

Technologies & products 
● Various plant nutrition products (KF10, KF20, KF200 (in USA)), implementation of the Embryo Nutrition ™ method.  
● Stimulation of plant growth, enhanced cell development, enhanced soil biotic activity, enhancement of nutrient intake, 

leading to better crops and higher product quality. 
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Company profile
VINTEC Knowledge Ltd is a private company specializes in saving energy in the area of industrial and 
commercial lighting, particularly high usage facilities.
Vintec Team specializes in front end technologies for helping mangers to save Energy.
Vintec offers six different technologies.

 Magnetic technology- OptiLux Controllers
 T5 electronic ballast and T5 fixtures and adaptors
 HID Electronic dimmable Ballast 
 PIR sensors for peoples presence
 Photometric Technology- reflectors for discharge lamps 
 Solar technology- for street light & residential applications

VINTEC is committed to a market-oriented philosophy and looks to assist customers eliminate 
unnecessary wastage, reduce energy consumption and save costs. No matter who is the supplier, 
no matter what the kWh tariff, VINTEC aims to save up to 50% on the electricity bill by reducing 
consumption of electricity in discharge lighting. These savings are gained by incorporating one or more 
unique device, supplied and support by VINTEC.
Background to the Market
In recent years there has been increased emphasis by the private and public sectors to cut energy costs, 
and the Government has called for greater attention to the environmental issues of carbon emission 
levels. The economic and political conditions are thus favorable for a company devoted to promoting 
energy saving. Moreover, throughout the world there is a greater awareness by consumers that energy 
saving makes financial and ecological sense. Following the lead taken in Europe, this sphere will soon 
become one of rapid growth and development throughout the world.
Installations list Per request: total number of installations about 1000 in Europe.
Date of establishment: 2001
No. of employees: 307 Total no of employee in the group

Technology & product(s)
Light energy saving by 6 different technologies.
What makes Vintec Different?
The question we always get: What”makes Vintec” different in the”Light Energy Saving Market”?
The four main areas in which we stand out are as follows: 
1. Vintec offers a suite of products including 6 specific technologies: 
2. Vintec focuses on offering a Total Solution and not just equipment 
3. Vintec works with the customer’s team to analyze and optimize the required solution together (sites 

survey and by real time trials).
4. With the customer’s team we prove the performance before we start the project.

Objectives / Target companies
To locate business partners in Germany and Europe to market sell and service Vintec light energy 
saving products.

Category: Electricity saving
Sub Category: Light energy controllers
www.lighteconomy.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
Vortex goal is to find a domestic partner and bring to market pollution control systems in industries such as Energy, Fertilizers 
and Oil production, mining , and marine 

 

 
 

 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category:  Air Quality and Meteorological 
Control Systems, Plant Protection 
Solutions,  
Municipal and Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment 

  

www.vortex-envirotech.com 

Company profile 
Vortex Ecological Technologies develops superior systems for cleaning industrial flue gas and liquid from particles or gas 
pollutants. Based on its Advanced Vortex Chamber (AVC) technology, Vortex developed cost-effective solutions for air-
particles gases cleaning and hydro-Vortex for cleaning industrial fluids from solid particles.  
 
Year of establishment: 1997 

Examples of past projects 
● End to End pollutant gasses and water cleaning for Lime plants. 
● Fine dust cleaning for metal treatment and painting plants. 
● Potash production plant pollutant Gasses cleaning. 
● Reduction sludge production to zero waste in concrete plants (ReadyMix). 
● Particles cleaning from cooling water in Metal Pipes plant – VVT.  

Technologies & products 
The company produces advanced scrubbing devices based on its proprietary, patented technology and innovative 
proprietary design of the Advanced Vortex Chamber (AVC), delivering revolutionary performance due to much higher 
gas rotational speeds. 
● Gas Cleaning - Wet-Vortex is a system used for the removal of both pollutant gasses and solid sub-micron particles; 

Dry-Vortex is used for the removal of fine solid particles from gas/air; SOx- Vortex effectively reduces SOx from 
industrial emission. 

● Liquid Cleaning - Hydro-Vortex is used for cleaning liquid from particles; Vorsep is used to concentrate sludge by 
separating the liquid out. 

●  Integrated Cleaning - Integrated-Vortex is Wet-Vortex system connected to Hydro-Vortex used to recycle the cleaning 
liquid. 
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Objectives / Target companies
Real estate, building, hotel and sport chain, municipalities, government.

Company profile
Date of establishment: Dec. 2007
No. of employees: 1

Background on the company
Water Arc is a young initiative established by Mr. Ilan Katz after 10 years of engineering 
and academic experience in the water sector, including 5 years as a research manager at 
the”laboratory for wastewater treatment and reuse”- Technion- Israel Institute of Technology.
Water Arc is active in the following areas: 

 Supply and operation of urban water recycling system.
 Greenbuilding. Consultancy and planning services for water conservation & recycling.
 initiation of water saving projects in commercial buildings- hotels, apartment houses and 
commercial centers.
 Research and consultancy in the fields of water reuse, desalination and membrane fouling for 
academic and public organizations.
 Private home water recycling.

Examples of past projects
 Domestic effluent filtration and desalination pilot (Technion 2008)
 Air force Base greywater recycling, constructed wetlands technology (2008)
 Country club greywater recycling, membrane bioreactor technology (2009)
 Private homes greywater recycling systems
 Public bathing facility water recycling pilot (2009)
 Hotels water saving survey (Dan, Sheraton, 2008)
 Water saving showerheads for organized market (2009)

Technology & product(s)
General description: Greywater recycling is a sustainable solution that balances the domestic 
water budget from its own water resources. The shower, bath, washing basin and washing-
machine sewage are called greywater, and may be treated on-site and reused safely for 
toilet flushing and gardening. Recycle options for private homes and apartment buildings are 
available, and the economy of scale enables economic saving in large recycling systems.
Function of the product(s): Domestic water demand reduction by > 30%.
Greywater recycling by constructed wetlands technology or membrane bioreactor technology.
Compliance with requirements of health authorities for water reclamation.
Water saving showerheads 40-60% water and energy reduction.

Category: Consulting and engineering 
services, Waste water treatment, 
Desalination, Water resources management 
Sub Category: urban water saving
and recycling
www.water-arc.com
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Objectives / Target companies
WateRevive seeks to cooperate with water companies, municipalities and local governments, 
consulting firms and entrepreneurs.

Company profile
WateRevive is a start-up company, related to “Ofra aqua plants Ltd” . Unlike Ofra who 
specializes in wastewater treatment and Natural swimming ponds, WateRevive focuses on 
drinking water treatment, enhancement and polishing by Phytoremediation. The Company 
specializes in nitrate removal, biological post treatment for desalinated water (including boron 
removal) and biological water enhancement for the potable water industry. All solutions are 
tailor-made Subjected to consumer requirements. The scope of operation: design, construction 
and maintenance.
Date of establishment: 2010
No. of employees: 4 

Background on the company
The company is located in the Ofra’s headquarters in Zipori, where experiments and initial 
Beta Sites are carried. Based on the knowledge and experience on the related company in 
Phytoremedeation, WateRevive has developed state of the art technologies (patent pending) 
for biological treatment and enhancement of drinking water, with no environmental adverse 
effect: no residual materials, no energy input, no chemicals. The process is low cost, easy to 
maintain, has a positive footprint and produces high quality drinking water.
WateRevive provides initial feasibility tests, engineering, and if so desired, construction and 
maintenance.

Examples of past projects
The company has constructed a Beta- Site for Nitrate removal.
Ofra Aqua Plants projects:
Constructed wetlands for Dairy farms, gas stations, Villages and neighborhoods. Industrial 
projects: cosmetic factory, landfill leachate.
Grey water projects
Many privet natural swimming ponds in Israel and world -wide.

Technology & product(s)
General description:
The Technology is Phytoremediation in general, and specifically, different designs of 
constructed wetlands for different implementations.
Function of the product(s):
The system serves as a filter, pollution remover, and to enhance, vitalize and improve water quality.

Category: Drinking water, Consulting and 
engineering services, Biological R/O– post 
treatment .  biological Nitrate removal, 
Biological waste water treatment.

www.waterevive.com
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Objectives / Target companies 
1) Offer our products to: military and HLS authorities, international projects, industrial companies in the oil & gas and mining 
industry, humanitarian efforts, world bank and other international funding institutions. (2) Allocate distributors in the civilian 
sectors in Asia (excluding India) and Africa. (3) Allocate tenders and contracts in the field of our operation. 

 

 

 

Category: Water, Energy Efficient Air Management 
Sub Category: Drinking water, Atmospheric Water 

Generation, Humanitarian Support, 
Logistic Support, Dehumidification, 
Energy reduction 

Contact: David Gillo | davidg@water-gen.com 

www.water-gen.com 

Company profile 
Water-Gen designs and produces water supply solutions for military, civilians, and industrial operations located in 
remote isolated areas. Our products include atmospheric water generation, air conditioner runoff water treatment and 
freshwater purification. These solutions offer an alternative approach to water supply allowing production of the water at 
the point of use, reducing the logistical burden involved with water convoys, and offering a safe continuous supply of 
water. Water-Gen’s innovative technology can also be utilized for dehumidification and air management solutions where 
air is needed to be supplied with low humidity.  
Year of establishment: 2009 
No. of employees: 20 

Examples of projects 
● Water-Gen has currently sold its products to governmental authorities in many countries including USA, UK, France, 

India, Israel, and more. The products sold included solution from all of our product lines. 

Technologies & products 
General description: 
Water-Gen presents a patented state-of the-art technology which is internationally unique. Water-Gen’s products include 
atmospheric water generation, treatment of air conditioning run-off water and water purification units for highly 
contaminated freshwater. The products are designated for ground, vehicle and man-carrier platforms. 
Water-Gen’s air heat exchanging technology can also be used in high efficiency air management solutions 
(dehumidification, air conditioning). 
Function of the product(s): 
● Atmospheric water generation product line refers to autonomous units that produce water from the ambient air 

humidity. These stand-alone units intake humid air, perform dehumidification and filter the captured water to a clean 
potable quality. The unit also continuously preserves the water promising a safe supply over time in areas where water 
is not available or difficult/dangerous to convey. These units can be implemented on a vehicle or as a standalone unit 
in a camp or base. 

● Water Treatment Unit performs purification of air conditioners run-off water. The WTU intakes this resource, which is 
currently regarded as waste, purifies the water to drinking quality and stores it in available infrastructure. The unit 
continuously preserves the water promising a fresh pure supply over long periods of time. 

● Spring is a battery operated unit that is designed to filter water sources which have been potentially contaminated. The 
unit which has been defined and built to filter all kinds of available contaminations including severe microbiological and 
chemical hazards. The batteries for the unit can be easily recharged from any available power supply (including solar). 
The unit can provide pure fresh water to remote locations which are dependent on local water sources and literally 
save lives.  
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Objectives / Target companies
To present and supply to our customers a high level of efficiency and cost effective Water 
Treatment Systems.

Company profile
WaterMatic is a comprehensive center for Water & Waste-Water Treatment projects. 
WaterMatic’s Design - Manufacture - Construction (DMC) method of water treatment projects 
also includes a feasibility study, consultation and maintenance. WaterMatic’s projects, 
constructed worldwide, attest to our professional know-how. WaterMatic’s Headquarters is 
situated in Caesarea, Israel.
Date of establishment: 1995
No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
WaterMatic’s team consists of some of the most renowned experts and professionals from the 
Water and Wastewater Treatment Industry in Israel. 
Our experienced team includes economists, World Regulations experts, environmental experts, 
chemical and bio-technological experts, civil engineers, designers and process engineers who 
have been involved in Water Treatment since its inception.

Examples of past projects
Vishay Israel - 70,000 m3/year, 18.2M ultra pure process water; •
Renewable Resources - 5Milion m3/year, Industrial ultra pure process water; •
Haifa Chemicals - 1Milion m3/year, Industrial water, conductivity: 80 µSiemens; •
Ethiopia - 280,000 m3/year, irrigation water, conductivity: 150 µSiemens •

Technology & product(s)
WaterMatic manufactures and supplies Containerized Plug & Play Reverse Osmosis systems 
for brackish and sea water. 

Membrane Systems –Provide the best solutions with sustainable environmental  •
considerations. WaterMatic combine different membrane technologies such as Micro, Ultra 
and Nano filtration membranes in its RO system. 
Ion Exchange Systems – Ion Exchange technology systems provide the optimal solution for  •
water softening, nitrate exclusion, and heavy metal ion exclusion.
Filtration Systems – WaterMatic provides filtration systems for different applications for  •
removal of course particles or fine particles with Deep Media Filtration. 
Electro-Deionization – WaterMatic produces and markets EDI systems, combining  •
components from the most advanced producers in this field.
Dosing and Bleeding Systems – WaterMatic Dosing and Bleeding systems are well known for  •
their state-of-the-art technology.
Disinfection Systems –WaterMatic manufactures and markets its disinfection systems for  •
several applications, operating with accurate control over the process by using WaterMatic’s 
Control Systems.

Category: Drinking water, Desalination, 
Industrial Water
www.watermatic.co.il
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Objectives / Target companies
Water sheer is targeting the following prospects: 

 Governmental bodies (Municipal / provincial / Federal) responsible for Water management, 
Emergencies and crises preparations and management, etc.
 Humanitarian aid agencies and NGO’s
 Defense and Military forces 
 Potential partners / distributors with activities in the above segments

Company profile
Water Sheer is an innovative and leading provider of water purification and distribution systems and 
solutions, mainly for water challenged regions and emergency / crisis situations.
Water Sheer’s innovative purification systems treat organic, biologic and chemical water contaminators.
The emergency products line provides advanced and comprehensive solutions for situations such as: 

 Natural and other disaster 
 Temporary lack of drinking water
 Difficulties in moving / distributing water 
 Supplying water to deploying / moving forces
 Humanitarian aid efforts 

The company offers a full consulting and solution planning for countries, organizations and projects.
Our solutions and products are aiming towards the following main market segments: 

 Water emergencies and crisis
 Humanitarian aid efforts
 Community solutions in water challenged regions 
 Water supply for moving forces and teams
 Tourism to water challenged regions 

Background on the company
Water Sheer a private held company, established in 2007. The company is based at the Air Port City in 
Lod, with R&D and manufacturing in Israel.

Examples of past projects
Established in 2007, the company achieved first sales in 2008 and has costumers in Israel and abroad. 
Water Sheer’s products were a major component of the Israeli government humanitarian aid to Myanmar 
(2008), Taiwan (2009), Haiti (2010).
Following its approval by the Israel national water authority as an official supplier in November 2009, 
water Sheer has made its first sales of emergency solutions to the municipal market in Israel.
Technology & product(s)
Water Sheer provide a diversified line of solutions based on the following main sets of products: 
1. Sulis Personal Purification Device
2. Sokol1™ Multi-Liter Water Purification System
3. Sokol Alert™ Foldable Purification System for Single-event (crisis) Use
4. Portable Emergency Water Supply, Mobilization and Distribution Systems
5. Low pressure Water Purification system 
Water Sheer can provide tailor made solutions based on the above lines, to Suit the specific needs and 
situation on the ground.

Category: Drinking water, Water security, 
Water resources management.
Sub category: Water solutions for Water 
challenged areas & emergency situations.

www.watersheer.com
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Company Profile
Provides virtually lossless and ultra-compact SmartDiodes™ energy harvesting and system 
balancing devices optimized for commercial and industrial scale photovoltaic (PV) systems.
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 15

Background on the company
The company’s mission is to become the photovoltaic industry’s preferred energy harvesting 
solution partner by consistently and measurably impacting the financial return of commercial 
and industrial scale photovoltaic systems.

Technology & product(s)
General description: SmartDiodes™ is a transformational photovoltaic energy harvesting 
architecture minimizing differential system losses resulting from factors such as manufacturing 
mismatch, partial shading, partial soiling, differential ageing, and differential planarity.
Unlike prior generation energy harvesting solutions such as power optimizers and 
microinverters, SmartDiodes™ are virtually lossless, feather light set a new industry benchmark 
in ultra-compact form factors and improve land utilization.
Patent-pending and field proven SmartDiodes™ deliver a step function price-performance 
improvement compared with prior generation energy harvesting solutions required for adoption 
in commercial and industrial scale applications.
Function of the product(s): SmartDiodes™ optimize energy harvest on a per PV module basis. 
SmartDiodes™ are provided in product configurations for PV module factory integration as well 
as post-factory field installation. Use of SmartDiodes™ is transparent to and compatible with 
all mainstream photovoltaic inverters.

Objectives/target companies
The disruptive SmartDiodes™ energy harvesting technology puts the company in a unique position 
to materially improve the financial returns of commercial and industrial scale PV systems.
Post factory installed SmartDiodes™ are targeted for PV project developers and installers. 
SmartDiodes™ for PV module factory integration are targeted for PV module and junction box 
manufacturers.

Category: Photo Voltaic (PV)
Sub Category: Energy Harvesting and 
System balancing of PV installations
www.wattsandmore.com
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Company profile
Date of establishment: Through associated company Wave Worldwide in 2003
No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
WAVE Products, an associate company of Wave Worldwide, specializes in international promotion, 
marketing and sourcing of markets worldwide for export of exclusive Israel know-how and unique 
products. The company also deals in importing of unique products from worldwide manufactures.

Examples of projects
Natural therapeutic products for Human and Animals

 Alocado™ Product range for the natural treatment of Psoriasis.
 VetGold™ Cream- the world’s first ever Dead Sea cosmetic skin care for animals.
 CleaDerma™ Line- a comprehensive product range for the treatment of various skin aliments.
 Decubitus Ulcer- natural treatment for bed pressure sores.
 Skin Care & Spa Products- for private labeling.

Asphalt Pavement Rejuvinator
 TL-2000 (HL-1), a unique, single-component black liquid micro-bitumen polymer compound, derived 

from the asphalt family which seals and prevents the oxidation of asphalt surfaces and prevents the 
breakdown of asphalt surfaces, the formation of microscopic cracks, water penetration, erosion and 
deterioration.

 Pothole Sealing TL Modification, Pothole Sealing with modified TL is an excellent inexpensive 
solution for the pothole problem. Our material is cheap, easy-to-apply, strong and stable. It is a cold 
mixture which can seal potholes of any size. The pothole is primed with a thin layer of TL-2000 and 
filled with the mixture.
 March 2009: TL-2000 was introduced and is being used successfully and profitably in: Israel, Russia 
(2003), Kazakhstan (2003), China (1999), South Africa (1997), Hong Kong (1999), Poland (2004), Ukraine 
(2004), Romania (2005), Mexico (2007), India (2006), Taiwan (2006), Chile (2006)

Technology & product(s)
Seleno-X provides a cost effective and environmental friendly solution for purification and recycling of 
wastewater.
Seleno-X is 100% natural food grade and totally safe, ideally suited not only for industrial wastewater 
cleaning, but also water recycling especially in food production applications.
Water Trap HD-6 (Patent Pending)
A totally (100%) natural product which has a high capacity to retain water that will save up to 90% of 
water needs of all types of vegetation and at the same time fertilize with naturally enriched minerals and 
vitamins encouraging healthy growth with the minimum use of water.

Category: Industrial waste treatment, R&D, 
Solid waste treatment and Recycling
Sub Category: Hd-6: a natural composition 
for water retention in soil and substrates
www.waveworldwide.com

Objectives / Target companies
Reaching out for Representatives, Distributers or Strategic partners.
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Category: Analyzers and control 
systems, Water security, Water resources 
management

www.w-water.com

Company profile
International company that combines cutting edge Israeli technologies with established 
companies in the fields of water control, water security and water treatment. Targeting the water 
utilities segment in developed countries. Strong position in the Israeli market and strategic JV 
with Mekorot, the Israeli water utility monopoly.
Date of establishment: 2006
No. of employees: 80

Background on the company
Vision: Securing a sustainable future for our world’s precious water resources. Mission: To help 
municipalities and water authorities guarantee a constant supply of quality water by optimizing 
the production, management, control and delivery of water through the synergistic application of 
state-of-the-art water technologies.
Competitive Edge: We provide a comprehensive and synergistic environment for Israeli water 
technology companies, servicing municipalities in developed countries with tailored water 
management, Control, Monitoring and Security solutions.

Examples of projects:
 Whitewater Security: The Israeli project for water security
 CheckLight: ToxScreen for SEPA- ministry of environmental protection of China.
 Galcon: Tel aviv municipality Israel Milano Italy Jerusalem municipality Israel Kfar Saba 
Municipality Israel. Galcon controllers are installed in municipalities, institutes and private 
homes in more than 60 countries around the world

Technology & product(s)
Whitewater Portfolio: 

 Whitewater Security: helps governments, municipalities, water utilities and high risk facilities 
secure their water against accidental and intentional contamination threats.

 www.w-watersecurity.com 
 CheckLight: develops, manufactures and delivers innovative early warning solutions for the 
detection of contamination in drinking water, through the use of sensitized luminescent bacteria 
www.checklight.biz 
 Galcon: a world-leading manufacturer of user-friendly, easy to install and operate computerized 
irrigation controllers for agriculture, municipalities, gardening and landscaping. www.galcon.co.il

Objectives / Target companies
U.S municipalities and state owned water utilities top management managers.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Wind farms developers and owners 
Governments and agencies interested in competitive wind power 

 

 

 
 

Category:  Adaptation Technologies for Climate 
Change – Climate 

Sub Category:  Energy Efficiency Solutions, 
Renewable Energy Technologies, 
Wind Energy 

  

www.windwells.co.il 

Company profile 
WWL's main goal is the development of novel methods to define local wind energy dispersal, in space and time.  
We produce competitive and profitable wind farms. 
.  
 
Year of establishment: 2011 

Background of the company 
WWL is a startup company focused on Wind energy farms. Established and owned by Iftach Spector, Brigadier-General 
(ret.), and former Israeli Air Force's Chief of Operations and Haimi Schneider, Architect, owner of H. Schneider 
architects, Israel. 

Examples of past projects 
● Wind analyses of 7 locations for Dominion Energy, Virginia, USA.  
● Founded a wind-well for the Dominion Energy, Virginia, USA.  

Technologies & products 
We make wind competitive and profitable in two ways: 
● Locating wind-wells - high wind energy concentrations (see below). 
● Optimizing farm and turbine positioning.  
We have shown how to enhance farms performance up to 150% and more 
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Category: Renewable energy.
Sub Category: Wind turbines.

Company profile
Winflex is a wind turbine development and manufacturing company. Our product is based on proven, 
patented technology, providing cost effective solution for utilization of wind energy at costs lower than of 
fossil fuel energy sources.
The key of Winflex technology is the turbine rotor, made out of light flexible and inexpensive composite 
material fabric. As a result the rotor is 20 times lighter than rotors designed by most advanced 
technologies on the market, causing a chain effect on the whole structure.
Year of establishment: 1.1.2009
Number of employees: 15

Background on the company
Winflex is in a second stage of a ten year development led by Dr. Kliatzkin, company’s CTO and the 
inventor of the technology. Winflex is supported by Israeli Ministry of infrastructure and the Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry. Previous development stage was interrupted by sudden death of the companies 
owner. During that development period a prototypes of 10KW and a 200kW have been built and tested 
connected to grid for two years. Winflex was established to industrialize the technology and produce wind 
turbines first in a range of 100-500 kw and at second stage in Mega scale range.
Dr. Kliatzkin has over forty years of experience in leading R&D projects, structural & energetic 
improvements of vehicles and avionic products. Eliezer, the CEO gained his managing experience at 
Unibatt, a R&D company in a field of energy storage. Doron Spitz, company’s management consultant 
serves as CEO of Unibatt and has managing experience as director of vehicle production companies and 
a research institute.

Examples of projects:
The company has no previous projects. The Management team members have 15 years of collaboration. 
Each of the members led industrial & R&D projects. Examples of projects: led by team members: 

 Development of wind turbine and full CAD-CAM system.
 Development of innovative rechargeable storage systems and development of manufacturing 
process.
 Enchasing Dynamic and structural parameters of transport platforms.
 Structural analysis of avionic and land transport platforms.
 Consultancy on energetic issues for avionic projects, gas turbines, fuel cells.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
1.  A 130 kw turbine model is in a beta site stage.
2. A megawatt scale model is in development.
Function of the product(s): 
Production of electricity

Objectives / Target companies: 
Winflex is aiming to become a leading producer of wind turbines in a range of 100-500Kw, and significant 
player at the Mega scale market in 5 years. The first models are planned for the Israeli market new 
regulations and subsidized rate of 1.29 ILS/kwh(0.3$). A combination of low installation cost and high 
rates for produced energy sums to an ROI of 3 yrs. Estimated time to market is 18 month.
The company proceeds with developing the technology for mega scale turbines, starting at 1 Mw and 
rising above 5 Mw.
The company is raising complementary funding of 550K$ from strategic partners for industrialization of 
the medium range turbines and at second stage, 3.5M$ for the Mega scale project.

Winflex
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 1985
No. of employees: 190

Background on the company
YAMIT ELI is a leading international provider of water and wastewater treatment and filtration 
systems and services with customers across the world.
The company has customer sites and installations in Asia, Central and South America, South 
and Southern Africa, Europe and Australia.
YAMIT E.L.I international headquarters is located in Israel with YAMIT EU European 
headquarters in Amsterdam, Netherlands, YAMIT China headquarters in Beijing and YAMIT 
Southeast Asia headquarters, in Manila, Philippines. In addition, the company plant and 
manufacturing facilities are in Israel.

Examples of past projects
 Nagua and Guayabito drinking water project, Dominican Republic
 Termocandelaria electric power plant, demineralized water supply, Colombia
 Numerous reuse and effluent treatment systems for Mekorot- Israel Water supply Co.
 Manila emergency containerized water systems- Philippines
 Simunye, Ezoalini drinking water systems- Swaziland
 Numerous industrial water treatment projects- China
 Chimuluacan treatment system- Mexico

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
water and wastewater treatment and filtration systems and services.
Function of the product(s): 
water sources development or improvement, desalinization, waste water treatment and re-use, 
filtration of polluted, contaminated or dirty water for agriculture, industry, municipal uses.

Category: Filtration & Water Treatment
www.yamit-f.com

Objectives / Target companies
Distributors, agents, contacts in the municipal or national water systems procurement, turn-
key projects.
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Company profile
ZenithSolar is a solar leading company in developing and a manufacturing of 
Concentrating PV (CPV) systems for Combined Heat and Power (CHP) applications. The 
company is fully vertically integrated, providing solutions to customers where heat and 
power is needed and this at utility level pricing.
Zenithsolar major product, Z 20 2G generates energy at efficiency levels above 70%.
The company targets to provide the solar market with systems producing energy at 
utility cost, without government subsidies.
Zenithsolar collaborates with Ben Gurion University, Fraunhofer - ISE in Germany and 
Azur Space the second largest high concentration solar cell manufacturer.
Date of establishment: 2006
No. of employees: 20

Examples of past projects
Kvutzat Yavne Solar Project (Israel) - the first installation demonstrating high efficiency 
generation of combined heat and power, 250kWp combined output.

Technology & product(s)
Major product: Z20 2G consists of two concentrating modules, 22 m2 each, featuring a 
dish with multiple mirror arrangement, high efficiency multi junction PV receiver, heat 
exchanger, tracking mechanism and 2-axis control system.
Performance: 4, 5 kWp electrical energy and 11kWp thermal energy in form of hot water.
The optics is embedded within plastics, resulting in low manufacturing cost. The 
product is built of readily available materials.

Category: Renewable Energy
Sub Category: Concentrating Photovoltaic 
(CPV) / solar Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
www.zenithsolar.com

Objectives / Target companies
The company objective is to be a leader in the solar CHP, through a network of 
worldwide partner channels.
Target customers: residential, commercial and industrial
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Category: Aquaculture
Sub category: Fish larvae food

Company profile
Zo-opt develop innovative live fish food products. Our of-the-shelf products enable growing 
new fish species in aquaculture. The food contains natural ingredients only and prevents water 
contamination and waste by current technologies.
Date of establishment: 2006
No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
Zo-opt products are based on many years of hands-on experience of Dr. Arie Waldenberg with fish 
larvae feeding.

Examples of projects:
Commercial growing of Australian Rainbow Neon Fish with close to 100% survival rates and 
faster growth.
Emergency supply of Rotifers for a large Israeli hatchery.

Technology & product(s)
General description: 
Dry powder which contains live food for fish larvae. Nature-based technology utilizing the 
Mezocosm approach.
Function of the product(s): 
Feeding fish larvae in the first days after hatching.

Objectives / Target companies
Large international hatcheries. Leading international fish-food companies. Ornamental fish 
growers.
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Objectives / Target companies 
Al-Sorag seeks to offer its solutions worldwide. 

 

 

 

Category: Building and Construction, Extreme 
Events and Disasters 

Sub Category: Energy Efficient Buildings 
Contact: Group Al-Sorag Ltd | sales@al-sorag.co.il 

www.al-sorag.co.il 

Company profile 
Al-Sorag's solutions upgrade the physical safety and security of structures, protecting individuals from dangers including 
shattering glass, break-ins, gunfire, terror activity, blast waves, structural failure resulting from extreme weather, or 
accidental falls. 
Al-Sorag is on the forefront of energy conservation: by combining energy-saving films with security films, the same 
product that prevents the glass from shattering also reflects heat – reducing air-conditioning needs and saving money. 
Year of establishment: 1986 

Background of the company 
Al-Sorag is Israel's largest, most experienced company in the field of safety and security solutions for building 
envelopes, offering its customers a wide array of solutions for increased security combined with energy conservation. 

Technologies & products 
General description: 
Transparent films, applied to existing windows, not only protect, but also conserve energy without compromising the 
aesthetic quality of the building. Within only a few years, these "hybrid" security upgrades actually pay for themselves by 
substantially reducing the electricity bill. 
Al-Sorag's solutions enables retrofitting existing glass and windows, upgrading their energy-saving and security 
capabilities without expensive changes to glass, frames or infrastructure. 
Function of the product(s): 
Unique window film coatings by Israeli quality manufacturer Hanita Coatings are exclusively sold and installed by Al-
Sorag, Israel's foremost window security system and energy-saving films and solution provider. Window film products 
are based on technology that allows transparent polyester film to be adhered to glass to selectively filter the sun's rays, 
enabling film-retrofitted windows to reject up to 80% of the heat that normally penetrates untreated windows. The result 
is significant savings of 25% or more of the electricity costs needed to cool buildings. Imagine saving at least 100 kwh of 
energy per square meter per year! Al-Sorag's quality solar heat-rejecting window films pay for themselves in 
approximately 2 years. Lowered electricity use means lowered demand on carbon-emitting fossil fuels.  
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Company profile
Arrow Operations and Technologies Ltd. specialize in the design, development and 
implementation of complex solutions for industrial wastewater, sludge and chemical- 
ecological processes.
Date of establishment: 2007
No. of employees: 20

Background on the company
Arrow Operations and Technologies Ltd. was founded in 2007 by the founders of Arrow Ecology, 
who were active in the fields of hydro-mechanical operations and facility maintenance. Since 
then Arrow Operations and Technologies has evolved to a respected, multifaceted full service 
company.
Arrow was the first, and currently the only, company in Israel to provide mobile industrial 
wastewater treatment services as a cost and time saving technique for their clients.

Examples of past projects 
 Israel Chemicals Ltd.
 Israel Electric Corp.
 Oil Refineries Ltd.
 Israel National Water Co.
 And many others

Technology & product(s)
Some of our services: 

 Arrow develop and commercialize a unique system which completely eliminates hazardous 
industrial sludge, transforming it into energy and raw materials by harnessing thermal 
solar energy. The GSP system represents a low cost, comprehensive solution that serves 
as an economic waste disposal alternative and provides a source of “green energy” and raw 
materials. On the one hand, the system draws all its energy from the sun (no fossil fuels are 
needed). On the other hand, it represents a breakthrough in waste disposal as it transforms 
hazardous and non hazardous waste into storable energy, leaving no residuals behind for 
further disposal.
 A unique mobile treatment unit for the purification of water polluted with oil or fuel and for 
the removal of water from oil and fuel sludge.
 Arrow designs, builds and operates a unique robotic machine which removes sludge and 
sediments from closed, complex industrial structures such as cooling towers, holding pools, 
lagoons, tanks and water bodies. The accumulation of sludge or sediments in these facilities 
reduces operational efficiency and frequently contains toxic compounds.
 Recovering crude oil tanks through hydrothermal techniques by connecting to the existing 
pipes with no need for changes. This treatment will enlarge the operating volumes in a very 
short period. The method produces a minimal volume of waste. Most of the sediment is taken 
out in a form, which enables the client to re-use it for refining or energy production.

Category: Renewable energy, 
Waste water treatment.
www.ecoarrow.com

Objectives / Target companies
To become the leading player in the treatment of sludge and industrial waste water.
Target companies:
Waste water treatment plants, chemical and petrochemical plants.
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systems, Water security, Water resources 
management, Industrial waste treatment, 
Waste water treatment.
Sub Category: Control Centers & SCADA/
DCS systems for municipal systems, 
Municipal Communication.
www.compax.co.il

Company profile
Compax offers a mature line of products & services with years of experience in the  application of 
integrated Control and SCADA/DCS systems. We specialize in Water & Waste  Water, Oil & Gas 
and Process applications with projects in Israel, South America,  Europe and the Caspian region. Our 
specialty is to bring together advanced communications   (data, voice and video over wireless, cellular, 
satellite, fiber etc.), data acquisition and process control along with advanced software  tools under one 
synchronized operation, maximizing efficiency and profit for our customers.  Our scope of capabilities 
ranges from professional advice on integrating complex industrial  computerized systems to the supply of 
complete turn-key systems. 
Year of establishment: 1985
No. of employees: 70

Background on the company
Compax was founded in 1985 with the vision of creating”SUPERVISOR™” an advanced  SCADA/DCS 
product that serves the automation and control world with the most advanced  state-of-the-art technologies 
in a straightforward manner. In 2001 after a series of projects in  Israel and abroad Compax became a part of 
the AFSK Group, a publicly traded company since   1996, in 2005 we received ISO 9001-2000 certification. In 
2008, AFSK Group becomes a part of Orad Group and we received ISO 14001 certificate.
Today we are among the leading companies in wide-area SCADA/DCS systems, process control  and 
communication systems in Israel. 

Examples of past projects
 EAAB Bogota Municipality- SCADA system for Monitoring and Control of Bogota urban water 
distribution and Sewage and Wastewater treatment.
 TEL AVIV Municipality’s Water Department, Implements the  SUPERVISOR CONTROL PACKAGE 
(SCP) for the city’s Water  Supply Command & Control.
 Kishon River Authority- Monitoring System for monitoring the water quality in the Kishon River.
 The Rain in Spain Falls Mainly on Barcelona- Barcelona Flood Water Management System.

Technology & product(s)
 Feasibility Studies & System Analysis together with costumer
 Develop, Design and Construct of Municipal Command & Control Centers
 Water Safety & Risk Management Implementation for drinking water
 Potable & Wastewater treatment Plant Management
 Large municipal multi sites Design & Construct systems
 Energy & Cost saving solutions
 21th Century Technology (Industrial equip, IT, Communication…)
 Smart Utilization of Water Resources

Objectives / Target companies
 Municipal- mayors, city engineers and Water Associations managers.
 National water company.  Water projects companies.
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Company profile
EcoVida is an Israeli-based CleanTech company. EcoVida’s pioneering technology offers a 
significant reduction of chlorine usage in water treatment and sanitation. Our patented (patent-
pending) prototype is in the first stages of development.
Date of establishment: 2008
No. of employees: 5

Background on the company
EcoVida management core team is composed of highly skilled personnel: Itay Zamir (CEO), Tal 
Pener (CTO) and Giora Sarfati (CMO) are the co-founders. Renowned researchers have joined 
the company: Dr. Pinchas Dahan, a physician and Head of the Research Authority at the Rupin 
Academic Center and Prof. David Baazov, a Bio-physician specializing in physical chemistry. In 
the past year we test our technology on site and the results shown high practicability.

Examples of projects:
Rehabilitation of water wells from 2” to 30” without depth limitation.

Technology & product(s)
General description: EcoVida saves money by reducing chlorine consumption. The new 
EcoVida technology is based on patented, disinfectant-related technology that leads to a 
significant (up to 50%) reduction in the amount of chlorine consumed during the disinfecting 
of water.
Function of the product(s): The EcoVida technology provides a unique and inexpensive 
solution that offers low chlorine consumption while supporting simplicity of system integration. 
Incorporating the EcoVida technology into various water systems will help minimize other 
ecological and health hazards as well.

Objectives / Target companies
EcoVida is pursuing a vision that is both important and ambitious: to drive a dramatic reduction 
of chlorine usage in water sanitation, along with a major reduction of damages caused to the 
environment due to chlorination. In addition, the company vision is to promote water saving 
technology in various industries.
This vision will result from EcoVida mission- to lead the next wave of advanced water treatment 
technologies, specifically in the field of chlorination reduction in the water sanitation markets.

Category: Advanced water
treatment technology
Sub category: water, Industrial waste
water treatment, R&D, Desalination

www.ecovida.co.il
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Company profile
Date of establishment: 2009
No. of employees: 7

Background on the company
R&D and electronic production.

Examples of past projects
Isoterma develops the TERMA Q, a wireless smart control system for hot water boilers 
in domestic use including many features such as preset number of showers for a set 
time, lost of efficiency of heating elements’ or solar panels, hot water leak detection, 
very friendly home wireless control unit. And more.

Technology & product(s)
An RF system to control the water in home use hot water system with saving of 30% to 
50% on electrical bill.

Category: Energy efficiency in hot/ 
solar system.
Sub Category: Wireless (RF) systems
www.iso-terma.com

Objectives / Target companies
Boiler manufactures, whole sellers
Distributors for home use appliance
Energy related product
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Sub category:

Company profile
Meisol is developing a new composite material for remediation of contaminated groundwater. 
The Composite material is formed by bonding nano-sized zero-valent iron (NZVI) particles with 
metalloporphyrin catalysts onto a diatomite matrix that shows catalytic activity toward different 
contaminants, especially to halogenated organic compounds, that are common soil and 
groundwater pollutants. This material offers many advantages- it is environmental-friendly and 
may be more cost effective due to its high efficiency, small amounts are needed for treatment 
and improved physico-chemical characteristics. The biggest advantage is that the technology 
can treat several contaminants in one step treatment.
Date of establishment: 2008
No. of employees: 5

Technology & product(s)
Environmental Applications: Groundwater Remediation, Wastewater Treatment and Soil 
Purification.

Objectives / Target companies
Municipalities and Waste Water Treatment companies. 

Meisol 
Ltd.
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